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GRAPHICS DISCLAIMER

All figures, graphics, tables, equations, etc. merged
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Annotation:

This section of the book presents in detail the
structure, components, mechanics, and applications of
frequency agile radar.

In particular, noncoherent and fully coherent fre-
quency agile radar are discussed, analyzed, and com-
pared. Various types of local oscillators are discussed,
such as backward-wave type, electronically tuned, YIG
tuned, and varactor tuned. Some automatic frequency
control systems are discussed, and comparative analysis
is carried out on self-adapting frequency agile radar,
moving target indication systems, and frequency scan-
ning radar. Efficiency, frequency range, average and
peak power, anti-jamming properties, clutter control,
and detectability are considered in light of applic-
ation to frequency agile radar.

This section of the book is useful for students
of radar, as well as technical workers, research
personnel, and design engineers in the field of radar.
Some basic knowledge of the operational principles
of radar in general is helpful. Photographs-1.
Tables-10. Illustrations-131. Bibliography-49 references.
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Synopsis of Contents

This book is divided into two parts: the first part dis-

cusses the performance of frequency agility radar including the

strength of antijamming capabilities, the enlargement of the

detection range, the raising of detection angle precision and

the inhibition of the power of sea clutter. The second part

introduces the composition of frequency agility radar focusing

on the frequency agility magnetrons, the composition of

incoherent and total coherency frequency agility radar and the

special frequency agility radar systems.

This book provides scientific personnel references regarding

the production and maintenance of radar.
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Preface

Up to the present, radar has mainly been used in defensive

and offensive weapons systems. As a weapons system it must be

able to meet the countermeasures of an enemy. At present, this

type of countermeasure is generally called electronic counter-

measure. This is because it basically points to measures which

use electronics to oppose the countermeasures of electronic

weapons.

The methods for jamming radar can be divided into active

jamming and passive jamming. Among the two, active jamming is

the most effective method especially disturbance type active

jamming. This type of jamming method is the transmission of noise

jamming signals similar to the operating frequency of the radar.

This can cause the echo signal of the radar to be completely

drowned out in the jamming signal. If antijamming measures are

not used then the radar equipment will exist in name only. Thus,

there is produced the struggle of countermeasures and anti-

countermeasures. This struggle can be considered to begin from

not having radar equipment for a long time; the form of the

struggle can generally be divided into 3 stages.

The first stage shows the struggle of tuning speed. To

avoid the aimed active jamming of an enemy, radar uses mechanical

tuning to change the radar's operating frequency to another

frequency without jamming. In order to be able to jam this type

of mechanically tuned radar, the jammer must be tunable and its

tuning speed should be higher than that of the radar. This then

makes up the struggle of tuning speed. The apex of the tuning
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speed is inertialess electronic tuning. Use of an aiming type

jammer with electronic tuning can tune the jammer to the

operating frequency of radar in several microseconds to several

tens of microseconds after scouting to the transmission fre-
quency of radar. On the surface, this type of jammer seems

uncounterable. However, frequency agility radar developed

during the beginning of the 1960's is able to cause this type of

jammer to have no means of jamming.

Frequency agility radar is a type of radar wherein its

carrier frequency energy makes very large jumps in the adjacent
pulses. This type of radar is also called jump frequency radar.

Because the carrier frequency of each of its pulses is different,

before a jammer reconnaissance aircraft receives a radar trans-

mission pulse, it has no way of knowing the frequency of the

radar pulse. Thus, there is no way of tuning the jammer to the

operating frequency of the radar which then causes the jammer
to have no means of jamming the large space from the radar to the

jammer. It can, however, reveal the distance of the jammer.

Therefore, even if it is an electronically tuned aiming jammer

there is still no way of jamming frequency agility radar.

The second stage shows the struggle of the power and the fre-

quency band. In order to be able to effectively jam frequency

agility radar, the jammer only need be able to abandon narrow

band aiming jamming and use wide band barrage jamming. This

type of jammer can transmit fixed power jamming signals in a

veryvidefrequency band. Yet, this will certainly produce the

contradiction between power and band width because the wider

the band width becomes its power spectral density will necess-

arily drop. In other words, the frequency agility technique

forces the jammer to disperse its power to a very wide frequency

band. To keep its power spectral density constant the required

total power is enlarged. In the struggle of band width and
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power, the jammer is not in an advantageous position. Because

jammers are commonly mechanically loaded, their power consump-

tion, volume and weight are limited. However, radar is frequently

erected on the ground surface. Moreover, although the operating

frequency of a single radar is limited. several sets of radar

can be distributed in very wide frequency bands and can even

occupy each wave band from P value to Ku. It is virtually

impossible for a jammer to transmit a jamming signal with suitable

power density in this kind of wide wave band.

The third stage mainly shows the struggle of self adapting

capabilities. For the jammer to be most effectively used its

power uses self adapting power handling so that although various

wave band jammers are installed on aircraft (this occupies a

suitable volume and load), yet its primary power is not added to

the jammers but self adapts to add different wide wave band

jammers based on the danger signal received by the reconnaissance

aircraft. At the same time, frequency agility radar, while its

self adapting capabilities continually increase, does not blindly

and randomly jump but prior to each transmission pulse, carries

out full view reconnaissance of its whole operating frequency
band. Afterwards, it modulates the carrier frequency of the next

pulse to a frequency with the weacest jamming signal. Further,

a self adapting antenna array can automatically align the

jammer's direction of the zero point in the antenna directivity

diagram. It can be considered that up to the present the struggle

to raise self adapting capabilities is still being continued.

Tests and theories have both proven that after radar uses the
frequency agility system this can not only greatly raise its

antijamming capabilities but can also carry a series of advant-

ageous points with it. For example, the frequency agility system

can increase the radar's detection distance (when in high

detection probability, there is an increase of about 20-30

percent !or the slow fluctuating target); it can raise the tracking
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precision of angle tracking radar; it can inhibit sea clutter

jamming; it can raise the distance resolution and amplitude

resolution of the radarr it can eliminate the secondary noise

caused by refraction; it can resolve the problem of mutual

jamming between similar types of radar, etc. When these situa-

tions occur or if there is only one of the advantageous points

among these, it is then necessary to use the frequency agility

system for newly designed radar. For example, to resolve sea

clutter jamming jamming when in a moderate sea situation, even

when pulse Doppler radar is detecting a sea target, we can change

to use the frequency agility system. Therefore, the commonly

used frequency agility system has become a trend of present day

radar (especially military radar).

This book is divided into two parts: the first part is

divided into five chapters which mainly explain the performances

of frequency agility radar by means of theoretical analysis

and test results. The second part of the book is divided into

four chapters which focus on introducing frequency agility

magnetrons and the incoherent frequency agility radar system.

Because the level of the author is limited it was unavoid-

able that this narration on frequency agility radar have sections

Ihich are inadequate. Thus, the reader is invited to point out

mistakes so that they may be corrected.
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Part One The Performance of Frequency Agility Radar

Chapter I. General Discussion

1.1 What is Frequency Agility Radar?

Frequency agility radar is a type of radar which uses fixe

time interval radiation pulse energy. Therefore, it is a type

of pulse radar. The carrier wave frequency of its transmitted

adjacent pulses quickly change within a fixed range (see fig.]

Its agility form can change in a certain pattern and can also

randomly jump.

Fig. 1.1 The Agility of the Frequency Agility Radar's Transmitted
Carrier Frequency in the Adjacent Pulse

Although the carrier frequencies of the adjacent pulses of

most mechanically tuned jump frequency radar also have slight

differences yet they cannot be regarded as frequency agility radar.

Because the frequency differences between the pulses is very small

they do not have the features of frequency agility radar. Only

after the frequency differences between pulses increases to a

certain value can it have the characteristics of frequency jumps.
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This type of special characteristic can be related to the echo

between pulses. To cause the echoes between pulses to not be

related to the required minimum pulse frequency difference is

called the critical frequency difference. The critical fre-

quency difference is different for different quality targets.

For example, the critical frequency difference for uniformly

distributed clouds and rain and ocean wave targets is approx-

imately the reciprocal of the pulse width. However, the

critical frequency difference and radial of targets such as

aircraft, guided missiles and satellites with relatively large

refraction surfaces or regular shapes form an inverse ratio.

Usually, its value is far greater than the reciprocal of the

pulse width. From the point of view of the sea clutter

interrelation, it is only necessary that the adjacent pulse

frequency difference be greater than the reciprocal of the pulse

width to be able to be called frequency agility radar. However,

from the point of view of antijamming, only when the adjacent

pulse frequency difference reaches the entire operating fre-

quency band of the radar (for example, 10 percent band width)

can it be called frequency agility radar.

Although frequency diversity radar can also successively

transmit pulses with different carrier frequencies, yet because

frequency diversity radar is usually composed of two (or

several) stationary radar transmitter-receivers, therefore it can

usually transmit pulses by two (or several) stationary carrier

frequencies. Moreover, these different carrier frequency pulses

are transmitted during the same radar operating period, the

delay of being separated from one another is very small and

afterwards the echoes received from each receiver are integrated.

Because each different carrier frequency pulse is transmitted by

a different transmitter and received by a different receiver

their frequency numbers cannot be very numerous and therefore

their antijamming capability cannot compare to frequency agility

radar. Yet, in an enlarged detection range, it has similar areas
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with frequency agility radar. Moreover, because it is usually

double machine operated, its operation reliability is greater

than single machine operated frequency agility radar.

Although frequency scanning radar is also a type of pulse

carrier frequency jump radar, yet because there is a strict

fixed relation between its transmission carrier frequency and

beam direction (commonly the angle of elevation), its carrier

frequency cannot have random agility but has required changes

according to the beam direction. Generally, the carrier fre-

quency of this type of frequency scanning radar has linear

changes and cannot randomly jump. The range of its frequency

changes must also be much narrower than frequency agility radar.

Although frequency agility radar is a special type of pulse

radar system yet it can be compatible with other radar systems,

for example, single pulse radar and pulse compression radar.

However, when these radar systems are joined with a frequency

agility radar system many new problems can arise. For example,

in single pulse radar, it is necessary to consider the balance

and compensation problems of each phase under frequency agility

conditions.

Frequency agility radar must also be compatible with moving

target indication radar and pulse Doppler radar to be able to

meet certain difficulties which are hard to overcome. Although

we have already mentioned several types of flexible methods

compatible with moving target indication radar, it is even more

difficult for it to be compatible with the pulse Doppler system.

It can be considered that to date there is still no ideal plan.

1.2 How Frequency Agility Radar Was Developed

During World War II, in order to avoid enemy jamming and the
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mutual jamming of friendly neighboring radar, fixed frequency

radar gradually began to change and use variable frequency radar

with tunable frequency magnetron However, the earliest tunable

frequency magnetron used a mechanical tuning mechanism for

manually tuning. Its tunable range was relatively narrow and its

tuning speed was very low. With the continual increase of the

tuning speed of the jammer, this type of manually tuned variable

frequency radar could not counter an enemy's jamming. During the

beginning of the 1950's, a mechanical tuning mechanism with a

motor driven cam appeared. The tuning speed of this type of

tuning mechanism was increased. Yet, at the time, jammers began

to use electronic tuning which caused reconnaissance and tracking

speed to be further raised. Afterwards, although the tuning

mechanism of the magnetron was changed to hydraulic transmission,

the tuning speed could be raised to over 5,000 megahertz/second.

Yet because this type of tuning mechanism still had relatively

large mechanical inertia its tuning acceleration was still

relatively small. Electronically tuned jammers can calculate

based on their frequency change tendencies and therefore it can

still be effectively jammed. Moreover, it is also very necessary

to have a complex hydraulic transmission system ahd very large

tuning power. The appearance of the rotating magnetron greatly

increased the tuning speed of the magnetron.Its tuning speed

reached to over 1,000 kilomegahertz/second. Thus, it was possible

to cause the carrier of frequencies in the adjacent pulses to

have large differences (the maximum reached the high and low

limiting values of the operating frequency band). The rotating

tuning magnetron not only had the greatest tuning speed but also

had the greatest tuning acceleration. This is because its tuning

mechanism does not make alternating motions but rather rotating

motions. Naturally, rotating motion also has mechanical inertia

and this type of mechanical inertia caused its tuning curve to

become a sine form with frequency which is not easy to change.

However, from the beginning the frequency agility radar
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which uses this type of rotating tuning magnetron encountered

large technical difficulties. The problem was how to cause local

oscillation frequency to be able to track such a fast tuned

magnetron transmitted pulse and also to be able to maintain high

frequency stability after transmitting the pulse. These problems
were successfully resolved in 1963. Afterwards, a series of on-

the-spot tests were carried out regarding the performance of

frequency agility radar. These results showed that frequency

agility radar not only possesses very strong antijamming capa-

bilities but can also enlarge radar detection range and raise

radar tracking precision. Therefore, after these on-the-spot test

results were made public in 1964, they immediately drew wide-

spread attention. In many nations, not only was old radar refitted

into frequency agility radar but there was also widespread use of

frequency agility systems in newly designed radar. Frequency

agility systems were also used in high precision measuring radar.

At the end of the 1960's, it was further discovered that frequency

agility systems have excellent effects on inhibiting sea

clutter. Thus, this type of system was very quickly expanded to

various maritime uses and in surveillance radar. To date,

frequency agility radar has become a conventional system in

military radar.

1:3 The Advantages of Frequency Agility Radar

Frequency agility radar possesses a series of advantages.

To sum up, the main advantages are shown in the following several

areas:

(1) Relatively High Antijamming Capabilities

There are many antijamming methods yet they can be summed up

as space selection, polarization selection, frequency selection

and time selection. Among these, the most important as well as

the most effective method is frequency selection. Further,
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frequency agility can be considered the most effective frequency

selection method. Roughly speaking, it causes the multiple of

the increases or radar antijamming capabilities to be equivalent

to the ratio of the frequency agility range and the radar

receiver's band width. Then to further increase its antijamming
capabilities it is only necessary to increase its frequency

agility band width.

(2) Increases the Radar's Detection Range

If the frequency difference of the frequency agility radar's

adjacent pulse is larger than the "critical frequency" this can
cause the adjacent echo amplitude to be non-interrelated. This

can eliminate detection loss owing to the target echoe's slow

fluctuation. This slow fluctuation of the echo often appears in

in fixed frequency radar. Test results show that when relatively

high detection probability (over 80 percent) is desired, the

detection range of frequency agility radar can increase 20-30

percent more for slow fluctuation targets than fixed frequency

radar. It is also equivalent to a 2-3 times enlargement of the

transmitter power.

(3) Increases Tracking Precision

This is because the use of frequency agility can increase

the frequency of the target's flash movement (angular noise)

sighted in the deflection center and this can shift the energy

spectrum of the angular noise to outside the angular servo-

system band width. This can greatly decrease the angular track-

ing error caused by angular noise. This type of error is the

major source of single pulse radar tracking errors for close

range and medium range targets. Test results prove that the
flash movement error of an aircraft target echo in over 2-4

hertz noticeably decreases. In the Ku wave band, its tracking

error can decrease by one-half and the estimated error of

the future point can be decreased by one-third. Use of frequency
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agility for large targets such as ships can decrease tracking

error by one-half to one-quarter. Frequency agility can also

improve the detection angle precision of search radar.

(4) Inhibits Sea Clutter and the Jamming of Other

Distributed Noise

When the error of the adjacent pulse carrier frequency is

larger than the reciprocal of the pulse width, this can cause

the noise of distributed targets such as ocean waves, clouds

and rain and chaff to be interrelated. After carrying out video

frequency accumulation for these echoes, the target's equivalent

reflection surface approaches its mean value and the noise's

variance will then decrease. This improved the signal-to-noise

ratio. Theoretical computations and test results show that when

the pulse number in the radar's beam is N=15-20, after using

frequency agility, the signal-to-noise ratio can be increased

10-20 decibels. Therefore, this type of system is especially

suitable for aircraft and ship radar and can also be used for

detecting targets which are at low altitude over the ocean or on

the ocean.

(5) Increases Radar's Target Resolution Capabilities

This type of system can decrease the amplitude change of the

echo density function V-N times. Further, it does not require
very many pulses to be able to very precisely detect the mean

effective reflection area of the target and thus raise the

capability to distinguish targets. This is especially useful in

geomorphologic mapping radar.

(6) It Can Eliminate the Jamming in Similar Frequency Bands
Close to Radar and Thus Have Better Electromagnetic
Compatibility

The reason for this is obvious. Whether the fixed frequency

of the friendly radar is operating in the same wave band or

operating in frequency agility their probability of meeting is
very low. It is approximately equivalent to the ratio of the
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radar's band width and agility band width.

(7) Elimination of Quadratic (or Multiple) Surrounding
Echoes in Frequency Agility Radar

Because there is atmospheric superrefraction and thus

abnormal propagation in a good deal of radar (especially coastal

warning radar), the radar can have very far detection range.

This can cause distant ground feature noise or ocean wave

interference to reflect in the second (or multiple) recurrence

period. To a small extent, it can increase the noise background

and when serious can even drown out normal target echoes. Yet,

in frequency agility radar, because the carrier frequency of the

second transmitted pulse is different from the first, during the

second period the receiver can then receive the echo of the last

period. This also naturally eliminates the quadratic or multiple

surrounding echoes. Yet, for this reason, the frequency agility

system cannot be directly used in high repetition frequency

radar with indistinct distance.

(8) It Can Eliminate the Influence of Beam Splitting Caused

by Ground Surface Reflection

Because of the beam splitting caused by ground surface or

ocean surface reflection the angular position of the smallest

point is related to the operating frequency used by the radar.

By changing the operating frequency the position of the smallest

point can be changed. Therefore, when the radar operates in

frequency agility, this can cause repetition of the split lobe

and thus eliminate the influence of lobe splitting. This can

greatly decrease the probability of losing targets in radar

which records by computer tracking.

Aside from these, it can also eliminate the influence of the

radar antenna cover's refraction on detection angle precision;

can raise range resolution power; can realize target discrimina-

tion; can eliminate blind speed; can eliminate distance blurri-

ness, etc.
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Even though frequency agility radar possesses many advantages

yet it still has certain problems and shortcomings.

Firstly, when in equipment frequency agility radar is much

more complex than most radar. There are added technological

difficulties which increase the cost of the equipment and lower

operating reliability. For example, the frequency agility
magnetron and the automatic frequency control system in incoherent

frequency agility radar; the program controlled frequency agility

coherent signal source and last stage wide band amplifier in total

coherency radar; and the wide band antenna feeder system of the

two types of radar are all relatively key technical equipment

which require more advanced technical levels and conditions to be

able to be solved. At the same time, this also increases the cost

of the entire radar.

Secondly, under certain conditions, it is in contradiction
with other radar systems and thus they cannot be realized sim-

ultaneously. For example, there is some difficulty in joining

frequency agility radar and the moving target indication system.

At present, only compromise proposals such as component agility

or decreased number of frequency channels are able to be used.

There are also difficulties in joining it with the high repetition

frequency pulse Doppler system. These problems are all topics
which are presently being researched.

1.4 How is Frequency Agility Radar Composed?

In composition, it is the same as most pulse radar. It can be

divided into two major categories: incoherent frequency agility

radar and total coherency frequency agility radar. The trans-

mitter of the former commonly uses frequency agility magnetron.

It has no phase relation with the local oscillation. Its

simplified block diagram is shown in fig. 1.2.
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Fig. 1.2 Simplified Block Diagram of Incoherent Frequency
Agility Radar

Key: 1. Video frequency
2. Local oscillation
3. Modulator
4. Magnetron
5. Motor
6. Duvlexer
7. Antenna
8. Echo
9. Circulator

10. Automatic frequency control circuit
11. Receiver

Usually, this type of frequency magnetron is high speed motor-

driven. When the motor's rotating speed and action pulse

repetition frequency are non-synchronous, a pseudorandom fre-

quency agility signal can be obtained. A noise source can also

be used to regulate the motor's rotating speed or action pulse's

time position to obtain random jump frequency signals.

The local oscillation of incoherent frequency agility radar

must have very high tuning speed so as to be able to keep up

with the radio frequency pulse carrier frequency changes
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transmitted by the fast speed tuned magnetron. Usually, this

type of local oscillation is composed of a backward wave

oscillator with voltage tuning. The backward wave tube's local

oscillation has a very high tuning speed, a very wide voltage

tuning band width and sufficient power output. These features are
not possessed by the klystron's local oscillation. In the last

several years, completely solidified voltage tuned local oscilla-

tion was developed which uses a varactor transistor or bulk

effect tube oscillator. When compared with backward wave tube

local oscillation, its volume is smaller, weight lighter, power

consumption less, life longer and it is more reliable. Therefore,

it has already gradually begun to replace backward wave tube
local oscillation.

The most important technical factor in incoherent frequency

agility radar is the local oscillation's automatic frequency

control system. Because the transmitted pulses have agility

between the pulses, the local oscillation must keep up with the

jumps of the transmitted. pulse carrier frequency within a very

short time. It must clso maintain constancy during the receiving

echo time so that after the echo signal passes the mixed

frequency it can fall in the intermediate amplification bandwidth.

In early developed frequency agility magnetrons there was usually
no frequency read-out transducer and it was unable to give

frequency presetting information for carrying out rough tuning of

the local oscillation frequency. At that time, it was necessary

to be able to measure the magnetron cavity's resonance frequency
(sometimes called "cold resonance frequency") so that the local

oscillation can keep up with the changes of the magnetron cavity's
frequency. Usually, the local oscillation itself is used as the
test signal source. After a circulator is added in the magnetron's

resonance cavity (see fig. 1.2), when the local oscillation

frequency is equivalent to the frequency of the magnetron's

resonance cavity, the latter can absorb a large portion of the
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signal energy and its echo signal takes on a minimum value. Use

of this principle with the addition of a suitable control circuit

can cause the local oscillation's frequency to keep up with the

changes of the magnetron resonance cavity's resonance frequency.

In an appended frequency read-out transducer's frequency agility

magnetron, the problem is much simpler and at this time the

magnetron's frequency read-out signal can be directly used to

roughly tune the local oscillation. Yet, because the magnetron's

resonance frequency is not completely equivalent to the cold

resonance frequency of the resonance cavity the above two methods
can only roughly tune the local oscillation. More accurate tuning

is needed after magnetron oscillation and a fast single pulse

automatic frequency control system is used for regulation. This

type of automatic frequency control system must be able to

modulate the local oscillation frequency to an exact value within

the pulse width of a single transmitted pulse. The control

precision of the frequency agility radar's automatic frequency

control system is very important because it determines the

frequency bandwidth of the received intermediate frequency signal.

The lower its control precision the wider the bandwidth occupied
by the intermediate frequency signal. The intermediate amplifica-

tion must be correspondingly increased so as to be able to cause

the echo signal to undergo intermediate amplification. This

increased the receiver's noise level and lowered the signal-noise

ratio.

Incoherent frequency agility radar has relatively low

frequency jump flexibility and thus it is quite difficult to

join it with other pulse radar systems (for example, pulse com-

pression) and realize even more complex frequency agility radar.

Because the transmitted pulse carrier frequency and the

receiver's local oscillation of total coherency frequency

agility radar is commonly produced by the same signal source
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(usually a highly stable crystal oscillator) and there exists

a phase relation between the two. This type of system can

possibly realize frequency agility radar with a coherent signal

processing system. At the same time because the carrier fre-
quency of its transmitted pulse is produced by a numerically

controlled frequency synthesizer it has even greater agility

flexibility. For example, it can select any frequency in its

operating frequency band an instant before transmission and thus

can possibly realize an even more flexible system such as self

adapting frequency agility radar.

(7) M3, KNtR (9)

Key: 1.A ptraon
2. Trvln (10)(4)=,,,.Liw.--

(3) 1IM,9*. MAO (11)
V~kW

(2) l911S** "0 (12)

(4) Did 0md l (1 )SW

Fig., 1.3 Block Diagram of the Total Coherency Frequency Agility
Radar Transmitter

Key: 1. Amplitron

2. Traveling-wave tube amplifier3. Traveling-wave tube amplifier

4. Diode modulator5. Traveling-wave tube amplifier
6. Diode modulator
7. Varactor multiplier
8. Frequency selector
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Key: 9. To receiver
10. Pulse generator
11. Modulator
12. Modulator
13. Modulator

Fig. 1.3 gives the block diagram of a total coherency

frequency agility radar transmitter. It includes a low frequency
synthesizer and after going through frequency division, frequency

multiplication, frequency mixing or a locked system, the 10

phase coherent signals ranging from 91 to 100 megahertz obtained

from the crystal resonator is added to a numerically controlled

frequency selector. This frequency selector can select any

,frequency based on the externally added numerical frequency com-
mand signals. The selected frequency is added to a varactor

multiplier and after 32 frequency multiplications a microwave

signal in the 2,912-3,200 megahertz range can be obtained. This

microwave signal divides into two lines. One line is sent to the

receiver and after 30 megahertz (this can be obtained from the

same crystal resonance frequency multiplication) frequency mixing

acts as the local oscillation signal. The other line is added to

& diode modulator for pulse modulation and afterwards is added to
the front amplifier composed of 3 traveling-wave amplifiers for

amplification. This causes the power level to be amplified from a

milliwatt quantity to 500 kilowatts. It is then added to the end
amplifier composed of an amplitron and amplified to a S megawatt

power level and sent to the antenna for transmission. This type of

relatively simple frequency synthesizer can only produce 10
frequencies in the 2,912-3,200 megahertz range. If a more complex

microwave frequency synthesizer is used it is possible to attain

any frequency in a certain frequency range. In reality, a

synthesizer is not needed for accurate frequency for there are

usually 10 spectral lines which are sufficient for selection. The

entire radar's bandwidth is limited by end power amplification.

The antenna feed line system (especially the multilined high

powered rotating joint) is also a factor which limits its
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bandwidth.

Although this type of total coherency frequency agility

radar possesses many advantageous features yet when in equip-

ment its complex level is much higher than that of incoherent

radar. Its transmitter system is especially complex. This

increases the radar's volume, weight, energy consumption as well

as its cost and lowers the system's onerating reliability.

Therefore, incoherent frequency agility radar is commonly

used in most small sized maneuvering tactical radar (especially

ship-based, aircraft-based and missile-based radar). Medium and

large size fixed radar or radar with special requirements use

total coherency frequency agility radar and specifically select

and use the type of radar according to specific tactical and

technical requirements.
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Chapter II Antijamming Capabilities of Frequency Agile Radar

2.1 Basic Types of Jamming

Generally speaking, the useless signals received by radar

receivers can be called jamming signals. So-called useless signals

are mainly determined by the special radar use. Therefore, the

useless Jamming signals for one type of radar can possibly be

useful signals for another type of radar. For example, meteor-

ological noise is useless Jamming signals for common radar but

become useful signals for meteorological radar.

The various types of jamming signals can basically be divided

into natural jamming and man-made jamming. "Natural jamming" is

the originally existing jamming in the natural world and "man-

made jamming" is jamming produced intentionally or unintentionally

by man.

Natural jamming mainly includes various ground noise jamming,

sea clutter jamming, meteorological noise jamming, bird noise

jamming as well as noise jamming from the atmosphere and the

common man-made jamming can be divided into intentional and

unintentional jamming. The most typical unintentional jamming is

the jamming of friendly nearby radar. Aside from this, there are

also various types of jamming produced by radio equipment.

Intentional man-made jamming is naturally intentionally

produced by an enemy to jam the operation of our radar station.

Therefore, it is the most difficult to counter. Although frequency

agile radar possesses the ability to counter various natural

noises (such as sea clutter), yet it was mainly produced to
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counter man-made jamming. The discussion below will focus on

intentional man-made jamming.

Intentional man-made jamming can further be ivided into

passive and active jamming. Passive jamming is sometimes also
called negative jamming and active jamming is sometimes called

positive jamming. Although some people also consider the

absorbing electromagnetic wave coatings applied on a target as
negative jamming, this method only reduces the electromagnetic

wave energy transmitted by the target but does not produce other

jamming signals. Therefore, it cannot be considered as a jamming

measure but only a negative anti-radar measure.

In reality, passive jamming is intentionally put in passive

reflecting bodies. These reflecting bodies which are the same as

real targets can also reflect radio waves. The most effective

among them must be considered angular reflecting bodies and semi-

wavelength chaff. Angular reflecting bodies have omnidirectional

reflection characteristics and the direction of their reflected
electromagnetic waves is completely identical with the direction

of incidence. Therefore, their equivalent reflection areas are
especially large and these can be used to simulate a large

warship. During the early period, chaff was made from very thin

aluminum foil but now metallized glass fiber is used. Its

diameter is only several ten micron and its length is just
equivalent to half the operating wavelength of radar. Thus, it

can produce resonance in the radar's operating frequency. Although

the effective reflection area of each piece of chaff is very small

yet it is large in quantity (each time it is put in the number

can reach to over several million). Therefore, it can create very

* strong jamming noise and can also cause attenuation when using

useful echo signals. Further, there are also bait rockets and

false warheads.

The most outstanding feature of this type of passive jamming
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is that the reflected echo signal frequency is the same as the

projected frequency of the radar. Therefore, it cannot be

eliminated by means of the frequency selection method and

frequency agile radar cannot counter it. Yet, like sea
clutterithe frequency agile technique has a certain inhibiting

effect on distributed passive jamming. Moreover, this type of

passive Jamming is also limited-- by various service conditions.

Firstly, its length can only cause maximum effect when it equals

the semi-wavelength of the radar. Therefore, the radar's operat-

ing wavelength must be measured beforehand, or, after using a
ferret receiver to detect the radar's operating wavelength,

automatically cut off the length of the glass fiber based on the

measured length. Secondly, its jamming space has certain

limitations and usually requires that beforehand the Jamming

aircraft of this chaff release be taken in a fighter plane and

released along an air corridor. This is also equivalent to

knowing the enemy in advance. Thus, military preparation can be

done well. Aside from this, even though the weight of these

glass fibers are extremely light they are nevertheless limited

in air stay time. At present, new materials suitable for

distributed jamming such as metallic air suspended bodies and

ions are being developed. Furthermore, no matter what direction

radar this type of passive jamming is for it is necessary that

its operating wavelength be the same and its jamming effects be

identical.

Man-made jamming is the most effective and active Jamming is

the most difficult to counter. This type of active jamming is

produced by a jamming transmitter because the effective jamming

power produced in the area of the radar receiving antenna forms

an inverse ratio with the square of the distance. Thus, it is

very easy to attain power which is stronger than useful signal

echoes. Further, it is the type of jamming with the greatest

danger to radar. Below we will discuss this type of jamming.
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Active jamming can be divided into three categories:

pressure controlling, disturbing and deceiving. Pressure control

Jamming mainly uses the above mentioned jammer advantages in

power to produce very strong jamming signals and thus drown out

the useful signals. This type of jamming can also be divided

into continuous wave Jamming frequency modulated continuous wave

jamming and noise jamming. Among these, noise Jamming with

frequency spectrums which approach white noise are most effective.

This type of noise jamming can also be divided into the sighting,

separation blocking and blocking types according to their

frequency spectrum width and the position of the relative radar

signal frequency spectrum. Disturbing type jamming does not

necessarily completely drown out the useful signals but can

produce a very large jamming effect on the radar observer or

automatic registering equipment so that they have no way of

operating normally. Most of this type of jamming possesses the

pulse modulation form and it can be multiple synchronous pulse

jamming or disturbing pulse jamming. The former has repetition

frequency synchronized with theradar pulse and the latter has

random repetition frequency, pulse width and amplitude.

Deceiving type Jamming does not have the operating strength or

quantity of pressure controlling radar but employs the method

of "using the false to disturb the real" to deceive radar

observers or automatic tracking systems. The signals of this type

of jamming not only possess operating frequency identical to the

radar but its pulse parameters are also the same as those of

radar. Only its movement pattern is different. For example,

the simulated pulse jamming used to counter search radar can

produce a false target with a fixed movement speed and because

the power of the jammer is relatively great it can use the effect

of the antenna side lobe and form a series of false targets on a

luminescent screen. Further, deceiving type jamming for counter-

ing range gate automatic tracking radar has a signal with similar

delay time as the echo signal when it is first produced but its
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strength is greater than that of the echo signal. After this

signal uses the variable delayed time circuit it gradually changes

the delay time which causes the radar's range tracking gate to

erroneously follow this false target. After delay time reaches a

certain distance the signal is suddenly lost or returns to its

original location. This swings the tracking gate open. To counter

the angular tracking of radar another method of deceiving jamming

is used. Phase inversion jamming is used for the most typical

conical scanning radar. After the jamming receiver receives the

radar signals it detects its angular error signal and following
phase inversion amplification it is then added to the limited

amplification radar signal. This causes the error signal and

actual error signal of the signal received by the radar to be

completely reversed so that the radar antenna is caused to "spring

open" and have no way of tracking the target.

In order for the so-called deceiving jamming to simulate real

radar echoes most use reply type jamming. So-called reply type

jamming indicates that the jamming receiver and transmitter are an
amplification chain formed from a low energy level to high

energy level amplifier. Thus, the frequency of the transmitted

signal is totally identical to the frequency of the radar signals.

This type of jamming cannot be eliminated by use of the

frequency selection method and furthermore it cannot be countered

by frequency agile radar.

Aside from this, there are also various radar jamming methods

and measures for different uses and different systems. These will

not be individually enumerated in this book.

Some people consider anti-radar missiles as a type of positive

jamming. This type of missile can trace radar (usually tracking

radar) beams and thus can accurately shoot and hit radar and

destroy it. Actually, because it does not produce Jamming signals
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and thus cannot act as a type of positive jamming, it can only

be considered a type of positive anti-radar measure.

To sum up, the basic jamming types are listed in table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 Basic Types of Jamming

Key: 1. Jamming
2. Natural jamming
3. Man-made jamming
4. Passive
5. Active
6. Unintentional man-made jamming
7. Intentional man-made jamming
8. Passive
9. Active

10. Ground noise jamming
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Keys 11. Sea clutter jammina
12. Meteorological noise jamming
13. Bird noise jamming
14. Static jamming
15. Atmospheric jamming
16. Cosmic jamming
17. Friendly nearby radar jamming
18. Enemy radar jamming
19. Other radio equipment jamming
20. Chaff
21. Angular reflecting body
22. False warhead
23. Pressure control jamming
24. Disturbing jamming
25. Deceiving jamming
26. Continuous wave jamming
27. Frequency modulated continuous

wave jamming
28. Noise jamming
29. Aimed noise jamming
30, Separated block jamming
31. Block noise jamming
32. Multiple synchronous pulse jamming
33. Disturbed pulse jamming
34. Simulated pulse jamming
35. Phase inversion type angular tracking

and deceiving jamming
36. Drag type distance gate deceiving

jamming

2.2 The Danger of Active Noise Jamming to Radar

Active noise jamming poses the greatest danger to radar.

Below we will focus our discussion on this type of Jamming.

The effect of jamming signals on radar operations is mainly

manifested in the loss of useful information received by the

radar. The specific form of this type of loss is that useful

signals are drowned out and the receiver is saturated so that

signal input is cut off which produces ranging and angle

measuring errors.

Usually, this type of information loss can be indicated by
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the pressure control coefficient [i3. Pressure control

coefficient Ks is defined as the ratio of Jamming signal power

P in the receiver's input terminal and pulse power Ps of the

useful signal. It is indicated as

K,-( P(2.1)

Yet, the useful signal power of the receiver's input terminal

is not constant but is related to the distance of the target and

effective reflection area. Therefore, we first researched the

ratio of jamming signal power P and noise power Pn at the front

terminal of the receiver to show the danger of a jammer to radar.

Jamming signal power P received in the front terminal of the

radar receiver can be computed by the following formula

* • P,(BSB,) ) A(2.2)
4nR) Lx 22

In the formula Pj. is the mean power transmitted by the
receiver;

Gj is the jammer's antenna gain of the radar
direction;

BR  is the radar's bandwidth;

B is the jammer's bandwidth (usually
BJ > B )R

LR  is the loss of the radar's receiving system
up to the front terminal;

A is the effective reflectin area of the
radar antenna- -G,,X/4Rj

GR is the receiving gain of I- radar antenna;

I is the wavelength;

R is the distance of the jammer from the
radar station.
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Noise power Pn in the front terminal of the radar can be

computed by the following formula

P.-KrBxN, (2.3)

In the formula K is the wave Boltzmann constant;

T is the absolute temperature (indicated
by K);

N F  is the receiver's noise coefficient.

Therefore, the ratio of the jamming signal power and

receiver's front terminal noise power is

,B, - (2.4)

It should be noticed that this formula is not related to the radar

receiver's bandwidth BR.

The values inside the square brackets on the right side of

the formula represent the jamming power density of the jammer.

We know from the formula that this power density forms a direct

ratio with transmitted power P of the Jamming transmitter and

the product of jammer antenna gain Gj and forms an inverse ratio

with jamming signal frequency spectrum width Bj. The former is

basically determined by the delivery means of the jammer and

the latter is determined by the type of jammer.

The delivery means of jammers can be divided into tactical

aircraft (this aircraft is responsible for tactical fighting),

interference aircraft (aircraft responsible for interference),
strategic aircraft (including strategic bombers and recon-
naissance aircraft), ships as well as throw type small jammers.

Because of the differences of delivery means their ability to
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provide space and power volume varies.

The operating frequency range of jammers can be made

identical to the operating frequency range of radar but the

frequency bandwidths of each jammer are limited. Because the

power energy level is lower than that of radar it can very

easily be the width of an octave. Yet, the wider the bandwidth

the lower its power density and the more wanting the jamming

effects. Aimed type noise jamming aims the frequency spectrum

of the jamming signal on the radar's signal frequency spectrum

and its bandwidth is about twice as large as the radar's band-
width. Its power density is relatively large and its jamming

effects are good. Yet, radar can avoid this type of jamming.
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Table 2.2 Performances of Various Noise Jammers and Their
Estimated Performance

Key: 1. Jamming delivery means
2. Tactical aircraft
3. Interference aircraft
4. Strategic bomber
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Key: 5. Strategic reconnaissance aircraft
6. Ship
7. Throw type
8. Jammer performance
9. Effective jamming power PJ

10. Jammer antenna gain Gj

11. PjGj product

12. Frequency range
13. Number of wavebands
14. Jammer antenna gain Gj
15. PjGJ product

16. Frequency range
17. Effective jamming power Pj

18. Effective Jamming power P

19. Jammer antenna gain GJ
20. PjGj product

21. Number of wavebands
22. 1970's
23. For example
24. 1980's

Table 2.2 lists the performances of various noise jammers

which can be delivered by various delivery means as well as their
estimated performances for the 1980's. Although the power energy

level of the throw type is lowest yet its quantity is high and
therefore it can still present a formidable danger. If a jammer's

transmitted noise power is 500 watts, bandwidth is 200 megahertz

and antennagain is 6 decibels, then

r -,I, lox/n )

Key: 1. Watts/megahertz

Below we will use data for a typical L waveband search radar

as an example. If the parameters of this radar are NFxLT=8
2

decibels, and A=10 decibels (taking 1 meter as 0 decibels), then
when the Jammer's range is 200 nautical miles, its (P /P n) value

can be computed by the following formula
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(P /P )=50 decibels (taking 1 watt/hertz as 0 decibels)
2

+10 decibels (A takes 1 meter as 0 decibels)-11 decibels (4 ?r)
-2x55.7 decibels (taking 1 meter2 as 0 decibels) +204 decibels

(KT)-8 decibels (NFxL)=33.6 decibels.

These results show that even when the jammer range is 200

nautical miles, the ratio of the radar receiver's front terminal

input jammer power and the receiver's noise power is also

completely objective. However, this ratio forms an inverse ratio

withthe square of the jammer range. When the range is 100 nautical

miles, this ratio will be greater than 40 decibels. The relation

of the inverse ratio formed by this type and the square of the

range is shown in fig. 2.1. The receiver's front terminal noise

power is indicated by the thick vertical line.
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Fig. 2.1 Relation of the Active Jamming Source's Range and
Relative Power
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Key: 1. Target's range (NM)
2. Relative power (dB)
3. Receiver's noise
4. Maximum danger
5. Received signal power
6. Jammer's range
7. Typical danger
8. Range of detectable target
9. Self-shield range

10. Minimum danger
11. Jammer's range (NM)

In order to make comparisons, besides the above examples of--

typical danger, the figure also draws the minimum and maximum -

dangers indicated separately by the dotted lines. The hypothe-

tical parameters of these three types of dangers are shown'in

the following table (2]:

(1 sau (6) $ (7 )4 :8) *

1 ( 6 ) 3 c 6 C
S) I* I sW/MHz ioW/MHz IW/MHz(3), loco 23M SUM

( 4 )P.MIAamM sdB sudB SOS
(5) F4Np+L [ l JB dB 3dB

Table 2.3 Typical Parameters of Various Dangers

Key: 1. Type of danger
2. Jammer power Pj

3. Wavelength N
4. Antenna gain GR

5. Noise + loss NF+L
Fr

6. Minimum
7. Typical
8. Maximum

it can be seen from the table that because the wavelength is

relatively long, the absolute bandwidth of the radar is

relatively narrow. Thus, the Jammer easily creates relatively
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large power density and its f6rmed danger is also relatively

large.

The above narration only discussed the relation of the

jamming signal power and receiver's front terminal noise power.

To study the influence of jamming on signal detection, it is

also necessary to study the signal power received by the radar.

The echo signal power P received by the radar from the targets

reflection can be shown by the following formula

(4M X)'RGA1 (2.5)

In the formula PR is the transmitting power of the radar;

d is the target's equivalent reflection area;

RT is the target's range.

It can be seen from the formula that echo signal power P forms

an inverse ratio with the quartic direction of the target's

range.

To simplify, we can assume that in the radar's maximum

detection range, received echo signal power P5 is equivalent to

the radar receiver's front terminal noise power P
n

Assuming that this radar is in normal condition, we can

detect targets fo 200 nautical miles which is also the Ps=Pn

in the 200 nautical mile area. In this way, it begins from this

point in fig. 2.1 and an oblique line is made based on the
4

pattern of 1/R . This oblique line represents the echo signal

power transmitted by this target in accordance with the patterns

of the target range changes.

Now, two situations exist. One situation 'that target range

RT is not equivalent to jammer range R . This typa of situation
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is called separated (or distantly separated) jamming. It is also

discharging jamming in a far place by means of a special air-

craft loaded with a jammer so as to shield the operational

aircraft. Another situation is RT=RJ and this situation is
called self-prepared jamming. The operational aircraft itself

carries the jammer or the aircraft itself which is carrying the

jammer is the target detected by the radar.

We will first look at the situation of the separated Jamming.

If the Jammer's range is 60 nautical miles we can then find the

relative jamming power in fig. 2.1. If the minimum detectable
signal power is equivalent to it then the corresponding radar
detection range can be found under jamming conditions. In this
example, at 16 nautical miles, we can see that its danger level

is very grave.

When R T=RJ under self-prepared jamming conditions the radar

detection range is the intersection point of the 1/R2 thick solid

oblique line and 1/R4 thick solid oblique line in fig. 2.1. This
range is also called the self-shielded range. It is about 5

nautical miles in this example. This is also to say that only

when the range of the radar from the jammer's target is less

than the self-shielded range can the radar detect this target.

Actually, within 5 nautical miles, the detection of a target has

no significance.

Yet, it should be noticed that the above mentioned discussions
assumed that the jammer was located in the same place as the

target because only at this time can the jamming signal use the

radar antennaLs maximum gain point. This is only the case when

- there is self-prepared jamming. When there is separated jamming,

the probability of having the jammer and target aircraft in the
exact same location is very low because in most circumstances

they are not in the same location. At this time, when the echo
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signal of the target reflection uses the antenna's maximum

gain point, the jamming signal enters from the antenna's side

lobe. In this type of situation, the effects of the jammer are

not only related to the above mentioned factors but to a very

large degree are determined by the radar antenna's side lobe

energy level.

The effects of the radar antenna's side lobe energy level

on jamming can be seen in fig. 2.2.
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Fig. 2.2 The Influence of the Radar Antenna's Side Lobe
Energy Level o nthe Jamming Effects of Separated
Jammers

Key: I. Target's range (NM)
2. Relative power (dB)
3. Side lobe (worst conditions)
4. Main lobe danger
5. Jammer's range
6. Target signal
7. Receiver sounds
8. Jammer's range (NM)
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The jamming for the main lobe in the figure is drawn based on

the maximum danger conditions in fig. 2.1. For the side lobe

energy levels of -20, -40 and -60 decibels, this oblique line

shifts left using 20 decibels as the interval. The figure also

dilineates the minimum detectable target signal (equivalent to

the receiver's front terminal noise) in the 200 nautical mile

area. Assuming that the jammer is located 100 nautical miles

from the radar, when the jamming signal enters from the -20

decibel side lobe, the maximum detectable target range still

does not reach 20 nautical miles. If the side lobe energy is

lowered to -40 decibels, the maximum range at which the target

is detectable can reach 60 nautical miles. If the side lobe power

level can be reduced to -60 decibels then it can be considered that

the jamming signal entering from the side lobe does not produce

any effect on target detection. We can see from this that lower-

ing the side lobe energy level is also very effective in countering

the separated type jammer. The difficulty is that this lowered

side lobe energy level is very hard to realize technologically.
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2.3 Major Antijamming Methods

Generally speaking, so-called "antijamming" is the selection
of useful signals from a large mixture of useless signals created
by jamming. Our discussion of antijamming will mainly deal with

man-made jamming especially man-mad: active jamming.

The major method for countering active jamming can be dtvided

into three categories: the airspace selection method, frequency
selection method, and time selection method.

Below we will separately discuss the principles and special

features of these three categories:

(1) The Airspace Selection Method

The so-called airspace selection method uses the difference
between the jamming signal source's (mainly active jamming) space
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position and the useful target's space position to select useful

signals. The airspace selection method can also be divided into

the indirect airspace selection method and direct airspace

selection method.

The most typical indirect space selection method is the side

lobe blanker 131. This side lobe blanker has a non-directional

auxiliary antenna, and its gain must be higher than the antenna's

side lobe gain. If the signals received by the auxiliary antenna
and those received by the main antenna coincide in time and its

amplitude is greater than that of the latter, it can then deter-

mine this signal in the main receiver and enter through the side

lobe of the main antenna. Thus, a suitable strobotton circuit is

used for suppression.

It is very clear that this type of method can only suppress
pulse modulation and after the jamming enters the antenna's side

lobe (for example, simulated pulse jamming, multiple synchronous

pulse jamming or mixed pulse jamming), it is powerless for noise

jamming. This type of video strobotron method also suppresses

most of the useful signals.

Most contemporary space selection methods use the direct

selection method. The so-called direct selection method is the
direct use of the antenna's directivity pattern to select useful

targets and suppress the jamming signals. Naturally, this type
of space selection method requires that the useful target and

jamming source not be in the same direction and not be in the

same location for two coordinate radar.

At present, there are two types of direct selection methods
used: the adaptive antenna array and the ultralow side lobe

antenna.

The adaptive antenna array possesses a movable beam zero
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point. This beam zero point can use the weight of changed

radiation units for control, can use the signals obtained from
theauxiliary antenna for forming in intermediate frequency and

the main antenna signal's coherent phase reduction, and can also

use the single pulse antenna's difference beam zero point. When

it detects the jamming signal, a feedback control system is used

to automatically aim at the jamming source which causes the

received jamming signals to be minimal. Naturally, the major

drawback of this type of method is that it only counters one

jamming source. When the space jamming source is distributed to
several different places, an adaptive return circuit is required

for each jamming source and this causes the equipment to be very

complex.

Therefore, an even more effective space selection method is

the ultralow side lobe antenna. The side lobe of a common plane

antenna can only be as low as -20 to -25 decibels at the most.

Nevertheless, this ultralow side lobe antenna can decrease more

than -40 to -50 decibels. As mentioned in the last section, the
decrease of this type of side lobe's level is especially effective

for countering separated noise jamming. Yet, it is very difficult

to concretely realize a low side lobe antenna technologically.

Theoretically speaking, only if the plane antenna continually

lowers the boundary irradiation level on the hole surface can the

side lobe be decreased. For example, the theoretical side lobe of
the Hamming weighting can reach -49 decibels. Yet, use of this

method to lower the side lobe will cause the hole surface usage

to lower and thus cause the antenna 's gain to decrease. Moreover,

it is also very difficult to realize the feed source of these

primary irradiation functions. By adding on to the antenna's

surface tolerance and feed source, the covering of the support
rod can cause its side lobe level to rise. Therefore, the actual

side lobe level of the plane antenna is still not lower than

35 decibels.
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A method with each radiation source of equal excitation but

with unequal distances can be used for the array antenna to
lower the side lobe level. Use of this method can realize a side

lobe level lower than 30 decibels. It does not influence the

main lobe width but can increase the width.

The most effective method for lowering the side lobe level

is the use of a waveguide slot array antenna. It is only necessary

to accurately design and process the angle, distance, depth as
well as the distance within the waveguide of this type of antenna

slot to be able to attain a very low side lobe level. A side lobe
level below -50 decibels has already been realized. This is very

effective for countering a separated type jammer.

(2) The Frequency Selection Method

The frequency selection method mainly uses the difference

in the frequency spectrum between useful signals and jamming

signals to select useful signals. Naturally, this method can only

be used to counter active jamming.

The superiority of the frequency selection method as compared

to the low side lobe technique lies in its being able to counter
the separated jammer outside the main lobe direction and also

being able to counter the same direction or self-prepared jammer

inside the main lobe.

The frequency struggle of the radar and jammer first manifests

itself as the fight in waveband. Most early radar was focused in
thenarrow waveband ranges of 23, 10, 5 and 3.2 centimeters. After

its operating frequency was fixed this mdde it very easy to use

an aiming noise jammer for jamming. Modern radar has opened up

many new wavebands not commonly used in the past. Moreover, some
transmitter-receiver equipment in the same radar has many

different frequency bands, for example, the SAM-6 guidance radar
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has the four frequency bands of G, H, I and J. Although jammers
have certain tuning capabilities their tuning capabilities are

still able to be confined within the same frequency band. To

counter various types of radar operating in the A to J fre-

quency bandsF ' I , it is necessary for the jammer to carry all

of these frequency bands. This is impossible for fighter aircraft

to do and is quite difficult for tactical aircraft.

The frequency struggle between the same radar and the jammer

is manifested in two areas: one is the accelerated jumping

frequency speed, the other is the enlarged tuning width. Frequency

agility radar which can jump across the entire tuning bandwidth

within adjacent pulses has jumping frequency speed that has

reached the limit. The tunable aiming type jammer is already
powerless (see next section for details) and can only use the

wide band blocking jammer. At this time, the focal point of the

struggle is mainly concentrated in the bandwidth. However, the

tuning range of frequency agility radar can rarely exceed 10-15

percent. Yet, the power of the radar is totally concentrated on

a relatively narrow frequency and the jammer forces its power to

disperse to a very wide bandwidth. This has a very great

influence on its jamming effect. Furthermore, although the noise

jammer strives to produce near ideal white Gauss noise, in

reality it is never able to do so and there are often spaces on

the frequency spectrum. It is only necessary that the radar

possess the ability to analyze the jammer's frequency spectrum

and also be able to tune its operating frequency to the spaces.

on these frequency spectrum. Then, its jamming capability can be

raised. Th- main present and future task of jammers is to produce

pure white frequency spectrum as best as possible.

F.N.1 The frequency bands represented by each letter are:
A, 0.1-0.25 GHz; B, 0.25-0.5 GHz; C, 0.5,1 GHz; D, 1-2 GHz1
E, 2-3 GHz; F, 3-4 GHz; G, 4-6 GHz; H, 6-8 GHz7 I, 8-10 GHz:
J, 10-20 GHz; K, 20-40 GHz.
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3) The Time Selection Method

The method of selecting useful signals in the time domain

was a commonly used method during the early period. In the past,
this type of method mainly used the difference of the jamming

pulse between the repetition frequency and pulse width, and the

target echo pulse. Naturally, this method can only be used to

counter pulse modulation jamming but has no effect on noise

jamming.

To counter noise jamming there are at present the following

methods in the area of time selection: one is the pulse accumu-

lation method. This method mainly uses successive echo signals

in distance (time) which are correlated and noise jamming then
has an uncorrelated principle. In reality, this pulse accumulation

method was originally used to counter noise inside a receiver.

Radar with automatic detection equipment originally had a video

accumulator and under normal conditions the radar's detection

range was guaranteed by this type of video accumulation. Thus,

it was unable to produce further effects when it encountered

additional noise jamming. It could only further use the "burn

through" technique when the target's direction was known, that

is, to transmit more pulses in this direction and at the same

time when correspondingly increasing the accumulated pulse

number there are further effects. Yet, this cannot be realized

in radar in which the antenna carries out peripheral searching.

Another method is the use of various types of constant false

alarm rate circuits while preventing receiver saturation. This

is because receiver saturation can cause it to not have signal

output and thus have tremendous loss. Only by using a receiver

with a wide range can the various types of constant false alarm

rate circuits be made to operate normally. A constant false

alarm rate circuit can automatically regulate the detection

threshold so that the signal detector's false alarm is kept

constant. This prevents an overload on the data processing

computer. Yet, the constant false alarm circuit cannot extract
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signals from jamming noise but on the contrary when the detection

threshold increases and rises with the jamming signals it loses

more relatively weak signals.

By comparing the above three major types of antijamming

measures we can draw the following conclusions: it is necessary

to, as far as possible, cause the jamming signals to have no

means of penetrating into the radar receiver. If they jump to

the rear side of the receiver or even become video signals it is

even more difficult to carry out selection. The space selection

method is the most effective yet it is unable to counter self-

prepared jammers. The only effective method for countering

self-prepared Jammers is still the frequency selection method.

On the one hand, it is necessary to develop, produce and deploy

various types of radar which occupy all the frequency bands; on

the other hand, for single radar, we should use adaptive

frequency agility radar which can realize pulse jumping within a

very wide frequency band.

2.4 The Ability of Frequency Agility Radar to Counter Narrow
Band Aiming Type Jamming

Early hostile active jamming usually employed narrow band

aiming type jamming. This also used a reconnaissance plane to

measure the operating frequency of the radar station and after-

wards tuned the jammer's frequency to this frequency so as to

jam the radar. This type of jamming method is very effective

for a radar station operating at fixed frequency or a radar

station which can only tune at slow speeds. This is because it

can greatly limit the jamming power focused on the radar's

operating frequency and thus lower the volume and weight of the

jammer. This is very important for fighter aircraft. Therefore,

to date, this type of narrow band aiming type jammer is still

one of the major jamming devices. When it is reliably shown
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that the radar is operating at a fixed frequency, it is only

necessary for a reconnaissance plane to measure the radar's

operating frequency in advance and later effective jamming can
be realized by tuning the fixed frequency jammer in the fighter

aircraft according to the above mentioned frequency. At this
time, it is not necessary to carry a complex complete wave band

panoramic receiver. Yet, when the radar can realize low speed

tuning use of this method is not satisfactory for jamming. It is
then necessary to use a panoramic receiver to measure the radar

station's operating frequency whenever necessary and at the same

time tune the jammer's frequency to the radar station's frequency
whenever necessary. Because the complete wave band panoramic

receiver is very complex most fighter aircraft cannot carry it.
It is then necessary to send out an aircraft with a complete set

of panoramic jamming equipment as a screen at the same time the

fighter aircraft is sent out. A nearby ship carrying a panoramic
jammer can also carry out jamming. Under these conditions, for

the radar to be able to counter the aircraft or ship with complete

wave bahd panoramic jamming equipment it only need be able to

increase its tuning speed. When beginning, the panoramic receiver
and jammer are both mechanically tuned and at the same time the
radar's use of a fast mechanical tuning mechanism with a motor
driven cam is relatively effective. Yet, after the totally
electronically tuned automatic jammer appears, the mechanically

tuned radar then faces great danger. The block diagram of this

type of electronically tuned automatic jammer is shown in

fig. 2.3.
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Fig. 2.3 Electronically Tuned Automatic Jammer

Key: 1. Monitor's output
2. YIG tuned filter
3. YIG tuned filter
4. Power amplification
5. Search and lock control logic
6. Wide band noise source
7. Detector
8. Detector
9. Detector

With the use of a YIG tuned filter we can very quickly realize

electronic tuning. For example, a WJ-5170 series magnetically

tuned filter's response time in a 100 megahertz jump is only

35 microseconds. When beginning, the magnetically tuned filter

in the wide band non-directionality antenna input terminal

performs sawtooth sweeping to carry out searching. As soon as

it intercepts the radar signal pulse it immediately locks-in on

the radar's operating frequency and at the same time controls

the second magnetically tuned filter causing it to be tuned on
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the same frequency. This second magnetically tuned filter is

selected by a certain wave band and the noise signals produced

from the wide band noise source are added into a wide band power

amplifier for power amplification. Afterwards, it is transmitted

from the wide band non-directionality antenna. After the first
magnetically tuned filter is locked-in on a certain radar

station's frequency, the second magnetically tuned filter

continues searching and can be locked-in on the newly found radar
station frequency. This is done until the N magnetically tuned
filter is completely locked-in. After the locked-in signals are
lost, it automatically changes into the search position so as to

renew the search for the new radar station frequency. This type
of automatic tuning jammer easily makes an octave. If several of
these automatic tuning systems are used, the microwave band can
be easily covered. This automatic jammer is very effective on

mechanically jumping frequency radar because the tuning speed of

this type of radar is in the zero point several seconds quantity
level. Totally electronic jammers can keep up with the jumping

frequency speed of this type of radar. Afterwards, although the
use of a hydraulically tuned magnetron can increase the radar's
tuning speed to 5,000 megahertz/second, it is only necessary to

enlarge the bandwidth of the jammer's output noise as well as

increase the velocity memory circtit in the logical circuit to
be able to carry out effective jamming.

The appearance of frequency agility radar totally changed the

circumstances of warfare. This type of radar can tune bandwidths,

close to 10 percent within pulse repetition periodic intervals.

Moreover, it can also realize random jumping without any pattern.

This greatly increases the radar's antijamming capabilities.

Firstly, it increases the difficulty of reconnaissance.

Frequency agility radar can usually be camouflaged as fixed

frequency radar and at the critical moment can use wide band
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random jumping frequency. At this time, common panoramic

receivers find it very difficult to scout this type of radar.

Common complete wave band (or so-called panoramic) receivers

operate in the frequency scanning mode and the local oscillation

of the superheterodyne panoramic receiver operates in the

frequency scanning mode. This is the above mentioned automatically

tuned jammer with a magnetically tuned filter which also uses the

sawtooth frequency sweeping for searching. Moreover, the higher

the frequency resolution of the panoramic receiver (that is the

narrower the intermediate amplification bandwidth or filter's

bandwidth) the lower the scanning frequency speed. When the radar's

transmitted pulse carrier frequency uses random jumping frequency,

the probability of being intercepted by the panoramic receiver is

very low. Under these conditions, because the panoramic receiver

can only occasionally intercept a radar pulse it then becomes

difficult to determine the existence of radar stations. Even though

the existence of a radar station can be doubted it is also very

difficult to determine the position of a radar station and measure

its operating parameters. Naturally, this is not to say that

frequency agility radar has no way of scouting. If we use a com-

pletely open type transient panoramic receiver we can still scout

the existence of frequency agility radar and even determine its

operating parameters (for example, the jumping frequency bandwidth

and pulse width). Yet, at the very least, a large number of

presently used scanning frequency panoramic receivers are power-

less.

Secondly, even if this open type transient frequency receiver

can be used to scout the existence of frequency agility radar, at

the same time, it is necessary to measure the transient frequency

of each pulse transmitted by the radar. Fowever, to consider

using a narrow aiming type for effective jamming also seems

impossible. This is because even if the automatically tuned jammer

can measure the transient frequency of each pulse transmitted by

the frequency agility radar in a very short amount of time
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(microseconds) and immediately track the Jammer's frequency, it

can only carry out jamming after the jammer receives the radar

pulse. It is also only able to jam the range interval starting

from the range of the jammer to the radar up to the maximum

effective range of the radar. When it reaches the following pulse,

the radar has already changed its transmitted carrier wave

frequency. This new frequency cannot be known before the jammer

receives the pulse and thus it also has no way uf jamming. In

this way, this wide area from the trigger pulse (that is starting

from the original point on the display) to the jammer's range

cannot be jammed by the jammer. This greatly lowers the jamming

effect and because of this the jammer's range can be very easily

measured. Just for this reason, it can be considered that fre-

quency agility radar can completely counter a narrow band aiming

type jammer with transient frequency scouting and tracking

capabilities. Although this type of jammer is not technologically

impossible it is quite difficult to realize. Yet, if we change

to use the total wave band wide band blocking type jammer, it will
be very difficult for frequency agility radar to counter.

2.5 The Ability of Frequency Agility Radar to Counter Wide Band
and Noise Jamming

As mentioned previously, only the wide band blocking noise

jammer can be used to jam frequency agility radar. This type of

jammer can produce white noise jamming in a very wide frequency

band. This type of jammer usually uses a voltage tuned magnetron

or other orthogonal field device tube which can produce-several

ten to several hundred watts of jamming power in a several hundred

to a several thousand megahertz-frequency band. The wider the

jamming signal's frequency band the smaller its jamming signal
power. For example, a voltage tuned magnetron can give 50-150

watts of power in a 10- 20percent bandwidth but can only give

2-20 watts of power in a wider frequency band (this can reach an

octave). The jamming capability of the jammer is usually indicated
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by the power (watts/megahertz) in the unit frequency band.

Naturally, the wide band jammer's power density must be much

lower than the power density of the narrow band aiming type

jammer (point jammer). Therefore, although the wide band blocking

type ja mer can effectively jam frequency agility radar, yet in

reality, the frequency agility radar forces the jammer to dis-

pense its power to a very wide frequency band. To attain jamming

ability equal to that of the narrow band jammer it is necessary
to greatly increase the jammer's total power. This can increase

a fighter aircraft's power loss which will occupy a large portion

of the electronic equipment's power consumption.

Now we will quantitatively look at the jamming effects of

wide band blocking type jammers on frequency agility radar.

As mentioned previously, separated type jamming can use an

ultralow side lobe antenna for effective suppression and there-

fore we will only study the self-prepared type jammer here.

When in self-prepared jamming, the jammer and target lie in

the same position and at the same distance. Then, it is only

necessary to substitute formulas (2.5) and (2.2) into formula

(2.1) to find the pressure control coefficient.

Km( (P PG4xRL,( - (2.6)
FT P1 x k B, /

It can be known from this formula that this pressure control

coefficient forms a direct ratio with the square of the distance,
that is, the further its distance the more serious the jamming

effect. On the other hand, it forms an inverse ratio with

(B/B R). That is to say, the wider the jammer's frequency spectrum

width as compared to the radar's intermediate amplification width

the more wanting its jamming effect.
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As mentioned previously, when in aiming type jamming, the

jammer's bandwidth need only be roughly larger than the radar's

bandwidth. Yet, when the radar operates in pulse jumping fre-

quency this forces the jammer to use wide band blocking type

jamming. At this time, the jammer's bandwidth must be equal to

or exceed the radar's jumping frequency bandwidth. Usually, the

absolute value of the radar's inte rmediate amplification band-

width is determined by the required range finding precision and

range resolution. Further, its relative jumping frequency band-

width is close to a constant (e.g., 10%). As a result, the

shorter the wavelength the larger the value of (Bj/BR) and the

more lacking the jamming effect. Moreover, as previously mentioned

the average power of the wide band jamming source can also

decrease which will further lower its jamming effect.

As mentioned above, when in self-prepared type jamming its

self-shielding range is the range when pressure control coef-

ficient K =1. We can derive the expression of self-shieldings

range R from formula (2.6).ss

r La, (2.7)

Itcan be seen from this formula that self-shielding range R

forms a direct ratio with the root extraction of (BJ/BR).

Assuming the radar is operating at a fixed frequency, when

receiving aiming type jamming, the self-shielding range is 10

kilometers. When it operates at frequency agility it forces the

Jammer to change and use blocking type jamming whereby its

bandwidth increases 100 fold. Then, under other constant con-

ditions, the self-shielding range will increase 10 fold and

become 100 kilometers. We can see from this the effects when radar

uses frequency agility.
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To maintain the original jamming effects, the jammer must

maintain its power density the same as the narrow band aiming

type jamming when it changes to wide band blocking type jamming.

For example, assuming a narrow band aiming type jammer can give

20 watts of power in X wave band with a 10 megahertz bandwidth

its power density is then 2 watts/megahertz. Yet, for the wide
band blocking type janner, a~suming its bandwidth is 500 mega-

hertz, then to pro(ide the same power density its power must reach

1 kilowatt. Such large jamming power is usually very difficult for

fighter aircraft to endure.

It can be seen from formula (2.7) that the self-shielding

range forms a direct ratio with the root extraction of the radar
receiver's power but is not like the radar detection range which

forms a direct ratio with the quartic direction of the radar's
transmission power when under non-jamming conditions. Therefore,

increasing the radar's transmission power is relatively effective
for increasing the radar's detection range when in self-prepared

type jamming. For example, assuming the original radar trans-

mission power is 500 kilowatts, if we increase the orthoqonal

field device power amplification level to a gain of 10 decibels,

when its final output power increases to 5 megawatts, this can

increase the radar's detection range 3.16 times when in jamming.

We can see from this that an effective method to counter-

self-prepared type jamming is the use of high powered frequency

agility radar. Because the peak power of radar is often limited

by transmission systems such as waveguides and rotating joints

a pulse compression radar system with high mean power is

commonly used. This type of system is completely compatible

with frequency agility radar.

2.6 The Ability of Frequency Agility Radar to Counter Common
Frequency Nonsynchronous Jamming
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Frequency agility radar has very strong antijamming

capabilities for countering the common frequency nonsynchron-

ous jamming of friendly nearby radar stations.

Assuming the nearby radar is operating with fixed frequency

radar on an identical frequency band, its bandwidth is B F and

the jumping frequency width of the frequency agility radar is

B FA. The jumping frequency method is random jumping frequency,

that is, the probability of any one point operating in the

jumping frequency band is equal. Under these conditions, pro-

bability P of the frequency agility radar receiving nearby radar

jamming is equal to:

PBPd (2.8)

It is only necessary that the jumping frequency band be

sufficiently wide. The probability of this is very small. Usually

P < 0.01 and this type of jamming is only shown as small light

spots on the luminescent screen. Assuming the radar antenna's

rotating speed is Q A (expressed by rotations/minute) and the

repetition frequency is Fp, then the average number N1 of these

jamming light spots on the plane position display is

oxF, P (2.9)

If F PP=4" A= 6 rotations/minute, the N1=40 jamming light

spots can be tolerated.
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Chapter III Frequency Agility's Enlargement of Radar's
Detection Range

3.1 The Target's Effective Reflection Area Changes With the
Viewing Angle

Earlier, when radar was first invented, it was discovered

that a tar iet's reflection echo amplitude was not steady but had

slow and fast speed fluctuations. It was further discovered that
this type of fluctuation was caused by the target's attitude

changes opposite the radar. Or perhaps we can say that it was

caused by the radar's viewing angle towards the target.

Some have measured real aircraft targets in different view-

ing angles and found that its transmitted echo signal strength

changes are very large. It often only had a several tenths

viewing angle change and this could cause a 10-15 dB change in

the effective reflection area. Fig. 3.1 shows the results of

test measurements on a B-26 aircraft [11.
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Fig. 3.1 The B-26 Aircraft's Effective Reflection Area
Changes With the Viewing Angle

Test measurements on the effective reflection areas of

missiles and Telstar satellites gave similar results. Then why

is the effective reflection area of radar able to change with

the viewing angle and fluctuate? This can be explained by the

interference from the different partially reflecting electric

waves of the target.

In most situations a radar's target is a complex irregular

object (an angular reflecting object is an exception). This

irregular object can be seen as a composite of many small

scattering objects but the radar's echo is the vector sum of
the electromagnetic waves reflected by these scattering objects.

Thus, the received echo strength is not only related to the

strength of the electromagnetic waves reflected by each

scattering object but is also related to their phase. This phase is

naturally related to the relative distance of each scattering
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object opposite the radar. When the viewing angle changes, the

relative distance and phase of each scattering object also

changes. The amplitude after synthesis then changes. Because

of the two-circuit propagation of the electromagnetic waves

the relative distance will change to half a wavelength which

will cause the phase to change 360 degrees.

Although the aircraft's tirget echo amplitude which

fluctuates with the viewing angle is very large, we can measure

the mean of its effective reflection area in a certain angle

range. Table 3.1 lists the mean values of the effective

reflection areas (2] of three different model aircraft measured

from different viewing angles on each different wave band. Test

results show that the effective reflection area measured on the

side of the target is largest, the tail is second and the value
measured on the nose is smallest. The smaller the model of

aircraft the larger the difference. The difference for small

aircraft exceeded 40 decibels.

(' VHF UHF L S C X
6.03- 0.2-. 1-2 2-4 4- ,-12GH,6.3$I

1 GHz GHz GHz GHz GHz

2 t, (6) 32 40 10-40 28
(2) 3E*m . S6)32 20 5/0jU (7) 1s/63 250 26/500Nil (8) 550/500 Soo 300/300

( 07, DC- ,) l* , 11 24/40 23/40 so

J,,*X 300 200 30 20So
(727, DC-i) *JV (13) _ 12 , 11 11

(10 0 10 0.-.0.-. 0.- 1.
¢' FL" 3 ° I- , 3 2 0.6-1,

(4) o (16) 6-0 35-3oo 2-/30/65
• I¥ I(1 )0.7/1.81 1.3/2 1.3/5

Table 3.1
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Table 3.1 The Mean Values (Using Square Meters as the Unit)
of the Radar's Effective Reflection Area For
Different Aircraft Measured at Different Wave Bands
and Different Viewing Angles

Key: 1. Model
2. Heavy bomber or giant passenger

plane (707,DC-8)
3. Medium attack bomber or medium

passenger plane (727, DC-9)
4. Medium fighter or four seater

passenger plane
5. Viewing angle
6. Nose
7. Tail
8. Side
9. Mean
10. Nose
11. Tail
12. Side
13. Mean
14. Nose
15. Tail
16. Side
17. Mean

Fig. 3.2 draws the results of a 1/8 model of a jet fighter

measured at 40 kilomegahertz [3]. The data attained has a mean

within t 0.5 degrees (a fluctuation without a mean is even

larger).

a
-40

V -o -

-70.

(2) M*Cdas)

Fig. 3.2
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Fig. 3.2 Relationship of Mean Radar's Effective Reflection Area
on 1/8 Solid Model of Jet Fighter in 1 Degree and the
Position Viewing Angle (Measured Frequency is 40
Kilomegahertz, Equivalent is 5 Kilomegahertz)

Key: 1. Relative effective reflection area (dB)
2. Viewing angle (deg)
3. Horizontal polarization

3.2 Fluctuation of Target Echo Amplitude

we know from the last section that the effective reflection

areas of aircraft and other complex targets change rapidly with

the viewing angle. Because of this, when the target is opposite
the viewing angle of the radar and changes with the time, the

echo amplitude received by the radar also fluctuates with the

time. In most situations, this type of radar target facing the

radar station is in continual motion. This type of motion not

only indicates that there are geometric position changes but also

shows that there are viewing angle changes (these types of

viewing angle changes are also changes of the flight attitude of
the target opposite the radar station). There are numerous factors

which bring about viewing angle changes. Firstly, a target's

geometric position shifts can cause changes in the attitude.

Secondly, the influence of the atmospheric turbulence and other

factors cause the target to be able to make three axial rotations
using the aircraft's center of gravity as the origin, that is,

yaw (axial rotation perpendicular to the ground), forward and

backward pitch (horizontal axial rotation of revolving and the

aircraft is perpendicular in the forward direction), and negative

and positive rolling (axial rotation of aircraft in the forward

direction). These factors can cause the viewing angle of the

aircraft opposite the radar to have rapid and small changes. The

viewing angle changes caused by the target movements can cause

the target echo received by the radar to fluctuate with the time.

Because of the relative distance change of each scattering

object for similar targets, the shorter the wave length the
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higher its corresponding phase change rate. This causes

relatively high fluctuation frequency. Therefore, we can con-
sider that the ebho fluctuation's frequency spectrum is now in

direct ratio to the radar's operating frequency (its condition

is that the size of the target is at least several times the
wave length). The noise modulation density for the X wave band

is mainly concentrated below 10 hertz.

On the other hand, test studies show that the amplitude
noise frequency spectrums of large targets and small targets

are very similar. This is because the relative distance change
between each scattering object is the function of the distance

between them and the aircraft's center of gravity. It is also

the function of the angular yaw. Although large aircraft have

relatively large wingspans they have relatively small yaw rates.

When frequency spectrum is used to show this type of echo

amplitude, we can have the following empirical formula

(3.1)

In the formula A2 (f) is used to express (modulation

percentage) 2/hrtz:
B is the half power point bandwidth which

is indicated by hertz;
f is the frequency which is indicated by

hertz

The typical value of X wave band B is between 1 and 2.5

hertz. The bandwidth is even wider for large aircraft because

its large reflecting objects are relatively scattered.

We only discussed the low frequency amplitude noise of a
target above. Aside from this, target echoes also have high
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frequency- amplitude noise. There- are two types: random noise

and periodic modulation. The former is mainly caused by vibra-

tion when the aircraft is in flight. It can extend to several

hundred hertz and gradually decrease with the increase of the

frequency. Its typical value is several modulation degrees per
H. Periodic modulation is shown as the spike of the equal

intervals on the frequency spectrum. This is mainly caused by
the rotation of the propeller blade on propeller aircraft. Its

frequency is determined by the number and rotating speed of the
blades which is in the range of several tens to several hundred

hertz. Its amplitude is then very much related to the radar's

viewing angle. It is largest in the forward view direction, the

rear view direction is second and the side view is smallest. Its

peak value is several times as large as that of random noise.

The fluctuation of Vadar target echoes can also be indicated

by the probability density function of the range.

Theoretical analysis shows that when the radar target is

formed from a great many scattered small scattering objects the
amplitude distribution of its echo can be expressed by the

Rayleigh distribution. Also, the probability density function of

its echo voltage v can be indicated as

Pv ..,,2v
(3.2)

In this formula, Or is its effective value. This also signifies

that the radar's effective reflection area (forms a direct ratio

with the received power) is an exponential distribution, or its

power signal-noise ratio is an exponential distribution.
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-(x O) (3.3)

In this formula, x is the mean effective reflection area or

mean signal-noise ratio.

However, this simple model cannot represent the various

complex and real situations. Thus, P. Swerling supposed four

situations for the fluctuations of target echoes (4]. These

four situations assumed probability density functions for two

types of fluctuation. Yet, because the probability density
functions did not describe its fluctuation speed level which

changes with the time it was also assumed that one type was

slow fluctuating and the other fast fluctuating.

The probability density function that he supposed for the

first and second types of situations were determined by formula

(3.3). The slow fluctuations of type I were mainly correlated

in the continuous echo pulse series received when the antenna

was scanning the target but were not completely correlated

during each sweep of the antenna. The type II situation which is

fast fluctuations are not correlated between each continuous

echo pulse.

The probability density function of situation types III and

IV are determined by the following formula

(3.XP(X)_--eXP --- ) vs 0 (3.4)

. .. (1)

Key: When
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This probability density function is suitable for targets of

this type of model, that is, it is formed from a large steady

reflecting object and many small reflecting objects. The sum

of the effective reflection area of the large reflecting object

and the effective reflection -area of the small reflecting

objects are equal.

The same is true for the type III situation which is slow

fluctuating and type IV situation which is fast fluctuating.

Actually, in the probability theory, formula (3.3) also

possesses 2 degrees of freedom chi square distributions; and

formula (3.4) has 4 degrees of freedom chi square distributions.

In most situations, chi square distributions with 2m degree of

freedom can be written as

P(X)- (M _I)ITC (------exp P ----- (3.5)

However, the above mentioned four types of situations were

assumed for convenience of mathematical analysis. The actual

situations are much more complex.

To obtain the actual situation of radar echo fluctuation,

many people have done tests on various different model aircraft

in different wave bands (P,L,S and X). Yet, the obtained results

were relatively complex and it was not easy to find regularity

within them.

Generally speaking, in the microwave wave band, the proba-

bility density distribution of radar target echo fluctuations

are quite close to a Rayleigh distribution. When the viewing

angle change for a large multiengined aircraft is only 10 or

20 it can very well be expressed by the Rayleigh distribution.
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Yet for small aircraft, even if the viewing angle change

reaches 80-9° it can still not be indicated by the Rayleigh

distribution. In the majority of exceptions, a high order chi

square distribution can be used for approximation.

For example, the results of measuring a small bimotor jet

aircraft in C wave band showed that 1-37 order chi square

distribution can be used for indication. Among these, about

one-half of the measurement results fell in the 1.4 to 2.7

degree of freedom range. It can be seen from this that the actual

situations are much more complex and thus we cannot use a simple

mathematical model to express it. This is even more the case for

small aircraft.

Furthermore, the test results for jet and propeller aircraft

also showed very large differences. Fig. 3.3 gives the test
results for large jet and propeller passenger aircraft [5].

0.4 (1)

0.

rt- (2)

0.1 4.4 '0. 0.7 0.9

Fig. 3.3
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Fig. 3.3 The Probability Density Functions of the Radar
Echo Range Standard Difference a for Two
Different Types of Aircraft a

Key: 1. Jet model
2. Propeller

We can see from the figure that the standard difference of-a jet

aircraft's range fluctuation is relative small and the range

fluctuation for a propeller aircraft is relatively large (the

side is an exception). As a result, it is possible to use this
characteristic to differentiate these two different types of

aircraft.

Aside from this, as regards the fluctuation of the two

different speeds supposed by Swerling, a large jet aircraft

basically belongs to the uncorrelated slow speed fluctuations

in the scanning; when the antenna is scanning the target the

echoes of a propeller aircraft are partially related and lie

between the two types of fluctuation speeds. Later we will see
that only vhen there is frequency agility radar can they be

truly uncorrelated and belong in the adjacent pulses.

The effective reflection areas of guided missiles and

satellites lie between a regular geometric shape and complex

form. The effective reflection area of a spherical object is

completely uncorrelated to the viewing angle. At th! same time,

the effective reflection area of a rotating ellipsoid is also

uncorrelated to the viewing angle and is always equivalent to
Ifr1r 2 (r and r2 are the two curvature radii of the section

perpendicular to the line of sight). Yet, the forms of modern

guided missiles and satellites are becoming increasingly complex
so that it is difficult to consider them simple geometric

figures. In the same way, the effective reflection areas of

these types of targets have a strong relation with the viewing

angle.
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After actual tests were carried out on these types of
targets, the results showed that the probability density

function of its effective reflection area is close to a
logarithmic normal distribution. The following formula can be

used to express it

~(X) exp 1- • 1-- ' X>O (3.6)

In the formula, s is the standard deviation of inx . The special
feature of this type of distribution is that it has a relatively
long"tail" which has a fixed probability for a relatively large

amplitude.

Actually, when the aircraft target is laterally observed,
we can also use the above formula to express it. Further, the

logarithmic-normal distribution can very well be used for approx-

imation of most ships (all have reflecting objects with relatively
large areas).

3.3 Echo Fluctuation When the Radar is Operating in
Frequency Agility

The study of the effective reflection area of targets when

in different wave bands and different viewing angles began very
early. Yet, research on effective reflection areas with even

finer different frequencies only began recently.

Up until 1965 people studied effective reflection areas when

the target was in 1 kilomegahertz to 10 kilomegahertz. They came

to the conclusion that the mean change of the target's effective

reflection area in such a wide frequency band was not large. This

is mainly because they only studied its mean value but not its

fine changes.
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However, after precisely measuring the relation of the

radar's effective reflection area and frequency we discovered
that the radar section is very sensitive to the frequency and

viewing angle. The extremely small changes of the frequency

can cause large changes in the effective reflection area (see

fig. 3.4).
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Fit. 3.4 The Relation of the Front End Effective Reflection
Area o' and Wave Length A of a Large Jet Aircraft

Key: 1. Wave length

Because complex radar targets are composed of small

scattering objects of many distributed sizes with immense

differences, the echoes received by the radar antenna are the

vector sum of the electric waves transmitted by these scattering
particles. When the frequency transmitted by the radar changes,

the phase difference caused by the difference of the propagation

path differs with it. Thus, the vortex sum of the electric waves

transmitted-by each scattering object also changes with it.

Given the dependent relationship of the radar's effective

reflection area and frequency, when the radar operates in a

jumping frequency, owing to the fact that the carrier
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frequencies of each pulse are all different the amplitude of

each of its echoes can change greatly. When the rat'ir is

operating in a jumping frequency state the echoes received are

possibly uncorrelated between the pulses and they quickly jump

around its mean value.

To further understand echo fluctuation when there Is

frequency agility, some people actually tested the echo

fluctuations of frequency agility radar (6]. The radar's opera-

tion frequency was 5.35-5.85 kilomegahertz and to simplify they

used jumping frequency with two types of frequency intervals.

That is, the first, third, fifth, seventh...pulses used one

carrier frequency and the second,. fourth, sixth, eighth... pulses

used another carrier frequency. The difference of the two carrier

frequencies is changeable and can range from zero change to 192

megahertz. Afterwards, each pulse's echo amplitude is recorded

and the mean square value of the adjacent pulse's echo amplitude

is found. Test results show that this mean square value is

related to the frequency difference of the adjacent pulse's

carrier frequency. Fig. 3.5 gives the results of tests on the

Sea Hawk aircraft. This is a small model aircraft and its wing

span is only 12 meters.

_ _ _I, -_ _

• (3)

af(MRS)

Fig. 3.5
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Fig. 3.5 Mean Square Value of Sea Hawk Aircrafts Pulse-Pulse
Range Changes

Key: 1. Noise
2. Close
3. Distant

It can be seen from the figure that when the frequency
difference value between the pulses gradually increases the

mean square value of the adjacent echo's range difference also

enlarges. When it reaches a frequency difference of 13 megahertz

an extremely large value appears and afterwards there is slight

fluctuation. Therefore, it can be considered that when the

jumping frequency interval of the adjacent pulse has a critical

value (13 megahertz in this case) smaller than this critical

value, the adjacent echo range is still correlated. When larger

than this critical value it can be considered uncorrelated.

The frequency coefficient of correlation can also be derived

from these test results. When the so-called frequency coefficient

of correlation P (f) is also in a different frequency difference
the level of the adjacent echo amplitude is correlated. The

coefficient of correlation can be obtained from the measured

recording of the echo amplitude:

P I FA(3.7)
2 20

In the formula a is the mean square value of the echo
amplitude;

(4 a)2  is the mean square value of the adjacent
echo amplitude difference

Because of the repeating frequency of the radar used during

the tests (196 hertz), there was also possible time decorrelation

P( t ). Therefore, it is assumed
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P- P(Q.p(/) (3.8)

After the obtained data removes the time decorrelation the

relation between the frequency coefficient of correlation P(f)

and frequency difference df can be obtained. The results are

shown in fig. 3.6.

0. •l, (2)
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Fig,. 3.6 Relation Between the Frequency Coefficient of
Correlation and the Frequency Difference Derived
From the Test Results

Key: 1. Sea Hawk type
2. Comet type

Among the data used for the two different model aircraft,

one type is the small Sea Hawk model and the other is the large

Comet model. The wing span of the Comet is 35 meters. However,

the results for the two models are almost the same, that is,

their frequency coefficients of correlation are zero when the

frequency difference is about 20 megahertz. When the frequency

difference reaches 20 megahertz this can cause the adjacent echo
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amplitude to be completely decorrelated. The first zero point

of the frequency coefficient of correlation is also called the

critical frequency. It can be seen from the test results above

that there is not a large difference between the critical

frequencies of the small and large model aircraft. Yet, some

theoretical analyses have proven that critical frequency df can0

be expressed by the following formula

C 150'
thn27- -f MHz/rn (3.9)

In the formula, L is the radial measurement of the target.o

There are others who think that the frequency coefficient of

correlation P( A f)=0.5 has sufficient decorrelation. At this
time, the required critical frequency is 45 (megahertz)/L0
(meters) and when P=( 4 f)=O.4 there is sufficient decorrelation

and a critical frequency of 75 (megahertz)/L0 (meters) can be

obtained. Yet, all of these theories consider that the frequency

and radial measurements of the target form an inverse ratio.

That is, the more there are large targets the lower the critical

frequency needed for decorrelation. As a result, there is still

insufficient test data to prove this point.

The results of tests on satellite targets are shown in

fig. 3.7.
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Fig. 3.7 The Relation of the Frequency Coefficient of
Correlation and the Frequency of a 54 Inch Satellite
(the A Value is Calculated From the Correlation of
the Single Frequency 100 Fan-Shape Data and'
Reference Fan-Shape Data)

Key: 1. Frequency coefficient of correlation P
2. Frequency (MHz)
3. Fan-shape 1
4. Fan-shape 2
5. Fan-shape 3

The test was done using radar with X wave band on a satellite

with a 54 inch diameter. Three 10 degree viewing angle fan-shapes

were selected: The radar equivalent section of the first fan-

shape was the smallest, 0.5 square meters. The second fan-shape

was a little larger, 0.85 square meters and the third section

was largest reaching 21.0 square meters. It can be seen from the

figure that the reflections of sections with the largest fan-

shape have the strongest frequencies and this does not present

any frequency decorrelation. However, the critical frequencies

are basically the same in the other two fan-shape areas, about
70 megahertz. When the data of 8 frequencies distributed in a

250 megahertz frequency band takes on the mean value, this can

raise the zero point of -25 decibel square meters 17 decibels

and raise the zero point of -15 to -25 decibel square meters

10 decibels.
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After the radar uses the jumping frequency system this can

not only accelerate the echo fluctuation speed so that the

adjacent echo amplitude is decorrelated but can also change the

probability distribution of the echo amplitude. Fig. 3.8 gives

the test results of the probability density function of the

equivalent reflection area for a satellite target with a 54

inch diameter in a fixed frequency and staircase jumping
frequency.

-1(3) -|0 sw o (6)

1 ~(4) 1(5
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Fig. 3.8 Probability Density Function of the Equivalent
Reflection Area For a Satellite With a 54 Inch
Diameter

Key: 1. Relative frequency
2. Radar's equivalent reflection area

(dBsm)
3. Mid-value
4. Mid-value
5. Single frequency
6. Frequency jump (500 MHz)

We know from the figure that after using jumping frequency

the probability of the small section decreases as does that of

the large section. This is to say that the jumping frequency

causes even more of the echo amplitude measured by the radar to

be closer to its mean value.

Tests on guided missile targets can also derive the same type

of results. Fig. 3.9 is an example of this.
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Fi2. 3.9 Test Results of the Equivalent Reflection AreaProbability Distribution of Satellite Targets and|
Guided Missiles Using Single Frequency Radar and
Jumping Frequency Radar

Key: 1. Percentage (%) smaller than abscissa
2. Effective reflection area (dBsm)

3. Single frequency
4. Frequency Jumping 16 levels, total

of 500 MHz
5. Spherical symmetrical satellite
6. Guided missile shape

In this figure, the solid line is the test results of the fixed

frequency and the broken line is the results of the Jumping

frequency radar tests which used 16 staircase Jumping frequencies

(the total bandwidth was 500 megahertz). We know from the figure

that use of the staircase Jumping frequency decreased the

probability of the small reflecting area. Naturally, when the

needed detection probability is relatively high, the Jumping

frequency radar must be much more superior than the fixed

frequency radar.
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3.4 Influence of Echo Fluctuation on Target Detection

The echo amplitude of an actual radar target is fluctuating,

especially for fixed frequency radar. This type of fluctuation

is always at a slow speed (this is even truer for far distance
targets), its fluctuation frequency is in the several hertz to

several tenths hertz and therefore must be able to produce a large

effect on the detection of the target echo.

In radar where the antenna carries out circular scanning,
the target's slow speed fluctuation can always cause the antenna

to have no means of detecting the target in one to several

rotations. This can not only cause radar detection probability

to decline and the needed signal-noise ratio to enlarge. It can

also cause the automatic tracking system to lose the target. This

will cause the flight path to be cut off and so require the

beginning of renewed tracking.

Because the fluctuation of the target is random, whether we

use a theoretical analysis method or test research method it is

relatively difficult to quantatively study the influence of this

type of fluctuation on detection.

Now, we will first take a look at the results of a typical

theoretical analysis. It is well known that the probability

density function P n(V) of the video noise put out by the radar

receiver's detector is a Rayleigh distribution, that is

-2T (3.10)

In the formula, dis the mean square value of the noise discharge.

If the mean square value of the video signal discharge opposite
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this noise discharge is normalized it is expressed by x. When

the obtained threshold level is x the noise quantizing0

probability P isn

p..-.p.(x)dxwuuJ - 2 dxuuexp(-!~

(3.11)

The probability density function of constant amplitude sine

signals superimposing narrow band Gauss noise is the Rice

distribution, that is

P,(x)dx-xexp(-(x'+8)/2)I.(ax)dx (3.12)

In the formula, a is the intermediate frequency siqnal-noise
ratio;

I (ax) is the zero order Bessel function0

Therefore, the probability Ps of the signal plus the noise

exceeding the threshold is

P,-f a* P,(x)dx- x expC-(x'+-O)/2)I.(a.x)dx
se%

; (3.13)

If

X1 -(3.14)

is substituted in, we can obtain

"" Jx 2-I-P. x exp C- (x+ al)/2)1,(ax)dx (3.15)

This formula joins togeth the three parameters of Ps1Pn and a.
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If P is taken as the parameter we can find the relation of P

and a. J. I. Marcum has done a good deal of computations [7] dnd

the results are shown in fig. 3.10. This curve indicates the

detection of a single pulse and does not consider the accumula-

tion of signals.
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tion as was shown in formula (3.3). The results of Swerling's

computations in this type of situation are shown in fig. 3.11.
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Fig. 3.11 Relationship Between the Noise Quantization
Probability, Signal Quantization Probability and
the Needed Signal-Noise Ratio When the Signal
Creates Exponential Fluctuation

Key: 1. Signal quantization probability (%)
2. Signal-noise ratio (dB)
3. Pn= noise quantization probability

By comparing figures 3.10 and 3.11 we can see that when

there is identical noise quantization probability and signal

quantization probability, the needed signal-noise ratio when the

signal creates exponential fluctuation must be much larger than

when there is no fluctuation. This is especially the case when

in a relatively high signal quantization probability. Fig. 3.12

gives the increased signal-noise ratio needed to obtain the
same signal quantization probability when P =1 -5  It can be

n
seen from the figure that when the required signal quantization

probability is 90%, its needed increased signal-noise ratio

reaches 4-8 decibels.
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Fig. 3.13 Relationship Between Signal Probability Ps and the
Fluctuation Loss When There is Different Noise
Probability PN

Key: 1. Signal probability P ( )

2. Fluctuation loss Lf (dB)

3. Situation III
4. Situation I

We can see from the above figure that this type of loss is

mainly produced in a place which requires relatively high

signal detection probability. When signal detection probability

is lower than 30%, this type of fluctuation loss transforms

into "fluctuation gain."

The above discussion focused on the situation with single

pulse detection. In actual radar, the number of echoes received

from a single target is not limited to one. Thus, use of the

v:ieo accumulation method can effectively lower the necessary

signal-noise ratio. Video accumulation is a method for accumulat-

ing the energy of the video pulse series after detection and it

appears that it should be able to cause the necessary input

electric frequency signal-noise ratio to lower N times (N is the
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number of accumulated pulses) when in the same false alarm
probability and detection probability. Yet, due to the existing

loss of the detector there is no way of realizing this value.
The detector's loss is caused by the non-linearity of the

detector. It is also the so-called large signals inhibiting the

small signals. Detector loss Ld can be expressed by the following
empirical formula

In this formula, a is the input signal-noise ratio of the

constant amplitude signals. Naturally, the smaller the input

signal-noise ratio the larger its loss.

In video accumulation, the greater the number of accumulated

pulses the smaller the necessary input signal-noise ratio and

the larger the detection loss. If, during accumulation, this
type of detection loss is expressed by accumulated loss L., it

can then be defined as

L,- Na.(N) N (3.17)
a,( 1) GI(N) (.7

In the formula, a (N)" is the input signal-noise ratio needed

when there are N pulses. Gi (N) is the accumulated gain.
Obviously the accumulated loss and detection loss have the

following relation

( (,(N)+2.3)a (1) (3.18)
75( s)+2.3)a, N)
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It is only necessary to know that the constant amplitude signal's

signal-noise ratio a (N) and a (1) can compute the corresponding0 0

accumulated loss.

In the situation of signal fluctuation, the accumulated

effect is similar to the situation of constant amplitude signals.

Therefore, formula (3.18) can still be used but it is necessary

to replace the a (1) and a (N) in the formula with corresponding

a1 (1) and a1(N). Fi4. 3.14 gives the accumulated loss in the
type I signal fluctuation situation.

A h1 100 10 1000

(2) **emo*m

YFig. 3.14 Accumulated Loss When in Type I Fluctuation

Key: 1. Accumulated loss Li(dB)

2. Number of accumulated pulses

This loss is accurately computed in a situation wherein the

false alarm probability is 1 0  and the detection probability

is 50% and 95% (results of the two are the same). We used
results corresponding to the computation of formula (3.18) as

shown in the broken line. It has an error of about 0.5

decibels.

The above discussion concentrated on the situation of slow

speed fluctuation. When the target's echo signal quickly
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fluctuates from pulse to pulse, their situations are different.

When the number of accumulated pulses after envelope detection

is greater than two, the effect of fast speed fluctuation is

equivalent to the mean value of the target's effective reflec-

tion area (or amplitude of the echo). Therefore, when requiring

a relatively high detection probability, it is necessary to have

a relatively low signal-noise ratio. Fig. 3.15 gives the

aaccumulated loss when in type II fluctuation.
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Fig. 3.15 Accumulated Loss When in Type I Fluctuation

Key: 1. Relative accumulated loss (dB)
2. Number of accumulated pulses

It can be seen from the figure that when the desired detection

probability is 95% and when the number of accumulated pulses

is within 2,000, the decibel number of its accumulated loss is

a negative value.

However, the above discussion focused on the results of

theoretical analysis. Real situations are more complex. For

example, as regards search radar, most often pulse numbers

within 3 decibel beams act as the accumulated pulse number. Yet

in reality, when the antenna beam searches the target, the
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received beam array is modulated by the antenna lobe figure.

That is to say, the signal-noise ratio of each echo pulse is

different and therefore we cannot use the results of the afore-

mentioned theoretical analysis directly.

Yet, if we consider the lobe modulation effect of the echo

pulses its theoretical analysis is extremely difficult. Within

this type of situation, an electronic computer is commonly -

used to carry out simulated test research. The simulated method

used is the Monte Carlo method in statistical testing.

Fig. 3.16 gives the results of a series of simulated tests.

If the antenna lobe form in these tests is a Gaussian form the

number of accumulated pulses is determined by the number of

pulses in its 3 decibel beam width. A pair of single signal

matched filters are placed in the receiver, the detector uses

linear detection and its output uses a sliding window type sim-

ulating accumulator to carry out unweighted simulated accumula-
tion (there is no quantized loss). The false alarm probability

after single distance unit accumulation is 10-6. It can be seen

from fig. 3.16 that when the required detection probability is

relatively high, the signal-noise ratio needed for detecting

fast speed fluctuating targets is much smaller than the signal-
noise ratio needed for detecting slow speed fluctuating targets.

Moreover, the greater the number of accumulated pulses the

larger their difference.
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Fig. 3.16 Results of Computer Simulation For the Detection of

Three Fluctuating Signals

(a) Pulse number N=4, (b)N=8, (c)N=16

Key: 1. Non-fluctuating
2. Fast fluctuation
3. Slow fluctuation
4. Non-fluctuating
5. Fast fluctuation
6. Slow fluctuation
7. Non-fluctuating
8. Fast fluctuation
9. Slow fluctuation
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Actual detectors commonly use a binary sliding window

detector. After detection, the video signals first pass through

the first threshold to carry out amplitude quantization.

Afterwards, they then carry out accumulation of the 1 signal in

the same distance quantized interval and it is compared with

the second threshold. This type of binary sliding window detector
has one more quantization loss than the simulated sliding window

detector. Fig.3,17'gives the results of computer simulation of

the detection performance by this type of numerical detector of

different fluctuating signals [1]. This figure also draws a

comparison of the rectangular beams and Gauss beams. Their echo

number is 15.
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Fig. 3.17 The Numerical Sliding window Detector For the
Detection of Non-Fluctuating Signals (a) and
Fast Fluctuating Signals (b). The Broken Line is
Rectangular Beams and the Solid Line is Gauss
Beams (PN is the Noise Quantized Probability of

the First Threshold)

Fig. 3.18 gives the results of computer simulation of the numerical

sliding detector for the detection of three types of fluctuating

signals when the false alarm probability is 3x10-6 . It can be

seen from this figure that when the required detection proba-

bility is 90%, the signal-noise ratio necessary for detecting fast

speed fluctuating target signals is 6 decibels lower than for the

detection of slow fluctuating signals.
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It can be seen from this that if we can cause the echo
signal to change from slow speed to fast speed fluctuation we

can greatly improve detection performance.

IIN-19 I
/

.8

0.4 - -

2 4 6 li 13 14 16

Fig. 3.18 The Detection Performance of the Numerical Sliding
Window Detector For Three Different Types of
Fluctuating Signals

a - Non-fluctuating signals;
b - Fast fluctuating signals;
c - Slow fluctuating signals.

(The second tbreshold is 8, when in PN=0 .08 it

is equivalent to P F=3xl0-6)

3.5 The Ability of Frequency Agility to Raise Radar Detection

We know from the above discussion that there are two areas

of influence of frequency agility on target echo fluctuation.

One is accelerating the speed of echo fluctuation which causes

it to change from slow speed fluctuation (uncorrelated in

antenna scanning) to fast speed fluctuation (uncorrelated from

pulse to pulse). The other is changing the probability distribu-

tion of the echo amplitude and decreasing the probability of

small amplitude echoes. Naturally, these two points are quite

beneficial to target detection.

However, because of the decorrelation caused by frequency

agility really each pulse cannot be transmitted independently.
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Although we can also directly compute the correlation coefficient

of its adjacent pulses 112], afterwards its required signal-noise
ratio is computed according to its correlation coefficient when

they are in different detection probabilities. Yet, for conven-

ience of engineering computations, it would be better to divide

this problem into two research steps. Firstly, study the relation-

ship between the frequency agility gain (relative to detecting

slow speed fluctuating targets) and the number of independent
pulses. Afterwards, study the number of equivalent and independent

pulses when there is frequency agility.

When there is frequency agility or frequency diversity, the

slow speed fluctuation loss it can eliminate (this is also the

frequency agility gain GFAT) is related to the number of independ-

ent pulses. Some people have done careful analysis and

computations [13] and their results are shown in fig. 3.19.

q ~Po-a~

(1) a I 1o 2 0o too 300

(2) UkR3*+3

Fig. 3.19 Relationship of Frequency Agility Gain GFAT and the

Number of Independent Pulses N
e

Key: 1. Frequency agility gain (dB)
2. Number of independent pulses

We can see from the above figure that GFAT is not only the

function of the number of independent pulses but also the function
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of the required detection probability. The higher the required

detection probability the larger its gain. This is identical

to the discussion in the last section. Moreover, when the number

of independent pulses exceeds 20 its gain tends towards the

limit and does not further enlarge. This relationship can also

be very accurately expressed by the following empirical formula

[91:

"'4(1) ),,,
CL,( 1 (3.19)

When expressed by the number of decibels

",dB) (1 -l/N) 10 Ig L 1 ) (3.20)

In the formulaL Lf(1) is the fluctuation loss when there is

single pulse. This can be found in fig. 3.13.

Now we will take a further look at the number of pulses,

when there is frequency agility, which are determined by these

factors [14].

To study this problem, we must first decide the number of

frequency communication channels for the frequency agility radar.

This number of frequency communication channels is determined by

the total frequency agility bandwidth BFA and the required

critical frequency fc . Fig. 3.20 draws the relationship of the

number of frequency communication channels v with BFA and .fc
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Fig. 3.20 Diagram of Frequency Communication Channels

Key: 1. Frequency

We know from the figure that

and in which &f. is determined by expression (3.9).

The present problem is the number of its pulses when the
radar's transmission frequency randomly jumps in the BPA range.

If the number of pulses obtained in the T0 time of the

irradiated target is N, then the number of independent pulses N

will necessarily be smaller than v. As regards its frequency

communication channels ,,he probability of the transmitted N

pulses falling in this frequency channel at least once is

1_(l-l/v)
N

Therefore, the mean value of the number of independent pulses can

approximately be the total number of frequency channels

multiplied by the probability of each frequency channel, that is

E(N.) -vCl-(I- i/v)") (3.22)

To more accurately compute the parameters of the non-linear

relationships which exist within Nc (for example, detection
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probability, it is sometimes also necessary to know the

probability distribution of N. . It is also necessary to know the

probability of N pulses having Nc independent pulses. This

probability is composed of two items. The first is after trans-

mitting N-i pulses there are N independent pulses and then ac

non-independent pulse is transmitted. The other item is after

transmitting N-i pulses there are only Nc -I independent pulses

and then an independent pulse is transmitted . Thus, its

probability is

P,,xa.PN,., .N/v + P,,_ .,C 1- (N -1)/') (3.25) I

For example, when the transmitted pulse number N=5 and the

frequency communication channel number v=5, the mean independent

pulse number E fNe =3.4. Its precise distribution is given in

the following table

Ne 1 2 3 4 5

probability 0.0016 0.0960 0.4800 0.3840 0.0384

When v ; 1, formula (3.22) can be approximated by the

following formula

E (N} -fv1-e") (3.24)

Because of this, it is only necessary to be able to compute

E fNe l so as to be able to find the gain when there is

frequency agility from fig. 3.17 or formula (3.20). This is also

the fluctuation loss decreased by frequency agility. For

example, when the required detection probability is 90%, the

mean number of independent pulses E f Nel =6.5 and we can
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obtain GFAT=6.8 decibels. Even when radar operating under

frequency agility conditions has accumulated gain (or accumulated

loss) and because of the nonlinearity of the detector it faces

the noise inside the receiver, its computations are the same as

those of fixed frequency radar. That is, it is determined by

formula (3.17) or fig. 3.14.

Cumulative detection probability is also sometimes used in

the detection of radar targets. The concept of cumulative

detection probability is mainly used in search radar where the

antenna carries out circular scanning. So-called "cumulative

detection probability" points to the probability of the target

appearing least once when the antenna rotates j times. If the
detection probability of a single antenna scanning is PD' the

probability of the antenna rotating j times and the target still

not appearing is (1-PD)J. Therefore, the cumulative detection

probability of the antenna rotating j times and the target

appearing at least once is

Naturally, when the required detection probability is the

same, the probability of single detection required for cumulative

detection probability is relatively small. Therefore, if the

value of J is very large, even if required P =90% the required
PD will also be very low. Given this type of situation, use of

frequency agility is not only without advantage but can also be

lacking as compared to fixed frequency radar.

To obtain a quantitative concept, fig. 3.21 draws a com-

parison of the improvement of frequency agility on single

detection probability as well as the improvement of cumulative

detection probability (15].
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Fig. 3.21 The Improvement of Frequency Agility on Single
Detection Probability and Cumulative Detection
Probability (In the Fig., FF is the Fixed Frequency
and FA is the Frequency Agility)

(a) Detection probability of a single scanning
(b) Probability of appearing more than once in

10 scans

Key: 1. Relative distance factor
2. Relative distance factor

The curves in the figure are computed based on when the

number of pulses in the antenna beam N=10 and the given false

alarm probability PF=10-8 . The abscissa is the normalized

distance of 1 when the fixed frequency radar's single detection

probability is 85%.

It can be seen from the curves in figure 3.21 that when

single detection probability is 85%, the frequency agility

increases the detection range 38%. Above the point of intersection

of the two curves the frequency agility always improves the

detection probability. However, the situation is different with

cumulative detection probability. At this time, only when there
is a very high accumulative detection probability required is

frequency agility an improvement over fixed frequency. Yet, as in

the situation shown in fig. 3.21(b), it does not fit in with the

real situation very well. Because with each turn of the antenna
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only one time will a light spot be discovered, it is considered

that the believabil.ity of discovering targets in this way is
relatively low. In order for the path tracking computer not to
lose the target, it is usually necessary that the antenna make

10 revolutions so that a target will be discovered at least 8 or
9 times. At this time, the required single detection probability
is relatively high. Given this type of situation, the cumulative

detection probability can be computed by a binomial distribution.

If it is required that in each rotation of the antenna at least
8 out of 10 times a target is detected and the cumulative

detection probability is 90% (which is n=10,r=8 in the above

formula), then we can use the table examining method to obtain
the required single detection probability PD=88%. Given this

type of situation, with the use of frequency agility there will

still be tremendous improvement.

Aside from this, what is sometimes quite interesting is the
probability of discovering targets outside a certain range. This
type of detection probability is not only related to the

probability of detection of a single scanning but is also related

to the rate of approach of the target. So-called rate of approach

of the target 9 is the ratio of distance A of the target flying
near the radar station within the time for one antenna revolu-

tion and the distance of the target RI.

If a target flies at a radial velocity of 1 kilometer per second

close to the radar station and the radar antenna revolves once
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every 10 seconds, when the target is 100 kilometers from the

radar station its rate of approach is 0.1. Naturally, the higher

the target's radial velocity, the slower the rotation of the

antenna, That is, the larger its rate of approach the closer the

radar's detection range. If the radar's single scanning

detection probability PD as well as the target's rate of approach

are known, we can then compute and discover the cumulative

detection probability of the light spot two or more times.

Based on parameters identical to those of fig. 3.21 (i.e. the

number of pulses in the beam is 10 and the false alarm probability

is 10-8 ),fig. 3.22 shows the relationship between the cumulative
detection probabilityjcomputed and discovered two or more times

and the relative distance factor when each rate of approach is 0.1.

It can be seen from this figure that frequency agility is still

far superior to fixed frequency and it is closer to the real

situation.

t

3."

(C1) Emim

Fig. 3.22 Cumulative Detection Probability When Each Rate of

Approach of the Target Flying Near the Radar Station

is 0.1 (N=1O, 'F=1O-8)

Key: 1. Distance factor

3.6 Results of Actual Fest Flights on the Detection Range of
Frequency Agility Radar

Although, in theory, it was early found that when radar
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operated in jumping frequency this could cause the target's

echo to change from fast to slow fluctuation and thus enlarge

the radar's detection range, nevertheless, these theoretical

analyses all ultimately awaited practical testing so as to

prove it.

During the earlier period when frequency agility radar first

appeared, some people carried out actual test flights so as to

test and verify the enlargement of its detection range 1161. It

used 20 pulses in the radar beam which could operate in fixed

frequency as well as random jumping frequency. If we only use the

two above mentioned Swerling fluctuation models we can then,

through theoretical analysis, compute the relationship of its

detection probability and signal-noise ratio as shown in fig.3.23.

N-40

S/NldB)

Fig. 3.23 Results of Theoretical Computations of Different
Echo Fluctuations for Target Detection

When computing this curve, we take the allowable false alarm

rate as 2x10 -5. Curve 1 in the figure is the computation results

of constant amplitude echoes, curve 2 is the slow speed

fluctuation echoes (which are uncorrelated in scanning), and

curve 3 is the fast speed fluctuation echoes (which are

uncorrelated in the pulses). We know from the figure that when

the required detection probability is 90%, the signal-noise

ratio required for slow speed fluctuation is 10 decibels
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greater than is needed for non-fluctuating echoes? fast speed

fluctuation requires about 9 decibels less than slow speed

fluctuation.

Three types of aircraft were used for the test flights. The

first type was a small jet aircraft, the second type was a small

single propeller aircraft and the third was a medium sized

double propeller aircraft. The paths of the aircraft were equal

velocity straight flights toward the radar and away from the

radar. The results are shown in fig. 3.24.

R/I

Fig. 3.24 Results of Actual Test Flights on the Enlargement
of the Detection Range of Frequency Agility Radar

Key: 1. Theoretical curve

The theoretical curves in the figure are based on the computations

of the FA and FF curves in fig. 3.21. Curve 1 in fig. 3.24

corresponds to a small jet fighter, curve 2 corresponds to a

small single propeller aircraft and curve 3 corresponds to a

medium sized double propeller aircraft. In the figure, the

abscissa is the relative distance factor and when using fixed

frequency it gives a 50% light spot-scanning ratio distance of

RO.

It can be seen from the figure that the results of the actual

test flights are identical to the theoretical values. When there

is a low signal-noise ratio there is a detection probability
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higher than the theoretical value. This is because the test

flight target has equal velocity straight flight and thus the

observer has a certain a priori knowledge concerning the target's

position on the screen. There is lower detection probability when

in a high signal-noise ratio. The main reason for this is that

when in frequency agility all of the pulses cannot be made

independent, that is, its effective pulse number is less than

20. The test data also still has measurement errors and statistical

errors.

Aside from this, there are others who have carried out

actual test flights on the detection range of frequency agility

radar. Their results are shown in table 3.2

C(2)m - 1 mm (9)

- S 6.4 7.2 (7)*S(0 4.0 4.5 .4 (4)3

80 2.7 2.7 4.7 7.8 7 0

70 2.1 2.4 5.6 7.0 2.5
50 1.6 '2.0 7.0 3.3 1.3

10 1.3 1.6 1.8 1.2

10 1.2 .1.4 .7

Table 3.2 Test Results of the Improvement of Jumping Frequency
on Radar Detection Capabilities (Decibels)

Key: 1. Detection probability (M)
2. First group
3. Radar frequency is 16.5 kilomegahertz,

number of pulses is 30, the Jumping
frequency range is 1 megahertz/pulse

4. Linear detector
5. Logarithmic amplifier
6. Second group
7. Jet fighter
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Key: 8. Small single propeller aircraft
9. Third group

10. Radar frequency is 2.8 kilomegahertz,
the sum of the frequency of the two
intervals is 215 megahertz

11. *As compared to the theoretical value
of the single frequency

In the table, data for the second group are the results of the

above mentioned actual test flights. Data for the first group

used frequency agility radar with a bandwidth of only 30 mega-

hertz. Moreover, the velocity of the Ku wave band radar target's

echo band and radar target's echo fluctuation was originally

relatively high yet there was also quite noticeable improvement.

Data for the third group was frequency diversity radar with a

double frequency. Because of this, the test results should also

consider that after detection the two communication channels

both increased 1.5-2 decibels.

We know from the results in the table that the improvements

caused by use of the logarithmic amplifier were slightly better

than those of the linear channels. The improvements on the small

single propeller aircraft were better than those on the small

jet aircraft. Moreover, when the detection probability was lower

than 30% there were still formidable improvements. There are

still no satisfactory explanations for these.

Similar results can be obtained in tests on guided missile

targets. Fig. 3.25 gives the results of tests on a 150 inch

long guided missile target.
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Fig. 3.25 Radar Section Probability Distribution and Jumping
Frequency Bandwidth (16 Staircase Jumping Frequency)
of a Guided Missile Target (150 Inches Long)

Key: 1. Probability of d/J > x

2. Fixed frequency

The radar used can operate in fixed frequency as well as stair-

case Jumping frequency. When operating in staircase Jumping

frequency, there are altogether 16 frequency increments. Its

total Jumping frequency bandwidth is shown in fig. 3.25. The

ordinate in the figure is the probability wherein the ratio of

the equivalent reflection area and the mean equivalent reflec-

tion area is larger than a certain value of x. The abscissa is

x. The figure gives the fixed frequency as well as the three

situation curves of the Jumping frequency bandwidth which are

separately 250 megahertz, 500 megahertz and 600 megahertz. We

know from the figure that after Jumping frequency is used for

a small x value, the probability of d/F > x is far greater

than when there is fixed frequency. When the total Jumping

frequency bandwidth is 250 megahertz, that is, each staircase

A f 116, although smaller than the critical value of C/4D

there is still objective improvement. After the Jumping

frequency bandwidth is doubled there is only a slight increase.
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This is because when the jumping frequency is 250 megahertz

this is sufficient to cause its echoes to decorrelate.

When jumping frequency technology is applied to tracking radar,

it can, in the same way, raise detection probability. At this

time, because of the large number of target echoes more effective

video accumulation can be carried out. The video accumulation in

common tracking radar is determined by the time constant of the

range tracking loop. Yet, if the declining time constant of the

target echo is larger than this accumulated time constant, this

type of decline can possibly cause the target to be lost.

After using jumping frequency technology, this type of long

time decline can be eliminated. This can then enlarge the

tracking range.

Researchers have done some 30 odd test flights on various

model aircraft targets. After discovering the use of jumping

frequency technology, when other parameters were invariant, the

range of the first lost target could be made to be about 20%

larger than when there was fixed frequency. This is a completely

objective increase equivalent to increasing the transmitter's

power 3.2 decibels.

3.7 The Influence of Frequency Agility on Lobe Splitting

Early, at the beginning of the Second World War, the

influence of ground reflection on radar lobes was discovered.

Ground (or sea) reflection can be equivalent to having an image

antenna below the ground (or sea) (fig. 3.26).
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Fig. 3.26 Influence of Ground Reflection on Radar Lobes

This image antenna also radiates electromagnetic waves (in

reality, these are ground reflection waves). These electro-

magnetic waves along with the electromagnetic waves radiating

from the original antenna produce an interference effect and

form many split interference lobes.

The influence of the path difference of the electromagnetic

waves on the phase is knowable. The corresponding angles of the

smallest and largest values of these interference lobes are

expressed by the following formulas.

O.Mmres*n (M-) (3.28)
O.,.nars~n 2h

..- arcsn ( 2 n --1)), (3.29) -
4h

In the formulas, X is the radar wavelength, h is the height of

the antenna frame and n is the positive integer.

When the radar wave length is 24 centimeters and the height

of the frame is 7 meters the first blind spot is 1 degree.

Afterwards, there is a blind spot every 1 degree. Following the
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increase of the angle of elevation, the radiation of the antenna

lobe facing the ground weakens and the reflection of the ground

also weakens. Therefore, when there is a high angle of elevation

the depth of the blind spots decreases and the intervals of the

blind spots become denser.

When a radar frame is on the seashore or on a ship, because

the ocean surface's conductivity is very high, the reflectivity

of the electric waves is very strong. At this time, the blind

spots of the lobe splitting are very deep (see fig. 3.27).

(3) P-50%

3 5

(Vertical Beam 100, Upward Warp Angle 20)

Key: 1. Height (k'ft)
2. Range (NM)
3. Angle of elevation
4. Free space

The effect of the blind spots of this type of lobe splitting

(especially blind spots in areas of low angles of elevation) on

the detection of far range targets is great. Moreover, it can

cause the automatic tracking system to lose the target and even

require new acquisition. The method used in the past to resolve
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this problem was to cause the antenna to have a small angle of

pitch in the direction of the angle of elevation. Yet, this

method cannot solve the problem because the speed of the

antenna's pitch is very low and can only change in the antenna's

rotating period. In this way, when there are many targets, the

antenna's pitch cannot simultaneously avoid the blind areas of

all of the targets as well as the blind areas of a certain

target so as to be able to cause another target to enter the

lobe's blind area.

Because the angle of this type of blind spot is the function

of the frequency, use of frequency agility can possibly cause the
lobe's blind areas of each pulse to completely stagger.

Because the angle of the lobe's blind spot forms a direct

ratio with the wave length when there is a low angle of eleva-
tion, in order to completely stagger the first blind area it

is necessary that the wave length after jumping frequency be 1.5

times that of the original. In this way, the frequency bandwidth

of the jumping frequency is still relatively large. For example,

when operating in a radar station with a 10 centimeter wave

length, in order to totally eliminate the lobe's blind area, it

is necessary for it to jump to a 15 centimeter wave length

(equivalent to changing from 3,000 megahertz to 2,000 megahertz).
If this wide range jumping frequency can be realized, then the

blind area of the angle of elevation lobe can be completely

staggered. Moreover, this type of lobe jumping is realized

between two adjacent pulses (not between two rotations of the

antenna). Therefore, when there are multiple targets there is no

problem at all.

Yet, due to the limitations of the bandwidths of the high

powered components, the actual jumping frequency which can be

realized is not this wide. Although this be the case, relatively
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narrow jumping frequency is also suffiient to affect the

position of the lobe's blind spots. This is because when there

is a relatively high angle of elevation the frequency deviation

required to compensate for the blind area is relatively small.
For example, we know from formulas (3.28) and (3.29) that when

n=6 it is only necessary to have a 10% jumping frequency range

to be able to cause its splitting lobes to attain compensation.

This has already been proven in tests.

Early on-the-spot test flights of frequency diversity radar

found that its detection range noticeably increased. At the

time, it was thought that this mainly caused the results of the

mutual compensation of the splitting lobes. In reality, it also

included the effects of echo decorrelation. Conversely, the

actual tests of jumping frequency radar also included the

influence on lobe splitting. Therefore, it is quite difficult to

totally distinguish the effects of these two factors.
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Chapter IV The Increase of the Angle-Measuring Precision of
Radar by Frequency Agility

4.1 The Source of Angle-Measuring Errors For Precision Tracking
Radar

Analyses of the angle-measuring precision of precision

tracking radar have shown that the source of target angle-

measurement errors can be divided into two major categories. One

are errors produced by the radar itself and the other type of

errors are unrelated to the radar.

The errors produced by the radar itself can be divided into

tracking errors and reading errors. Tracking errors include the

calibration and drift of the axis of sighting, the effect of

wind power and servo noise. Reading errors include horizontal

and due north corrections, triaxial orthogonality, mechanical

deviations, thermal distortions, gear errors and code errors.

There are two main categories of errors unrelated to radar.

One type are caused by electric wave propagation including

multipath propagation and atmospheric refraction. The other type

are caused by target reflection. This type can be further divided

into hysteresis errors caused by target movement and target

noisewaves caused by the interference between each of the target

scattering object's echoes.

Because the mechanical processing precision of early radar

was relatively low, its angular tracking error can be said to be

mainly caused by the mechanical parts of the radar. Among these
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are included the orthogonality of three axes, the backlash of

gears, and errors caused by the data-transmission system. However,

following the continual development of manufacturing technology,

the errors caused by the radar's mechanical parts decreased to a

very small quantity. For example, the errors by single pulse(FPS-16)
precision tracking radar~itself are shown in table 4.1 11].

.( 5). C*65mi~1!U~N3
;(l) (6)m i (7) I L

(2)m*a~muu0.012 0.015
(3)3*AS3~s .023 0.04

(2)3***S8EEU 0.66 .046

Table 4.1 Errors by the Radar Itself

Key: 1. Source of error
2. Tracking errors by the radar itself
3. Reading errors by the radar itself
4. Total fixed errors by the radar itself
5. The mean square angular errors

expressed in milliradian
6. Bias
7. Random

We can see from this table that the errors produced by the

radar itself are still quite small and mainly bias errors can

try to be eliminated.

The errors caused by electric wave propagation are of two

types. One is the errors brought about by troposphere refraction
and the other is caused by multipath transmission. The bias
value of the first type is about 0.5 milliradian and that of the

random type is 0.3 milliradian. The latter type is related to

the antenna lobes, radar frame height, ground reflection
coefficient and the target's angle of elevation. It is relatively

difficult to estimate.
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There are three items of error related to the target. The

first are the dynamic hysteresis errors created by the target's

movements and the servo system's limited bandwidth. On the one

hand, these types of errors are related to the movement of the

target (e.g. the smallest route from the target to the radar

station, the velocity and the height of the target etc.) and on

the other hand, they are related to the servo bandwidth. Generally

speaking, this type of error is especially serious for close

distance and high speed, low altitude targets. Yet, when the

target's moving conditions and servo system capabilities are known,

an electronic computer can be used to compute the hysteresis error

and make corrections.

The other two sources of errors related to the target are

errors caused by amplitude blinking and angular noise waves. The

first item only exists in tracking radar with conical scanning

and the latter exists in all tracking radar. The next section will

discuss this problem in detail.

The other sources of errors are relatively couplex, They are

thermal noise wave errors caused by nolsewaves, inside the

receiver as well as from static noise waves. The influence of

thermal noise waves on angle.measurlng errors are mainly deter-

mined by the signal,-noise ratio of the target and the bandwidh

of the servo system (e.g., when the FPS-16 target signal-noise

ratio is 20 decibels and when the servo bandwidth is 2.0

megahertz, the mean square value of the angle-measuring error

caused by thermal noise waves is 0.078 milliradian. Because this

type of error is related to the target's signal-noise ratio, it

is also related to the target's range. In this way, we can draw

the relationship of the target's amplitude fluctuation, angular

noise waves, servo system noise waves as well as receiver noise

waves and the target's relative range (as shown in fig. 4.11[2].
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Fig. 4.1 Relationship of Mean Square Value of Relative Angular
Error Difference and Relative Range

A - Conical scanning radarl
Z Stngle pulse radar

Key: 1. Mean square root of angular error
2. Relative range
3. Target's amplitude noise waves
4. Servo system noise waves
5. Maximum receiver gain
6. Target's angular noise wave
7. Receiver's noise wave limitation
8. Conical scanning
9. Single pulse

Curve A in the figure is the total angle-measuring error of

conical scanning radar and B is the total angle-measuring error

of single pulse radar. It can be seen from these two curves that

in a small relative range, the angle-measuring error of conical

scanning radar and single pulse radar are nearly identical. Both

are caused by the angular noise waves of the target. When in a

medium range, because the single pulse radar can eliminate the

influence of the amplitude noise waves of the target, there is

a noticeable improvement in the angle-measuring error as compared

to conical scanning. When in a relatively distant range, the
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angle- measuring error is mainly caused by the thermal noise

waves of the receiver because the radar's signal-noise ratio

decreased. At this time, the angle-measuring errors of the

single pulse and conical scanning radar are close. Yet, because

of the relatively low sensitivity and relative large equivalent

beam width of the conical scanning- radar, its receiver noise

wave limitation will be produced 5.2 decibels earlier than

single pulse radar.

In short, as can be seen from fig. 4.1, use of single pulses

can noticeably improve medium range angle-measuring precision.
Use of radar beacons can greatly improve the angle-measuring

precision of the far range (the beacon increased the signal-noise

ratio). However, as for close range, due to the existence of

angular noise waves, there is a large limitation on the improve-

ment of the angle-measuring precision whether for conical scan-

ning or single pulse tracking radar. Altbough the amplitude

distribution of the angular noise waves is a Gaussian form (it

takes the mean value as zero), yet because its fluctuating

frequency is very low there is no way that it can be smoothed

away by the servo system of the radar. Therefore, it can produce
very large errors in calculating the target's movements. For this

reason, effective measures must be employed to decrease the
effect of angular noise waves. This is extremely important for

close range gun sighting or for ground to air guided missile

system radar.

4.2 The Influence of Target Noise Waves on the Angular Tracking
Precision of Radar

During the early 1950's it was discovered that the reason
tracking radar produces angle-measuring errors lie not only in

the radar itself but also in the reflecting characteristics of

the target.
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The target echoes received by the radar not only fluctuate
on the amplitude but the targets observed by the radar viewed
in the scattering center are also fluctuating. The former is
called the amplitudescintillation (fluctuation) of the target
and the latter is called the angular flickering (or angular noise
wave) of the target. They are jointly called target noise waves

and are differentiated as receiver noise waves, static noise

waves, etc.

Then how does this type of target noise wave cause angle

measuring errors?

Angle-measuring errors caused by the amplitude scintillation
of the target echoes are relatively easy to understand. In the
angle-measuring system with sequential lobing Ce.g. radar with a
beam switch and conical scanning) the determination of the angle
is sequentially carried out by relying on the amplitude of the
echo signal received from beams in different angle positions.
Because this type of amplitude is not simultaneously but
sequentially carried out, the fluctuation of the target echo

amplitude can cause angle-measuring errors.

The single pulse tracking radar system was developed to
eliminate this type of error. This type of radar possesses beams
with several different angle positions. Therefore, the amplitude
for the target echoes can be simultaneously carried out. In the
single pulse system, we can use fast speed automatic gain control
to smooth the amplitude fluctuations of the echoes. This
basically eliminates the effects of this type of target noise

waves.

Another type of target noise wave is so-called angular noise
wave (angular flickering). It is the flickering of the target
viewed in the reflection phase center. Because most complex
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targets are composed of a great many scattering objects, each

scattering object reflects part of the echo and its synthesized

echo is the vector sum of the small echoes. Because of the

movement of the target facing the radar station, the angle of
sighting of each of its scattering objects facing the radar

change accordingly. After synthesis, the amplitude and phase of

the echo also change accordingly. This causes the target echo's

phase front (wavefront) received by the radar antenna to be

distorted. This type of phase front distortion can cause a

disparity between the target angle measured by the radar and the

real angle of the target. The angular errors caused by this type

of angular noise wave can even be far greater than the angle
measurement of the target itself.

As mentioned above, an angular noise wave is formed from
the phase front distortion of the target echoes. Therefore, it

has an effect on all types of angle-measuring systems. In other

words, whether it is a beam switch, conical scanning, amplitude-

sensitive single pulse or phase-sensitive single pulse angle-
measuring system there is no way to avoid the effect of the

angular noise waves.

Because angular noise waves can be expressed by the mean
square root value which takes length as the unit, when it

transforms into an angular error it is related to the radar

:racking range. The target's angular noise waves which are

expressed in milliradian can be indicated by the following

formula
fa (milliradian)= a (meters) (4.1)

R. (kilometers)

We can see from this that the angle-measurement error

caused by angular noise wave forms an inverse ratio with the

target's range. In other words, angular noise waves have an
especially serious effect on short range gun sighting radar and
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guidance radar.

The use of high precision single pulse radar for the angular
automatic tracking of a close range aircraft target mainly has
angular tracking errors of the measured target caused by this
type of angular noise wave. Its typical time sampling is shown
in fig. 4.2 [3].

Eig. 4.2 Time Sampling Chart of the Target Angular Noise Waves
of a Double Engine Propeller Aircraft

The amplitude distribution of the angular noise waves is a
typical Gaussian distribution. The amplitude distribution of the

-angular flickering of the above mentioned double engine propeller
aircraft is shown in fig. 4.3.

(2)' RRKcWA

Fig. 4.3
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Fig. 4.3 The Angular Vibration Amplitude Probability Distribution
Measured For a Double Engine Propeller Aircraft

Key: 1. Probability which occured
2. Tracking errors

A large number of measurements were carried out on various

types of aircraft. Measurement results and theoretical analyses

showed that if this type of angular noise wave is expressed by
the range of the target viewed in the reflection center from

the target's center of gravity (its dimension is the length unit),

then this type of angular noise wave is unrelated to the target's

range (except for very close range). Therefore, the mean square

root of angular noise wave d can be expressed in meters. Itsa
results show that or is equal to r / 1/7 . In this expression,

a 0
r is the rotational radius (taken from along the probed angular
coordinatesl of the target's distribution reflection area. For

example, if the target's reflection area has a distribution of2
a cos ( ? a/L) form (a is a variable, L is its wingspan), then

after finding its rotational radius and dividing by W/- we can

obtain the mean square root of the angular noise wave as 0.19L.
The d value of a real aircraft is between 0.25 and 0.25L anda
is determined by the distribution of its main reflecting objects

(e.g., engine, auxiliary fuel tank etc.). The front view angular
noise wave of a gmall single engine aircraft is about 0.1L, and

the 0a value of a large aircraft (its engine is outside thea
fuselage and possibly does not have an auxiliary fuel tank) can

reach 0.3L. The lateral viewing angular noise wave of aircraft

can also reach 0.3L.

The a value of complex contoured targets is basically aa
fixed value. It is unrelated to radio frequency as well as the

speed of the target's random movements.

Although a is basically a fixed value, yet the frequencya
spectrum distribution of the angular nosie wave is the functlon
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of radio frequency target movement, atmospheric turbulence and

viewing angle. The angular noise wave frequency spectrum of a

twin engine propeller aircraft measured from three different

viewing angles is shown in fig. 4.4.

N9

2(2

Figs 4.4 The Angular Noise Wave Energy Spectrum Distribution of
a Twin Engine Propeller Aircraft From Three Different
Viewing Angles

(a) Front view;
(b) Lateral view;
(c) Rear view

Key: 1. Mean square root (yards)! VT
2. Real noise frequency (Hz)

A typical frequency spectrum form can be written as a Markov

type or bandwidth limitation white noise frequency spectrum:
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W.( f. (4.2)

In the formula W ( f)is the power spectrum density of the
u angular noise wave;

d a  is the mean square root value (meters)
of the angular noise wave;

f is the half power point frequency
g (bandwidth (hertz)) of the angular

noise wave

f is the frequency (hertz).

Its bandwidth f is in direct ratio to the radio frequencyg
and is determined by the effect of the atmospheric turbulence

on the target's movements and the target's viewing angle. When

in the X wave band and a relatively turbulent atmosphere, the

f value of a small aircraft is about 1.0 hertz and the f of
g g
a large aircraft is about 2.5 hertz. When the target's wingspan

is at least several wavelengths, its bandwidth is in direct ratio

to the radio frequency. Therefore, the f value is between 0.3g
hertz and 0.8 hertz for the S wave band. This type of narrow wave

band signifies that the drift velocity of the target viewed in

the reflection center is very low. Therefore, this type of

angular noise wave has no means of being smoothed out by the

radar's angular servo system but is entered into the data

processing system as the real position of the target. This can

greatly affect the prediction and measurement of the target's

position. Therefore, it is necessary to quantitatively analyze

the effect of the target noise waves on the radar's angle-

measuring precision.

However, the above discussion only focused on the frequency

spectrum of the target noise wave itself. The effects of the

target noise waves of this type of frequency spectrum on the

radar's angle-measuring precision is not only related to the
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characteristics of the radar's angular servo system, but as

regards the echo's amplitude fluctuation, it is also related

to the characteristics of the automatic gain control. Therefore,

it is necessary to carry out further analysis so as to be able

to quantitatively understand its effects.

If we can know the frequency spectrum of the target noise

waveswe can calculate the angle-measuring error caused by the
target noise waves based on the characteristics of the servo

system and automatic gain control system.

Naturally, the problem is simpler for angular noise waves

because angular noise waves are proven by viewing angular

flickering in the reflection center. As regards the radar's

angular tracking system, it can act as an equal angular input

quantity with the target's angle coordinate but is unrelated to

the strength of the echo amplitude. Thus, it is also unrelated

to the characteristics of the radar's automatic gain control

system.

If the angular transmission function of the radar's angular

tracking servo system is Y(f ), then the variance of the angular

tracking error caused by the angular noise waves with a frequency

spectrum of W (f) is
u

a. 5W.()IYf)I'd/ 1 (4.3)

Assuming the communication band of the servo system is

relatively narrow and the angular noise wave assumes a uniform

distribution in its range, then it is even simpler and at this

time
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ao-,.( o )j'IY('d1mw.(0)B. (4.4)

In the formula, B is the equivalent noise wave communicationn
frequency band of the servo system.

Conversely, if the communication band of the servo system

is relatively wide and the angular noise wave assumes a narrow
rectangular distribution in the communication band, then the

problem can also be simplified and at this time

In the formula, f is the equivalent bandwidth of the angularg
i.oise wave.

When relatively long wavelength (e.g. 10 centimeter wave
band) radar is tracking a close range, high speed target, the

servo system's bandwidth is relatively wide and closer to the

latter type of situation.

No matter what type of situation it is, the angle-measuring
variance caused by the angular noise wave is in direct ratio to

the zero frequency angular noise wave frequency spectrum density.

The problems of angle errors caused by echo amplitude
fluctuation are more complex. This is because although the

frequency spectrum of the echo fluctuation is the same as the

frequency spectrum of the angular noise wave (because they are
all caused by the common mechanism of the interference betweeen
each scattering object). However, they are all demonstrated by
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the strength of the echo but not expressed by the angle.

Therefore, the mechanism of the angle-measuring errors caused

by amplitude fluctuation is more complex.

The angle-measuring errors caused at this time can be

divided into two categories. The first category only exists in

conical search radar and the second category exists in other

types of radar.

If the frequency spectrum of the echo amplitude fluctuation

is sufficiently wide so that there is sufficiently strong

frequency spectrum density W ( f s) in the area of the scanning

frequency with conical scanning, then the echo amplitude fluctua-

tion can mistake the error signals caused by the antenna's

electric axis not yet being aimed at the target. We have from

analysis that the mean square value of the angle tracking error

at this time is

,09.67 VW( ,)B. (4.6)

In this formula, 0 is the beam width and B is the noise bandn
width of the servo system.

If conical scanning frequency f is far higher thans

scintillation frequency spectrum bandwidth Bg, then we can

simplify the above formula into

0.278
(4.7)

The second type of angle-measuring error caused by the

echo's amplitude fluctuation is directly formed by the low

frequency component of the fluctuation. In ordinary circumstances,
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the antenna has a fixed biased tracking error (0. This is due
to the need to overcome the moment created by the wind force or

frictional force. When the echo signal is modulated by a low

frequency component (in the servo bandwidth), this can cause the
bias to produce a counter-modulation and thus bring about an

angle tracking error. This error is related to the characteristics

of the automatic gain control system. After going through the

automatic gain control system the modulation of the echo signal

is compressed 11 + Ya ( f m I times. In this expression
Y ( f m) is the automatic gain control system in the frequencyam

which is the switch voltage gain transmission function of fm
In this way, the influence of the servo system on the echo

scintillation can be expressed by the so-called "scintillation

error factor"

, + I(4.8)

In the formula, Y is the closed loop transmission function.c

This factor which is relative to the frequency's curve form

is not only related to the characteristics of the servo system

but is also related to the characteristics of the automatic gain

control system.

We know from analysis that when the power spectrum of the

scintillation is WE(f), the power spectrum Wn ( f) of the error
caused by the scintillation will be

w.( )-w'.(/ ) ( l),I(4.9)

Further, the error caused by the scintillation is the

integration of the above formula from 0 to *.
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In the formula, (o is the fixed bias error. When the
electric axis of the antenna is aimed totally at the target,

( (=0), and the error caused by the amplitude scintillation is
zero. However, low altitude fast speed targets can often cause

bias errors because of the dynamic hysteresis of the servo

system. Therefore, this error is one factor which must be

considered.

4.3 The Target's Noise Waves When the Radar is Operating in
Frequency Agility

As mentioned previously, the angular noise waves of a target

are caused by the interference between each scattering object.
Thus, it is naturally only related to the movement of the target

(viewing angle opposite the radar station) as well as to the

frequency of the radar's radio frequency.

When the transmitting frequency of the radar is changed,

this will necessarily cause a change of the view in the scattering

center. It can be considered that when the radar's operating

frequency changes in a very large range, its view in the reflec-

tion center will revolve around the real reflection center and

form a statistical distribution. When the radar operates in

frequency agility and the carrier frequencies of the adjacent

pulses are different, its view in the reflection center will

revolve around the real reflection center and use very high

velocity jumping. In other words, jumping frequency will cause

the frequency spectrum of the target's angular noise waves to

widen. Because the angle tracking servo system of the radar has

a limited bandwidth, it cannot catch up to such fast jumping

but can only obtain a mean within a fixed time interval. This

time interval is determined by the time constant of the tracking

loop. Therefore, it can be anticipated that after radar operates

in jumping frequency it can reduce the effect of the angular

noise waves on tracking precision.
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In reality, when radar operates in frequency agility it

not only has an effect on the target's angular noise waves but

also affects the amplitude fluctuation (scintillation) of the

target echo. It can be imagined that the different pulse to

pulse carrier frequencies will cause an acceleration of the

scintillation velocity. They will also cause the echo of fluctua-

tion frequency spectrum to widen. Thus, as regards conical

scanning radar, because the angle-measuring precision of this

type of radar is influenced by echo fluctuation, after using

jumping frequency the radar fluctuation frequency spectrum

widens. It will then necessarily affect the angle-measuring

precision of conical scanning radar.

4.3.1 Relationship of Angular Chatter and Frequency

As mentioned previously, angular chatter is mainly created

by the interference in the echoes reflected by each reflecting

object which compose the target. It is not only related to the

changes of each scattering object's relative position but also

to the operating frequency of the radar.

It is assumed that the target is simply composed of two

reflecting objects (see fig. 4.5).

Fig. 4.5 Double Reflecting Object Target Model
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If the distance from the target to the radar station is R, its

path difference is A R (equivalent to the target's radial

measurement L ), the positional angles of the two reflecting
0

objects are separately R1 and 62, and its mean positional

angle 4 =(181 +Ge2)/2, the radar's measured angle is

R =A +c (t)

In the formula, S (t) is the transient angle error which can be

proved [41,

b A 1 (4.10)2 +as+am(*( 0) J

In the formula, a is the amplitude ratio of the two signals

received by the radar receiver. 0 < a < 1.

4>(t) is the relative phase difference of the two reflecting

objects observed at the receiving point.

4(t) is actually determined by the radar's operating

frequency f , path difference 2 16 R and the initial phase
relation V.

+M U_ (4.11)

If the path difference 2 4 R is invariant, we can then obtain the

relationship of the angle and the frequency error as shown in
fig. 4.6.
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(2)

Fig. 4.6 The Angle Error Acting as the Frequency Function

Key: 1. Attained angular error 6
2. Frequency f

It can be seen from the figure that when the frequency

changes its angle error changes from the minimum 0 to the

maximum (determined by the relative amplitude, path difference,

initial phase etc.). It can be proven (5] that when the frequency

changes the mean value of the angle error av is

av ' when 0< a ( 1 (4.12)

If the radar's carrier frequency has fast speed jumps and

its frequency difference is greater than C/,6 R, then the

measured target angle will center on its mean value and quickly

change. If we can filter out a portion of the fast speed change,

we will then obtain a mean value unrelated to the initial phase.

In this way, angular chatter is mainly caused by the viewing

angle change (also the change of the path difference) of each of

the scattering objects opposite the radar which make up the

target. The effect of frequency agility on angular noise waves

is mainly the relationship of converting the path difference

into the phase difference. Because the angular noise waves are

random, in order to further study the effects of frequency agility
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on target noise waves it is first necessary to study the effects

of frequency agility on the target noise wave's frequency

spectrum.

To simplify, we will first consider the frequency spectrum of

radio frequency signals. However, we will only study the effects
of frequency agility on echo amplitude fluctuation and the angle

chatter frequency spectrum. To find the power spectrum of the
target noise wave when there is frequency agility, it is first
necessary to find the correlation coefficient between its

adjacent pulses because the following relation exists between
power spectrum (W(f ) and relational coefficient R (t)

1(f).2R)cuzIrd (4.14)

Thus, it is very difficult to accurately calculate the

correlation coefficient between the two adjacent pulses. This is

because it is not only related to the frequency difference of the

adjacent pulses but is also related to the target's shape and

mode of movement.

4.3.2 The Effects of Regular Frequency Modulation on the Target
Noise Waves of Simple Target Models

Some people have theorized a type of simple target model, a
club-shaped reflecting object with uniform angular velocity

rotation [6]. We can obtain an analytic formula of the target
noise waves for this type of simple target.

The frequency spectrum of the target echo's amplitude

fluctuation E (t) is
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.. ...-2. ( -+2. f . (1

In the formula E2 is the mean square value of the echo
fluctuation;

f = 0~L Qo

c

f is the radar's operating frequency;0

QO is the angular speed of rotation;

L is the target's length;

c is the speed of light.

When a 15 meter long target uses 0.1 radian/second uniform
rotation, if fo=10,000 megahertz then f =50 hertz.

o .m

The analytic formula of the frequency spectrum of the target

echo's angular noise wave is:

.- (4+'.r5)

In the formula, U2is the mean square value of the target's

angular noise wave. Using the Fourier integral inverse trans-

formation, we can find its correlation coefficient from this

formula.

The correlation coefficient of the target echo fluctuation

is

11r-
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In the formula, Y =2 W f m .m

The correlation coefficient of the target's angular noise

wave is

R.(T,- Y2 L- ----- -- ]+- (4.17)

If the pattern of the Jumping frequency can be known we can

find the correlation coefficient of the target noise wave when

there is jumping frequency as well as find the frequency spectrum

of the target noise wave when there is jumping frequency.

Assuming the radar is operating in a regular jumping fre-

quency (frequency modulation) wherein each N pulse of the radar's

transmitted carrier frequency is repeated once and at the same

time assuming the frequency changes between pulses are larqer

than A f (,A f is the critic&L frequency), we can then0 o

consider that the amplitude of each echo is uncorrelated. Given

these assumptions, we can obtain the autocorrelation function

of the target's angular noise waves when there is regular

jumping frequency

R., -c - Nr,)

In the formula, Tp is the pulse width, Tp is the repetition

period, p( T ) is the triangular function of the unit height of

2T
p

Therefore, if we know the autocorrelation function R (T)u
of the angular noise waves when the radar is operating in
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fixed frequency, we can use the above formula 
to find the

autocorrelation function Rf(T) of the angular 
noise waves when

there is regular Jumping frequency. By using formula (4.13)

we can compute the frequency spectrum of the 
angular noise wave

when there is regular jumping frequency.

In reality, the most interesting is the frequency agility"s

relative reduction of the angular noise waves. However the

variance of the angular noise waves is in direct ratio to the

frequency density in its zero frequency area. Therefore, it is

only necessary to find -atio Q of the zero frequency spectrum

W u( 0) when the radar is operating at a fixed frequency and the

zero frequency frequency spectrum W' (0) when the radar isu
operating in frequency agility. Q is called the reduction factor

and is defined as

Q W -( W.(o) .1
WN(O (f% G1lO)d

It can be calculated with the above mentioned simple target model

when the radar is operating in regular jumping frequency

However, we can calculate W (0)--u 2/f from formula (4.15)
u in

and for this reason can find the regular jumping frequency's

reduction of the angular noise wave given these conditions

In the formula, 'Tc is the correlation time when the radar is

operating at a fixed frequency. It is defined as
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2 - -2

Naturally, when the radar operates in jumping frequency, its

uncorrelated pulse number N and product of pulse period T shouldp
be smaller than correlation time 'T when the radar operates atC

a fixed frequency, that is NTp When NTp -C, we can

obtain the maximum Q value.

Qmax = N (4.23)

If f =50 hertz and T =500 microseconds, we can calculate
m p

correlation time T,= milliseconds. Its maximum reduction factor

Q max=20 . The miminum required operating frequency number is

also 20.

Similarly, we can also calculate the autocorrelation function

of the target echo's amplitude fluctuation when in a simple

target model and the radar is operating in jumping frequency

P(r-NN7')

(4.24)

By carrying out Fourier transformation we can find the

frequency spectrum of the echo's amplitude fluctuation when there

is jumping frequency
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IN- N

In the formula, W p(n/NT P) is the frequency spectrum of unit

triangular pulses, the pulse width is equal to 2T and thep
center is on n/NTp,

pI

From this, we can draw the curve of WE (f) as shown in

fig. 4.7.

-WA

.~N

IAT, 2/NT, alfvT1?

Fig. 4.7 Frequency Spectrum of Echo's Amplitude Fluctuation
When There is Jumping Frequency

When there is jumping frequency, the frequency spectrum

density of the echo's fluctuation in the zero frequency area

also reduces N times. Yet, when 1/NTp approaches conical

scannAng frequency or its integral number of times, khis can

produce additional noise in the conical scanning frequency area

and thus enlarge the angle-measuring error.

We can calculate the critical frequency of this type of
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simple target model as

1/- C (4.26)2iron 0

In the formula, C is the speed of light and Lsin8 is the

target's wingspan reduced to the range of the line of vision,

that is, equal to target depth Lo .

When the radar's jumping frequency is larger than this

critcal frequency, it can be consiered that there is absolutely

no correlation between the two adjacent echoes. When smaller
than this value, they are totally correlated. Strictly speaking,

the correlation coefficient is the function of the jumping

frequency's frequency difference.

We can calculate the correlation coefficient P (4 f ) of
the echo's amplitude fluctuation for a simple target model as

Px(Af) sin'2xAf(L sin O )/C)
(Zxtif(Lsin 9-)/C 5i

-. i. (C27

The jumping frequency's correlation coefficient P.(Af) of the

angular noise waves is

3,M) X.A/ Cos
P-(A) -eAl Af),,

+]1~f 2sin xr~L (426
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4.3.3 The Effects of Random Jumping Frequency on the Target
Noise Waves of Arbitrary Target Models

To find the effects of jumping frequency on the target noise

waves of arbitrary target models, we need not first find the

analytic formula of the target's noise wave frequency spectrum

when there is fixed frequency but only calculate the effects on

the original frequency spectrum. This is also sufficient for

studying the improvements of jumping frequency on angle tracking

precision (1].

If the frequency spectrum of the angular noise wave itself

when there is fixed frequency is Wu( f), its autocorrelati6n

function is Ru (r). In most situation, W u(f ) and R ut) have
shapes such as those shown in fig. 4.8.

W.(//Am

Fig. 4.8 The General Shapes of the Frequency Spectrum of
Angular Noise Waves and the Autocorrelation Function
(Frontal Approach, X Wave Band, Critical Frequency
is 20 MHz)

When we consider the periodic sampling and maintained

effect of pulse radar, the correlation function of the angaular

noise waves is
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R.,( ,)

-- R.(nT,) P ( r -T,)

(4.29)

In the formula, p(C) is the trigonometric function of the unit

height base width of 2T . Tp is the repetition period. When

there was regular frequency modulation in the last section, the

autocorrelation function of the angular noise waves was

R.( , )v R.(nNT,) p( - -nNT,) (4.30)
M. -00

Now it is essential to study the situation with random

jumping frequency. When there is random jumping frequency, it is

assumed that the maximum range of its jumping frequency is

f and A/.>>AI,A. is its critical frequency. Because theA ,
,jumping frequency is random, the carrier frequency difference

between the two adjacent pulses is possibly smaller than A f c

and possibly larger than /6f . When the possibility of it being* c
smaller than A% f is pc we then consider that the possibility ofc c
the adjacent pulses being totally correlated is p c and the

possibility of being uncorrelated is (1-p c). This thesis has a

certain level of approximation yet it can greatly + .iplify the

analysis. When the radar is operating in jumping frequency, the

correlation function of the target's angular noise waves is

Rq(,)-(1 -p.)R.(O)p(r)

p R.(T,)p(,-,,) (4.31)
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When n=O, the sampling pulse is correlated with itself and

the correlation function at this time is equal to the correla-

tion function when there is fixed frequency. When nP 0, there

is correlation between the different samplings and the correla-

tion function at this time is Pc times that of when there is

fixed frequency. This is because the definition of the correlation

function is the time average. Fig. 4.9 is a schematic of R (It).us
After the correlation function of the jumping frequency is

known, we can use the Fourier transformation to find its

corresponding frequency spectrum.

Rawo p2piR R(O) ""

Fig. 4.9 Autocorrelation Function of the Angular Noise Wave
When There is Random Jumping Frequency

After (1-P c)R u(0)P(t) the first item in formula 4.31
undergoes transformation, it gives an energy spectrum item
including (1-P ) times the total angular noise wave power

R u(0) and the pulse repetition frequency 1/Tp independent
sampling. This portion is "wiped out" to over one-half of the

pulse repetition frequency. The second item in formula (4.31)

gives an energy spectrum item including angular noise wave power

P cR u(0). This has a shape similar to the sampled and maintained

original frequency spectrum. In actual radar systems, the radar's
pulse repetition frequency is far greater than the bandwidth of

the angular noise wave. Therefore, the effects of sampling and

maintained action on the autocorrelation function and frequency

spectrum of angular noise wave is extremely small and can be
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overlooked.

In this way, after formula (4.31) undergoes Fourier trans-

formation we can obtain the analytical formula of the angular
noise wave's frequency spectrum when there is random Jumping

frequency

W.( f)ZTP( I - P).( o)--jT +P.W.(!)

(4.32)

In the formula, W u(f ) is the angular noise wave's frequency

spectrum when the radar is operating in fixed frequency.

To vividly understand the effects of jumping frequency on

the angular noise wave's frequency spectrum diagrams of the shape

of its frequency spectrum had been drawn in Fig. 4.10. As can

be seen in Fig. 4.10b, the frequency spectrum of the angular

noise wave when there is a jumping frequency is made up of two

components, one of which is the same frequency spectrum shape

as the original but has merely been reduced Pc times. The other

component has the shape of sin 2x/s 2, and has been "erased" up

to the f=l/Tp points.

Although the only thing calculated above was the effect of

jumping frequency on the angular noise wave of the target, it

can still be assumed that the effect of Jumping frequency on

fluctuations in target echo will be the same.

Because the frequency spectrum of echo fluctuation (scintilla-

tion) is also of the "low general type" and has an upper frequency
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F.g. 4.10 The Effects of Jumping Frequency 
on Angular Noise Waves

(a) Radar operating in fixed 
frequency is the

frequency spectrum of an angular 
noise

wave;

(b) Frequency spectrum of an 
angular noise wave

when there is jumping frequency
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limit similar to that of angular noise waves it does not

necessarily have the same frequency spectrum shape.

When the radar operates in jumping frequency, the frequency

spectrum of the echo fluctuation will also change to be formed

from two parts. One part has a shape identical to the original,
/

yet decreases P times in amplitude. The other part is also
c

"wiped out" into the shape of sin 2x/x2. Its first zero point is

in the 1/Tp area. The specific shape is similar to that of

fig. 4.10.

However, at this time, there is not necessarily any improve-

ment of the angle tracking precision for conical scanning radar.
This is because the original echo fluctuation is usually within

conical scanning frequency fs (as shown in fig. 4.11). Jumping

frequency actually causes the fluctuation near the conical

scanning frequency to enlarge which will possibly increase angle

tracking errors.

WZ 511)

Fig. 4.11 The Effects of Jumping Frequency on the Echo
Fluctuation Frequency Spectrum of Conical
Scanning Radar

We have already analyzed the effects of jumping frequency

on a target's noise wave frequency spectrum above. However,

it is not enough to quantitatively estimate the effects of
jumping frequency on angle tracking precision. The key lies

in the necessity to find the Pc value of the various jumping

frequency patterns.
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Below we will only study two types of jumping frequency

patterns. One type is the random jumping frequency with equal

probability distribution. This type is mainly used in frequency

agility radar with power amplification. The other type is random

jumping frequency with inverse sine distribution. This type of
distribution is produced by a random changing pulse repetition

frequency carrying out sampling on a sine wave. This type is

mainly used in jumping frequency radar with rotary tuning

magnetrons. The probability density functions of these two types

of jumping frequency patterns are shown in fig. 4.12.

(1) m s*ia& (2) U*I~u

Fig. 4.12 Two Different Types of Jumping Frequency Patterns

(a) Equal probability random jumping frequency;
(b) Inverse sine random jumping frequency.

Key: 1. Frequency density function
2. Frequency density function

Assuming x is the carrier frequency of the first pulse, its

probability density function is f(x); y is the carrier frequency

of the second pulse and its probability density function is

f (y). Functions f x) and f (y) are totally identical. Letting

z= Ix-yI be its frequency difference, the z value is always

positive. Then, we can find the distribution of z from distribu-

tions f(x) and f(y) of x and y
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(4.33)

When in random jumping frequency with equal probability,

f(x) is a rectangular distribution lying between -1 and + 1

/(X)- o.5 .<x < (4.4

0 l<x

When f(y) is the same function, its result is

F(4.-- 0<2<2 (4.35)

1 2: -

The probability density fuction for z is

S 0 < 0
f()-{1-. O<:<2 (4.36)

0 2 <z

z is between 0 and 2.

It is still assumed that the boundary of the distribution

for the inverse sine distribution is between -1 and +1. We can
know from the definition of the inverse sine distribution that
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0 x<-I"

/().. vix+ - <x<1 l- ;3 7 )

0 l<X

f (yj has the same function as this. Thus, the calculation of

p (z) is very complex and only by using an electronic computer

can we find the numerical values of the approximation solutions

as listed in the table below:

P0is, 0.70 0.09 6.64 1.0

FM 0.6738 6.1149 0..54, "-M,0 '"'1 0. 86 -,,

The probability density function g(z) of F(z) has an approximation

expression

8 Kl 2 + z- 0 < < 2 (4.38)

In this formula, K is the total elliptic function of the second

kind.

The calculation results of the probability distribution

F(z) of these two types of random jumping frequency can be

expressed by curves (fig. 4.13). The g(z) in the figure is the

probability density function of F(z).
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(11 (2) (3)

z

Fig. 4.13 The Probability Density Function and Probability
Distribution Function of Two Types of Random
Jumping Frequency

Key: 1. Rectangular inverse sine
2. Inverse sine
3. Rectangle

After calculating the probability distribution function of

the frequency difference for two types of random Jumping

frequency, we can calculate the adjacent pulse as correlated

probability PC.

By definition it is obvious that

2

2

0.5 .02 (4.9)

2
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In the formula, fA is the jumping frequency range.

In reality, z is the frequency difference of the f
A

normalization. F(z)=P(z < Z), that is, the probability of the

frequency difference is smaller than a certain value. In the

above assumption, we assumed that when the carrier frequency

difference of the adjacent pulse is larger than a certain

critical frequency 6 fc' the echo signal is completely uncor-

related and also smaller than the probability of the critical

frequency which is Pc" Therefore, in reality, Pc=F( A fc ). it

is only necessary to know critical frequency Z f of a certainc
target to find the corresponding Pc value for this critical

frequency based on its jumping frequency pattern. We can calculate

the frequency spectrum of the target's angular noise wave when

there is jumping frequency from formula (4.32).

As defined in formula (4.19), the frequency agility's

reduction factor Q on the angular noise wave variance can be

determined by the ratio of the angular noise wave frequency

spectrum density in the zero frequency area. Under random jumping

frequency conditions

Q .W.,( 0 _ (4.40)0W-S( 0 o

We can calculate its £ value from formula (4.32). Naturally,

the Q value is related to jumping frequency bandwidth 6 f A$

critical frequency difference L f ce pulse repetition frequency

Fp and angular noise wave bandwidth Bg.

If we let k= 4 f A/4 f and a=F / f we can take O as the

variant and find the relation between Q and k when in two types

of random jumping frequency (as shown in fig. 4.14).
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Fig. 4.14 The Relationship Between Angular Noise Wave Difference
Improvement and Jumping Frequency Bandwidth When There
Are Two Types of Random Jumping Frequency

Key: 1. Inverse sine distribution random Jumping
frequency

2. Rectangular distribution random jumping
frequency

We know from this figure that the wider the jumping

frequency bandwidth (relative to the critical frequency differ-

ence) the larger the decrease of the angular noise wave variance.

When there are identical Jumping frequency bandwidths, the

higher the repetition frequency (relative to the angular noise

wave bandwidth) the larger its decrease.

When Jumping frequency bandwidth A fA is far greater than

critical frequency jumping A fc, that is, when the probability

Pc of the adjacent pulse's frequency difference being less than

the critical frequency jumping is very small, and when rough

estimates are made at the same time, the above analysis can then

be greatly simplified [8].

When the angular noise wave frequency spectrum density of

radar is in a low frequency range, it can be appromximated as

a rectangular distribution (refer to formula (4.5), that is
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GFF = G (4.41)

In the formula, WFF is the frequency spectrum density of the
angular noise wave;

G is the probability of the angular noise
wave;

f, is the equivalent bandwidth of the
angular noise wave.

Frequency spectrum density W of the anqular noise wave for
WFA O

frequency agility type tracking radar changes to

W,-P.W,,+( 1 -P.)ZG/F, (4.42)

Formula (4.42) is derived from formula (4.32).

Assuming we are only interested in the low frequency range,

sin 2x/x 2 can be approximated as 1.

We know from formula (4.40) that the decrease by frequency

agility on the angular noise wave is in direct ratio to the
ratio of the angular noise wave's frequency spectrum density when

there is jumping frequency. Given the above assumptions, it is

in direct ratio to the ratio of WFF and WFA

Q - I I V 1 (4.4 )

Therefore, it is only necessary to substitute formulas (4.411

and (4.42) into formula (4.43) to be able to derive frequency

agility's reduction of the angular noise wave. As in the previous

analysis, to quantitatively determine the value of Q it is also

necessary to find probability Pc of the pulse frequency differ-

ences smaller than the critical frequency jumping.
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Assuming the total bandwidth of jumping frequency is far

greater than the critical frequency jumping and the radar uses

equal probability random jumping frequency in the jumping

frequency bandwidth, then P can be approximated by the followingc
expression

P-A/Aa(4.44)

We know from formula (4.26) that in f c=c/2Lo, C is the

speed of light and L0 is the radial depth of the target. By

substituting in formula (4.44) we can obtain

P.-C/LA I,- X,./L, (4.45)

(4.46)

FA is the jumping frequency bandwidth's corresponding Jumping

frequency band length. For example, when 4 f A=500 kilomega-

hertz, AFA=0.6 meters.

After formula (4.45) is substituted into formula (4.42)

and then this together with formula (4.41) is substituted into

formula (4.43), we can obtain the decrease of the angular noise

wave variance, when the radar is operating in jumping frequency.

Q 1" F/s,- 11

In the formula, it was assumed that Li-P c ) 1 because

f A* c which is Pc << 1.

We know from formula (4.47) that this formula can be approxr

imately written as
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A/' A ,1j>>,A (4.480,I

-(2)

Key: 1. When
2. When

In other words, decreasing factor Q is equal to the

minimum of F p/2 fg or Lo/A FA" However, there are two limiting

factors here: the ratio of half the pulse repetition frequency

and the angular noise wave bandwidth; and the ratio of the

target depth and jumping frequency band length. Because the pulse

repetition frequency of common radar is far greater than the

frequency spectrum width of the target's angular noise wave the

latter factor is usually very small. That is, its decreasing

factor is usually determined by the ratio of the target depth

and jumping frequency wave length. The target's depth is deter-

mined by the target's measurements and the viewing angle opposite

the radar. Therefore, the decrease of the angular noise wave

variant is mainly determined by the jumping frequency wave length

which is also the jumping frequency bandwidth, that is

(4.49)

For example, it is assumed angular noise wave bandwidth
f =2. 5 Hz

pulse repetition frequency
Fp= 2,000 Hz

target depth L =6m

jumping frequency bandwidth
f A =500 MHz

jumping frequency wave length
A FA=0.6m
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We can obtain from formula (4.48) the specific value of

the first item F p/2 fg=400 and the specific value of the second

item Lo/n FA =10. That is, the second item is relatively small

and is also the determing factor. Therefore

Q I L0/X FA= 10

The decrease of the angular noise wave's standard difference

is V . In this case, it is about 3 fold.

None of the above analyses required that we precisely know

the formula of the target noise wave. There is also another

analytical method (8]. This method assumes that the target's

noise wave is a Gaussian form. Its basis is if the target's

movements are Gaussian form random yaw movements with a zero

mean value we can then find that the target's noise wave frequency

spectrum of the echoes of many actually encountered targets are

close to the Gaussian form, that is

G(O)"~seipjr-)(4.50)

Thus, its normalized autocorrelation function will possess the

following form

Theoretical research has shown that the statistical character-

istics of a complex target's angular noise wave is very close

to the statistical characteristics of the phase rate of change

of narrow band Gaussian noise waves. The latter has already

been thoroughly researched and its autocorrelation function is
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Rj(v)-1/2Cp/p -A2/p')J( 1 -p') (4s2)

In the formula, PS t (C).

When formula (4.51) is substituted in, we can obtain

R4( ) - (02/4) (1 /1 )exp(- 1$'r'/2) (4.53)

Using the Fourier transformation we can find its power spectrum

from the autocorrelation function. We know from the analysis

that its power spectrum is in direct ratio to

'-I

The total sum of this progression in the zero frequency area is

2.612. This shows that the angular noise wave power spectrum is

very strong in the zero frequency area when fixed frequency

radar detects a complex target.

When the radar operates in frequency agility, the obtained

echo frequency spectrum will be widened.

At first, we will not consider the sampling effects of the

radar pulses but only study the simplest situation when these

are two reflecting object targets. When the frequency changes

f , the phase change will be

A+-z2AI(2AR/C) (4.54)
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In the formula,46 R is the radial range difference of the two

reflecting objects opposite the radar (see fig. 4.5), and c

is the speed of light.

If the radar operates in pulsed random jumping frequency,

that is, the rectangular equal probability distribution accord-

ing to the width is f A' then width B of its echo frequencya
spectrum is equal to

B.-A +.l 5 /z4, - 2&, R.6

In simple target models with two reflecting objects, range differ-

ence A R is actually target depth L . Thus, the above formula

can also be written as

B. A, / (4.66)~

In the formula, fA is the critical frequency jump.

We know from the above formula that when the radar operates

in frequency agility the bandwidth of the echo's frequency

spectrum will widen. Its ratio with the angular noise wave band-
width when there is fixed frequency is

B. A, F5- IT %."7, - M (.7

Most often, A f A >4 f c and Fp > f g and therefore Ba/1, g •

or example, if we substitute the above example in, we can obtain

the ratio of the two as 16,000.
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In real conditions, it is necessary to consider the sampling

effects of the radar pulses. This is because the sample in the

radar receiver and the maintained repetition frequency (i.e., the

radar's repetition frequency F ) are smaller than the frequency

spectrum bandwidth widened by the frequency agility. Therefore,

frequency spectrum folding can occur during the sampling process.

In correspondence to the sampling and maintaining

(sin ?r f Tp /?rf T ) characteristics, its cut-off frequency will
be Fp. At this time, the proportion of its frequency bandwidth

is not determined from formula (4.57) but independently deter-
mined by F p/ f . In the above example, the specific value of

F =2,000 is between 10
2 and 103.

For example, we can consider that the echo's frequency

spectrum width after the radar operates in frequency agility

is far greater than the frequency-spectrum width of the target's
angular noise wave. This is because the mechanism of the band-

width and narrow band frequency spectrum produced is completely

independent dnd we can consider that these two exist simultane-

ously. Thus, when there is frequency agility the problem of
estimating the value of the target's angular noise wave is

summed up as the problem of estimating the value of the power

spectrum of the narrow band signal phase rate when there is a
wide band noise wave. It is also the problem of the narrow band

signal's phase mean in the accompanying wide band noise wave.
Other aspects of this problem have also been thoroughly studied.

In this type of situation, the autocorrelation function is

2
In the formula, a is the narrow band's power ratio for the

Gaussian random process. When we used it, a 2=1.
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When formula (4.51) was substituted in,. we obtained

R4( 0"- /4 , (1/n22)exp(-../) (4.59)

After Fourier transformation, we can find the corresponding

phase rate power spectrum when in an accompanying wide band

noise wave which is in direct ratio to

The zero frequency total of this progression is 0.276 and when

compared to the value obtained above it is 1/9.46 (i.e. 9.76
decibels) of the former. This value can also be equivalent to

the limiting value of the angular noise wave decrease caused by

frequency agility.

By using the relational expression the angular noise wave's

autocorrelation function and phase rate we can also derive the
expression of the angular noise wave variance when there is

frequency agility

o, (r2/2) /'q2"*- 0. 142 i (4.60)
'Rol

or

O--0.376r.

In the formulas, r0 is the transverse rotating radius of the

radar's scattering particle concentration. This value is less

than double the aforementioned angular noise wave variance when

there is fixed frequency.
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When the viewing angle of a twin jet engine aircraft in

horizontal flight is near the nose or near the tail, r0 is

equal to one-half the jet engine interval. For the lateral side

of a ship's hull, r0 is about 0.15 times that of the ship's

length.

As a result, the above conclusion is made for the following

hypothesis. The echo's frequency spectrum width caused by

frequency agility is far larger than the echo's frequency

spectrum width caused by the target's movements.

When considering the limited bandwidth ratio, the phase

rate of the narrow band process which found the mean autocor-

related function in the wide band range can be expressed by the

following formula

R•j-PI(')) (4.61)

In the formula

P1( • )- Cerp(-/)
X (C(+exp(-V'/'14))/(a1+ 1 ))' 4.62)

k0M)2 1 a'-

Key: 1. (Bandwidth ratio) 2-1

Because the power spectral density of the phase rate is the

Fourier transformation of its autocorrelation function, under

different k values, the relative amplitude of the zero frequency

spectrum density can be found by means of the following

integration
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The results of this integration calculating the different

k values are shown in the following table:

1 O 10 1. 100 104 1.0 '

M4%Mi'Q(dB)I 0 S3 6.5 8.5 9.4 9 .6 .

Table 4.2 Relationship Between the Mean Square of the
Bandwidth Ratio and the Reduction Factor

Key: 1. Reduction factor 0 (dB)

We can see from this table that when the bandwidth is 102

corresponding to k 2 104 we can obtain a reduction factor close

to the asymptotic value. Afterwards, the k value is again

increased while the 0 value is not so that it approaches a

maximum value of 9.8 decibels.

The results of this analysis are quite dissimilar to the

results of the former analysis. We can see from fig. 4.14 that

when bandwidth ratio c=F p/B tends towards Po , the reduction

factor forms a direct ratio with ratio k of the agility band-

width and critical frequency jumping. It is only necessary that

the k value continually increase and the reduction factor Q

also continually enlarge. This conclusion does not coincide

with the real situation. Test results show that when the Jumping

frequency bandwidth gradually increases the reduction factor of

the angular noise wave variance gradually approaches an

asymtotic value equal to about 10 decibels.
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To sum up the analysis of the effects of frequency agility

on target noise waves carried out in this section, we can make

the following conclusions:

(1) In fixed frequency, the spectral line bandwidth of the

echo is mainly caused by the angular movement of the target.

Its width is about several tenths to several hertz. When there

isfrequency agility, the spectral line of the echo is mainly

determined by the decorrelation effect of the frequency agility.

It is determined by the ratio of the agility bandwidth and the

critical frequency. After considering the frequency spectrum

folding caused by radar pulse sampling, they are mainly deter-

mined by the radar's repetition frequency.

(2) In a situation with frequency agility radar,

the case will be that the frequency spectrum density of the

target noise wave (including amplitude fluctuation and angular

flickering) will decrease in the zero frequency area. Its

reduction factor is determined by the ratio of the jumping

frequency bandwidth and critical frequency difference as well as

the ratio of the repetition frequency and target noise wave

bandwidth. The larger these ratios the larger the reduction

factor. Yet, it will finally reach a limit value of about 10

decibels.

(3) After the radar operates in frequency agility, the

frequency spectrum of the echos amplitude fluctuations will be

"wiped out" to outside the repetition frequency so that it will

enlarge the fluctuation component in the conical scanning

frequency area. Thus, it is possible that it will carry

additional tracking errors for the conical tracking radar.

4.4 Increasing the Angular Tracking Precision of Radar With
Frequency Agility
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It can be concluded from the results of theoretical analysis

that radar operating in frequency agility can reduce the fre-

quency spectrum density of target noise waves in the zero fre-

quency area. Thus, it can reduce the tracking errors of tracking

radar. As a result, radar operating in frequency agility has a

quantitative effect on the tracking errors of single pulse and
conical scanning radar. This also requires further analysis and

study.

The preceding analysis used the concept of critical frequency

which considers that when the adjacent pulse's carrier frequency

is larger than the critical frequency, the echo signals are

completely uncorrelated. However, when less than the critical

frequency they are completely correlated. Naturally, this is a

rought assumption. From the test results of fig. 3.6 in the last

chapter we can also see that the frequency's correlation coef-

ficient is the function of the frequency difference. Therefore,

to more precisely estimate the effects of frequency agility on

the precision of radar angular tracking, it is also necessary to

find the echo's frequency spectrum by taking the correlation

coefficient as the parameter [10].

As mentioned previously, the frequency spectrum of the

target noise wave can be approximated by the following formula

W(I)- (4.63)

Because of the existence of target noise waves there is

widening of the echo signal'.s spectral line (as shown in fig.4.151.
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Fig. 4.15 Widening of the Echo's Spectral Line Caused by
Target Noise Waves

When the transmitted carrier frequency is not considered
but we only take the sampling of the pulse into account, the

frequency spectrum of the echo signal can be written as

i,- ~ Z V(f-nF,) (4.64)

In the formula, T is the pulse width and F is the repetitionp p
frequency.

When the radar operates in frequency agility, the radio
power spectrum of each echo signal received is different because

the carrier frequencies of each pulse are different. If we can
calculate the correlation coefficient in the adjacent pulses we

can then find the echo signal's frequency spectrum at this

time from formula (4.13).

The correlation coefficient 10ij between the i pulse and J

pulse is given by the following formula
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Piiff,)P(f,, fj)d fdf, (4.65)

In the formula, P(fiof) is the probability density function of

f. and f . and in most situations we can consider that

P(f' f nP(fr,fr) (in the formula, rAq). At this time,
q' q+n) r# r+n

formula (4.65)can be written as

Pmmff.(l, /,,. p (.,.)d lid!,,. (4.66)

To calculate the Pn value, we must first know the value of

P(fi,f i+n). Moreover, P(fi,f i+n) is related to the jumping

frequency pattern. if we use random jumping frequency, we can

then consider that the frequencies of any two pulses are

independent. Therefore, we set up the following formula

P(I,,. i..)- P (I") P (i,..) (4.67)

If the transmitted carrier frequency has equal probability random

jumping in the 6 f A range, its probability density function is

P ') -- (4.68)

It can be proven [111 that the correlation coefficient at this

time can be given by the following formula
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In the formula

Morteorm l
qln--Y-dy(4.71)

In the formula

7 m2irLs(fr ,fg..)/C- f-~./f (4.72)

Therefore, it is only necessary to know critical frequency
difference Afc, the carrier frequencies of the two pulses

(fi - f in) and jumping frequency range 6 f A to be able to
calculate correlation coefficient Pn Naturally, when

n=O, P =1.n

If we let P (t) be the autocorrelation function of thes
target noise wave itself, then

PA )m 2 fW(f)cosoidl 4.3

In this way, when the radar operates in frequency agility, the

autocorrelation function of an infinite series of pulses can
be written as
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x # rect#(( Par "Tp'

recJ MP (4.74)

In the formula

rect(.)-{

Key: 1. When

2. When

We can see from formula (4.74) that the existence of 0
n

causes the R (t) to decrease even faster than when there iss

fixed frequency. This signifies the widening of the spectral
line. It is only necessary to know the Pn value to be able to

calculate R (t).s

Formula (4.74) can also be written as

R+ .,.Pp( )1.( " LL)r.(-f))
R,( t( --PT) tI' (-

-- )rect '

, To 153
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Usually, the transmitted pulse width is much smaller than

the target's correlation time. Because of this, we can assume

that P (ep )=l and still does not lose its generality.

Therefore, formula (4.75) can be written as

R,( I -0 1-.1 1 4irect(~)

N- -0- (4.76)

By using formula (4.13) we can find the echo signal's

frequency spectrum when there is frequency agility.

p (r i,(,,t,, +T(,,) 1T

X W(/+nF,) (4.77)

The above formula shows that after the radar operates in frequency

agility, the echo signal's frequency spectrum can be divided into
two items. One item is identical to when there %.-is the original

fixed frequency yet reduced a factor P . The other item is a
n

wide band item (not related to n). Its schematic is shown in

fig. 4.16.

Fig. 4.16
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Fig. 4.16 Schematic of Echo Signal's Frequency Spectrum
When the Radar Operates in Frequency Agility

When we compare these results with the results obtained in

section 4.3.3, (Fig. 4.10) we tan discover that the correlation

coefficient pn was used to replace probability Pc which is

smaller than the critical frequency.

In single pulse radar, the signal frequency spectrum of the

summation and differential channels have similar forms. There-

fore, the output signal's frequency spectrum of the phase-

sensitive detector is given by the convolution of the intermed-

iate-frequency spectrum and itself. This is similar to being in

the square-law detector.

The output terminal's autocorrelation function of the

square-law detector is

R.( t )-k( t ) (4.78)

In this formula, R (t) is derived from formula (4.76).s

After calculations, we can find the output terminal's

signal frequency spectrum of the square-low detector

+( , am. 2-so- .2-% (.x2uxF,#-7stn (2jcnF.,r.)
2xnFV't,

+( " (19/,,#.)' (4.79)
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In the formula, f is the frequency spectrum width of the target
noise wave.

Because the servo system and automatic gain control filter

are low general models we are only interested in the frequency

spectrum near zero frequency. The section is called Se' (f) and
is given by the following formula

S( ~ TL" I fkP 7 4y+(I--.)} (4.80)

In the formula, .=F p/fg

It is now necessary to study the angle errors produced by

this signal frequency spectrum added to the automatic gain

control system and the servo system.

We know from formula (4.9) that the frequency spectrum of

the errors caused by the target's echo fluctuation is

W.( t )-S( I )IY,( f )1'1 (4.81)
b_

When Wn (f) is integrated from - ac to + oo and we take the

mean square root of this value, we can obtain the value of

angle tracking error 0

an44kP'-', -'-'--- 1Y,(I )jdfr , us t,

+h 1( 1 -P2.)J gqIY,( I)I'df (4.82)

When the radar operates in fixed frequency, the error of

(Pn =1) is
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When this formula is substituted into formula (4.60), we

can obtain

QsU4p+ X' (1 B.IY,( 0 }3 (4.84)

In the formula, B is the noise wave bandwidth of the servo
n

sustem.

In this way, we can eliminate the o factor and as a

result can obtain relative improvement when there is jumping

frequency.

Although the above analysis had angle errors caused by echo

amplitude fluctuation, the frequency spectrum of angular noise

waves is similar to the frequency spectrum of amplitude

scintillations. Therefore, the d. errors caused by angular

noise waves when there is no automatic gain control system can

still be expressed by formula (4.62). It is only necessary to

replace the IYs(0), 2 in the formula with 1Yc(o) 2 (because

when there is no automatic gain control system, the Y in

formula (4.7) changes to Y .c

The calculation of the angular noise wave error d,1 when

there is a fast speed automatic gain control system (single

pulse radar commonly possesses it) is very complex. Thus, it

is possible to use one for approximation. It has been discovered

that because there is correlation between the target's amplitude
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and the angle error, the existence af a fast speed automatic

gain control system can cause the a to double. Therefore we

can still use formula (4.84), only it is necessary to multiply

the coefficient by 2.

It must be pointed out that aside from the above mentioned

two types of errors in conical scanning radar there is another
type of error. This is an additional error caused by the high

frequency component of the echo's amplitude fluctuation (in the
vicinity of the conical scanning frequency). As mentioned pre-

viously, this error can be expressed by formula (4.6) afidcan

be transformed to be written as

omi-o 45S (f,)B. ( 4.85)

We can obtain frequency spectrum density Se (f s) in the

vicinity of conical scanning frequency fs from formula (2.49)

when there is jumping frequency

Moreover, when there is fixed frequency, letting P =1 inn
formula (4.55), we can obtain the energy spectrum density

n] (4.87)

When formula (4.86) and (4.87) are substituted into formula
(4.85) we can obtain the expression of this error C11 when

there is frequency agility
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When the jumping frequency bandwidth is sufficiently wide,

the P value is very small, the P 2 item can be overlooked
n n

and usually Bg/fs<< 1. At this time, formula (4.88) can be

simplified into

-I - "

(4.89)

We know from formula (4.89) that it is only necessary when

I >-fAEL

that the jumping frequency type conical scanning radar's

additional error be larger than the error of the fixed frequency

radar.

In this way, we are still unable to conclude whether or not

the use of jumping frequency for conical scanning radar improves

angle tracking precision. It is also necessary to determine

this by the specific radar parameters and target characteristics.

In summing up the above analysis we can draw the following

conclusions:

(1) As regards single pulse radar (with fast speed auto-

matic gain control), when there is jumping frequency, the angle

tracking errors caused by the echo's amplitude fluctuation

changes as shown in formula (4.84). When bias error (o is zero,
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this error does not exist.

When there $s jumping frequency, the angle tracking errors

caused by angular noise waves change to

0.,- 2c.{p0+ n( B.Y,(o)' (4.90)

When in a non-automatic gain control system, we then remove

coefficient 2 and substitute . Yc(0) into Y (0).

(2) As regards conical scanning radar, aside from the above

two angle tracking errors there is also an error caused by the

high frequency component of the echo's amplitude fluctuation.

This error occurs when in jumping frequency as shown in formula

(4.89).

In order to be able to quantitatively estimate the raising

of pulse radar and conical scanning radar angle tracking pre-

cision by frequency agility it is also necessary to analyze

concrete examples.

Assuming the servo bandwidth of a certain automatic tracking

radar system is 5 hertz, the bandwidth of its fast speed

automatic gain control system is 90 hertz (used for single pulse)

and the bandwidth of its slow speed automatic gain control

system (used for conical scanning) is 15 hertz. The character-

istics of its y2(f) are shown in fig. 4.17.
s
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Fig. 4.17 Characteristics of Assumed Radar Angle Tracking
System

Key: 1. Scintillation error factor y 2

2. Without AGC
3. Slow speed AGC (conical scanning)
4. Fast speed AGC

At the same time, assuming the target noise wave's frequency

spectrum width f is also 5 hertz, then by using graphicg
integration we can obtain the angle error caused by the target

echo's amplitude fluctuation.

When in a system without AGC, it is

When in a slow speed automatic gain control system (conical

scanning radar), it is

an 1io P +.2 0- PI(1

When in a fast speed automatic gain control system (single
pulse radar), it is
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Letting D represent the decrease of the tracking error

after jumping frequency, then

D. - (4.94)a

We know from formulas (4.91), (4.92) and (4.93) that D is

the function of P and a. We can draw the relational curve of
n

D and n for different a values. We know from the definitionn
that a=F /f and now take m=50,100 and 200. If f = 5 hertz then

F =250 hertz, 500 hertz and 1,000 hertz. Figures 4.18, 4.19 andp
4.20 correspond to the curves obtained from the three different

automatic gain control systems above.

AAGC (1)

0 O.)

0 0.5 -100

Pe!

Fig. 4.18 The Decrease of Angle Errors By Jumping Frequency
Radar When There is No Automatic Gain Control System

Key: 1. Without AGC
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SMAGC( 1)

Fig. 4.19 The Decrease of Angle Errors By Jumping Frequency
Radar When There is a Slow Speed Automatic Gain
Control System

Key: 1. Slow speed AGC

ar, OISAGC (1)

Fig. 4.20 The Decrease of Angle Errors By Jumping Frequency Radar
When There is a Fast Speed Automatic Gain Control

Key: 1. Fast speed AGC
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We can see from these figures that there is not-a great

difference between these three situations. Moreover, when

P n=0 (i.e., when the adjacent echoes are completely (uncor-

related), D has a limit value Dmn. This Dmin value forms an

inverse ratio with the value of a. In other words, to as best

as possible decrease the errors caused by the echo's amplitude

fluctuation, the larger the value of a (i.e. pulse repetition

frequency) the better.

However, the above discussion only focused on the angle

errors caused by the echo's amplitude fluctuation. This type of

error is non-existent when bias error E is zero.

The errors caused by angular noise waves can also be deter-

mined by formula (4.69). If P =0.1 and a=50, then the angularn
noise wave errors after using jumping frequency can also decrease

2.9 times. If bias error E is zero, there will not be any

errors caused by amplitude fluctuation. The total angle-measuring

errors of a single pulse radar will be determined by the angular

noise wave servo system noise wave and receiver noise wave.

Aside from the servo system noise waves among the three types of

errors, the other two are functions of the operating range.

Therefore, we can draw a figure similar to that of fig. 4.1

(see fig. 4.21).
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Fig. 4.21 The Relationship of the Single Pulse Radar's Total
Angle Error's Relative Range When the Bias Error
is Zero

A - Fixed frequency single pulse;
B - Jumping frequency single pulse.

Key: 1. Relative range R
2. Angular noise wave
3. Angular noise wave when there is

frequency agility
4. Receiver noise wave
5. Servo noise wave

Curve A in the figure is the total angle errror curve of

fixed frequency single pulse radar. Assuming bias error fo

is zero, we can see from the figure that at close range use of

Jumping frequency can greatly decrease the errors caused by

angular noise waves. This is identical to the prediction at the

beginning.

To estimate the decrease of conical scanning radar angle

tracking precision errors by Jumping frequency, f s/fg=6, then
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from formula (4.89) we can obtain

-am,10 o,-I.060.

-00 a,-0.70o

Key: 1. When

When a=50, use of jumping frequency can increase the errors

caused by amplitude fluctuation. When O=100, there is almost no

change.

To attain a quantitative concept, use of parameters similar

to those of the above example can obtain a=50. See fig. 4.22 for

the relationship of the conical scanninq radar's total angle

error and range.

- / ,,.

'~B,/~ (5):

(2) . /

(6)
,_. . 4)

Fig. 4.22
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Fig. 4.22 The Effects of Jumping Frequency on ronical Scanning
Radar's Angle-Measuring Precision

A - Fixed frequency; B-Jumping frequency, s =100,
C - Jumping frequency, a%50

Key: 1. Amplitude fluctuation when there is frequency
agility

2. Amplitude fluctuation when there is fixed
frequency

3. Angular noise wave when there is frequency
agility

4. Angular noise wave when there is fixed
frequency

5. Receiver noise wave
6. Servo noise wave

It can be seen from the figure that when a relatively high
pulse repetition frequency (=F p/fg=100) is used, Jumping

frequency type conical scanning radar will have a definite
improvement o',er fixed frequency radar (because of the lowering

of the angular noise wave). However, if the pulse repetition

frequency is exceedingly low (a=50), then the angle-measuring

errors in the intermediate and far range will be greater than

those of fixed frequency.

4.5 Test Results Raising the Angle Tracking Precision of
Conical Scanning Radar With Frequency Agility

Early, in 1964, some people used a conical scanning radar
which could operate in frequency agility and fixed frequency to

carry out check flight tests on a small jet aircraft (121. The
target had constant velocity rectilinear flight and its

shortest navigational path was 1 kilometer from the radar station.

During the check flight, the error voltage obtained from the
demodulation circuit area of the range and angle (including

position and angle of elevation) tracking loop was recorded. Its
waveform is shown in fig. 4.23.
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Fig. 4.23 The Decrease of the Tracking Errors of Conical
Scanning Radar by Frequency Agility

Key: 1. Frequency band
2. Operating mode
3. Range
4. Position
5. Angle of elevation

The recording in the figure began in the target's 6 kilo-

meter area away from the radar (at this time, the target was

flying toward the radar station) and after passing the closest

point (1 kilometer) finished in the 4 kilometer area (the target

from the radar station). The FF in the figure is the fixed

frequency's operating mode and FA is the frequency agility's

operating mode. Curve A is the unfiltered original

recording and below it is range graduation b expressed in
kilometers. To analyze the effects of frequency agility cn the

error signal frequency spectrum, analysis is carried out on the

results obtained by means of the filter. Beginning from 0.005-

0.25 hertz, one filter is later arranged for each octave up to

32 hert.z. The output waveform of each filter is arranged from

C1 to C8 .
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We can see from the figure that use of frequency. agility

noticeably reduced the errors of the low frequency area (up
to the 2-4 hertz area). This is true of both the range and

angle yet in the angle in the close range area this is even
more obvious. Because the servo system itself has a certain band-
width limitation it is often below 4-8 hertz. Therefore, the

improvement of the frequency agility on angle tracking errors is
very noticeable.

Tests were also carried out on sea targets. The targets
- were two cargo ships with different tonnage and their range was

about 10 kilometers. At this time, a 16 mm camera was fixed on

the gun directing radar antenna's sighting telescope and the
time of each recording was about 1 minute. Afterwards, analysis

of each picture was carried out and the azimuths of the target
on the pictures were marked in milliradian. Its results are
shown in fig. 4.24. The figure draws the distribution of the

azimuth angle errors using 0.5 milliradian on the interval. At
the same time, for comparison, the actual form of the observed

targets were drawn.

IC O. 4 imrad

101 40)IJJ

m 1 2.97mrnr. $C&mmd

-l - 0 +5 +10 - -1 -$ +

Fig. 4.24
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Fig. 4.24 Raising of the Angle Tracking Precision With
Frequency Agility for Tracking Sea Target
Azimuths

Key: 1. Frequency agility radar
2. Standard difference
3. Standard difference
4. Azimuth
5. Azimuth
6. Fixed frequency radar
7. Standard difference
8. Azimuth
9. Standard difference

10. Azimuth

It can be seen from the figure that frequency agility

noticeably reduced the azimuth angle error. There was a four

fold decrease for small targets and two fold decrease for large

targets.

These test results can also be compared to the previous

analytical analysis. An angular noise wave standard difference

of 0.376r0 can be obtained from formula (4.60) when in frequency

agility. For ships, ro=0.15L0 ,L0 being the projection of the
hull's length. Therefore the angular noise wave standard differ-

ence of the ship target is 0.056LO .

In the above example, the field angles of the two ships are

10 milliradian and 15 milliradian. The standard differences of

the angular noise waves can be obtained from the above formulas

as 0.56 and 0.84 milliradian. The measured standard differences

were 0.7 and 1.41 mJ4lliradian which are a little larger than the

theoretical values. This is possibly the increase of the

component in the conical scanning frequency f area after thes
radar operates in frequency agility. This is also a reason for

the increase of tracking errors.
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4.6 Raising the Angle4Measuring Precision With Step Jumping
Frequency Type Single Pulse Tracking Radar

As mentioned previously, frequency agility is mainly used

to reduce angular noise waves. This is the principal origin of

close range tracking errors by single pulse tracking radar.

Therefore, the frequency agility technique has been widely used

in homing radar used for proportion guidance on guided missiles.

We will now take a look at single pulse homing guidance

radar (131. The operating frequency range of this radar is

9.2-9.92 kilomegahertz and it can continuously transmit 9 carrier

frequencies to produce step jumping pulses (see fig. 4.25).

4T

l •~ zs (2)

.Fig. 4.25 Step Jumping Frequency Signals

Key: 1. Frequency
2. Time

The interval of each of its frequency jumps can be regulated in

the 8-80 megahertz range. It can also form and transmit one

frequency pulse. Its forming time can be regulated to within 25

microseconds to 51.2 milliseconds (1-2,048 pulses), its trans-
mitting pulse width is 0.15 microseconds and its pulse repetition

frequency is 40 kilomegahertz. The radar antenna is a four
horn feed parabolic antenna, the beam width is 50, the gain is

32 decibels, transmitter's peak power is 1 kilowatt, the mean

power is 6 watts, the receiver intermediate frequency is 60

MW, and intermediate frequency bandwidth is 25 MW.
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To be able to measure the angular noise wave when the
radar operates in single frequency and jumping frequency, we

used the radar beacon method when carrying out field tests.
After a certain delay time (0.5 microseconds), this beacon can
transmit relatively strong answering signals. The radar can

simultaneously receive skin echo signals and beacon answering
signals. Because there is a certain delay time, it can separ-
ately measure the angle positions of the skin echoes viewed in
the center and the beacon answering signals. Use of the beacon's

angle error signals to control the antenna servo system can
cause the antenna to be able to accurately track the position of
the beacon. Further, the angle difference data between the
beacon and skin echo are sent to the data processing system
wherein we obtain angular noise wave data. Fig. 4.26 shows the
block diagram of the entire test system.

C61
" /: -- (5)f (4)

(9) (2

to ' (24* (3)

' ~J (2) 2) . =,
• ' , =*;,(231

Fig. 4426
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Fig. 4.26 Block Diagram of a Target Angle Flickering Test
System For a Step Jumping Frequency Single Pulse
Tracking Radar

Key: 1. Transient radar center
2. Beacon repeater (delay time=500ns)
3. Television camera
4. Video recorder
5. Antenna drive servo system
6. Frequency range controller
7. X wave band pressure control

oscillator
8. Transmitter
9. Pen recorder

10. Observed flicker
11. Filter
12. Filter
13. Filter
14. Filter
15. Single frequency
16. Transmitter frequency
17. All frequencies
18. All frequencies
19. Azimuth center opposite the beacon
20. Angle of the elevator center opposite

the beacon
21. Trigger pulse
22. Single pulse network
23. 900 mixer
24. Limited intermediate amplification
25. Phase detector
26. Skin or beacon gate
27. Skin angle of elevation error
28. Beacon angle of elevation error
29. Skin azimuth error
30. Range gate
31. Beacon azimuth error
32. Intermediate amplification
33. Time discriminator
34. Accumulator
35. Changeable delay and gate generator

Tests were done on three different types of targets. Firstly,

tests were carried out on double reflecting targets. This type

of simplified target is not only worthy of theoretical study but

also has certain practical significance. For example, when the

radar tracks a target flying low over the sea, the reflections
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of the target echo and from the sea surface are the same as

double reflecting targets. The-difference lies in that it is
hoped at this time that it does not track the middle point of

the two reflecting objects but that it reflects a relatively

strong signal of one (i.e., the real target).

The angle flicker of double reflecting objects is not a

random process but is actually totally defined. We know from
theoretical analysis that after using frequency agility the

reduction factor (see formula (4.10))of the angular noise wave's

standard difference is

0_-6+ <0<1 (4.95)

In the formula, a is the amplitude ratio of the two reflection

signals.

Yet, at this time, its frequency agility bandwidth must be

larger than the critical frequency jumping. The measurement

results are shown in fig. 4.27.

14

++
r- -__a o.77
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Fig, 4,27
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Fig. 4.27 Theoretical and Test Values of the Reduction Factors
For Double Reflecting Target Models

The solid lines are theoretical values; the broken
lines are test values; the target's range depth
=4 feet; the critical frequency=125 MHz.

Key: 1. Reduction factor "/- of frequency agility
2. Frequency agility's bandwidth 6fA (MGz)

We know from the figure that when the total frequency diversity

bandwidth is the same, the greater the different frequency

number NF, the greater the improvement factor and the closer it

is to the theoretical value. When NF is 10, it is about 40% of

the theoretical value, and when NF is 20 it is about 60% of the

theoretical value. Moreover, very wide bandwidths do not have

greater benefits.

Secondly, tests were carried out on aircraft targets. To

compare the test and theoretical results, we used the concept

of equivalent independent sampling number N . That is, after

detection, the variance of the accumulated angular noise waves

was reduced N times as compared to before accumulation.
e

When the radar operates in fixed frequency, its equivalent

:.ndependent sampling Nel is only influenced by the time decor-

relation. We know from analysis [14] (see chapter V for its

proof) that the value of Nel is determined by the following

formula

[l+ 2 
1 ] N- P.(f) (4.96)

In the formula, N is the pulse number and Pt(J) is the time

correlation coefficient. When P t(J)=O, Nel=N when t(W=li

and when N - Nel -0. 1.
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When the radar operates in frequency agility, the value of

its equivalent independent sampling number Ne2 is not only
determined by the time decorrelation but also by the frequency

decorrelation.

Nam N

In the formula, Pf(j) is the frequency correlation coefficient.

After using frequency agility, we can approximately consider

that the ratio of the angular flickering (angular noise wave)

variance of the receiver's output and variance when(there is)

single frequency operation forms an inverse ratio with the
equivalent independent sampling numbers in the two types of

situations. Further, its reduction factor Q is determined by the

following formula

I + 2 N-

Q .N1 , '. (4.98)

1~~ + ] P,7I', ~j)
i-I

The larget improvement occured when decorrelation time r c with
single frequency operation was far greater than repetition

period Tp, that is, T c>> T p. At this time, we can consider that
Pt(W=1 and NelZ 1. Thus

Q =; Ne , when Ic >> Tp (4.99)

Assuming that each frequency difference of the step jumping

frequency is larger than the critical frequency jumping, we can
consider that the adjacent pulses are totally decorrelated, that
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is, P f() 0. At this time, the reduction factor is equal to
the equivalent independent sampling number when there is jumping

frequency and is also equal to the frequency number NF (see

formula (4.23)).

The small single engine Piper Comanche aircraft was used for

carrying out tests on aircraft targets. Its wingspan is 11 meters

and its length is 7.6 meters. Assuming this target's depth L is0

7.5 meters, we can then calculate its critical frequency jump as
20 megahertz. Fig. 4.28 compares the test and theoretical values

of the angle flicker reduction factors. During the tests,

frequency number NF= 9 was used. For the first point, Af=8

megahertz (smaller than the critical frequency jump) and the

total jumping frequency bandwidth is 64 megahertz; for the

second point, A f=80 megahertz ( > A f c) and the total jumping
frequency bandwidth is 640 megahertz. We can see from the figure

that when it is larger than the critical frequency jump, reduc-

tion factor Q's root extraction is equal to 3.1, very close to

the theoretical value.

N,-25

4
Ir tO;M-*smaN4I3 (3)

(1) E, O 0 M(4)

S400 660 Sao 1o ,<p

(2) M9XAaMz

Fig. 4.28
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Fig. 4.28 Comparison of the Test and Theoretical Values of
the Angle Flicker Reduction Factors For a Small
Single Engine Aircraft

Key: 1. Reduction factor #if- of angle flicker
2. Frequency agility bandwidth d fA

(M z )
3. The actual frequency number used in

testing
4. Test data
5. All of the NF

Tests were carried out on small ship targets in the third

type of situation. The background of the small ship targets was

sea clutter waves. The existence of this type of clutter can

enlarge the angular noise wave output behind the receiver

accumulator. Because the additional angular noise waves caused
by the sea clutter and the angular noise waves of the target

itself are statistically independent, we can therefore consider

that the final total variance of the angle error in the

accumulator's output is equal to the sum of the variance caused

by the target flickers and the variance caused by clutter.

The variance caused by clutter is related to the signal-

noise power ratio (SiC) [14] in the accumulator's outputo
terminal,

(4.100),

In the formula, 19 is the single path half power point noise
0

width of tracking radar. The signal-noise ratio in the

accumulator's output terminal is equal to Ne times the signal-

noise ratio of its input terminal (see section 5.5 in

chapter V),
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(SIC)I-N.(SIC)i (4.101)

Because the actions of the frequency agility causing noise

decorrelation and causing target echo decorrelation are differ-

ent, the N in the formula is also different from the formere

Ne . Letting the equivalent independent sampling number when

there is fixed frequency be Ne3 and the equivalent independent

sampling number when there is frequency agility be Ne4 ' then

the reduction factor at this time is

1 __ + 9.250:
,in' 2 2 S/C mNdN (4.102)_ .2590-

+ (S/C),)

In the formula 0'eT is the variance of the angular noise wave

prior to accumulatic

If the echoes are totally correlated when there is fixed

frequency, then Ne3=l. At this time

We usually consider Ne4 ( Ne2 ' and therefore there is less
improvement when there is noise than when there is not.

Fig. 4.29 compares the test results and theoretical values

for small ship targets.
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Fig. 4.29 Theoretical and Test Values of the Reduction Factors
for Small Ship Targets

Key: 1. Root extraction value sfc of
reduction factor

2. Frequency agility bandwidth A fA(MHZ)
3. Frequency number N,=9 used in test

4. High speed (30 knots)
5. Test data
6. High and low speeds
7. Low speed (less than 5 knots)

We can see from the figure that for low speed small ship targets,

when nine 6~f=80 megahertz step jumping frequency signals are
used, the root extraction of its reduction factor is 1.5 times;

and for fast speed (30 knots) small ship targets, this value

reaches 2.85 times. This is mainly because the spray behind a

high speed boat causes the radar antenna to have a very large

bias (about 15.6 feet).

By summing up the above test results we know that when step

frequency is used in single pulse radar, its tracking precision
can improve 1.5-3 times. When the target's angular noise wave is

random (in the complex real target), it is necessary that the
interval of each frequency jump be larger than the target's
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critical frequency. At this time, the reduction factor is

approximately equal to the frequency interval number. Because

the maximum frequency number is limited by certain real

conditions, each frequency step should not be selected too

large but it is best to have it slightly exceed the critical

frequency.

4.7 Signal Processing Technique of Frequency Agility Tracking
Radar

4.7.1 Negative Correlation of Angular Noise Waves and Echo
Amplitude

Although we studied the influence of frequency agility on

the amplitude scintillation and the angular noise waves of echo

signals in section 4.3, we have yet to study the relationship

between the transient value of echo signal amplitude and the

transient value of angular noise waves.

As a result, when actually observing complex target (e.g.,

aircraft) echoes, it is often discovered that a negative

correlation exists between the echo's amplitude fluctuation and

the angular flickering. That is, when the echo amplitude is

largest the corresponding angular flickering is often smallest.

To further study the relationship between these two, Sims

and Graf used an IBM 360/50 electronic computer as well as a

Fortran IV program for computational research [151. The method

was as follows: it was assumed that the 'arget's direcLional

diagram was the product of two sine functions, that is, when

they used a logarithmic (power) amplitude function for expression

it was

A 1 k h (nc)cs(n.,+)) dB - (4.104)
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In the formula, k is a certain maximum amplitudey nI is a

certain small integer, and n2 is a certain large integer. Its

latter cosine item represents the fine structure of the lobe

and the former cosine item forms a slow changing amplitude

envelope. Its phase graph also uses a similar method for

forming

a-1800Ufla. (4.101)

In the formula, n3 is also a large integer.

Afterwards, it is assumed that there is a target which

flies along the following locus similar to the above directional

graph

r -4650-3.75 1

0 -9g +arctg{ 5si.CZr..::/:7::: (.1

- 45" +arctg { 15o0sin2.( I-0)/3750)
In the formula, r is the target's range, 9 is the target's

azimuth, 0 is the target's angle of elevation and t is the time.

When this target's flight is similar to that of the above

locus, within 0-25 seconds, using 0.025 second intervals for

sampling, we can obtain a series of sampling points.

Fig. 4.30 shows the amplitude fluctuation and angular

flickering of this target when the frequency is fixed at 10

kilomegahertz. We can discover from this figure that the minimum

angular flickering corresponds to the maximum echo amplitude.
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Fig. 4.30 The Relationship of the Simulated Target's
Amplitude Fluctuation and Angular Flickering
When the Frequency is 10 kilomegahertz

Key: 1. Flickering error (m)
2. Time (s)
3. Flickering
4. Relative amplitude
5. Flickering error

See table 4.3 for further calculations of the correlation

coefficient between the echo's relative amplitude and angular

flickering when in different operating frequencies. It can be

discovered from this table that a very negative correlation

exists between the echo's relative amplitude and the angular

flickering.

(1 ) NS(GHO 10.o o1 o.1 0.34 1.12 0.0

(2). -cu 1 9 I 9 -0.621 -O.SS0 0.622 0.438(21,

Table 4.3
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Table 4.3 Correlation Coefficient Between the Relative
Amplitude and Angular Flickering of Different
Frequencies

Key: 1. Frequency (GH )
2. Correlation coefficient

Generally speaking, a two dimensional probability density

function can be used to express the relationship between the

echo's amplitude and angular flickering (see fig. 4.31).

(2) M,,,

Fig.. 4.31 Two Dimensional Probability Density Function of
Typical Amplitude and Flickering Errors

Key: 1. Angular flickering
2. Probability density
3. Relative amplitude

In the figure, curves gl, 92 .... gn are the angular flick-

ering probability density functions when in different echo

amplitudes. It can be assumed i hat they are Gaussian distribu-

tions and have similar mean values. Yet, their variances

decrease with the increase of the echo's amplitude,
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(4.107)

4.7.2 Signal Processing Technique of the Method For Selecting
the Maximum Amplitude

Based on the above facts there naturally exists the problem

of how to carry out signal processing. In most tracking radar in
the past, whether or not they worked in frequency agility, all

used the simple average method for signal processing. That is,

no matter how large the angle tracking system's echo signal

amplitude was, they carried out simple average seeking for the

echo's angle positions. The angle errors for this type of

processing method are n.turally quite large. If we were able to

use another type of signal processing method, not for seeking

the average amplitude of the echo but for selecting the echo's

amplitude as the maximum angle signal sent into the angle

tracking system, we would certainly then be able to obtain even

smaller angle errors. Naturally, this type of signal processing

method can only be applied in single pulse tracking radar.

Because the common echo amplitude fluctuation speed is very

slow in single pulse tracking radar with fixed frequency, to
obtain a relatively large echo amplitude a very long period of

time is required. In other words, because the correlation time

of the echoes is far larger than the repetition period of the

pulses, this type of processing method requires a great number of

pulses before seeing results.

However, if we use the frequency diversity or frequency

agility technique it is possible to cause this processing method

to be even more effective. This is mainly because use of

frequency decorrelation increases the number of independent
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pulses.

In reality, it is only necessary to select two types of

frequencies for diversity reception to be able to obtain

distinct improvements. This type of method is sometimes also

called the "error selection diversity method."

If two types of frequencies were used for simultaneous

transmission in the above mentioned simulated tests (151 and

signals with relatively high amplitudes were selected, this

would greatly raise its angle-measuring precision. Table 4.4

lists the angle-measuring errors when using this type of signal

processing method.

/IGHh G zIsG,

10.0 j .0 9.9 99 [ .12 3.30
10.0 11.3 7.2 8.0 5.6 7.2 4.8
3.33 10.1 7.7 7.4 6.0 6.8
3.96 9.4 6.5 7. 6.0

0.04 11.4 6.? 7.5
9.3 12.6 5.3
9.90 - 19.2

-Tible 4.4 The Mean Square Root Errors (Meters) Obtained From
Using Two Frequency Diversity Methods For Selecting
Maximum Amplitude

The data on the diagonal lines in the table represent the
errors when there is a single frequency. Naturally, use of this
error selection diversity method can greatly reduce the angle-

measuring errors.

However, the above results were also obtained through

statistics carried out over a long period of time. Relatively

few samplings were carried out in a shorter length of time and
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although the probability of the echoes of the two frequencies

corresponding well to the relatively small echo amplitude were

were not great still the probability of a certain frequency

among them corresponding well to the maximum echo amplitude

(i.e., the minimum angular flash) was also not very great.

Therefore, use of a frequency agility technique with many

types of transmitting frequencies is relatively ideal. At this

time, because the frequency of each transmitted pulse is

different, when it is only necessary that the frequency differ-
ence of the adjacent pulse be greater than the critical frequency

jumping, we can then cause the echo of each pulse to be an

independent sample. This does not require the transmission of a

great many pulses to be able to obtain close to the maximum value

of echo amplitude.

As mentioned previously, there are two types of commonly

used frequency agility. One type is random jumping frequency and

the other is step jumping frequency. Random jumping frequency is

mainly used for countering active jamming. Yet, because its

transmitting frequency is completely random, there is a certain

probability that the carrier frequency of its adjacent pulse will
be smaller than the critical frequency. As regards step jumping

frequency, it is only necessary that each step be larger than the

critical frequency to be able to guarantee that the adjacent

pulse is completely- independent. Yet, because the total agility

bandwidth has certain limitations, after a certain period it is

necessary to go up one step of frequency again only when the

frequency of the first step has been staggered. This type of

step jumping frequency is sometimes also called systematic

jumping frequency. Its drawback is that the frequency jumping

has a certain regularity and is therefore unsuitable for anti-

jamming. One type of improvement for this jumping frequency

method is to randomly select the first frequency and afterwards

there will be jumping frequency according to the step pattern.
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This method is a compromise between the above two types of

methods and is a relatively good method when the agility

bandwidth is relatively wide and the number of steps required

are few.

When radar operates in frequency agility and it is necessary

to select the maximum amplitude, there is the problem of pro-
cessing the pulse number. That is to say, to select the largest

of the amplitudes from among the continuous pulses. The method

presently used is as follows: it is assured that in a certain

specific time interval (it can be the staying time of the antenna

scanning on the target or the frequency agility period) there are

N pulses altogether. If the j pulsei-among them are processed

the largest among the j continuous pulses is selected. At the

same time, we use a method similar to the sliding window

detector wherein each time the next echo is received the earliest

echo is discarded and at the same time we compare this group of

j pulses and select the largest one. The target angle information

corresponding to this echo is then sent to the angle tracking

system. In this way, each transmitted pulse will be compared

once until N pulses are reached. Thus, the number of angle errors

which can be obtained is N-J+1 and the mean square root angle

error is defined as

MIN/(N- i + 1) (4.108)4

To quantitatively analyze the incluence of various different

frequency agility methods and the number of pulses processed,

some people have carried out simulated test research using the

IBM360/50 computer [161. The target model used possessed the

following radar section
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In the formula, ' is the azimuth angle calculated from the

aircraft nose and ka2 * /A is the phase constant.

Further, if the depth of this target is at least 7.5 meters,

the frequency difference need only be larger than 20 megahertz

to be able to cause echo decorrelation. When the radar operates

in step jumping frequency (its frequency range is 5.35-5.85

kilomegahertz, its interval is 40 megahertz), the relationship

between the mean square root tracking error obtained from computer

simulation and the number of processed pulses is as shown in

fig. 4.32.

3.01
U

32.(2

(1)

(i()) (3

Fig. 4.32 The Relationship Between the Selection of the Maximum
Value Method, the Mean Value Method of Tracking
Errors and the Number of Processed Pulses (Step
Jumping Frequency)

Key: 1. Mean square root tracking errors
2. Number of processed pulses
3. Selection of the maximum value method
4. Mean value method
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To make a comparison, the figure draws the tracking errors

and uses the common mean value method and maximum value method

to carry out signal processing. We can see from the figure that

although use of step jumping frequency caused each of the
pulses to be uncorrelated, yet when the common mean value method

was used, it was still necessary to have a large number of

pulses to be able to reduce the tracking errors. However, use of

the selection of the maximum value method can cause the tracking

errors to quickly converge. This is of great significance in

guided missile homing radar which requires fast speed determina-

tion of target positions (the tracking loop time constant is

short).

Fig. 4.33 gives the relationship of the mean square root

angular tracking errors and the number of processed pulses when
in different frequency agility methods. For comparison, the

figure also gives the angular tracking errors when operating at

fixed frequency (5.35 kilomegahertz). The various frequency

agility methods all used the selection of the largest value

method. Naturally, the convergence must be slower when using the

random jumping frequency method. However, the convergence speed

of the method of randomly selecting the first operating

frequency does not fall very short of that of the systematic step

jumping frequency (each step is 20 megahertz).

3.0

()

-(1)j--P* (6)
2 4 6 1 is

Fig. 4.33 (21 nUAmSuM
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Fig. 4.33 The Influence of Different Frequency Agility Methods
on Angular Tracking Errors

Key: 1. Mean square root tracking errors
2. Number of pulses processed
3. Single frequency
4. Randomly selected frequency
5. Systematically selected frequency
6. Random selection of first frequency

To derive a theoretical computation formula for the reduc-

tion of angular tracking errors by the signal processing

technique of this selection of the maximum value method, w an

make the following approximate analysis.

If the echo signal with the maximum amplitude always

corresponds to the most precise target position estimated value,

then the probability of receiving at least one echo with an

error between 0 and e1 is

P(-e.e~e, I + -( J P(e)del) (4.109)

In the formula, p(e) is the probability density function of the

transient tracking error (if it is a Gaussian distribution) and
N is the number of processed echoes. The definition is

Q~ez=J,(e)de-J C7 .eXP jj40de

(4,110);

In the formula, o is the standard deviation of the original
tracking error (i.e., error when there is no frequency agility

and selection of the maximum value method) and therefore

formula (4.109) can be written as

P e)--P(-ce,<c.)< - 1-1- ZQ(e1 ))M (4.111):
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It can be discovered that the probability density function

corresponding to distribution function P(e') can approach a

Gaussian form. Its standard deviation is

• _ " ,N'.' (4.112

The standard deviation of the zero mean value is also equal to

its mean square root error and can approximately be considered

N-0"9=N - 1 . Then, formula (4.112) can approximately be

a,.,I,/N 1 N 4 (4.113)

To compare this approximation computation formula with the

simulated test results, we used an electronic computer for

simulation of the following target: this target possesses

Swerling type I fluctuation characteristics, its wingspan is 16

meters, its flight path forms a 140 angle with the radar antenna

direction, the initial speed of the target relative to the radar

is 300 meters/second, the yaw rate is 5 miliiradian/second,

tracking begins at 5 kilometers from the radar, the radar's

pulse repetition frequency is 500 hertz, and tracking time is

5 seconds. To obtain independent samples, we selected step

frequency with an initial frequency of 5.51 kilomegahertz and

intervals of 20 megahertz. Results are shown in fig. 4.34.

~5.O!

S3.0,

I 
2.0-

Vi ~I3)

(1) 2 4)8 1

(2.1 AMt

Fig. 4.34
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Fig. 4.34 Comparison of an Approximation Formula and
Simulation Test Results of Tracking Errors

Key: 1. Mean Square root tracking errors
2. Number of processed pulses
3. Simulation
4. Theoretical

The smooth curve in the figure forms an inverse ratio with

N (formula (4.113)). The original tracking error obtained is
6 g =3.65 meters which is about 0.23 times the wingspan. When

the approximation formula is between 1 < N < 4 it is the same as

the simulation test results. After N > 4, the tracking errors

obtained from the simulation test do not reduce again. This is

also to say that the limit value of its tracking errors is about

'g /4. This is perhaps because the maximum amplitude echoes
do not correspond to the minimum errors.

4.8 Reduction of Multipath Transmission Errors by Frequency
Agility

Multipath transmission is also an important source of errors

in tracking radar, especially when tracking low angle of
elevation targets. Furthermore, when radar is erected on a damp

ground with a very high reflection coefficient on the coast or

on ships, very large angle of elevation errors can be caused by
the electric waves of multipath propagation. When serious, they

can even cause there to be no means of tracking targets.

We will first study the mechanism of multipath propagation

[171. Below we will only study the multipath transmission which

are caused by ground (or sea) reflection because this is the
most serious. The geometric relation of this situation is shown

in fig. 4.35. It is assumed in the figure that the radar antenna

is located at point A, the target is located at point T and the

ground is a plane.
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Fig. 4.35 Geometric Relation of Multipath Transmission Caused
by Ground (Sea) Reflection

Electric waves are transmitted from the radar antenna and there
are two paths which can reach the target. One is the direct
waves with a range of RD . The other is the indirect waves with
a range of RI1+R 2 . The direct incidence electric field intensity

of the target area is E ll

E,, J-, (4.114)

In the formula, Glis the antenna's voltage gain and E t is the
electric field intensity of the receiver when it is the point

source.

The indirect incidence electric field intensity of the

target area is E 2.

byGoud(ea eleto
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(4.ii4

The total length of the indirect path range is

R,-R1+Ri-CR'+(h-,+h.)1'", .(4.1171

In the majority of situations with actual multipath trans-

mission hl,h 2 I R, and therefore, after formulas (4.116) and

(4.117) use binomial expansion, we obtain the first two items

and can make good approximations.

RD R R h) (4. 
2R

R,.wR ++ ,)'19)
2R

We 'can obtain the path difference of the indirect and direct

waves from the above two formulas

A- R.-R,,.2hh,/R (4.120)

From this, we can obtain the phase differences of E.l and Ei2

2-n 1 2xA R - -- (4.121)

In the formula, k is the phase constant.

Assuming Ell is the 0 phase in the target area, the sum of

radiation field intensity Et is the vector sum of the two
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E, - Et,e+Ee (4. 22)

Therefore, the value of the combined field intensity between

Eii-E12 and Eul + E12 is decided by A .

When P 1, G G2 and 0 l 1800, the combined field

intensity tends to be 0. Naturally, this strongly affects

tracking performance.

The incident power in the target area is

.. = - W/m , (4.123)

In the formula, I is the inherent impedance of the free space.

If the target section is ', then the scattering power is

In the formula, the unit of p is watts; the unit of pr is

watts/steradian.

The scattering field intensity of the target area is

R,+ j-p (4.125)

The reflection path is identical to the incident path. If the

amplitude of the direct wave of the receiving antenna center

is Erl, the phase of this point's wave is taken as 0. We can

guarantee the far field approximation of a large R and small

8 value. The direct field intensity Eal from the receiving

aperture center x can be expressed as (see fig. 4.36)

(4.126)
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Fig. 4.36 The Path Difference of the Direct and Indirect Waves
Opposite the Aperture Center

Further, the indirect scattering wave can be expressed as

E.aE,imh' '  (4.127)

In the formula, Er2 is the indirect echo amplitude in the

antenna's aperture center. It is determined by the indirect

transmitting wave.

The total electric field is the vector sum of the direct

and indirect waves

- Ee'' + E,"' (4. 28)

It is necessary to notice that the 4" in the formula is the

function of x. Because of the h in formula (4.121), we must

now substitute in (h +x), that is

We can see from formula (4.128) that although the direct and

indirect waves along the aperture are linear phases, their phase
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constants are different. This can therefore produce an interfer-

ence pattern as well as cause them to not again have constant

amplitude and linear phase distribution. Because the angle-

measuring system of the radar is designed according to uniform

waves, non-uniform waves will produce directional errors.

It can be obtained from analysis [1] that the angle of

elevation angle-measuring errors caused by multipath transmission

can be expressed by the following formula

Poe- a.- (4.130)}

In the formula, t is the reflection coefficient, 1e is the single

path antenna's angle of elevation beam width and G se is the power

ratio of the tracking radar antenna and directional diagram
peak value, and the error pattern's peak value side lobe level

on the direction reached by the indirect waves.

These types of multipath transmission errors can attain to

very large numerical values and as a result become a serious

problem in high precision tracking radar. Fig. 4.37 gives the
test values of the multipath transmission errors for FPS-16

high precision single pulse tracking radar. We can see from this

figure that when in a low angle of elevation, the errors caused
by multipath transmission can reach 0.1-0.3 mil.
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Fig. 4.37 Test Data on the Relationship Between Multipath
Transmission Errors and the Target's Angle of
Elevation

Key: 1. Target's angle of elevation (deg)
2. FPS-16 test values
3. Total reflection of ground surface
4. Sea
5. Ground surface ( P =0.5)

We know from the former analysis that the k in the phase

constant is the function of the frequency. Therefore, the angle-
measuring errors caused by the multipath transmission is also

the function of the freqency. We can also use computer simula-

tion for verification. Fig. 4.38 gives the computer simulated

test results for the angle of elevation errors caused by

multipath transmission [1l. The simulated target range is 3

kilometers and the height is 300 mters. It can be clearly seen

from the cures that there are different angular positions for

different frequencies.
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Fig. 4.38 The Relationship of Multipath Transmission Errors
and the Frequency

Key: 1. Angle errors (-ad)
2. Number of pulses

The results of the computer simulation also show that only

when the interval of the frequency is large enough can we

guarantee decorrelation between the frequency and angle. Table

4.5 lists the correlation coefficient between multipath trans-

mission errors when there are different frequencies. We can see

from this table that its correlation coefficient is extremely

small. That is, we can use frequency agility to attain

decorrelation.
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(1)fm 5. 554 .

550 1 S.07 - 0. -0.0 -0.31

5.54 IM -0.04 -0.21 0.10

5.5 1.0 -0.05 0.AS
9.56 1.00 0.05
5.5 1.00

Table 4.5 Correlatior Coefficient Between Multipath Errors
When There are Different Frequencies

Key: 1. Frequency

However, we did not find that the simulated computer

results of the correlation coefficient between the multipath

errors and echo signal amplitude had any similarity to the

angular noise waves. Table 4.6 lists the correlation coefficient

between the echo signal amplitude and multipath transmission.

We can see from the table that there is not a very strong

negative correlation between these two. There is also no way of

using the maximum value method to reduce the multipath trans-

mission errors. Yet, frequency agility can still certainly

reduce multipath transmission errors. We have yet to see the

test results in this area.

(1)' " ,6 i .' |  5.54 5.56, .

(2) I m -o.17 -0.0 o.16 -o;o OM

Table 4.6 Correlation Coefficient Between the Echo Signal
Amplitude and Multipath Transmission Errors

Key: 1. Frequency
2. Correlation coefficient
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4.9 Increasing the Angle-Measuring Precision of Search Radar
By Frequency Agility

The above discussion focused on the improvements of

frequency agility on the angle tracking precision of tracking

radar. Actually, frequency agility cannot only raise the angle-
measuring precision of tracking radar but can also increase the

angle-measuring precision of search radar.

Although the number of echoes received from the target is
limited in search radar, because the azimuth rotational speed

is not high there is still a certain residence time for the

point target. This time is equal to the time that the antenna

rotates passed the horizontal beam width. For example, for an
antenna which rotates 6 times per minute, when the beam width is

1.5 degrees, the residence time of the beam on the target is

42 milliseconds. When the radar's operating wavelength is

relatively short (e.g., in airborne radar) and the scintillation
frequency of the radar is relatively high, it is possible that a
decaying wave phenomenon of the echo amplitude occur in the

beam's residence time. That is to say, at this time the amplitude

of the target echo cannot be expressed by Swerling's type I or

II (uncorrelated in scanning) as well as type II or IV (uncor-

related in pulses). However, it belongs between the two. That
is, the correlation time of the echo amplitude is larger than

the pulse repetition cycle but smaller than the antenna's

residence time. This type of situation is actually still existent.
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Fig. 4.39 Test Results of Amplitude Envelope Shape Distortion
Created by Echo Amplitude Fluctuation (Pulse
Repetition Frequency=196 Hz, A f=0)

(a) Without fading;
(b) With fading.

Key: 1. Two path lobe modulation

Fig. 4.39 are the results of actual tests.of a flying target

(18]. The radar frequency used was 5.35-5.85 kilomegahertz, the

antenna rotation was 6 rotations/minute, the beam width was 1.5

degrees and the pulse repetition frequency was 196 hertz.

Fig. (a) is the situation when there is no fading. This type of

situation is seldom seen. More common is the situation of

fig. (b) because the echo amplitude fluctuation causes a very

large distortion of the echo amplitude's envelope.

Modern search radar commonly has a digital type automatic

detector. This type of automatic detector uses an amplitude

discriminator to carry out binary quantization of the echo
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amplitude. The 1,0 signal attained after quantization is later

added to the target detector. Usually, this type of target

detector uses a digital type sliding window detector. The length

of the sliding window is equivalent to the number of pulses in a

3 decibel beam width. The 1,0 signals obtained from the quantiza-

tion in the same range quantization interval is added to the

same sliding window detector. When the density of 1 in the

window reaches a certain initial standard, it can then be deter-

mined that a target exists and the azimuthal angle &1 is
recorded when the target starts. Following the antenna's

scanning of the target, the density of 1 in the sliding window
changes from a gradual increase to a gradual decrease. When its

density of 1 is smaller than a certain final standard, it is

then determined that the target is ended. At the same time, the

azimuthal angle is recorded when it is ended. It can be consid-

ered that the real azimuthal angle of the target is determined

by the following formula.

2 (4.131)

In the formula, w is the length of the sliding window (usually

equal to the number of pulses N) and 46 is the angle the

antenna rotates in the pulse repetition cycle. When the echo

amplitude does not fluctuate, the angle-measuring errors which

can be obtained from this type of method are about (2-3) 0 .

We can see from fig. 4.40 that when the echo amplitude
fluctuates in the antenna's residence period, this will

necessarily produce a great effect on satisfying the azimuth

value when there are starting and final standards. Thus, this

can create very large angle-measuring errors.These errors will

far exceed the angle interval of the transmitting pulse on beam

splitting. To quantitatively estimate the angle-measuring

errors caused by the target's echo fluctuation, we will analyze
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a simple target model below (191.

3. 20 fttrgt

2 0 f tft1 (4)
(4

(1) 50 20 tr g 0

Fig. 4.40 The Angle-Measuring Errors Caused by the Target's
Echo Fluctuation on Search Radar

Key: 1. Angle error mean square root value (nrad)
2. Azmuth reaching the target (deg)
3. 20 ft target
4. 5 ft target
5.. 50 f t target

if the target is composed of two scattering objects with

a separation of D, it is more or less perpendicular to the

direction of the line of sight. At this time, the echo is

composed of two components and among them the phase difference

is 2 W2D 0.The 0in this expression is the azimuthal angle

of the target. The combined echo amplitude is

~(1(27~2D~)] -cm [I~ (2.13t

If the range of the target is not an integral number of

times the wavelength, at this time there will be a starting

phase and the echo amplitude will change to

Aumo(fL + k] (4.13 ,3)

The value of k is between 0-2 71.
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If the target uses velocity v for uniform velocity linear

flight, the tangential component of this velocity is

v sin 4. 0 is the starting azimuthal angle of the target

(with the due north included angle). Therefore, the target's

azimuthal angle is the function of the tangential velocity,

range and time.

If this formula is substituted into formula (4.133), we can

obtain the echo's amplitude as

A"CaO u[ P sin + +k} (4.135)

The beam position of the antenna is also the function of

the time and can be expressed by @ OT. Therefore, T=®/ •

When it is substituted into formula (4.135), we can obtain the

echo's amplitude as

+ h],, (4.136)

If the beam width is 1.50-2° , its lobe figure can be expressed

by the following formula

G -- i Ox no26 (4.137)

In the formula, 6 is the angle calculated from the beam center

and is expressed in milliradian.

Therefore, the echo's voltage amplitude received by the

antenna is G 2At and the received echo signal's power P.(11 is
42

G At. P(e) can be written as
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eoX (.9/26)COS2909 i + h +XRO(1- '/156.25)' (4.138)

This power value is the function of .

The "center of gravity" of this signal power will not be

the same as the beam's center value (J9=0) and the angle of

difference can be calculated by the following formula

Iomlpcq)de (4.139)
_ P( )de

This formula has different values for different starting phase

k values. We can find its standard difference from this

a- (4.140)

In the formula, Nk is the number of the different k values.

It is only necessary to substitute a typical radar
characteristic into it to be able to use a computer to calculate

the mean square root value of this angle error. For example, if

the radar operates in a Ku wave band, the antenna's beam width

is 1.70, the antenna's rotational speed is 70 degrees/second,

the distance of the target from the radar station is 20,000

feet and the velocity is twice the speed of sound. We can then
calculate targets with different dimensions (D) and the relational

curve between the mean square root value of the angle errors

caused by echo fluctuation and the target's azimuthal angle (as

shown in fig. 4.40).

It can be seen from this figure that the angle errors caused
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by the echo's amplitude fluctuation are not only the function

of the target's dimensions but also the function of the azimuthal

angle reaching the target. Therefore, this type of error is very
difficult to calculate and eliminate in advance.

However, use of the frequency agility technique can greatly

reduce these errors. Because frequency spectrum agility can
cause the adjacent echoes to be completely uncorrelated, as a

result it reduces the low frequency component of the scintillation.
However, quick flashing scintillation can be smoothed out by the

data processing system. In this way, it can greatly improve the
angle-measuring precision of search radar. Besides this, because

it removed the low frequency component of the angle errors it
can also cause a great reduction of the gate automatic tracking

system's loss probability. It is used for normal operaton-of
scanningand tracking.systems.

I.e.. - I-I.*| -g

Fig. 4.41 The Echo's Figure in the Beam When the Radar is
Operating in Frequency Agility (Pulse Repetition
Frequency=196Hz, 45 f=64MHz)

(a) Without fading
(b) With fading

Key: 1. Two path pulse modulation

The effects of frequency agility on the echo fluctuation in

beams can be seen in fig. 4.41. This figure draws an echo figure
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in the beam when the radar is operating in frequency agility

the same as that in fig. 4.39. Fig. (a) is without fading and -

fig. (b) is when there is fading.

This figure only gives the situation when radar operates

in alternating jumping frequency, that is, it only has two
frequencies alternately transmitting. Its frequency interval is

64 megahertz which can guarantee its decorrelation. Yet, when

there is no fading, we can see that each pulse still has

correlation. However, when there is fading, this can eliminate

long time fading and when the frequency changes 64 megahertz

this can cause the adjacent echo's amplitude to change 25

decibels.

Yet, if the target echoes received by the radar are mainly

without fading or are slow fluctuating (this type of situation

mainly occurs in meter-wave radar), then the use of frequency

agility cannot improve its angle-measuring precision. It can,

however, cause its angle-measuring precision to decline. Fig.

4.42 draws the computer simulation results of the relationship

between the azimuthal angle errors' mean square root value of

the sliding window detector and the signal-noise ratio when in

different types of signal fluctuation (20].

-0.008'- :,, -o I

1 4 8 10 8Z 14 1

SIN(dD)

Fig. 4.42
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Fig. 4.42 Relationship of the Azimuth Errors of the Sliding
Window Detector and the Signal-Noise Ratio When
in Different Types of Signal Fluctuation

Key: 1. Azimuthal angle

The number of pulses in the radar's 3 decibel beam is 15, the

length of the sliding window is 15 and the signal's detection

standard is 8. The broken linesin the figure are non-fluctuating

signals, the solid lines are slow fluctuating signals (uncor-

related in scanning), and the dots with the drawn lines are fast

speed fluctuating signals (uncorrelated in the pulses). The

fast speed fluctuating signals are also equal to when in

frequency agility. We can see from the figure that when in the

same first threshold noise wave quantization probability PN' the

azimuth angle-measuring errors (expressed by the azimuth

interval L9 number) increase with the signal-noise ratio. When

in the same signal-noise ratio wherein non-fluctuating signal

angle-measuring errors are minimal, the fast fluctuating signals

are then larger.

We can see from this that the effects of frequency agility

on the angle-measuring precision of search radar are not

invariable. They are mainly determined by the type of echo

fluctuation. When the echo fluctuation in fixed frequency is

slow fluctuating the use of frequency agility cannot improve it.
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Chapter V The Use of Frequency Agility to Inhibit Sea
Clutter Jamming

5.1 Characteristics of Sea Clutter

Because sea clutter is not only related to sea conditions

(wind velocity, wave height etc.) but also to the radar's

operating frequency and polarization there has been no detailed

data on sea clutter obtained for a very long time. Up to the

end of the 1960's, after a large number of actual tests were

done on sea clutter, a large quantity of material was gathered

concerning sea clutter. After careful analysis and arrangement

there was a more thorough understanding of the characteristics

of sea clutter.

The characteristics of sea clutter can mainly be divided

into the clutter's intensity, amplitude distribution, mean

Doppler frequency shift and frequency spectrum width as well

as time and space decorrelation.

5.1.1 The Intensity of Sea Clutter

For convenience of analysis,'the intensity of sea clutter

will be expressed by the effective reflection area d.

Because the sea area is far larger than the antenna beam's

range of irradiation the sea clutter forms a direct ratio with

the radar's irradiation area.

The so-called radar irradiation area is determined by

antenna beam width 9b, operating range R and the radar's
transmitting pulse width e p. The equivalent reflection area
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of sea clutter can be written as

The proportion constant c ° in the formula is called the normal-
0

ized mean sea wave reverse scattering coefficient, named the

normalized reflection coefficient for short. It is expressed in

decibels. For example, when 0=-30 decibels, that is, each

square meter of irradiated sea, its scattering noise must be 30

decibels lower than the signal reflected by the target of the 1

square meter radar section. Because the power density received

by the irradiated surface is in direct ratio to the sine of

grazing angle * , it is usually expressed by another reflection

coefficient Y When in a large grazing angle, the following

relation exists betweenY and 0
0

a~Ysiu$(52

In the formula, Y is the grazing angle.F.N.l

The value of ai is related to many factors as shown in

fig. 5.1 [1].

F.N. 1 It must be pointed out that the grazing angle is not
equal to the angle of depression. When the radar antenna height
h and inclined distance R are known, it is determined by the
following formula.

*---a-

In the formula Re is the equivalent radius of the earth.
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(2) --6

Fig. 5.1 Relationship of Or° and the Grazing Angle

Key: 1. Grazing angle (deg)
2. Collimating len's surface area
3. Interference range
4. Mean value area
5. Critical angle
6. Angle of transition

It can basically be divided into three areas: between 600 - 900
is the collimating mirror surface area. At this time, the

reverse scattering is the same as the mirror's surface, and the
c ° value increases with the incidence angle and reaches its

maximum value. The second area is the mean value area. The d0value changes in this area are not large. The third area is the

interference range. There is the mutual interference of direct
echoes and echoes reflected on the sea in this area. The common
boundary of the interference range and mean value area is the

critical angle which is expressed by qc . The Oc differ with
the frequency so that when the frequency is low there is a

large change.

Fig. 5.2 gives the relationship of do and the grazing
0

angle when there are different wave bands and polarization.
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Fig. 5.2 The Relationship of Cfo and the Grazing Angle When
There are Different Wave Bands and Polarization

V: Perpendicular polarization
H: Horizontal polarization
Key: 1. Grazing angle (deg)

We can see from the figure that when in a large grazing angle,

the value of 0' enlarges with the rising of the frequency and

when in the same frequency band, perpendicular polarization is

greater than horizontal polarization. The relationship between

do and the sea surface conditions is shown in fig. 5.3. The

larger the wind velocity the larger the value of o.
0

to I-

10o + (2) O ,

-1/
(2)

3,
-40 sitsi (5)

Fig. 5.3
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Fig. 5.3 The Relationship Between the Value of O and the
0Wind Velocity (X Wave Band, Wavelength=3/2cm) -

Key: 1. Grazing angle (deg)
2. 10-15 knots
3. 15-20 knots
4. 5-10 knots
5. 5 knots

The curves only give the tendencies of the changes.
Table 5.1 gives the actual measurement values under various

different conditions.

... . ..( I( dB)
4b UHF L sic xiK K] .sGH% 1. 25GHJ 3. oGHzj s.eGIHz 9. 3GHzI 7~ 5H

i- , - -. -so*-

(2)05 It SV 1 S se'

ox ~ 170* sa 5 53- 50 41'*.( a. 28 ,so J 6 45 40'

s 3 5P. 53~ 47 44 42 38'
(4)1 4 82"  

65' 5s 48 46 41 38"

( S SO5 4: 43 39 37 S4

6 ( j 4 4 408 37 35

(*6)4a7 ss* 5 .42 33" 37 34 32

8 *2* 4: 39 36 3

1X 143 38' 35. 33 32. 31
(7)6 0 65 o 42 3 3 3

Table 5.1 Actual Measurement Values of Normalized Reflection
Coefficient Or When the Grazing Angle is 1.0
Degrees 0

Key: 1. Sea conditions
2. 0 degree
3. 1 degrees
4. 2 degrees
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5. 3 degrees
6. 4 degrees
7. 5 degrees
8. Polarization
9. Perpendicular

10. Horizontal
11. Perpendicular
12. Horizontal
13. Perpendicular
14. Horizontal
15. Perpendicular
16. Horizontal
17. Perpendicular
18. Horizontal
19. Perpendicular
20. Horizontal
21. Reflecting coefficient expressed in

negative decibels (-dB)
22. *Possibly a 5dB error for single base

radar with 0.5 to 10 microsecond
pulses

This table only lists data for when the grazing angle is 1.0

degrees. The reader can refer to reference [2] for data on
0 0 0 0 0 0other grazing angles (0.10, 0.30, 3.0 , 10 , 30 , 60 ). Low

grazing angles are suitable for shipboard or shore radar and
large grazing angles are appropriate for use in airborne radar.

The graded definitions of the sea conditions listed in the

table are shown in table 5.2.

(1) * 1 *
(2) N VW) 0 <7 7-12 12-15 i
(3) 44 MR~) 0. <17 1-3 3-5 5-8 8-13

Table 5.2
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Table 5.2 Definitions of Sea Conditions

Key: 1. Grade
2. Wind velocity (knots)
3. Wave height (feet)

In summing up the actual measurement data, we can make the

following conclusions:

(1) Reflection coefficient 0.1 enlarges with the rising
of the operating frequency. As regards horizontal polarization,

it seems to increase with fm. When the grazing angle is smaller

than 1 degree, the frequency is lower than 2 kilomegahertz and

when the sea condition is smaller than grade 3, the m value can

reach 3. When the grazing angle, frequency and sea condition

increase, the value of m tends towards zero.

(2) When the grazing angle is between 00-200, the reflec-
n

tion coefficient enlarges with Y . When in a low angle, low

sea condition and low frequency, n reaches 3. When the frequency

and sea condition are high, n tends towards zero.

(3) When in a low sea condition and relatively low fre-

quency, the reflection coefficient increases with each 10

decibels of trie sea condition. Yet, when in a relatively high

sea condition and relatively high frequency, its growth rate

reduction can be overlooked.

(4) When in a certain given sea condition, the o value
0

of the perpendicular polarization is greater than that of

horizontal polarization. Furthermore, when in a low sea con-

dition, low grazing angle (( 1 degree) an, iw frequency, the

difference becomes larger.

Even though these conclusions are only qualitative they
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were still attained from a large number of actual measurement

results. Therefore, they still possess guiding significance

for understanding the intensity of sea clutter.

5.1.2 The Statistical Distribution of Sea Clutter Amplitude

Earlier, due to the lack of sufficient test data and for

convenience of analysis, it was commonly assumed that the

amplitude distribution of sea clutter was a Rayleigh distribu-

tion. The probability density function of its amplitude is

In the formula, '2 is its variance.

This assumption is appropriate for relatively calm sea

situations and low resolution radar (the beam width is larger

than 2 decrees and the pulse width is larger than 1 micro-

second). When in high resolution (the beam width is smaller

than 0.1 microseconds) and adverse sea conditions, the sea

clutter cannot be approximated by the Rayleigh distribution.

According to statistics, about 60% of the time, the seas of

the world have wave heights of over 4 feet (equal to the grade

3 sea situation) and thus often deviate from the Rayleig't

distribution.

Many actual measurement results show that at this time the

amplitude distribution of the sea clutter is closer to a

logarithmic-normal distribution.

It is assumed that the probability density function of the

normal distribution is
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P Vx) f exp( (6.4)I

In the formula, a is the mean value and d is the standard

difference.

When x=a, p(x)=1/a VA-hop(X) forms a symmetrical distribu-

tion for x=a.

It is only 1ecessary to substitute x=lny into formula

(5.4) to be able to obtain a logarithmic-normal distribution.

11r 1 _

1 (55
--,2 exp[I jr(nY1.&

In the formula, y is the variable of the logarithmic-normal

distribution; Ym is the mid-value of y; d is the standard
difference of ln(y/y m). When the ratio of its mean value and

mid-value is equal to 1.065, it is then equal to the Rayleigh

distribution.

Fig. 5.4 gives the function figure of the logarithmic-

normal distribution. For comparison, the figure also draws the

curves of the normal distribution. The major difference between

the logarithmic-normal distribution and Rayleigh distribution

lies in the "tail" of the former being longer. This is to say

that its probability of having large amplitude is greater than

that of the latter.
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Fig. 5.4 Function Figure of the Logarithmic-Normal
Distribution

Key: 1. Mid-value
2. Mean value

Actual measurement results of sea clutter show that when

in high resolution radar and relatively diverse sea conditions,

the amplitude distribution of its clutter is even closer to a

logarithmic-normal distribution (3]. Fig. 5.5 gives actual

measurement results. Because the vertical coordinates are

drawn according to the logarithmic-normal distribution, the

real logarithmic-normal distribution in the chart should appear

as a straight line. We can see from the figure that the actual

measurement results are even closer to the logarithmic-normal

distribution but deviate from the Rayleigh distribution.
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Fig. 5.5 Actual Measurement Results of the Amplitude
Distribution of Sea Clutter (X Wave Band of
Airborne Radar With Pulse Width of 0.02)4 s and

Grazing Angle of 470)

Key: 1. Probability exceeding horizontal
coordinates

2. Clutter section
3. Rayleigh
4. Sea conditions, first grade
5. Sea conditions, grades 2-3

Recently, many people have also proposed that the amplitude

distribution of sea clutter can be approximated by the Weibull

distribution (4]. The so-called Weibull distribution can be

expressed by the following formulas

P(R)-a .In2. R'"ezp(-In 2. R') R>O
P(R)- 0 X1 It;If

Key: 1. Other value

In the formulas, R is the detection output voltage value after

mid-value normalization and R=V/Vm . a is the variant related to
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the gradient of this distribution.
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Fig. 5.6 Comparison of the Actual Measurement Results of the
Sea Clutter's Amplitude Distribution and the
Weibull Distribution (Sea Conditions are Grade 3
with Ku Wave Band, Horizontal Polarization and
0.1 A s Pulse Width)

Key: 1. Probability of clutter amplitude not
exceeding horizontal coordinates

2. Clutter amplitude/mid-value
mid-value amplitude (dB)

We can obtain a very suitable Weibull distribution from

the actual measurement results of sea clutter. Fig. 5.6 gives

the measurement results on sea clutter. The radar used had Ku

wave band, a beam width of 5 degrees, horizontal polarization

and a pulse width of 0.1 microseconds. The vertical coordinates

in the figure are drawn according to the Weibull distribution.

Therefore; the Weibull distribution in the figure should be a

straight line. We can see from the figure that the measured

results basically lie in a straight line and only when in

different grazing angle Y is there different gradient para-

meter a values. When the beam width of another X wave band
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high resolution radar is 0.5 degrees, its pulse width is 0.02

microseconds and its grazing angle is 4.7 degrees, its

amplitude distribution is measured to be very close to the

Weibull distribution and its gradient parameter a.=1.452.

5.13 Mean Doppler Frequency Shift and Frequency Spectrum
Width of Sea Clutter

Due to the wind force action sustained by the sea, a mean

Doppler frequency shift exists in sea clutter. To extend the

obtained results to all of the frequency bands, the mean

Doppler frequency shifts are commonly expressed by the mean

velocity.

Naturally, the mean velocity of sea clutter is directly

related to wind velocity and wind direction. However, actual

test results show that the mean velocity of sea clutter is not

only related to wind velocity and wind direction but to

electromagnetic waves and polarization direction as well.

Fig. 5.7 shows the actual measurement results [2].

0 !147;.)

I I/ .-'
(1) , 4 1 ll i ,l 0

* 4 0 1 10 12 1 046 4

9 0!8 1.4 4.0 8.0 12.0 in.O 52.0 41
(2) Sll1')

Fig. 5.7
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Fig. 5.7 Relationship Between the Mean Velocity of Different
Polarization Sea Clutter and Wind Velocity and Wave
Height

Key: 1. Upward wind/anabatic wind component
(m/s) of Doppler shift

2. Wave height (ft)
3. Wind velocity with tide corrections

(knots
4. Horizontal polarization
5. Horizontal polarization
6. Vertical polarization
7. Double base data
8. Vertical polarization

We can see from the figure that under the same type of wind

velocity, the mean Doppler frequency shift of horizontal polar-

ization electromagnetic waves is two to four times that of
vertical polarization. Further, the limit value of the sea

clutter's mean velocity is about 7 knots. Although the horizontal

coordinates in the figure are wind velocity, yet the mean
Doppler frequency shift of the horizontal polarization, the wind
velocity and the wave height are all related. The mean Doppler

frequency shift of the vertical polarization is primarily

related to the wave height and directly related to the orbital
velocity of the gravitational waves. These results were measured

in a grazing angle range of 0.1 to 10 degrees.

Naturally, the mean Doppler frequency shifts of the sea
clutter are also related to wind direction. Fig. 5.8 shows the

relationship of the mean velocity and wind direction when in
different polarizations [2].
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Fig. 5.8 Relationship of the Mean Doppler Frequency Shift of
the Sea Clutter and the Wind Direction When There
are Different Polarizations

Key: 1. Doppler frequency shift (m/s)
2. Included angle between wind-wave

direction and transmitting direction
(deg)

3. Vertical polarization
4. 8 r/s wind
5. 1 m wave
6. Horizontal polarization
7. 8 m/s wind
8. 1 m wave

We can see from the figure that a cosine relationship exists

between the mean Doppler frequency shift of the sea clutter

frequency spectrum and the included angle of the wind direction.

These test results were carried out at 5.8 kilomegahertz.

Because the radial velocity of each scattering object of the
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waves has a certain distribution, this causes the Doppler

frequency of the sea clutter to also have a certain distribu-

tion. When the sea becomes turbulent, the distribution of its

velocity enlarges and the frequency spectrum of the clutter

becomes wider. Therefore, the Doppler frequency spectrum width

of sea clutter is-directly related to the sea surface conditions.

Usually, the Doppler frequency spectrum width O'f of sea

clutter is also expressed by velocity frequency spectrum width

dv . The following relationship exists between df and d
v

o.-- -a, '(5.7)

In the formula, % is the radar's operating wave length. d andv
f fare the standard differences of the velocity and frequency.

The following relationship exists between the standard

difference and half power point width for the Gaussian shaped

frequency spectrum

* ,.0.42A/)
o,- 0,42A1 (S. s)

After analysis of a large number of tests on the envelope

detection of sea clutter signals, results as shown in fig. 5.9

can be obtained [2]
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Fig. 5.9 Relationship of the Frequency Spectrum Width of
E.nvelope Detected Sea Clutter Signals, and the

Wind Velocity and Sea Conditions

Key: 1. Wave height (ft)

2. Sea conditions3. Wind velocity (knots)

4. 3 decibel bandwidth of two sided band
clutter frequency spectrum (m/s)

5. Horizontal polarization
6. Vertical polarization
7. Standard difference 0' of Gaussian

v
frequency spectrum (m/s)

The figure gives the relationship between the frequency

spectrum width of the sea clutter, the wind velocity, sea

conditions and wave height when there is different polariza-

tion. We know from the figure that there is basically a direct

relation between these two. The frequency spectrum of seas with

waves ranging from calm to typhoon (wave heights from 1 to 6
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feet) is in the 1-4 meter/second range.

5.1.4 Time and Space Decorrelation of Sea Clutter

When the Doppler frequency spectrum width is known, it is

not difficult to find the decorrelation time of sea clutter.

Naturally, the decorrelation time forms an inverse ratio

with the width of the Doppler frequency spectrum. It can be

understood in this way: the higher the stormy waves of the sea

the wider the sea clutter's Doppler frequency spectrum width

and thus the shorter the decorrelation time of the sea clutter.

If the shape of the sea clutter frequency spectrum is a

Gaussian shape, then

S( )-S '"'"a (5.9)

We know from the analysis that the decorrelation time of the

sea clutter is

" o'" x a, 2v2 x (,

This formula can be expressed by the straight lines in fig. 5.10.
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Fig. 5.10 Relationship of the Decorrelation Time of Sea
Clutter and the Frequency Spectrum Width

Key: 1. Decorrelation time 1'rc(ms)

2' Frequency spectrum standard difference
O v (m/ s)

As regards certain fixed wind velocity or sea conditions,

we can obtain: the Doppler frequency spectrum width (expressed

with velocity) C v from fig. 5.10 and afterwards obtain its

decorrelation time from fig. 5.10 or formula 5.10 based on the

radar's operating wave length.

For example, for second grade sea conditions, that is, when

equal to a wind velocity of 8 knots, we can obtain O as 0.6
v

meters/second from fig. 5.9. From fig. 5.10 we can obtain that

the decorrelation time of sea clutter for radar with 3 centi-

meter wave length is about 10 milliseconds and about 30 milli-

seconds for 10 centimeter wave length radar. We can consider

that this is far greater than the pulse repetition frequency

of radar. In other words, it can be considered that the sea

clutter is correlated in many adjacent echoes.
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The space decorrelation of so-called clutter signals is

the correlation between the two separated radial sea reflect-

ing signals. Because measurement of the time interval of these

two signals is very short, the time decorrelation can be

disregarded.

Tests have proven that the interval required to obtain two

statistically independent echoes is approximately the range

corresponding to one pulse width.
(3) MIL o0u MOM *44¥mOf*O u6gMfho.2-4-.o
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Fig. 5.11 Space Correlation of Radar Sea Clutter

Key: 1. Space correlation coefficient
2. Range shift (multiple of pulse width)
3. Pulse width
4. Polarization: horizontal and vertical
5. Angle of depression
6. Wave height
7. Wind velocity

Fig. 5.11 is the relationship between the space correlation

coefficient when the wavelength is measured at 55 centimeters,

10 centimeters and 5.2 centimeters, and the range interval with

a reduction of the pulse width [2]. We can see from the figure

that whether a very short wave S wave band or C wave band, all
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of the pulse width relations are quite evident. Thus, to

reduce the space correlation, it is necessary to use very

narrow pulse radar.

Furthermore, space correlation also exists in the azimuth

direction. This is mainly determined by the antenna's

azimuth beam width.

5.2 The Effects of Sea Clutter on Target Detection

Because sea clutter has a relatively large equivalent

reflection area, its distribution possibly extends beyond the

radar's range of visibility. We know from the last section that

the equivalent reflection area of sea clutter is the area

determined by the radar pulse unit multiplied by the reflection

coefficient [formula (5.1)]. For example, if the horizontal

beam width of the radar is 1 degree and the pulse width is 1

microsecond, when the range is 10 nautical miles, the area
2irradiated by the radar is 48,000 meters . When the reflection

coefficient of the sea surface is -30 decibels, its equivalent
2reflection area is 48 meters . Such a large equivalent reflection

area can be compared to a small ship.

When the equivalent reflection area of the sea clutter

exceeds a certain limit value, the signal-clutter ratio

S/C is equal to a certain minimum value (S/C)min and it is then

considered that there is no way of detecting the target.

We know from the above that

(,O,). C ('2)e

or it can be written as
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(S/C).a.9,C(r/2)sec+ (5.12)

In these formulas, 6 is the target's equivalent reflection

area; eb is the horizontal beam width; T is the pulse width;

and 0 is the grazing angle.

We can discover from these formulas that when the radar

detection of targets is mainly limited by clutter and not by

receiver noise waves, its maximum detection range is unrelated

to transmitter power. This is because when receiver power is
increased; this not only strengthens the echoes from the target

but also increases the clutter intensity from sea wave reflec-

tion. Yet, this is not equivalent to saying that the power of

the transmitter can be fully reduced because if we reduce the

transmitter's power the clutter signal intensity can reduce

to a level comparable to the receiver's noise waves. At this
time, the radar's detection will, similar to common radar, be

limited by receiver noise waves. In other words, the above

formulas can only be used when the clutter signal intensity is

far greater than the receiver's noise waves. Therefore, there

is no noise coefficient value in the formulas. For the same

reason, antenna gain does not appear in the formulas and it is
hoped that the smaller the horizontal beam width 9 b the

better. This is only to reduce the range irradiated by one
pulse. We can also see from the formulas that to increase the

ability to detect targets from the clutter, the narrower the
pulse width used the better. This is different from the concept

of most radar equations. The narrowing of the transmitted pulses

can reduce the mean power of the irradiated* target or can

increase the bandwidth of the receiver causing the noise waves

to enlarge. However, this can only reduce the range of the noise
wave limitation. Moreover, this can actually increase the
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ability to detect targets in the clutter limitation range.

The (S/C)min in the formula which is similar to the

minimum in a common noise wave limit radar equation can

detect the signal-clutter ratio. To determine the minimum

signal-clutter ratio in a given detection probability and

mean false alarm time, it is only necessary to know the stat-

istical characteristics of the clutter.

As mentioned previously, it is commonly assumed that sea

clutter is composed from a large quantity of reflecting objects

and therefore its statistical characteristics can be expressed

with a Rayleigh distribution (equivalent to narrow band white

noise waves). Yet actual measurements show that the statistical

characteristics of sea clutter are also related to the trans-

mitted pulse width, beam width and the p6larization of the

transmitted electromagnetic waves. When the pulse width is over

1 microsecond, the beam width over 2 degrees, the transmission

carrier frequency between 3 and 6 kilomegahertz and there is a

relatively calm sea, the statistical characteristics of the sea

clutter can be approximated by a Rayleigh distribution. Yet,

when the transmission carrier frequency is above 6 kilomegahertz,

the pulse width smaller than 0.1 microseconds and the beam

width smaller than 1 degree, its distribution deviates from a

Rayleigh distribution. The deviation of horizontal polarization

is more serious and approaches a logarithmic-normal distribu-

tion. For example, radar with an X wave band has a pulse width

of 8 millimicroseconds and its horizontal beam width is 0.9

degrees. When in vertical polarization, the ratio of its

standard difference and mean value is between 1.5 and 2.1 (the

specific value of the Rayleigh distribution is 1.0). The ratio

of the standard difference and mean value of horizontal

polarization is between 6.0 and 13.0. This indicates that even

more peaks will appear on the A type display. This is also to say
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that when in the same mean value the horizontal polarization

will produce more false alarms than the vertical polarization.

This can greatly influence the detection of signals.

Aside from this, because the first power (and not fourth

power) of the radar's maximum detection range in formula (5.12)

directly forms a proportional relationship with all of the

parameters, when these parameters change because of inaccurate

estimation or for other reasons, this can tremendously affect

the maximum detection range in the sea clutter. For example,

when the real target's reflection area is 3 decibels smaller

than the estimate, in the equation for ordinary, noise limiting radar, it can

cause an 84% decrease in maximum detection range, but in the equation for
clutter limiting radar it can cause the maximum detection range to decrease

by one half. Consequently, radar design personnel must very carefully

estimate these parameters to avoid the radar being designed not conforming

to requirements.

On the surface, the range equation of the clutter limit

forms an inverse ratio with the first power of the range. Yet,

in real situations, the echoes of target reflection form an

inverse ratio with the fourth power of the range and the sea

clutter forms an inverse ratio with the third power of the

range (because the equivalent reflection area of the sea waves

forms a direct ratio with the first power of the range and

eliminates the first power). However, in far distance inter-

ference areas, the target echo forms an inverse ratio with the

eighth power of the range. The intensity of the sea clutter in

the interference area forms an inverse ratio with the seventh

power of the range. If the target has a fixed height, then the

critical angle of the target is smaller than the critical angle

of the clutter. The interference area of the target is even

further than the interference area of the clutter. A strange

phenomenon can be produced at this time. That is, the target

can be detected at close range and when the range enlarges
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the target will bedrowned out in the clutter. Yet, when the

range increases again, the target can be detected up to the

maximum area until the target echo and clutter are completely

drowned out in the noise waves of the receiver. This can be

explained by the schematic in fig. 5.12 [1].

-f % (3 )

I ,1,(4)

6) R

(1)(

Fig. 5.12 The Target Echoes and Clutter Power Change With the
Range (the Shaded Area Indicates That the Target -
Clutter Ratio is Detectable)

Key: 1. Target and clutter power (logarithmic
coordinate)

2. Range (logarithmic coordinate)
3. Clutter echo
4. Target echo
5. Receiver's noise level
6. Detectable
7. Non-detectable
8. Detectable

The solid line in the figure is the target echo power of

the logarithmic coordinates which changes with the range. At

first, it forms an inverse ratio with the fourth power of the

range and later changes to form an inverse ratio with the

eighth power of the range. The broken line is the change of

the clutter power with the range. At first it forms an inverse

ratio with the third power of the range and later forms an

inverse ratio with the seventh power of the range. The shaded
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area indicates the target echo intensity exceeding the clutter

and this can be detected.

70A
(1) _

SO II fl

D .2 l45 10 20 304050, 100

(2 ) WX(krd)

Fig. 5.13 Actual Measurement Results of Different Ship
Targets in Different Wave Lengths

(A)- N% =150 centimeters h a=47 0 foot small boat:
WB-1% =9.1 centimeters ha=21 foot cargo ship;
(C)-'=10 centimeters ha -=470 foot destroyer;
(D)- A =3.2 centimeters h =60 foot, 40 ton
trawler.a
Key: 1. Relative echo power (dB)

2. Range (kyd)

3. R8 slope

This theory has already been experimentally verified.

Fig. 5.13 draws the actual measurement results of different

ship targets when there are different wavelengths. Three

different wavelengths are used in the figure for the actual
measurement of four different types of ships. it can be seen

that almost all have noticeable turns from R to R . Its
turning point range occurs in R44h oh

h is the antenna's height and ht is the targets height). Onlya
when in a relatively high angle of elevation (curve C) is the

turning relatively mild.

The above discussion is only applicable in situations when

the grazing angle is relatively small. Yet, when the grazing
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angle is very large and is close to vertical (e.g., airborne

radar detecting targets on the water), the situation is differ-
ent. At this time, the irradiated area is mainly determined by

the polyhedral angle Q b of the radar beam but is unrelated
to the radar's transmission pulse width. At this time, the

signal-clutter ratio is determined by the following formula.

S

At this time, the maximum detectable range is

. . uG,sin+

a.4X(SlC).,. ,(5.

In the formula, G is the antenna gain.

This formula forms an inverse ratio with the square of
the range of different areas of formula (5.8). It is unrelated
to the transmitted pulse width. In reality, when in a grazing

angle which is close to vertical, the value of Oo is very

large, approaching 0 decibels.

Lastly, although formulas (5.12) and (5.14) are for the

detection of single pulses, yet when the number of pulses

increases these formulas can still be used because with the

increase of the target echo, the clutter echo number also
increases. In other words, at this time, use of the accumulation
technique cannot raise the signal-clutter ratio.

5.3 The Method of Suppressing Sea Clutter and Its Existing
Problems

Here, we are not prepared to introduce in detail each of
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the various methods of suppressing sea clutter but will only

discuss and compare the basic principles and performances.

To reduce the jamming of sea clutter, it is first necessary

to, as best as possible, reduce the intensity of the sea clutter.

We know from formula (5.1) that to reduce the intensity of sea

clutter it is necessary to, as best as possible, increase the

resolution of the radar, that is, to reduce the azimuth beam

width and reduce the transmitted pulse width. Yet, this can

bring about a series of problems. After the azimuth beam becomes

narrow, two problems will be produced. One can cause the dis-

tribution of the sea clutter to deviate from a Rayleigh

distribution and become even closer to a logarithmic-normal

distribution. As mentioned previously, this can cause the number

of peaking pulses to increase and as a result enlarge the false

alarm rate. The other problem is reducing the number of pulses

which can provide accumulation. More succinctly, this is reduc-

ing the beam's staying time. If this staying time is smaller

than the correlation time of the sea clutter (about 10 milli-

seconds in the X wave band), then none of the obtained clutter

pulses are independent. This can reduce the effective accumulated

gain of the target in a clutter background.

The narrowing of the transmitted pulse can produce three

problems. One is the same as with the narrowing of the beam

width. It can cause the statistical distribution of the sea

clutter to become even closer to a logarithmic-normal distribu-

tion and thus enlarge the false alarm rate. Another problem is

the possible reduction of the mean power of the radar trans-

mission which reduces the detection range under a noise wave

limitation. Although this problem can be remedied by pulse

compression yet it can result in a large increase of the

equipment's complex level. The third problem is that extremely

narrow pulses can also cause the Doppler frequency spectrum
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width of the sea clutter to become narrow because it can

already discriminate the single sea waves at this time. For

example, some people use narrow beam X wave band radar with a

pulse width of only 8 millimicroseconds. When in a wind

velocity of 8-15 knots, the measured 0 value is in the 0.0001o
to 0.0036 meters/second range. This enlarges the clutter's

correlation time to 2-60 seconds. Such a long correlation time

causes it to be completely impossible to raise the signal-

clutter ratio by accumulation. Therefore, the narrowing of the

pulse width also has certain limitations.

The other method for reducing the influence of sea clutter

is the so-called constant false alarm rate signal processing

technique. At present, this technique is mainly carried out in

scanning but not between scanning. That is, it mainly con-

siders the problem of the false alarm rate constant of the

first threshold (amplitude quantization) output.

The earliest and simplest constant false alarm rate used

was the logarithmic amplifier fast time constant circuit

(lg-FTC) (5]. We know that the logarithmic amplifier not only
has a very large dynamic range but also has the special feature

of output variance as the constant. That is, when the input is

a Rayleigh distribution, no matter how large the variance of
the input, the variance of its output is always constant;

equivalent to a2 7 2/24 (in this expression, a is the slope of

the logarithmic characteristics). Only the mean value of the

output changes with the mean value of the input. Sea clutter

has relatively large variance and mean value at close range.

Both of these decrease with the enlargement of the range. After
the amplitude distribution of the sea clutter which is close

to a Rayleigh distribution is added to a logarithmic amplifier,

its output becomes a constant fluctuation which only has a

waveform with a mean value which changes with the range (see
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fig. 5.14 (b) and (c). This output can only be added to a

circuit with a fast time constant which can eliminate its

mean component and become completely analogous to the

receiver noise wave signals. By adding this type of waveform

to a quantized circuit witI fixed threshold level, we can

obtain a constant false alarm rate.

When the input is a logarithmic-normal distribution, we

can use a logarithmic-normal amplifier [6]. This type of

amplifier has an even larger suppression effect on the peak

pulses with large amplitude.

(5)
MIT

....... (3)

(2) m e (4) "Me

(8 ) ...... . .

(6) n , (10
( ) ( N

Fig. 5.14 Waveform Changes of Sea Clutter After Using
Logarithmic-Fast Time Constant Circuits

(a) Receiver's internal noise waves;
(b) Sea clutter;
(c) Using logarithmic amplifier output;
(d) Output after using fast time constant

circuits

Key: 1. Amplitude x
2. Time t
3. Anplitude x
4. Time t
5. Intrinsic noise wave
6. Output y
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Key: 7. Time t
8. Intrinsic noise wave
9. Output y

10. Time t 7

Modern constant false alarm rate circuits widely utilize

digital circuits. At present, the most commonly used is the

logarithmic unit mean selection of a large false alarm circuit

163. In reality, this evolves from the digitilzation of the
above mentioned logarithmic fast time constant circuit.

Fig. 5.15 is a flow chart of its principle. After the Rayleigh

distribution signals pass through the logarithmic detector,

we can obtain an output with a constant variant. The unit mean

method is used to reduce its mean value, that is, in each n/2

unit before and after the detected unit, we use a tap delay

line to derive the transient amplitude of each unit. After-

wards, we carry out summation to obtain the mean. To eliminate

the boundary effects we use the method of selecting the larger

of the mean values of the two sides. When this type of circuit

is in 20 decibel step jumping clutter, the increase of the

false alarm rate will not reach a parametric level.

6 a i410 (5)

Fig. 5.15 Flow Chart of the Principle of the Logarithmic Two
Sided Unit Mean Selection a Large False Alarm Rate

Key: 1. Selected large circuit
2. Logarithmic detector
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Key: 3. Tap delay line
4. n/2 level
5. Tap delay line
6. n/2 level

When this type of circuit is used to suppress sea clutter,

it is still a type of parametric detector. That is, its input

signal distribution (Rayleigh) is known and there is only an

unknown parameter which requires estimation. As mentioned

previously, the distribution of the sea clutter is often not

accurately detailed in advance but usually deviates from the

Rayleigh distribution. Therefore, at present, the non-para-

metric detector is commonly used. This type of detector does

not require a known clutter distribution to be able to obtain

the output of the constant false alarm rate. The simplest

non-parametric detector is the "rank value detector." The

chart of its principle is shown in fig. 5.16. It compares the

amplitudes of the detected unit and each n/2 unit; when its

amplitude is larger than the latter's, the comparators output

is 1 otherwise it is 0. The summation of the comparator's

output can obtain a rank value R corresponding to the detected

unit. By comparing this rank value and a fixed threshold we

can obtain a constant false alarm rate output unrelated to the

input distribution.

(1), (3)

Fig. 5.16
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Fig. 5.16 Chart of the Principle of the Rank Value Detector

Key: 1. Tap delay line
2. n/2 level
3. Tap delay line
4. n/2 level

The major shortcoming of this type of constant false alarm

rate processor is that it only takes the false alarm rate into

account in one scanning, that is, the first threshold false

alarm. Yet, because sea clutter has very strong correlation,
that is in many continuous scannings, its peak positions have
very great correlation. Therefore, after spot shaped sea

clutter uses this type of constant false alarm rate circuit,
there can still form a false alarm rate output in the detector.

Moreover, when using the amplitude discrimination method, it is

very difficult to obtain a visible angle in the clutter.

The frequency spectrum discrimination method showed rela-

tively good results for suppressing sea clutter. This method

uses the difference of the sea clutter and the target echo's
Doppler frequency spectrum. For example, the typical moving

target display and Doppler system use the target echo's

Doppler frequency shift. Yet, because the sea clutter itself
has Doppler frequency shifts, when this frequency shift is

relatively large, it will also be displayed by the moving target
in most moving target display systems.

Improvement factor I of a moving target display system is
defined as the specific value of the output signal-clutter

ratio and input signal-clutter ratio, that is

o/C,

5(5.15)
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If the clutter attenuation after using a certain system

is CA, then

CA-- (5.16)
77

Then the improvement factor can be written as

- ,~CA (5. 17)S

We know from analysis that the improvement-factor of a

primary canceller for a Gaussian frequency spectrum can be

written as -

1 -expC- 2 (2. .l Fj)OS4X " (5.18)

In the formula, . is the standard difference of the
v clutter frequency spectrum (expressed

by meters/second);

V is the mean value of the clutter
frequency spectrum-(meters/second);

A is the wavelength (meters), F is the
pulse repetition frequency. P

For this reason, we can draw the relationship between the

improvement factor and clutter frequency spectrum width d v
(fig. S.17) [3]. The solid lines in the figure indicate the

situation wherein mean Doppler frequency shift V is zero and
the broken lines are the situation when V # 0.
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Fig. 5.17 Limitation of the Single Canceller's Improvement
Factor on Sea Clutter (Horizontal Polarization)

Key: 1. Improvement factor (dB)
2. Approximate sea condition
3. Standard difference of clutter

frequency spectrum
4. (Up and downward wind situation)

Because dv is related to a certain sea condition as

shown in fig. 5.9, the abscissa also draws the corresponding

sea condition. We know from the figure that the more adverse

the sea conditions the smaller its improvement factor. More-

over, when the mean Doppler frequency shift is not equal to
zero the situation is even more wanting and when the wave
length shrinks or repetition frequency lowers (i.e., A F

p
decreases), the improvement factor is more wanting. For example,

when radar operates at 3 centimeters, the repetition frequency
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Fp is 1,000, the sea condition is level 1 and its improvement
factor is only 5 decibels.

In the past, the wind velocity compensation method was

used to compensate for the mean Doppler frequency. Yet, because
the mean Doppler frequency shift is not only related to the

wind velocity but also to the wind direction, when the antenna

rotates, it cannot realize total compensation.

There is another relatively effective method for shipborne

and airborne radar called the "time average clutter coherent

moving target display system" (TACCAR). It is also now called the

self adapting moving target display system. This type of system

can quickly measure the mean Doppler frequency shift of the

clutter and at the same time the notch of the clutter suppres-

sion filter will automatically align the clutter frequency
spectrums with the Doppler frequency shifts. The drawback of

this method is that the equipment is relatively complex and it

cannot simultaneously suppress clutter with different Doppler

frequency shifts.

The pulsed Doppler system possesses parallel Doppler filter

sets. At present, all Doppler filter sets usually use the fast

Fourier transformation method for the signals to accomplish
equivalent formation. It has excellent suppression power for

various types of clutter.

Moreover, at the same time, it can suppress various types

of clutter with different Doppler frequency shifts. Yet, its
equipment is even more complex, its manufacturing cost is

higher and it cannot be fitted on most shipborne radar. At

present, it is mainly used in airborne radar to suppress very

strong ground clutter. However, when the wind and waves are

relatively large and the clutter frequency spectrum widens,
the necessary band-suppression filter becomes very wide and
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as a result filters out the useful target in the very high

velocity range.

5.4 Frequency Correlation of Sea Clutter

Just as frequency agility can cause target echo decorrela-

tion, the jump of the transmitted frequency can cause sea

clutter decorrelation. However, because sea clutter can be

viewed as a collection of a large number of reflecting objects,

its frequency correlation and the target's frequency correla-

tion also have their differences. We will first theoretically

calculate the frequency correlation of sea clutter.

We let R (i,j) be the standardized correlation coefficientx
between the i clutter and j clutter. Moreover, we let X and

Xj be the voltage received in i times and j times.

We know from the definition of the correlation coefficient

that

The clutter signal voltage received can be obtained fromt
the convolution of transmitted waveform "A (t) and clutter

response c(t).

X,- 0 C *( )

For the transmitted pulse with a carrier frequency of .

and a bandwidth of Tp, 1"i (t) can be written as

IL( 14 (5.20)
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The autocorrelation of X is

-=-<Cc (I )-El( I )JCC (I )7( # ) )

JF-~(6.21)

In the formula, c(f) and AM(f) are the Fourier transform-

ations of c(t) and A(t).

If the clutter echo from a radar's transmitted pulse can

be viewed as the collection of a large quantity of randomly

distributed scattered points, then c(t) is the sum of the

tightly distributed S (t) function in time. This also accur-

atily expresses white noise waves. Therefore, its frequency

spectrum c(f) can be taken as uniformly distributed and2
c (f) can be replaced by power density co.

For the i transmitted pulse

R,( t) -T-sinc (To(1 +1,) +--!sinc {, -M)
2 2

(5.22)

In the formula,

sin c (X ) - s ,x "

When formula (5.22) is substituted into formula (5.21) we can

obtain
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(Sin t,( / +I1)+sincT,( -/))) d (5.23)

Because the product of sinc < p (f+fi,f )> and sinc < Tp

(f-fi f) > is zero, after collation, we can obtain

X-D -- -.~cC (/,/,D(5.24)"

and

C.-?- (5.25)

4

By substituting formula (5.19) in we can obtain

Rx( I, I)-sinc("(I,-/,)) (5.26)

If received clutter signal x is added to the square-law

detector, the output is y. We then know from the special

features of the square-law detector that

7/( )'-. 3

and

,- 3 3. , i) 3s.ZT)

Therefore, we can consider that the normalized frequency

correlation coefficient of the square-law detector output

terminal's clutter signal is
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p (A) -RI( i, I.)- ssnnc T,(PA) "/

- (5.28)

In the formula, Ad f is the change of the transmitted frequency

and Tp is the pulse width.

When p 6f=1, the function of the sin 2x/x2 form decreases

to zero and when A f > 1, it decreases to 0.05. In other

words, we can consider that when the frequency change is larger

than 1/r, its echo signals are uncorrelated.

Raindrops can be considered to be formed from a large number

of small reflecting objects and are very close to this

theoretical model. Thus, their frequency correlation coefficient

can very well be expressed by the above formula.

However, the situation is totally different for sea clutter.
This is especially the case when the beam width is small and the

pulse width is narrow so that a large number of reflecting

objects cannot be included in a transmitting pulse. Therefore,
the above mentioned theoretical formula cannot describe the real

situation very well.

In 1967, some people carried out a large number of tests

using 5 centimeter (5.70 kilomegahertz) radar with a beam width

of 2.5 degrees and horizontal and vertical polarization in

different pulse widths (2]. The results are shown in fig. 5.18.
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Fig. 5.18 The Product of the Frequency Correlation Coefficient
and Pulse Width and the Frequency Difference

Key: 1. Correlation coefficient
2. Test results of relatively low sea

conditions
3. Analytical curve of many reflecting

objects

4. 0 .2 -0 .40 angle of depression
5. 10-40 knots wind velocity
6. 1-8 ft. waves

The top curve in the figure is the theoretical curve of
2 2.sin x/x . The lower curve is the measured results when there

are relatively calm sea conditions (wind velocity 3-9 knots,

wave height -23 feet, 100 grazing angle). Each separation

point represents the results of measurements when in relatively
high sea conditions (wind velocity is 10-40 knots, wave height

is 1-8 feet).

We know from the figure that the calmer the sea conditions

the larger the deviation between the obtained results and the

theoretical values. This is also understandable because the

larger the wind and waves the more numerous the sea waves

split into small scattering objects. Thus, it is relatively

closer to assumed conditions during theoretical analysis. On

the contrary, when the wind and waves are smaller, the sea
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waves mainly combine into one wave.

When 'T L fC 1, the test measured correlation coefficient
p

is slightly smaller than 1. This is a result of the slight time

decorrelation when there is a small frequency difference. When

Sp 6 f > 1 and the pulse width is 0.1, 0.3 and 1.0 micro-
seconds, its correlation coefficient is always smaller than 0.2.
If we take into account that the receiver's noise waves and

sampling pulse have certain widths, when the correlation

coefficient is smaller than 0.2 it can be considered that the
echoes are basically decorrelated.

Polarization has a very small effect on the measurement of

the frequency correlation coefficient. Fig. 5.19 is the
measured frequency correlation coefficient of a C wave band

radar with a pulse width of 0.1 microseconds under vertical

and horizontal polarization [21.

.I 1. 10. 0 . O

(2)' 1*4(M.)

Pig. 5.19 The Frequency Correlation Coefficient When There
are Different Polarizations (C Wave Band Radar
With Pulse Width of 0.1 Microseconds)

In the figure, line band I indicates the distribution
of the data and the point which the curve passes
through is its mean value.
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Key: 1. Frequency correlation coefficient
2. Frequency difference (MHz)
3. Vertical polarization
4. Horizontal polarization

The solid line in the figure is vertical polarization and the

broken line is horizontal polarization. We can see from the

figure that when the frequency difference is very small and

very large, the results for the vertical polarization and
horizontal polarization are basically the same and, moreover,

the data's dispersity is also relatively large. The data

dispersity of horizontal polarization is even larger yet the

actual dispersity is not that serious. This is because when the
data is measured in 5 seconds all of the frequencies are

reduced the same average scattering power beforehand. In this
way, the invariant data maintained during the entire measuring

period is eliminatd.

Similar results were obtained from the tests on raindrop

clutter [2]. When the radar operates at a fixed frequency, the

measured correlation time of the raindrops is about 1-5

milliseconds (C wave band). If we use jumping frequency between
the pulses, to attain very good decorrelation it is only

necessary that the product of the jumping frequency difference

and pulse width be equal to 1. Fig. 5.20 gives the test results
when there are different pulse widths. The radar used in the

test operated in the C wave band (5.7 kilomegahertz), the

radar's beam diameter in the strobe gate area was 195 meters,
the pulse width ranged from 0.4 to 3.2 microseconds and the

frequency difference between the pulses was about 500 kilo-

hertz. Thus, there is no 2'A f < 1 data for the relatively
wide pulse width.
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Fig. 5.20 Relationship of the Frequency Correlation Coefficient
of Raindrop Clutter and Frequency Deviation
(Frequency: 5.7 Kilomegahertz, Beam Diameter:
650 Feet)

Key: 1. Rainfall: 20mm/h

In the figure, each point represents 1,000 samples and are thus

the result of a large quantity average. Rainfall during the
test was quite high (reaching 20mm/h) and the obtained results

2 2matched well the theoretical curve of sin x/x . Thus, we know

that the use of jumping frequency between pulses can also

cause raindrop clutter to decorrelate well. This is also to

say that we can use the frequency agility technique to
eliminate the jamming of raindrop clutter [8].

Results for tests on ground clutter also showed that

frequency correlation was minimum when the frequency difference
1

is -Y. Fig. 5.21 draws the measured results of C wave band

radar with a pulse width of 2 microseconds on ground clutter.
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Fig. 5.21 Frequency Decorrelation Test Results of C Wave Band
Radar With a Pulse Width of 2 Microseconds on
Ground Clutter

Key: 1. Receiver's noise waves

In the figure, the vertical coordinate is the difference
of the 2 adjacent carrier frequencies which is the mean square

root value (expressed in decibels) of the pulse echo amplitude

difference of A f. The horizontal coordinate is the frequency
difference 4 f of the adjacent pulse. It can be discovered
from the figure that when frequency difference d f-j/lr, the
mean square root value of its adjacent echo amplitude difference

is maximum so that at this time the frequency correlation
coefficient is minimal. When the frequency difference contin-

uously enlarges, the mean square root value of its echo

amplitude difference actually lowers so that its frequency

correlation coefficient enlarges.

As mentioned previously, the characteristics of sea clutter

frequency decorrelation do not exist in high resolution radar.
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This is because when the radar's resolution unit is infinite-

simal, it does not have a large number of reflecting objects
but can only discriminate single sea waves. Its Doppler

frequency spectrum correlation time is very long.

For example, the American Naval Research Laboratory used

a high resolution radar with X wave band to carry out actual

measurements tl0). This radar's beam width was 0.50, pulse
width was grade 2, short pulses were 20 millimicroseconds, long

pulses were 100 millimicroseconds and the pulse repetition

frequency was 2,560 hertz. Thus, its time decorrelation can be

overlooked.

When radar is fitted on an aircraft, the aircraft's speed

is 180 knots, range is 2 nautical miles, grazing angle is 4.7°,

there is horizontal or vertical polarization, the flight

direction is windward, leeward and cross, then the wind velocity

is 25-31 knots, the height of the waves is 2.4 meters and the
height of surges is 3.6 meters. Based on calculations of data

measured at 12.8 second intervals, its decorrelation time was

found in the large range of 12 milliseconds to 193 milliseconds.
The total average is 94 milliseconds, the average decorrelation

time for short pulses is 124 milliseconds and 64 milliseconds

for long pulses. The smaller the resolution unit the longer the
decorrelation time. However, they were all much longer than the

decorrelation time (10 microseconds) of most low resolution

X wave band radar.

We can see from this that frequency decorrelation and high

resolution are mutually contradictory. However, to as best as

possible reduce the effective reflection area of the sea
clutter, it is not advantageous to use very low resolution

radar which usually takes no effect on frequency decorrelation

as the limit (about 1 degree, 0.1 microseconds).
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5.5 Use of the Frequency Agility Technique to Suppress the
Jamming of Sea Clutter

As mentioned previously, the best method for suppressing

clutter jamming is frequency domain selection which is using

the diffevence between the clutter and target echo on the

frequency spectrum. Corresponding techniques are the self

adapting moving target display and pulsed Doppler methods.
However, their major drawback is that the equipment is too

complex so that there are large technical difficulties.

Use of the frequency agility technique can also suppress

sea clutter jamming. It basically uses the difference of the

target echo and clutter in statistical characteristics when

the radar operates in frequency agility. This is a type of time

domain selection method.

We know from the last section that frequency agility can

cause clutter decorrelation of the adjacent period. This

resolves the as yet unsolved problem of most constant false

alarm rate signal processors. After frequency decorrelation,

the statistical characteristics of the clutter are completely

the same as the noise waves. Therefore, the use of common

incoherent accumulation can raise the signal-clutter ratio.

Although frequency agility can cause target echo decor-

relation to become fast speed fluctuation, yet only after

accumulating a certain number of waves does the target's echo

amplitude gradually approach its mean value and the variance

of the clutter greatly decrease. This can be seen by comparing

the clutter of fixed frequency and the probability density
function of the target's amplitude when there is frequency

agility [11]. Fig. 5.22 delineates the changes of the

probability density function of clutter and targets with

clutter and targets with clutter under ; types of situations.
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Fig. 5.22 Changes of the Accumulator Output Clutter and
Target With Clutter When There is Fixed
Frequency and Frequency Agility

(a) Probability density function when there is
single observation with fixed frequency;

(b) Probability density function after 10
accumulations with fixed frequency;

(c) Probability density function after 10
accumulations with frequency agility
(there is only clutter decorrelation);

(d) The same as (c) but the clutter and target
echo have simultaneous decorrelation.

Key: 1. Probability density
2. Receiver's voltage
3. Only clutter"
4. Threshold
5. Target,.with clutter
6. Probability density
7. Accumulated receiver voltage
8. Only clutter
9. Target with clutter
10. Probability density
110 Accumulated receiver voltage
12. Only clutter
13. Target with clutter
14. Probability density
15. Accumulated receiver voltage
16. Only clutter
17. Target-with clutter
18. Threshold level

In the figure, (a) and (b) are the probability density functions

of the clutter and signal with clutter after a single observa-

tion or the accumulation of 10 observations when the radar

operates in fixed frequency; (c) and (d) are the probability

density functions of the output after the accumulation of 10

observations when the radar operates in frequency agility. We

can see from the figure that when the radar operates in fixed

frequency, the clutter %.'istribution of a single observation is

similar to the receiver's noise waves. To attain a lower false

alarm rate it is necessary to raise the threshold. When the

radar operates in fixed frequency, the correlation time
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of the clutter is relatively long and therefore the accumula-
tion of 10 observations cannot change its probability density

distribution. It is, however, equivalent to a 10 fold increase

of the horizontal coordinate and is similar to the situation

of a signal with clutter. Thus, we cannot raise its detection

probability. If the situations are different when the radar

operates in frequency agility, the decorrelation effect of the

frequency agility causes its probability density distribution

to encircle the area of its mean value. If fig. 5.22 (c) only
has clutter decorrelation this will be similar to the detection

process when there is noise wave limitation in the receiver.

The clutter changes in the same way as the noise wave being

uncorrelated from pulse to pulse. After accumulation, we can

obtain a more constant mean value because the accumulation in
this type of situation is equivalent to adding independent

samplings to the statistical distribution of pulses. This can
greatly reduce the false alarm probability when there are

similar threshold values. If the false alarm probability is

maintained invariant, this can lower the threshold level and

raise detection probability. In real situations, after the

radar operates in frequency agility, the probability density
function is as shown in fig. 5.22 (d). The probability density

function of a target with clutter is also concentrated in the

area of its mean value. At this time, there can be an even

lower false alarm probability and even higher detection

probability. Naturally, at this time the first determined

conditions, the mean value of the sea clutter, must be lower
than the mean value of the target with clutter. Therefore, this

type of method can only attain visibility under clutter.

It is not satisfactory to use the above mentioned method

of only transmitting two types of carrier frequencies to

attain frequency decorrelation. This is because after being done

in this way, the amplitude of one pulse each interval is still
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correlated. Therefore, it is necessary to use the frequency

agility method which is random jumping frequency or step

jumping frequency.

The decorrelation of sea clutter with frequency agility

was proven early through test results. The results of the 1964

tests conducted along Sweden's west coast on sea clutter were

published in 1970 (12]. The radar used in the tests had a

700 kilowatt rotary tuned magnetron (YJ1180). Its agility range

was 8.9-9.4 kilomegahertz, agility bandwidth was 500 megahertz,

and the repetition period was 525 microseconds. This caused

random vibration of the repetition period in the 40 microseconds

interval and thus the realization of random jumping frequency.

The radar used had intermediate resolution, its pulse width was

0.5 microseconds, horizontal beam width was 1.4 degrees and

vertical beam width was 30 degrees. The antenna frame was 80

meters and during detection the antenna did not rotate and the

beam was aimed at the wave front of the sea waves. At the time of

the tests, the wind velocity was roughly 10 meters/second, wave

height was 3-5 feet and the sea condition was level 3. After-

wards, a 1 microsecond wide range gate was used to carry out

gating on the sea clutter wherein sea clutter at a range of 3

kilometers and 6 kilometers were photographed. The results are

shown in fig. 5.23.
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Fig. 5.23 Photographs of Sea Clutter When There is Fixed
Frequency (FF) and Frequency Agility (FA)

(a) Range of 3 kilometers;
(b) 6 kilometers.

It is clear from the figure that when the radar is operating in

fixed frequency (FF), the correlation time of the sea clutter is
quite long and when operating in frequency agility (FA), there

is basically no correlation between the pulses. We can also

carry out statistical analysis of the measured test results to

calculate its correlation coefficient. The correlation

coefficient P C ) for an unlimited number of samples is

defined as - X( )X(+v) (i) 3  (5-9)

X'(
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In the formula, X(t) is the signal. When there are a limited

number of sample values, its correlation coefficient can be

written as

Ex1X,+. - E.,,
i. i.I(5.30)

In the formula, n= 'V/Tp, and Tp is the pulse repetition period.

The statistically obtained results are shown in fig. 5.24.
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Fig. 5.24 Correlation Function Test Results When There is
Fixed Frequency and Frequency Agility

In the figure, (a) and (b) are fixed frequency and (c) and (d)

are frequency agility. (a) and (c) are the results at 3 kilo-

meters and (b) and (d) are the results at 6 kilometers. We can

see from the figure that when in fixed frequency, the standard

difference dt of the correlation time is separately 2.5 and

2.4 milliseconds. The relationship between standard differences
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lf and 4t of the frequency spectrum density function is

.1
(5.31)

From the standard difference of the velocity shown in figure

(5.7) we can obtain the following individual values:

Key: I. Range (kilometers)
2. (Milliseconds)
3. (Hertz)
4. (Meters/second)

However, when the radar is operating in frequency agility,

its correlation time is very short and we can consider that

there is no correlation between the pulses. For this reason, we

can obtain

Key: 1. When

However, when there is random frequency Jumping, it cannot be

considered that the frequency difference of each continuous

pulse is greater than the critical frequency difference.
Therefore, all of the pulses are not necessarily independent.

As regards noise waves, all of the samples in each range

interval are statistically independent; their variant is
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r 2.After accumulation N times, the obtained mean variant is

2 which is 1
wN times the original.

NI
S(6.33)

However, the case is different for correlated clutter. At
this time because each sample is not completely independent,

after accumulating N pulses, its independent sample number is
not equal to N. Here, we can replace it with an equivalent
independent sample number N . N also represents the reducede e
multiple after the clutter fluctuation passes through the

accumulator. If the signal received is x, the output in the
square-rule detector is y and the output of the accumulator is

z, the Ne is defined as

N.=
"0,--2 (5.34)

Key: 1. [Fluctuation/mean value] 2 in the input
terminal of the accumulator

2. [Fluctuation/mean value] 2 in the output
terminal of the accumulator

Here, Cry and z are the standard differences of y and z.

If all of the samples are independent, the N e=n; if the
samples are completely correlated, then N =1. N can act as ai e e

measure for the ability of the accumulator in a reduced
fluctuation component.

Because
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N

Zu- yr (535)
i-I

and

C1-, (5.36)

When formulas (5.35) and (5.36) are substituted into

formula (5.34) and we express it with the correlation
coefficient R of y, we can obtain

y

"" 5i/3u* 1 (s53T)

We can use the correlation coefficient of x from formula

(5.27) to express

N N (.38)

Diagonal symmetry can be used to simplify the double sum

in the formula

N.- N
2 +---__(5.39)Z N . (N - k ) R x.( h )

If we know the sea clutter's correlation coefficient

Rx(i,j), we can find its equivalent independent sample number

Ne
e
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We can obtain the actually measured sea wave correlation

coefficient from fig. 5.24. From these measurement results we

can obtain the equivalent relationship between independent

sample number Ne and pulse number N as shown in fig. 5.25.

(3

2Ito

1# 2O 30 40.(5)
N

Fig. 5.25 Equivalent Independent Sample Number Obtained From
Actual Measurements

Key: 1. Ideal decorrelation N =N
e

2. Frequency agility R=3km
3. Frequency agility 6km
4. Fixed frequency R=6km
5. Fixed frequency R=3km

The equivalent independent sample number of fixed frequency when

there are 20 transmitted pulses is 2.3 and when there is

frequency agility it is 13.4. From the formula deduced by Marcum

and Swerling we can calculate a 14 decibel improvement with

frequency agility. In this, about 8 decibels were obtained

because of target decorrelation (i.e., the reduced fluctuation

loss of the fast speed fluctuation as compared to the slow

fluctuating signals). The remaining 6 decibels were obtained

from clutter decorrelation. However, the improvement of these

6 decibels is verl valuable because, as mentioned previously,-3
the echo intensity of sea clutter usually changes with R3.

Therefore, the signal/clutter 6 decibel gain signifies that the

clutter limitation range wave increased 4 fold.

The correlation coefficient in formula (5.39) can also be

directly calculated. We can obtain the frequency decorrelation
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relation of sea clutter from formula (5.26).

Yet, at this time, aside from the frequency decorrelation

caused by frequency agility, there is also'the commonly
existing time decorrelation. If the decorrelation of clutter in

time is determined by the Gaussian theorem, then

R.114 ep Iti ] (5.40)

In the formula, t -t1 is the time between the i pulse and j
pulse, and T is 4 times the standard difference of thec

Gaussian curve.

In this way, the total decorrelation of sea clutter should
be the product of frequency decorrelation and time decorrela-

tion.

R.( i, I)-sincCrP,(,-f,))exp - (5.41)

Only if we know the law of the jumping frequency and the

sea clutter's correlation time rc can we find the total
correlation coefficient of the total sea clutter from formula
(5.41). (Aftirwards, based on the accumulated pulse number N, in

,we can find the suppression effect of the accumulator on sea

clutter by fincing the equivalent independent sample number Ne

Below we will take a look at the equivalent independent

sample number when in sinusoidal frequency modulation.

A chatter tuned magnetron is commonly used in shipborne

radar (see chapter VI) as the source of frequency agility.
The tuning frequency of the magnetron is sinusoidal modulated.

When its modulated angular frequency is W m and initial phase

angle is 69, then its tuning frequency can be expressed by
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the following formula

/-At, sin(J + e) (5.42)

In the formula, fA is the amplitude of the modulation

frequency which is also the maximum frequency agility range.

If the radar's pulse repetition frequency is fixed and its

pulse repetition period is a constant then the radar's trans-

mitted carrier frequency uses the equi-spaced T opposite the
P

sinusoidal wave sample. The difference of the carrier frequencies

of the i pulse and j pulse is

-in(ji..,+ 0 ) (5.43)

When it is substituted into formula (5.41), we can obtain

R2 i., I )u sine{TAIA Csn(iC.rp+ 9 )-sin(jO.,+ )))

In this way, for the jumping frequency law with a sinusoidal
form ( . fA" m and 9 ), we can calculate the equivalent

independent sample number Ne, when N pulses are accumulated

based on the parameters of the radar (pdlse repetition period

TV0 pulse width T p) and the characteristics of the sea clutter

(correlation time ?c). Then we can know the suppression level

of the sea clutter.

Because the modulation frequency law of the sinusoidal

form itself is periodic and the sample interval is equi-spaced,

when there is a simple integral multiple relation between pulse

repetition frequency Fp and modulation frequency fm' the trans-

mitted carrier frequency can only repeat once after separation

for a very small integral multiple period. This can naturally
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increase its correlation and cause a reduction of the effect-

ive pulse number N e . When fm=(J/i)Fp, (j and i are integrals),

the smaller the number of j and i the stronger its correlation.
For example, when FR=2,250 hertz and fm=2,250/2=1,125 hertz,

the transmitted pulse carrier frequency is the same each time.
This is equivalent to the situation with fixed frequency.

Therefore, if the pulse repetition frequency is fixed the

problem of selecting a modulation frequency fm naturally exists.

The selection of a suitable fm value can cause the number of

dissimilar carrier frequency pulses to be maximum. Because the
value of Ne is also related to the initial phase angle 9 ,
when necessary a mean is taken for the different initial phase

9 in each f value. Its calculation is quite complex.

For this reason, some people have used an electronic

computer which employs a Fortran program to compute the follow-

ing specific cases [13). Assuming FR=2, 250 hertz (i.e. T,=444
microseconds), and pulse width =0.1 microseconds, the

accumulated pulse number Ne which can be supplied in the beam

equals 30, the maximum frequency modulation range f A=70
megahertz, the sea clutter's correlation time is 2.4 milli-

seconds, and for f from 210 to 1,150 hertz in each interval ofm

10 hertz the mean value of Ne is calculated in the 00-900 range.

The results have relatively large fluctuation (see fig. 5.26).

12 ' 00 ,
5...

12 7

Fig. 5.26
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Fig. 5.26 Obtained Value of Ne When in Different fm

(Fp is Fixed)

N=30; T =0.1 microseconds; Af=30 megahertz;p
T =444 microseconds; T =3.4 milliseconds.p c

Key: 1. Selected maximum value

Because f is the rotating frequency of the chatter tunedm

magnetron motor and its frequency stability has fixed limita-

tions, we should select an area in a certain change range where

the N change is the most mild. The 988 hertz f selected frome m

the figure is the optimal value. The Ne changes in this value

area are shown in fig. 5.27.

13

9 70 980 fi1UO

Fig. 5.27 Changes of Ne in the Area of the Optimal Value of

Modulation Frequency (f =0.4388FP)
mP

With this optimal fm value, the maximum value of Ne is 14.81.

When an f change is needed and the change of Ne must be less

than t 10%, the frequency stability of the f must be written+ m
-1.2%.

Actually, we can calculate the optimal value of fm in most

situations according-to the following formula
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. .4388F, (5.5)

At the same time, to attain a more significant general

curve, the results of the relational curve of Tp IT c and
1pId fA/N -y- when calculating to satisfy the required Ne/N

value, are shown in fig. 5.28.

0.1 0.11.

Fig. 5.28 Relational Curve of TP/T c and fA *P/N

In this figure, Ne IN is the ratio of the equivalent independent

sample number and the actually accumulated clutter correlation

time, and T / c represents the ratio of the radar's pulse

period and clutter correlation time. A fA/N -- is the ratio
of the jumping frequency range and N fold decorrelation

frequency difference (equivalent to the reciprocal of the pulse

width). We only calculated the 6 curves of Ne IN in the 0.1 to

0.9 range. We can see from the figure that when Tp is much

smaller than ?c the correlation time is relatively long and
the adjacent clutter is not influenced by the decorrelation

time. 4 A PN is basically unrelated to the Tp/'Tc value.
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In other words, at this time the Ne IN value is mainly

determined by I fA T /N. The more the required Ne IN approaches

1, the more necessary it is for the i fA to approach the N
fold decorrelation frequency difference. However, when in a

very small 4 fA /N (smaller than 0.01 range), the value of

N e/N is mainly determined by the time correlation and when it

is required that the Ne IN approach 1 the Tp/' c must also

approach i. The repetition period must also be sufficiently
long so as to be able to totally rely on the time decorrelation

of the clutter to cause the adjacent clutter to be uncorrelated.

Although this group of curves was calculated based on N=30, it

has very good accuracy for 20 < N < 40.

Assuming the radar's pulse width lp=0.1 microseconds,

repetition period Tp=500 microseconds and tc= 3 .4 milliseconds

then TP/ TC=0.147. Then, from formula (5.45), its optimal

f m=877.6 hertz. If the required N e/N > 0.8, we can then look up

4 fA Tp/N 0.320 on the curve or 4 fA > 96 megahertz. When
the required Ne IN " -. 5 then it is required that d fA > 27

megahertz.

Actually, the maximum possible A fA value is determined

by the structure of the magnetron. The selection of the clutter

tuned magnetron can be based on the maximum possible Ne IN
value found on the above curve. Afterwards, we can calculate

the suppression level for the sea clutter after using frequency

agility.

When using frequency agility radar with random jumping,

its equivalent independent sample number can be calculated by

formula (3.22) or (3.24) in section 3.5. At this time, after

using frequency agility in a clutter environment, we can use

the following formula to calculate the gain of target detection

(142.
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G,-G,,A-G,,(5.6)

In the formula, GIFA is the accumulated gain with frequency

agility and GIFF is the accumulated gain with fixed frequency.

Both are expressed in decibels.

When there is incoherent accumulation, gain GI is deter-

mined by the following formula

G,"10g(N)-L,(N) (5.47)

In the formula, N is the accumulated independent pulse number

and L I(N) is the accumulation loss. When there is incoherent

accumulation, the accumulation loss is also a detector loss,

that is, the phenomena of large signals suppressing small signals

which is determined by formula (3.17) or fig. 3.14. This loss is

also the function of the independent pulse number and a more

accurate value can be found in fig. 5.29. Therefore, it is only

necessary to know the equivalent independent pulse number with

fixed frequency and frequency agility from formula (5.47) to be

able to find the accumulated gain, when the two types of radar

are operating.
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Fig. 5.29 Relationship Between the Accumulation Loss and the

Independent Sample Number

Key: 1. Accumulation loss L/N(dB)
2. Independent pulse number N

e

If the radar operates in fixed frequency, because of the

time decorrelation of the clutter itself, when accumulation time

is relatively long there can also be certain accumulation gain.

At this time, the independent sample number NeF can be calculated

by the following formula

N.,- 1 +T,/.o (5.48)

In the formula, Td is the target's irradiation time which is also

the staying time of the antenna beams.

With the existence of time decorrelation, when the radar

operates in frequency agility, the independent sample number

cannot be calculated from formula (3.24). Because the mechanisms

of time decorrelation and frequency agility decorrelation are

totally independent, we can consider that the total pulse number
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N divides into NF pulses. Afterwards, based on formula (3.24),
the decorrelation of the frequency agility is added on to these

N/NeF pulses. We can then obtain the independent pulse number in

each group

In the formula, v is the frequency number determined from formula

(3.21). The total independent pulse number is

E {N.) -nNeV( 1 -(1 I/v )'"1f. (5.4g)

When v >> 1, we can attain its approximation as

E {N.) N.,vC 1 -e''",,') (5.50)

After finding NeF and Ne we can calculate the accumulation gain

when there is fixed frequency and frequency agility based on

formula (5.47).

For example, if a certain radar's pulse repetition frequency

FP=2,000 hertz, the pulse number in the beam N=20. From this, we

can find that beam irradiation time T d=10 milliseconds. It is

assumed that the clutter's correlation time '€ =4.5 milli-

seconds (it is equivalent to sea clutter with an X wave band of

sea condition level 5: see figures 5.9 and 5.10)

We can find the equivalent independent sample number with

fixed frequency from formula (5.48)

N eF= 1 + 10/4.5=3.2

We can find the accumulated gain with fixed frequency from

formula (5.47)
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G IF=5.0-1.0=4.0dB

If frequency channel number v=26 when there is frequency

agility (see forrula (3,2 .8 considering the natural (time)

decorrelation, we can find the mean value of the equivalent

independent sample number when the radar operates in frequency

agility

E fNej =18.1

By substituting this into formula (5.47), we can find the

accumulated gain when there is frequency agiltiy

G IFA=12.6-2.5=10.1dB

Given this type of situation, we can calculate the frequency

agility gain in a clutter environment from formula (5.46)

G FAC=10.1-4.0=6.1dB

This can increase the clutter limitation range more than 4 fold.

This data is quite typical and thus we can see that frequency

agility is a relatively effective method for suppressing sea

clutter of incoherent processing signals in the time domain.

Another commonly used method for causing sea clutter decor-

relation is the high rotational antenna. This method actually

obtains accumulated gain by using the elongated accumulated time

from time decorrelation. When the antenna rotation is raised to

only 1 pulse number in the beam its rotating period is not

larger than the sea clutter's correlation time. At this time, we

can consider that each echo pulse obtained froma-certain

position is statistically independent. After carrying out

accumulation for these pulses, we can obtain the accumulation
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gain and reach the goal of suppressing clutter.

This method is regarded as relatively simple because it

does not require any refitting of the radar's transmitting

parts. It only requires the use of a high speed rotating mech-

anism and an accumulation tube with long accumulation time.

However, its drawbacks are quite obvious because the pulses in

the attained adjacent scanning are uncorrelated. For example, if

the sea clutter's correlation time is 10 milliseconds, when the

antenna rotation is 600 rotations/minute, that is, one rotation

each 100 millisecond, there is no correlation.in the adjacent

scanning. Even higher rotating speeds cannot be tolerated by the

mechanical structure but low rotating speeds can increase and

lengthen its accumulation time. If the radar's repetition

frequency is 5,000 hertz and the beam width is 1.6 degrees, the

pulse number inside the beam is about 2. Yet, an antenna

rotating speed of 600 rotations/minute cannot be tolerated by

most antennas. It can only be endured by an antenna with X wave

band and above which have specially designed structures.

Excessively long accumulation time also has many limitations.

In the above example, the accumulation of 20 independent pulses

only requires 2 seconds. This cannot only be used for detecting

low speed moving targets (the range of the target shift in such

a long accumulation time should be smaller than the range

corresponding to the pulse width) but even more important,

because of the movement of the radar installed on ships or

aircraft, especially the rocking and swaying, its stable

accumulation time is even shorter. Thus, to date, this method

has not been widely used.

Although use of high resolution radar can reduce the equiva-

lent reflection area of sea clutter, yet because the reduction

of the mean power can bring about a decrease of the noise wave

limited detection range, its complex equipment level is
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naturally increased. Moreover, high resolution radar can cause

its amplitude distribution to be even closer to a logarithmic-

normal distribution. Further, the single clutter peak increase

causes the false alarm rate to enlarge.

Recent research results show [15] that use of frequency

agility (or frequency diversity) cannot only cause the mean sea

clutter background to decrease but can also reduce the amplitude

of the clutter peak. The peaks of clutter are formed from two

types of structures. One type is a huge wave front formed from

clutter which seems to be perpendicular to the radar beam.-This

wave front forms a mirror reflection. Thus, a very strong echo

is created yet the probability of forming this type of mirror

reflection which is almost perpendicular to the beam is very

small. Therefore, clutter peaks are mainly formed by another

mechanism. Under the effects of wind power, the sea forms

patterned ripples and the intervals of these types of ripples

can be compared to the wave lengths of electric waves, like a

similar diffraction grating (see fig. 5.30(a)). Because of the

interference between each reflected wave, the tormed scattering

directional diagram is as shown in fig. 5.30(b).

) ((3) 4)

(0) 0).

Fig. 5.30 Diffraction Grating Formed By Sea Clutter

Key: 1. Incident wave
2. Reflected wave
3. Incident wave
4. Sea
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When a lobe is aimed in the direction of the incident wave, the

radar can receive a peak clutter. Its directional diagram is

not only related to each wave's direction d but also to the wave

length of the incident wave. For example, when the wave length

changes 1%, this possibly causes its directional diagram to

change from the solid line in the figure to a broken line. This

can cause the peak amplitude received by the radar to produce

large changes. We can see from this that a change of the trans-

mitting frequency can cause this type of clutter peak to be
decorrelated. Use of this principle can form a multifrequency

radar system which can effectively eliminate clutter peaks. Its

block diagram is shown in fig. 5.31.
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Fig. 5.31 Block Diagram of a Multifrequency Radar System
Which Eliminates Sea Clutter Peaks

Key: 1. Reflected wave
2. Antenna
3. Receiver
4. Circulator
5. Band filter f1
6. Receiver f 1

1
7. Band filter f2
8. Receiver X2
9. Multiplier

10. Band filter fn
11. Receiver f
12. Display n
13. Accumulator
14. Transmitted wave
15. Duplexer
16. Transmitter
17. Radio frequency signal source f1
18. Pulse powered amplifier
19. Band filter f1

20. Radio frequency signal source f2
21. Pulse powered amplifier
22. Band filter f2

23. Radio frequency signal source f
24. Pulse powered amplifier
25. Band filter fn
26. Pulse generator

This radar can simultaneously transmit frequencies of fl,f2.. fn

pulses. After the obtained signals pass through the filter they

are received by each frequency's receiver and the obtained

signals are added to the multiplier. It is then added to the

accumulator or display from the output of the multiplier.

Here, signal processing uses multiplication processing and

not averaging processing. This is because multiplication pro-

cessing can better improve the signal clutter ratio. If the

target's echo strength is not related to the frequency (this

diverges from the real situation as it is only an assumption

for convenience of analysis), the sea peaks then change with the
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frequency. If the radar only transmits the two frequencies of

f and f2 # the target echo amplitude of these two frequencies

is 1. However, when the frequency is fl, the clutter peak's

corresponding amplitude is also 1 but when the frequency is f21

it is 0.1. If we use the method of finding the average, then

the obtained signal-clutter ratio is 1;0.55. This greatly

improves the signal-clutter ratio 1:0.1.

In principle, this technique can also be applied to fre-

quency agility radar. At this time, because the pulses of each

frequency are continuously transmitted, to carry out multiplica-

tion of the continuous echoes obtained in the same range it is

necessary to store the echoes of each pulse. This can be

realized by using a digital delay line. Actually, to realize a

simulated slide window to find the average, it is also necessary

to have the same number storages and thus the quantity of

equipment is similar. It is only necessary that the summation

adder be changed to a multiplier.

To sum up, although the effects of using frequency agility

to suppress sea clutter are not ideal, yet because the intensity

of common sea clutter is much weaker than ground clutter we can

attain certain clutter visibility and thus greatly improve
target detection. Of even greater significance is the fact that

the difference between frequency agility and other techniques

lies in its ability to suppress clutter and even more important

having the advantages of being able to counter active jamming,

enlarging the effective range and improve angular tracking

precision. Thus, on the whole, it is a very worthwhile technique.

For this reason, various shipborne, airborne, coastal warning

and tracking radar are making wider use of the frequency agility

technique.
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Part Two The Composition of Frequency Agility Radar

Chapter VI Frequency Agility Magnetrons

6.1 General Discussion

The core of incoherent frequency agility radar is the

frequency agility magnetron. Because there are many types of

frequency agility magnetrons and each of their structural

principles is dissimilar, to a great extent their character-

istics and parameters determine the characteristics and

parameters of frequency agility radar. Therefore, before
discussing the composition of incoherent frequency agility radar

we must first investigate the types, characteristics and

composition of frequency agility magnetrons.

The first microwave radar used high power pulsed magnetrons.

Yet, today after over 40 years, the magnetron is still used.

This is mainly because the magnetron's volume is small, it is

light in weight, has a long life-time and is low in cost. The

invention of the coaxial magnetron further developed these

advantages. To date, a device with better capabilities than the

magnetron has still not been developed among the microwave high

power pulsed self excited oscillator devices. This is why

magnetron transmitters are still commonly used in modern

military and civil radar.

Due to the requirements of electronic countermeasures, early

during World War Two, a tunable frequency magnetron was developed.

As a result, following the continual increase of the jammer's

tuning speed and tuning band width, there was a corresponding
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need to raise the magnetron's tuning speed and tuning band

width. Early tunable magnetrons used gear or gear-and-worm

mechanisms for manual tuning. Afterwards, to raise the tuning

speed they changed to use a motor driven cam tuning mechanism.

Finally, a hydraulic driven tuning mechanism was used. Although

all of these tunable magnetrons can produce radio frequency

pulses with frequency differences between pulses yet the

frequency differences between pulses which the formerly developed

magnetrons could obtain was very small. Although later it was

gradually increased they were still only quantitative changes.

Only the invention of the frequency agility magnetron caused

the frequency differences between pulses to be greater than the

critical frequency and thus be able to produce qualitative

changes. Naturally, qualitative changes are attained through

continuous quantitative changes.

Frequency agility magnetrons can generally be divided into

two types. One type is the frequency agility magnetron where the

maximum frequency difference between the pulses can reach the

entire tuning range. The other type is called the dither-tuned

jumping frequency magnetron. Its high speed jumpinc frequency

pulses (called dither-tuning) can only be realized in a relatively

narrow frequency range (yet still exceeding the critical fre-

quency differences). The central frequency of its dither-tuning

can be tuned within the entire tuning frequency band at

relatively low speeds.

Frequently agility magnetrons can be further divided into

jumping frequency magnetrons with periodic tuning and jumping

frequency magnetrons with random tuning. The t-ining mechanism

of the former has relatively large mechanical inertia and there-

fore can only carry out periodic tuning. The mechanical inertia

of the latter is relatively small whereas the control power of

the tuning system is quite large so that based on the input
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frequency command signal we can quickly tune it to a random

frequency. Although this be the case, this type of jumping

frequency with random tuning still has certain mechanical

inertia. Only if we can completely break away from the mechan-

ically and electronically tuned jumping frequency magnetron

(including the electronically tuned and magnetically tuned

magnetron) is it possible to have inertialess random tuning.

Below, we will first look at frequency agility magnetrons

which have actually been used in large numbers.

6.2 Rotary Tuned Magnetrons

In principle, tunable multi-cavity magnetrons are divided

into inductance tuning and capacitance tuning. Inductance type

tuners have many finger-type tuning wands (sometimes called

tuning plungers). When these tuning wands are inserted into the
magnetron's cavity, this can change the high frequency magnetic

field of the resonant cavity which is equivalent to changing

its equivalent inductance. As a result, there is a change in its

resonant frequency (i.e., oscillation frequency). Capacitance
type tuners have a tuning loop and changing the range between

the tuning loop and anode block can change the high frequency

electric field of the oscillation frequency. This is equal to

changing its equivalent capacitance and as a result we reach

the goal of changing its oscillation frequency. Usually, these

two methods can realize 10% of the tuning range.

To enlarge the tuning range we can also combine these two

types of tuners and attain a 1.5:1 tuning range.

However, these two types of tuners have alternating motion.

This can cause difficulty for its vacuum seal and greatly limit

its tuning rate.
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Earlier, the maximum tuning spee 3f this type of tunable

magnetron was about 5,000 megahertz/second. Although a complex

hydraulic servo system is used we can attain a tuning speed of

200 kilomegahertz/second but its tuning acceleration is

relatively low. Although it can obtain relatively large transient

Jumping frequency difference in a single direction, there is no

way of continually creating fast speed multiple double direction

jumping frequency (i.e., its frequency difference is sometimes

positive and sometimes negative). Moreover, it is also necessary
to have very large tuning drive power.

In 1960, a type of multi-cavity magnetron with "rotary

tuning" was invented [11. Its structure is very simple yet it can

realize fast speed wide band jumping frequency.

(2) *OVN

Fig. 6.1 Schematic of the Structure of the Rotary Tuned Magnetron

Key: 1. Tuning disc
2. Electric motor axle
3. Magnetic coupling drive
4. Tuning disc

Its tuning mechanism is a gear shaped rotating disc and its

number of teeth is the same as the number of cavities. This round
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disc is fixed on a ball bearing and has magnetic coupling with

the outer rotating mechanism. The outer magnet is Joined to

the rotating axis of the motor. In this way, when the motor

rotates, it can cause the rotating disc inside the tube to also

rotate. Because the number of teeth of the rotating disc is

equal to the number of cavities, the tuned repetition period is

equal to the rotation frequency of the motor times the number

of teeth. Therefore, we can attain a very high tuning speed.

Fig. 6.2 shows the structure of another type of improved

rotary tuned magnetron [2].

(2)

(3)

Fig. 6.2 Schematic of the Structure of the Improved Rotary
Tuned Magnetron

Key: 1. Magnetic coupling
2. Tuning disc
3. Anode block

The tuning mechanism of this type of tube is a hollow disc with

one side open which has a petal shaped crack. When the rotating

disc rotates, the cavity of the magnetron is alternately an

inductive or capacitive negative carrier. This causes its

oscillation frequency to rise or fall. In the same way its

rotating disc is supported on the vacuum bearing. There is a
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magnetic coupling with the outside surface motor bearing.

Because rotary motion is used to replace alternating motion

in the rotary tuned magnetron, when adding the tuning repetition

frequency it is necessary to multiply by the number of cavities.

As a result, its tuning speed is greatly increased. For example,

an early developed YJ1181 X wave band rotary tuned magnetron has

16 resonant cavities and the motor rotates 4,500 times/minute.

Its tuning repetition frequency reaches 1,200 times/second. The

tuning range of the tube is 8.5-9.6 kilomegahertz and the rotary

tuning band width is 450 megahertz. Therefore, its maximum

tuning speed reaches 1,080 kilomegahertz; over 10 times faster

than the fastest hydraulically tuned magnetron. Such fast tuning

speed allows for the possibility of realizing jumping frequency

between the pulses.

In order for frequency agility radar to attain the widest

possible jumping frequency. band width so as to have even higher
anti-jamming capabilities, it is hoped that the rotary tuned

magnetron will have the widest possible tuning range. When there

are similar rotating speeds, larger tuning band widths signify

faster tuning speeds.

The tuning band width of a rotary tuned magnetron depends

on the crack shape and measurement and the shape of the anode
block resonant cavity of the tuning disc as well as the space

between the tuning disc and anode block. The closer the space

between the rotating disc and anode block, the wider the tuning

band width. For example, for an L wave band rotary tuned

*magnetron, when the distance between the tuning disc and anode
block is 0.05 inches, its tuning band width is 100 megahertz;

when its distance decreases to 0.03 inches, its tuning band

width can increase to 130 megahertz. However, an excessively

narrow space can cause high frequency sparks between the anode

and tuning disc which can bring about a contradiction between
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the tuning band width and the peak value power. At the same time,

a tube with a microwave wave band operating at an even shorter

wave length has a corresponding shrinkage of the measurement of

its tube. When there is high power, the problem of high frequency

sparks caused by thermal distribution and thermal expansion is

even more important. Thus, it is necessary to first use materials

with a small thermal expansion coefficient. It is also necessary

to have higher processing precision.

At present, the tuning range of a rotary tuned magnetron

with L wave band is about 100 megahertz (i.e., it can reach to

about 8% of the band width) and each individual tube can reach

130 megahertz. In the X wave band, it can reach to 500 megahertz

and with the Ku wave band it can reach to 670 megahertz which

is about 4%.

Table 6.1 lists the major technical indices of the rotary

tuned magnetrons produced abroad.
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Table 6.1 Parameters of the Rotary Tuned Magnetron

Key: 1. Model
2. Frequency band (megahertz)
3. Tuning band width (megahertz)
4. Tuner's rotating speed (rotations/

minute)
5. (Highest 3,000)
6. Tuning speed (kilomegahertz/second)
7. Output peak value power (kilowatts)
8. Added remarks
9. Including magnet weight 90 tons

10. 15.5 kilovolts, 15 amperes, 2.0
microseconds work ratio 0.0016

11. 22.5 kilovolts, 27.5 ampers, 1.5
microseconds work ratio 0.00112 life-
time 3,000-4,000 hours

12. Rotor control power only 12 watts

Fig. 6.3 draws the development trend of the maximum possible

tuning band width for different operating frequency bands.

((3)
Wo (4)

(2) NS cGQ,

Fig, 6.3 Development Trend of the Maximum Possible Tuning Band
Width in Different Operating Frequencies

Key: 1. Tuning range (MHz)
2. Frequency (GHz)
3. Best estimate
4. Most possible

Fig. 6.4 is a schematic of a section of an L wave band rotary

tuned magnetron.
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Fig. 6.4 Schematic of an Inner Structural Section of an L Wave
Band Rotary Tuned Magnetron

Key: 1. Anode
2. Anode block
3. Transducer output joint
4. Capacitance transducer
5. Ball bearing
6. Outer driving motor
7. Magnetic driver
8. Magnetic follower
9. Ball bearing

10. Electromagnetic trigger locking device

A capac±tance transducer is fitted in this tube. This
capacitance transducer has a set of fixed pieces and moving

pieces, and its capacity is in direct ratio to the magnetron's

oscillation frequency. This can provide frequency tracking

information for the oscillator. Fig. 6.5 draws the oscillation
frequency and the sensing capacitor's capacity change curves of
this magnetron when it is in different turning angles of the

tuner.
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Fig. 6.5 oscillation Frequency of an L Wave Band Rotary Tuned
Magnetron and Change of Sensing Capacitor's
Capacity When in Different Turning Angles of the
Tuner

Key: 1. Frequency (MHz)
2. Tuner's turning angle (deg)
3. Transducer's capacitance (pF)
4. Oscillation frequency
5. Transducer's capacity

We can see from the figure that the capacity of the sensing

capacitor can use the oscillation frequency of a very high

accuracy tracking magnetron. After this capacity undergoes

suitable transformation, it can act as preset information to

control the oscillator's frequency. This will cause it to be

pretuned to the area of an accurate operating frequency. After

the magnetron oscillates, it is then locked by the automatic

frequency fine tuning system. Problems related to the automatic

frequency fine tuning of incoherent frequency agility radar

will be discussed in a later section.

The technological key of this type of rotary tuned magnetron

is the manufacture of the vacuum bearing. This type of bearing

cannot be lubricated with most lubricating oil because the

sputtering of the oil can poison the cathode and shorten the

operating life of the tube. Formerly, graphite soaked porcelain

was used for the ball bearings. This type of bearing must be
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able to sustain a temperature of about 500°C during the tube's
thermal processing. Recently, nitrogen case hardening stainless
steel bearings with a silver-molybdenum bisulphide retainer

have been used.

The highest rotating speed of better ball bearings can
reach to 10,000 rotations/minute and can continuously operate
without breaking down for several thousand hours at 3,000

rotations/minute. This is the major factor for the tube not

being limited in life-time.

Rotary tuned magnetron also have certain shortcomings and

problems.

(1) Firstly, because it is mainly adapted for use in multi-

cavity magnetrons and is not suitable for coaxial magnetrons,

the original frequency stability is relatively low. After

adding a rotary tuning mechanism, the slack of the mechanical
structure and the possible microphonic effect causes the
frequency stability of its transmitted pulses when operating in
fixed frequency to fall short of most tubes. This causes its
visibility under clutter when operating in moving target display

radar to be lacking. Usually, an electromagnetic brake is
installed in the tube to lock tight the tuned rotating disc when

operating in fixed frequency. This reduces the frequency

instability caused by mechanical vibrations.

(2) The existence of the rotary tuning mechanism causes
difficulties in cooling. Thus, its maximum possible average power

must be lower than common magnetrons.

(3) There is a high speed rotating mechanism in the tube's

vacuum bubble case. The wear, breakdowns and high frequency

sparks of this high speed rotating mechanism can shorten the
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life of the tube. Although improvements of the processing

technique can partially overcome these shortcomings, yet under

the same technical conditions, its average life-time is

shorter than common magnetrons.

(4) It can accurately maintain the tuning frequency band

boundary value. This is because each tuning period will cover

the entire tuning range and the system operating outside the

assigned frequency range cannot be allowed. Therefore, it

must incorporate the tuning errors into the tuning frequency

band. At present, there is still no mechanism to regulate its

tuning range. Yet, we can use electronic methods for control

which cause synchronization of its pulse repetition frequency

and tuning frequency. Afterwards, the proper regulation of its

period causes jumping frequency in a certain range.

Even though this be the case, in tuning speed as well as in

the maximum frequency difference of the adjacent pulses, the

rotary tuned magnetron has no way of matching other types of

frequency agility magnetrons.

Aside from this, the proper changing of the shape of its

tuned rotating disc can control the shape of its tuning curve.

For example, besides the sinusoidal shape, there is also the

trapezoid or triangle.

To overcome the above mentioned shortcomings, improvements

were made on the structure of this type of rotary tuned

magnetron [3]. The first improvement was to enlarge the center

hole of the rotor so that it is as big as the outer diameter

of the separated area (see fig. 6.6). This can avoid the danger

of fires. However, we are still unable to overcome the short-

coming of the sensitivity of the tuning characteristics (center

frequency, frequency band) changing the range size from

rotating disc to anode. Thus, it is easily influenced by heat

and vibrations.
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Fig. 6.6 An Improvement of the Structure of the Rotary Tuned
Magnetron

Key: 1. Cathode
2. Pole piece
3. Cylindrical rotor
4. Anode block
5. Cavity separator

As mentioned previously, the induction pin tuning mechanism

can avoid the various drawbacks of the disc tuning mechanism.

Yet, it requires alternating motion but cannot make rotatinq

motions. To resolve this problem, the induction pin is made

cylindrical. It does not extend into the space formed by the

cavity blade but extends into the dug out cylindrical notch on

the anode block (see fig. 6.7).

MI

(1)

Fig. 6.7
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Fig. 6.7 Structure and Tuning Characteristics of the

Cylindrical Tuning Plunger

Key: 1. Magnetron's axis
2. Tuning cylinder

To avoid possible parasitic oscillation film, the depth of this

cylindrical notch is dug less than half the depth of the anode

block. When the tuning cylinder is gradually inserted in, the

initial effect is capacitance so that the resonant frequency

gradually decreases to minimum value fmin' When the cylinder is
put in even deeper, the contour of the cavity tends towards the

contour of a typical magnetron. This is because all of the

outer parts are sealed and the magnetic field is enclosed from

one resonator to another. The path used is the apex of the

separated area and is unlike the base of the Just passed through

opening. As a result, a relatively long path was used and the

electric field was gradually lost in the region of the tuning

cylinder. The inductance and conductance of each resonator

decreased and as a result its resonant frequency gradually

increased to fmax (equivalent to the resonant frequency when the

notch is not opened). The frequency shift of this tuning method

is not as sensitive as the disc tuner on the cylinder's axial

shift (caused by temperature and vibration).

Naturally, in order for the rectilinear motion of the

cylinder to change into rotating motion, we must cut many

triangular holes on the base of the cylinder according to the

number of cavities. In this way, when the cylinder rotates,

it is equivalent to alternating motion. These types of triangular

holes are replaced by round holes. Although, at this time the

entire tuning frequency f min- fmax cannot be obtained, we can

still attain 70% of the tuning frequency band.

The shape of the holes on the cylinder determine that the

frequency pattern will change with the time. When the holes are
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circular, we can approximately attain a sinusoidal change

pattern. By using side holes we can obtain a sawtooth frequency

change pattern but its frequency band is narrower.

Fig. 6.8 shows the structure of this type of cylindrical

tuning plunger.

l *a (8)
(1) (9)

(2).

(7)
(4)PV (12 U~l

Fig. 6.8 Schematic of the Structure of a Cylindrical Rotor

Key: 1. Magnetic coupling loop
2. Rotation axis
3. Ball bearing
4. Modulation hole
5. Magnetic coupling
6. Space
7. Magnetron's tube body
8. Motor axis
9. Outer rotor

10. Tuning rotor
11. Ball bearing
12. Axis

One end of its rotating axis is fixed on the top casing so as

to obtain good heat diffusion. Even though this be the case,

the temperature of the bearing can still reach 350 0 C. Its

highest rotating speed can reach 5,000 rotations/minute. The

YJ1320 type magnetron in table 6.1 used this type of improved

cylindrical tuning plunger structure. Its center frequency is

16,500 megahertz, its peak power is 65 kilowatts and its

specified tuning band width is 600 megahertz; it actually
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reached 670 megahertz. For example, when the tuning band width

was decreased from 670 to 450 megahertz, its peak power could

increase from 65 to 95 kilowatts. Maximum frequency pulling is

17 megahertz.

6.3 The Dither-Tuned Jumping Frequency Magnetron

Because of the operating principles of the rotary tuned

jumping frequency magnetron discussed in the last section, that

magnetron was only suitable for use in multicavity type

magnetrons. However, in many areas of performance, the multi-

cavity magnetron does not match up to the coaxial magnetron. For

example, in the areas of frequency stability, frequency spectrum

purity operating reliability and operating life, the coaxial

magnetron is far superior to the multicavity magnetron. The

frequency repulsion (electronic frequency shift) of the coaxial

magnetron is 1/5 that of the multicavity magnetron and its

frequency pulling caused by the load is 1/3 that of the multi-

cavity magnetron. Thus, the question of how to realize Jumping

frequency between the pulses in the coaxial magnetron has become

a relatively important subject.

The earliest method for solution was the so-called coaxial

magnetron with dither-tuning [41.The high speed jumping frequency

between the pulses of this type of dither-tuned magnetron was

only able to be realized in a relatively narrow frequency band

(e.g., several ten megahertz). Yet, the center frequency of its

dither-tuning can be tuned at low speed by the mechanical tuning

method in a relatively wide frequency range. In this way, although

the band width of the jumping frequency between the pulses is

relatively narrow, its operating frequency range is still wide

enough.

Naturally, by using this type of jumping frequency radar

with a dither-tuned magnetron we lose a good deal of the superior
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performance of jumping frequency radar. Firstly, as regards

anti-jamming capabilities, because the frequency band of the

high speed jumping frequency is very narrow, the effects of its

anti-jamming are naturally lacking. This type of dither

jumping frequency radar is easily scouted and at the same time

is easily jammed by an electronically tuned wide band noise wave

jammer. Secondly, this narrow band dither jumping frequency

radar cannot provide the critical jumping frequency band width

needed for target echo decorrelation. As a result, we lose the

advantages of increasing the detection range and raising track-

ing precision. However, in any case, in the above mentioned

areas this dither jumping frequency radar with a narrow jumping

frequency band width is stronger than fixed frequency radar.

Furthermore, and most importantly, this relatively narrow dither

jumping frequency radar also maintains the capability of

jumping frequency radar to inhibit sea or ground clutter. This

is because, as we know from the former analysis, the frequency

difference required for clutter decorrelation is equal to the

reciprocal of the pulse width. If the pulse width is 1 micro-

second and the independent sample pulse number N required for

each scanning is 20-30, several ten megahertz is sufficient for

the dither-tuning band width. At this time, the inhibition of

the clutter is approximately -Y-N times. Therefore, this type of

dither-tuned magnetron is widely used in airborne and shipborne

radar for inhibiting sea clutter.

Because its jumping frequency band width is relatively

narrow, the local oscillation's automatic frequency tracking

system is greatly simplified and can even be refitted on the

original klystron.

Aside from this, because the high speed dither component

and low speed tuning component of the majority of dither-tuned

magnetrons are completely independent, damage to the high speed
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dither-tuning mechanism cannot affect the low speed wide band

tuning mechanism. This raises the actual operating life of the

tube.

We will now take a look at the structural principles of

this type of dither-tuned magnetron.

Fig. 6.9 shows the structural principles of the early

dither-tuned magnetron.

(1) (2) (3)

--- * Y (4)

((7)1

j t gX* (8)

T ,,V, (10)
UIIS (11) ( I

Fig. 6.9 Schematic of the Structure of the Early Dither-Tuned
Magnetron

Key: 1. Slow speed tuning (wide band)
2. Motor
3. Crank axle
4. Resolver
5. Shifting platform
6. Welded corrugated tube
7. Waveguide output
8. Resonator wing plate
9. Cathode

10. TE011 type cavity

11. Tuning plunger

Its detailed structural drawing is shown in fig. 6.10 [5].
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Fig. 6.10 Detailed Structural Drawing of the Early Dither-Tuned
Magnetron

The fast speed dither-tuning is realized by drawing support from

the cam (24) activator of a high speed motor (34)drive. This cam

activator transforms the rotating motion of the high speed motor

into the high speed dither alternating motion of a coupling bar.

The alternating motion of this coupling bar is transferred by

the welded corrugated tube (57) which is vacuum sealed to the

tuning plunger (14) in the coaxial resonant cavity. The fast

speed dithering of the tuning plunger causes the resonant

frequency of the coaxial resonator (the oscillation frequency of
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the coaxial magnetronl to have a corresponding fast change.

Because the inertia of the mechanical alternating motion is

very large, when the motor rotates at a high speed, the range

of its alternating motion (dither) cannot be very large.
Therefore, the frequency range of its dither tuning is also

relatively narrow. In order for the center frequency of its

dither to be able to be tuned in a wider range, this type of

dither-tuned magnetron often adds a low speed wide band tuning

mechanism. Early dither-tuned magnetrons used a worm wheel (41)

and a worm to shift the entire tuner platform in order to

realize this type of low speed wide band tuning (see fig. 6.9).

Although this method is relatively simple mechanically, because

the mass of the tuner platform (including the tuning motor,

frequency reading resolver etc.) is very large, to prevent tuner

slack (this type of slack can produce unwanted frequency

modulation when vibrating) it is necessary that the elasticity of

the added springs be very strong. Although this elasticity can

help to overcome the parasitic frequency modulation, it also

increases the moment required when there is low speed wide band

tuning. As a result, this causes the speed of the wide band

tuning to decrease even more.

Fig. 6.11 draws the relational curve of the moment and

parasitic frequency modulation [6] when at different dither

speeds. If in 5g oscillation acceleration and the allowable

parasitic frequency modulation is 1 megahertz, then its moment

must be above 20 ounces-inches (equal to 1,440 grams-centimeters).
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Fig. 6.11 Relationship of the moment and Parasitic Frequency
modulation When at Different Dither Speeds

Key: 1. 363 index allowable region
2. Frequency modulation with maximum

oscillation (MHz)
3. SFD363 uses the platform design

(sample)
4. SD363 produced design (rack design)
5. Tuner design used during production
6. Moment (ounces-inches)
7. Additional flexibility

Such a large moment of force cannot be permitted and there-

fore this original dither tuner is very quickly represented by

a type of rack vibrator. The structure of this type of rack

vibrator is shown in fig. 6.12.

1b U (14)

7t

Fig. 6.12 Structural Diagram of Rack Vibrator

Key: 1. Motor
2. Geared system
3. Crank axle
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Key: 4. Reading system
5. Spherical connection
6. Elastic disc
7. Worm
8. Worm wheel
9. Thread connector

10. Vacuum corrugated tube
11. Tuning plunger
12. Tuner's connecting rod
13. TE91 cavity
14. Dither tuning head (fixed)
15. Slow speed tuning head
16. Basic CEM coaxial magnetron

Its main feature is that the turning of the low speed tuning

mechanism is sent to a corrugated connecting system by the worm

wheel worm and is not directly changed into alternating motion.

This separates the low speed tuning system and high speed dither

system. We can see from fig. 6.12 that the eccentric wheel of

the high speed motor drive passes a spherical connection to the

screw of the thread connector. The nut of this thread connector
is then joined to the tuner's plunger. The low speed wide band

tuning system is composed of a worm wheel, worm and a spring

disc. This spring disc is connected to the thread connector.

When the worm wheel turns, the screw turns with it and the nut

attached tuning plunger moves up and down. In this way, the
elastic disc is separated from the high speed vibration and the

spherical connector is separated from the low speed turning. This

type of structure has very good anti-vibration characteristics

and does not require a very hard spring to be able to satisfy

the requirements of the parasitic frequency modulation. Thus,

this greatly reduces the moment of force required for tuning.

As shown in the shadowy area of fig. 611, when there is 5g

vibration acceleration, a tuning moment of 2 ounces-inches

(144 grams-centimeters) is needed to satisfy the requirements of

1 megahertz of parasitic frequency modulation. That is, its

moment is reduced 10 fold. However, this type of design is
naturally more complex in mechanical structure. Many components
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are added and there must be excellent coordination between each

component so as to avoid unrelated movement.

Fig. 6.13 shows the actual structure of this type of dither-

tuned magnetron [7].

I.I

28 29/~

4I " 26 s

1 4

43

F~g. 6.13 Actual Structural Diagram of Rack Dither-Tuned
Magnetron

In the figure, (2) is the common coaxial magnetron and (18) is

the tuner's plunger. This tuner plunger is connected by strut

(22) and disc (21). These components are all in the vacuum bulb
and welded corrugated tube (51) guarantees thv the alternating

motion is transmitted to those components in the vacuua. The

fast speed dither-tuning goes from high speed motor driven

eccentric turning axle (29) past spherical connector (26) and

is transmitted to the tuning plunger. The rotating speed of the
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motor is 12,000 rotations/minute (equal to a dither rate of 200

hertz), its eccentric quantity is 0.0012 inches and the up and

down movement of the tuning plunger is about t 0.0012 inches.

Such a large dither quantity is equivalent to dither of
+
- 10-15 megahertz for a Ku wave band tube.

Its low speed wide band tuning is realized by the worm (41)

and worm wheel (31). Worm wheel (31) is joined by elastic disc

(32) and nut (25). Actually, this elastic disc is 3 triangular

arranged reeds. It can separate the up and down dither. Nut
(25) joins the thread connector and spherical connector. In this

way, the rotating motion of the worm wheel can change to the

alternating motion of the actuating rod. The quantity of this.

low speed alternation motion can reach 0.200 inches, and in the

Ku wave band, its tuning range can be over 2,000 megahertz.

It is naturally considered that the wider the dither-tuning
band width of the dither-tuned magnetron the better. It is of

course necessary that the eccentric quantity of the eccentric

wheel be enlarged. When in high speed rotation, this type of

eccentric wheel can cause very large vibration which will

accelerate the wear of the bearing and thus shorten its operating
life. If a certain operating life is required, then while

enlarging the eccentric quantity we must decrease the rotating

speed of the motor. The life-time of the bearing is determined

by the alternating tuning power, static load, selection of

lubrication as well as by. the operating temperature. Improvement

of the bearing's lubrication and cooling can prolong the life of
the bearing when there is similar dither force. When in

relatively high temperature, use of grease lubrication is

relatively good while in relatively low temperature oil lubrica-

tion is best. Fig. 6.14 gives the relationship between the

bearing's static force and life-time when there is oil lubrica-

tion and the tuning rate is 200 hertz (the motor rotates 12,000
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times/minute) [6]. We can see from the figure that improvement

of the bearing's cooling has a very great effect on prolonging

the life of the bearing. For example, when the bearing's

temperature decreases from 1250 to 1000C, its life-time can

increase from 200 to 1,000 hours.

\ '3), .°.

II

I 51 (O)mp.~~

00.

S I O J S 3

X So

(2) ,

Fig. 6.14 The Effects of Static Force and Temperature on the
Life-Time of Dither-Tuned Magnetron Bearings

Key: 1. Bearing's life-time (h)
2. Static force on bearing
3. Tuning rate=200 Hz
4. Oil lubrication
5. Radial force

However, after using measures to prolong the bearing's

life-time, within a certain life-time, the dither band width

and dither rate of this type of high speed motor driven,

mechanically alternating motion type dither-tuned magnetron

approximately form a reverse ratio relation. Table 6.2 gives

the basic parameters of dither-tuned magnetrons.
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Table 6.2 Parameters of Dither-Tuned and Precision Tuned
Frequency Agility Magnetrons

Key: 1. Wave band
2. Model
3. Agility type
4. Center frequency (megahertz)
5. Agility band width (megahertz)
6. Tuning rate (hertz)
7. Precision tuning range (megahertz)
8. Peak power (kilowatts)
9. Maximum pulse (microseconds)

10. Maximum operating ratio
11. Anode voltage (kilovolts)
12. Anode current (amperes)
13. Effect (W)
14. Maximum frequency pulling (megahertz)
15. Maximum electron frequency shift

(megahertz/amperes)
16. Standard temperature coefficient

(megahertz/ C)
17. Approximate weight (tons)
18. Cooling means
19. Wind cooled
20. Wind cooled
21. Conduction cooling
22. Wind cooled
23. Wind cooled
24. Wind cooled
25. Conduction cooling
26. Wind cooled
27. Conduction cooling
28. Conduction cooling
29. Conduction cooling
30. Wind cooled
31. Conduction cooling
32. Wind cooled
33. Conduction cooling
34. Conduction cooling
35. (Triangular wave)
36. Note: D-dither-tuned, that is, the

center frequency is fixed and there
is certain frequency dither-tuning
in a certain range; T/D - tunable/
dither tuning, that is, the dither-
tuned center frequency is tunable;
A - precision tuning, its output
frequency is totally determined by
the wave form with applied tuning
voltage, the amplitude and the
frequency.
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Fig. 6.15 draws the relationship of the tuning ranges and

tuning rates of these dither-tuned magnetrons with 1,000 hour

life-times (6].

. ...SP'D-se$ s . . . .

. , LMIB VMU-to,3

F]D-3 I. .. ! (3)

S2 
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Fig. 6.15 Relationship Between the Tuning Rates of Dither-
Tuned Magnetrons With 1,000 Hour Life-Times

Key: 1. Circulating tuning rate (MHz)
2. Tuning range (MHz)
3. Constant life-time line
4. Ku (1,000 hours)

This relationship approaches the relationship of the so-called

"G factor." We can see from the figure that a tube with

relatively high frequency possesses a large tuning range and

high tuning rate when in the same operating life-time. This

is because, when the high frequency tube is in the same tuning

plunger movement quantity, it possesses a high frequency

tuning range. Moveover, the weight of the tuning plunger is

lighter than a low frequency tube. Therefore, like the

SFD-345 tube, when it operates in the Ku wave band, it can

tune a frequency range of 400 megahertz with a 180 hert; tuning

rate and still have a 1,000 hour life-time. If fast speed wide

band jumping frequency is only used when the enemy discharges

jamming, usually, with the use of fixed frequency or narrow

band dither-tuning, its life-time can still be greatly

lengthened.
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6.4 Frequency Reading Resolver of the Dither-Tuned Magnetron

The oscillator in incoherent jumping frequency radar must

be able to keep up with the fast speed jumping frequency of the

jumping frequency magnetron. If the Jumping frequency magnetron

is able to give preset information this will greatly simplify

the local oscillation of the jumping frequency's automatic

frequency fine tuning system.

The dither-tuning mechanism in dither-tuned magnetrons is

often driven by a fast speed motor. After the motor's rotating

angle passes an eccentric wheel and transf6rms to alternating

motion, this alternating motion forms a direct ratio with the

rotating angle. Therefore it is only necessary to have a

frequency resolver which can produce a sine wave directly

related to the rotating angle. This can be the frequency preset

information of the local oscillation. Fig. 6.16 shows the

working diagram of the entire systemA.

(4) (5)

Fig. 6.16 Working Diagram of Fisquency Reading Resolver

Key: 1. Coaxial magnetron
2. Tuning plunger3. Motor, 200 rotation1 cond

4. Crankshaft
5. Bearing
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Key: 6. Connecting rod
7. Frequency resolver
8. Corrugated tube
9. Amplifier

10. Voltage tunable local oscillation
11. Radar receiver
12. Display

However, use of a sine wave to represent its tuning frequency

has certain conditions. Firstly, it is necessary that the entire

crankshaft connecting rod system be very closely coordinated and

that there be no spaces. Secondly, the tuning range must be very

small ( < 1%) and thus can be considered to be operating in the

characterisitc curvilinear range of the TE0Oilmodel resonant

cavity's tuning. Thus, at this time, the movement of its tuning

plunger forms a rectilinear relationship with the resonant

cavity's resonant frequency. If this range is exceeded, it is

then necessary to make corresponding corrections.

There are many simulation methods for producing this sine

wave. The simplest method is the use of a permanent magnet steel

fixed on the turning axle. When the motor's turning axle rotates,

this permanent magnet steel induces sine wave voltage in the

stator coil (see fig. 6.17) [6]. Although this type of resolver

is very simple, it can only be used in a motor with a constant

rotating speed. When the motor stops rotating, it has no output

and has no way of indicating the real rotating angle position.

(3)

(2)

(5)

Fig. 6.17
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Fig. 6.17 Use of the Frequency Reading Resolver With Permanent
Magnet Steel

Key: 1. Axle
2. Stator winding
3. output wave form
4. Permanent magnet steel
5. Rotation
6. Bearing

To resolve this problem, we used a high frequency resolver

with modulated high frequency carrier waves. Its schematic

diagram is shown in fig. 6.18.

(3) (4)
to -- .. wu

((5)

(1) C( 6)

d*7)

Fig. 6.18 The High Frequecy Resolver as the Tuner's Position
Reading Component

Key: 1. Input winding
2. Rotor winding
3. Excitation (100 kHz)
4. Output wave form
5. Output winding
6. Rotation
7. Bearing

The input c-f the 100 kilohertz excitation signals are fro, the

input winding, and the signals induced from the output winding

are related to the rotating angle of the rotor winding. Further,

the amplitude of the output carrier wave is modulated by the

rotor's rotating angle. This modulated signal is added to the

synchronic detector (or phase sensitive detector) for demodula-

tion. The direct current voltage after detection represents the
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tuning frequency of the transient magnetron. This type of high

frequency resolver is a sensor of the rotating angle position

and whether the rotor is stopped or rotating at a uniform speed,

it can accurately give the frequency present information.

Although this type of resolver presents certain temperature

effects, due to the use of the excitation circuit, it is possible

to use feedback for compensation.

This frequency reading resolver has very high accuracy

reaching over 0.01%. Measurement of the error characteristics of

this resolver is a very complex problem. Firstly, we must

measure the real frequency of the tuner plunger's magnetron

oscillation when in a certain position. Afterwards, by comparing

it to the frequency simulated quantity given by the frequency

reading resolver we can find the error of the resolver. Two

methods can be used to measure this error characteristic. One

is the static measurement method and the other is the dynamic

measurement method. In the static measurement method the motor

is not rotating and is only in several angle positions required

for measurement. Afterwards, the frequency meter is used to

measure the frequency of the magnetron's oscillation. This is

compared with the simulated quantity of the frequency reading

and thus we can obtain its static error characteristic. We can

find the parabolic error caused by the non-linearity of the

TE0Oi model resonant cavity's tuning characteristics from this

static error characteristics. Yet, it cannot express the error

caused by the entire tuning mechanism and resolver in a dynamic

condition. The dynamic measurement method can resolve this

problem. In the dynamic measurement method, the motor is

rotating at a constant speed which causes the rotation of the

motor and the timing pulse of the modulator to be totally

synchronized. Yet, it also causes the phase of its synchronizing

point to be able to be tuned which is equivalent to the magnetron

operating at fixed frequency. The changing of the phase of the
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synchronizing point can tune the operating frequency of the
tunable magnetron. Because the frequency of the magnetron is

fixed, its transmitted frequency can be measured by a spectro-
meter. By comparing the frequency simulation quantities of this

frequency and frequency reading resolver measured by the

spectrometer, we can obtain the dynamic error characteristics.
Fig. 6.19 shows the dynamic error characteristics of the

VMU-1102 dither magnetron measured with this method [6].
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Fig. 6.19 The Accuracy When the Dither-Tuned Magnetron Reading
Voltage Sine Wave is Used to Represent the Frequency
Time Tuning Characteristics

Key: 1. Voltage reading error (MHz)
2. Tuner's accuracy
3. VMU-1102 model
4. Tuning rate=200 Hz
5. Steady FA=16 ,494 .9 MHz

6. Frequency deviation (MHz)

This magnetron is a dither-tuned magnetron with a Ku wave

band. Its maximum Jumping frequency range can rc' .h 221.2

megahertz and its highest tuning rate can reach 200 hertz. When
we measure the errors of the different points (A-H) during the

entire tuning range, these errors were actually the main

deviation of much dither circulation. This includes the errors
caused by the non-linearity of the tuning characteristics.
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Measurement results on many tubes show that for X and Ku wave

band tubes with a dither range of 60 megahertz, its typical

accuracy is 1 megahertz. For Ku wave band tubes with a dither

range of 200 megahertz, its typical accuracy is t3 megahertz.

Fig. 6.20 gives spectral photos of the VMU-1102 tube when

there is no dithering and when in two different synchronized

points [6].

We can see from this figure that when synchronized, the

dither frequency spectrum width must be wider than when there

is no dithering. This is caused by the parasitic frequency

modulation. This parasitic frequency modulation is formed by

the minute difference between this period and the next in

mechanical position. Its actual change is only + 5 micrometers.
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Key: (b) Synchronic frequency spectrum with
dithering: f=16.6 GHZ (max), frequency
spectrum width= 0.7 MHz, added
frequency modulation=0.1 MHz (peak)

(c) Synchronized frequency spectrum with
dithering: f=16.5 GHz (center fre-
quency), frequency spectrum width=
0.75 MHz, added frequency modulation=
0.15 MHz (peak)

6.5 The Accutuned Jumping Frequency Magnetron

The high speed dither-tuning and low speed band width tuning

of common dither-tuned magnetrons is completed by two totally

independent tuning mechanisms. The advantage of this type of

structure is that the two tuning mechanisms are totally separated.

so that when a breakdown occurs in the high speed dither-tuned

mechanism the low speed tuning mechanism can be used to tune the

magnetron. Yet, it has a very large shortcoming, that is, its

tuning flexibility is poor. High speed Jumping frequency can only

be realized in a narrow wave band and by increasing the band

width of high speed tuning, we only lower its tuning speed. Nor

can it realize programmed jumping frequency.

To improve its tuning flexibility it is necessary to combine

the high speed dithering and low speed tuning mechanism into a

tuning mechanism which very quickly responds to the speed. This

mechanism can have jumping frequency between the pulses in a

relatively narrow range and can also have Jumping frequency

within the scanning in a relatively wide frequency band. Thus,

within each scanning period we can realize fixed frequency

moving target display. Naturally, this tuning mechanism is

unable to be driven by a motor with a constant rotating speed

but must be driven by a fast speed responding position servo

system. This type of angular position servo system must have a

linear relationship between the command voltage and tuning

frequency of the magnetron. Yet, it is well known that a non-

linear relationship exists between travel a and tuning
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frequency f when using a coaxial magnetron with a TE0Oi model

resonant cavity in the tuner (see fig. 6.21) [9). As mentioned

previously, this non-linearity also causes the accuracy of the

frequency reading resolver to decline. When the tuning range is

increased, the problem of the non-linearity is even more serious.
Therefore, the key problem has become how to cause its tuning

characteristic to become rectilinear.

d,

Resonant Cavity

By carefully analyzing the relationship between the input

voltage, motor's turning angle, tuning frequency and resolver

(fig. 6.22) we can discover that there is no sine relationship

caused between the output frequency and turning angle by the

non-linearity of the tuning characteristics. If we take the

tuning plunger's turning angle in the highest point position

(d,,in fig. 6.21) as 0 degrees, its output frequency lags

behizid the input voltage (or resolver output voltage) during

the first half and when in a turning angle of 900 it reaches

the maximum (lag of 2a degrees). During the latter half it leads

the sine wave of the input voltage and when in 2700 it is

maximum (lead of 2a degrees). On the one hand, this type of lag

and lead reduces the accuracy of the resolver's output fre-

quency simulated signals but on the other hand, makes it

impossible for the position servo system (the linear relation

existing between the frequency and input voltage) to advance.
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Fig. 6.22 Relationship Between the Input Voltage and Output
Frequency and the Resolver's Output Voltage and
Motor Turning Angle

Key: 1. Output frequency
2. Resolver's output voltage
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It is necessary to make corrections on it in order to resolve

this problem.

There are many methods of correction. One method is making
corrections on the command voltage of the input based on the

tuning characteristics. However, this requires a complex

numerical simulated transformation system or function generator.

Moreover, this method of correction can only resolve the non-
linearity problem between the input voltage and tuning fre-

quency and is unable to resolve the non-linearity relationship
between the output frequency simulation and real frequency. It

can only produce the same problems when correcting the output

frequency. Therefore, it is best to directly correct the non-
linearity between the tuner's position and the tuning frequency.

Even if there is produced a non-sinusoidal relation between the
tuned motor's turning angle and tuning plunger position it is
best to compensate for the non-linearity relation between the

tuner's position and tuning frequency. A simpler method is the

eccentric gear correction method. This eccentric gear pair are

two gears with similar eccentric quantities engaged together

(see fig. 6.23).

r(2)

Fig. 6,23 Eccentric Gear Corrector
Key: 1. Driving gear

2. Driven gear
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This gear pair has a special feature. If the position is as

shown in the figure, when the driving gear rotates a relatively

small angle 6 , the driven gear rotates a relatively large angle

that is, the driven gear leads the driving gear. In a
0rotation of 180 ° , the situation is completely opp6tite. The driving

gear must rotate a larger angle 0 + and the driven gear rotates
a 9 angle, that is, the driven gear lags behind the driving
gear. If the axles of the driving gear and driven gear are joined
together, and the axle of the driven gear and eccentric of the

tuner's connecting rod are Joined together, this can then com-

pensate for the non-linearity of the tuning characteristics. Use

of this method can reduce the non-linearity of the tuning

characteristics to within 0.5%. Fig. 6.24 is a schematic of this

tuning mechanism [6].

(4)062*

Fig. 6.24 Schematic of the Linearization Correction Mechanism
of the Tuning Characteristics

Key: 1. Gear deceleration

2. Rotating speed meter
3. Motor
4. Eccentric gear
5. Cam
6. Travel limit (tuning plunger in low

frequency position)
7. Resolver

After the driving motor undergoes gear reduction, there is a 1:1

engaging by the common gears to the tuner's cam. During the first
half period, when the driving axle rotates 1800 the resolver also
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rotates 1800, yet the cam's turning axle rotates 1900. This

leading quantity compensates for the lag quantity of the tuning

characteristic. The results of using this corrector have been

quite satisfying. Fig. 6.25 draws the error characteristics

before and after linearization of the VMX-1003 jumping frequency

magnetron (6] .

-300 -200 -100 -F, 4-100-L720 +300

(2- (2) I*,*(t.s)

Fig. 6.25 Comparison of Error Characteristics Before and After
Linearization

Key: 1. Error (MHz)
2. Frequency deviation (MHz)
3. Error characteristics before

linearization
4. Results with typical VMX-1003

We can see from the figure that the linearization of a tube with

a 500 megahertz tuning range can reduce the maximum error from

20 to 5 megahertz.

Fig. 6.26 shows the actual structureof this linearized

jumping frequency magnetron (8i.
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(31) are joined with tuning plunger (28). Above and below disc

(31) are welded vacuum corrugated tubes so as to guarantee

vacuity in the tube. The effect of using the two connected
vacuum corrugated tube structure will be discussed in detail

below in the section on voice coil magnetrons.

An accutuned jumping frequency magnetron was developed on
the basis of the linearized tuning mechanism. The structure of
the tuning mechanism of this so-called accutuned jumping

frequency magnetron is the same as that shown in fig. 6.26. Its

major difference is that a servo motor is used instead of a

common high speed motor. Because of its tuning characteristic
correction it is rectilinear and thus can possibly use a position

servo system (see fig. 6.27) (6]. This greatly increases the
flexibility of its jumping frequency.

VZW-o0oC (9)(7) -M 44a * 0*40

441 10) FD- 11 1

()(12)

(4) "NA

(14)
(3) E ,9f ,;x

(2 ) .4*,"4G

Fig. 6.27
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Fig. 6.27 Schematic of the Servo Control System of an Accutuned
Frequency Agility Magnetron

Key: 1. Moving target display when in
f +400 MHz

2. Changeable within 0.040 seconds
3. Moving target display when in

frequency fl

4. Rotating speed meter
5. Feedback
6. System frequency discriminator's fine

tuning
7. System control
8. VZW-1010C servo combination
9. Frequency reading

10. Driving
11. SFD-811-2 reading
12. Eccentric
13. Resolver
14. Tuner
15. Modulator pulse
16. Motor

The accutuned frequency agility magnetron uses a 400 hertz

servo motor. This servo motor is controlled by a VZW-1010C

servo combination. There is a 100 kilohertz frequency oscillator

in it and the reference oscillation given by this oscillator is

added to the frequency read-out resolver on the magnetron. This

is added to the synchronized detector (phase detector) and

reference signal synchronized detection by the resolver output's

100 kilohertz signal so as to obtain simulated voltage of the

frequency read-out. The control command voltage of the supple-

mented transmission frequency is added to the servo control

combination by opposite polarity. Its amplitude range is - 5

volts. When comparing this voltage and frequency read-out

voltage in a servo comparison amplifier, we can obtain an error

signal which is added to the servo motor by the power amplifica-

tion. The output of the power amplification is approximately 100

watts, the servo motor is a single phase (900 phase shift)

frequency of 400 hertz and its control voltage is a direct

current of 0-35 volts. After the servo motor begins to rotate it
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is coupled to the cam by a speed ratio of about 6.5:1 (X wave

band tube). Its frequency output signal changes until the

comparison amplifier output's error signal is 0. When 0, the

tuning frequency of the magnetron is equal to the required

command frequency.

To quicken the speed of the frequency jumping, the band

width of the entire servo system is made wider. At the same time,

to eliminate oscillation wavering during the transient process,

the negative feedback of the rotating speed meter is increased in

the servo control system. This can further shorten the time

needed for attaining a steady condition. The power supply of the

rotating speed meter is 400 hertz voltage after a phase shift.

Its amplitude is 26 volts (effective value). Fig. 6.28 gives the

transient response when there is no negative feedback [6].

(a) (b)

Fig: 6.28 In the Frequency Jumping of an X Wave Band Accutuned
Magnetron Without Rotating Speed Meter Feedback and
With Feedback, the Fast Speed Jumping Must Include
Positive Frequency Peaking. With the Aid of Tuning
Speed Negative Feedback We Can Obtain Optimum Tuning

(a) Top part without feedback: command signal
(-> +); bottom part: read-out; vertical: 2V/div;
horizontal: 20ms/div, 4F:300 MHz; t:60 ms;

(b) Top part has feedback: command signal (-* +0:
bottom part: read-out; vertical: 2V/div;
horizontal: 20 ms/div; 4F:300 MGz; t:31ms

If the frequency jumping of an X wave band accutuned

magnetron is 300 megahertz, when there is no feedback, the time
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required to reach stability is 60 milliseconds. After using

rotating speed meter feedback, this stability time can be

shortened to 31 milliseconds; shortened by almost one-half. This

servo system can retune the frequency within 0.5 megahertz.
Although this is quite accurate as compared to the former system

yet this accuracy is not sufficient when operating in a moving

target display system. This is because extremely accurate

frequency returning is required to coordinate with the highly

stable local oscillation. To satisfy this requirement, the

following measure is used in this accutuned magnetron. When the
magnetron is tuned close to its final frequency the servo system

loop is opened and the error signal amplifier receives the output

of the frequency discriminator which has high stability local

oscillation. This frequency discriminator will transmit the

frequency difference of the magnetron's frequency and high

stability local oscillation and thus obtain higher retuning

precision. Only if the frequency discriminator has sufficiently

high output sensitivity will the returning precision of this

system be able to reach 0.1 megahertz.

When the accutuned magnetron operates in periodic dither

jumping frequency, only if the feedback loop is opened and we

add a periodic wave form frequency command to the comparison

amplifier can we realize dither jumping frequency. When this

periodic wave form is a sine wave, we can obtain a higher tuning

range. Naturally, the highs and lows of the tuning rate are

related to the tuning band width. When its jumping frequency

range is 20 megahertz, the tuning rate can reach 400 hertz and

when the jumping frequency range is 500 megahertz, its tuning

rate is only 25 hertz. When the input's frequency control

command is a triangular wave, its tuning speed declines even

more. Fig. 6.29 is a response wave form when a 20 hertz

triangular wave is used to control a 150 megahertz frequency t6].
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Fig. 6.29 Servo Control Tuning of a SFD-354G Magnetron (200
Kilowatts, 500 Megahertz Dither-Tuning Range).
This Accutuned Magnetron Can Reappear Different
Tuning Wave Forms In Its Servo Response
Characteristic Range

(a) Magnetron tuner's response: total frequency
deviation 150 MHz (X wave band);

(b) Servo control input wave form: 20 Hz triangular
wave

Key: 1. Horizontal

The triangular waves below are servo control input wave forms

(i.e. system frequency command). The wave forms on top are the

accutuned magnetron tuner's response wave forms. We can see from

the figure that there is a phase shift between its response and
input wave forms. This is induced by the servo amplifier. At

the same time, the responding top end becomes round. This is
determined by the limited servo system band width.

The tuning activator of this accutuned magnetron is outside

the tube. This possibly improves many other useful tube

characteristics. For example, we can add a bimetal compensator
to reduce the thermal effects. We can also reduce the temperature

coefficient of an X wave band tube with a 500 megahertz jumping
frequency range to 0.05 megahertz/ C. The magnetron's-heat-

shift is the function of the mean power. This can improve the
heat dispersion of the tube and can be overcome by using a tuner
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made of a material with a low expanding coefficient. An X wave

band 200 kilowatt accutuned magnetron can reduce the thermal

shift to 3 megahertz by using the above measures.

To sum up, the accutuned magnetron possess great tuni 'g

flexibility. It can have the following five types of operating

modes.

(1) Fixed frequency

(2) Manually tuned to any frequency. The tuning method is

only to rotate one turn wherein the tuning rate reaches 100

megahertz/second.

(3) The speed and stability of the jumping frequency between

antenna scannings or within certain time intervals can satisfy

the requirements of multi-frequency moving target display.

(4) Programmed tuning. This changes its frequency based on

a prearranged program.

(5) Frequency agility between pulses based on a certain

pattern or random jumping frequency.

This causes its operating flexibility to be greatly increased.

For example, a certain accutuned jumping frequency magnetron

(VMX=1261A) [10] has an operating frequency of 8.6-9.6 kilo-

megahertz and a peak power of 200 kilowatts. Its tuning rate can

reach 40 megahertz/millisecond and its tuning sensitivity is

100 megahertz/volt. When triangular waves are added, the

frequency agility range is 100 megahertz and its tuning rate can

reach 45 hertz. Moreover, any one of 10 fixed frequencies in the

1,000 megawatt range acts as its center frequency.

This coaxial magnetron possesses relatively high frequency

stability. When the load's stationary wave ratio is 1.5, its

maximum frequency pull coefficient is 5 megahertz and its

maximum electronic frequency shift is 100 kilohertz/amnere. It
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can operate very well in a moving target display radar system.

Naturally, this accutuned magnetron also has many short-

comings. Firstly, it requires a very complex servo controlsystem.
This increases the cost and reduces its operating reliability.

Secondly, because a limited wave band electromechanical servo
system is used, there is still a contradiction between maximum
tuning rate and maximum Jumping frequency band width. Jumping

frequency between pulses can only be realized in a relatively

narrow band width and a full frequency band jumping frequency

requires a relatively long time. Moreover, because it uses a
crank shaft connecting rod mechanism, its mechanical inertia is

large, its wear is formidable, and its life-time is relatively

low.

6.6 Other Types of Dither Tuned Magnetrons

To overcome the problem of excessively large mechanical

rotating inertia of the motor's crankshaft connecting rod type

dither tuned, various types of dither-tuned magnetrons have

appeared. Their main features are that the electronically

controlled signals of the frequency command do not go through
the motor but use other devices to make changes on the mechanical

positions. The principle used is derived from an electroacoustic

device (loudspeaker).

6.6.1 The Vibrating-Reed Type Dither-Tuned Magnetron 121

The vibrating-reed type dither-tuned magnetron uses electro-

magnet to attract a magnetically tuned vibrating-reed. This
vibrating-reed is inserted into one or many anode cavities or

drives the tuning plunger of a coaxial magnetron. Its structure

is shown in fig. 6.30.
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Fig. 6.30 Structural Diagram of the Vibrating-Reed Type
Dither-Tuned Magnetron

In the figure, (30) is the coaxial cavity. It is tuned by

two mechanisms. One is slow speed wide band mechanical tuning
which is realized by the up and down movement of the tuning
plunger (90). The other is fast dither-tuning which is realized
by the fast up and down dithering of the tuning coil. The tuning
coil's thickness is 0.005 inches, its width is 0.200 inches and

3+

when its up and down vibration is - 0.005 inches it can have

vibration of - 15 megahertz in a 16,500 megahertz center fre-
quency. The tuning coil is driven by the vibrating-reed (52).
The vibrating-reed is made of copper, its thickness is 0.020

inches, its width is 0.400 inches and it is fixed on an electro,.
magnetic coil (78). This coil is placed in a magnetic field
formed by permanent magnet polar blocks (72) and (68). Wlhen

voice frequency current is used in the coil, it drives the
vibrating-reed vibration. Its vibrating-reed operates on a
mechanically tuned frequency which carries with it a drawback,
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its dither-tuning is fixed, This dither-tuned frequency can be

preselected in the 200-1,000 hertz range. Its tuning range is

determined by the driving power yet is usually not larger than
+ -

- 10 megahertz. The advantage of this tube is that its required

tuning power is very small. It only has a load of ampere voice-

frequency current input to 0.2 ohm, that is, its driving power

is only about 0.2 watts. In order for its tuning speed and range

to be stable, its driving signal source must be a stable sine

wave oscillator, its frequency stability within 0.1% and its

amplitude stability within 10%.

Because the dither-tuning range of this tube is narrow,

aside from the dither-tuning mechanism, a low speed wide band

tuning mechanism is also often installed.

Below are listed the major parameters of an early made

WX-4742 vibrating-reed type dither-tuned magnetron [11]:

Operating frequency : 8.5 -9.5 kilomegahertz
D(mechanically tunable)

Dither band width- 10 megahertz
Dither frequency 600 hertz
Peak power 200 kilowatts
Average power 200 watts (minimum)
Operating ratio 0.001
Efficiency 38%
Radio frequency'band width : 2/pulse
Pulling coefficient : 12 megahertz (maximum)
Electronic frequency shift : 0.3 megahertz/ampere
Stability : < 0.5%
Pulse width : 1 microsecond
Pulse repetition rate : 200-4,000 pulse/second

(determined by the dither
method)

Peak anode voltage : 22 kilovolts
Peak anode current : 27.5 ampere
Weight : 12 pounds
Cooling : forced wind cooling
Life-time : greater than 400 hours
Operating: temperature -55 to 70 C
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The advantages of this tube are that its dither rate is

relatively high (maximum can reach 1,000 hertz) and its required

tuning power is small. Its drawback is that the dither tuning

range is relatively narrow. Because its structure is quite simple,

its area is small, cost low and it is suitable for use in airborne

and small shipborne radar.

6.6.2 The Voice Coil Tuned Jumping Frequency Magnetron [13]

Voice coil tuning has the operating principle of using a

permanent magnet moving coil type loudspeaker to realize the

operating frequency. The tuning device of this type of Jumping

frequency magnetron is the same as that of the moving coil type

loudspeaker. It possesses a circular permanent magnet with a

strong magnetic field and there is also a voice coil in the

magnetic path's air space. Yet this voice coil is not connected

to the paper box but joined to the tube's tuning plunger. When

the frequency's command control flow passes the voice coil, this

signal is transformed into mechanically alternating movement.

This structural principle can be used in coaxial magnetrons as

well as in multicavity magnetrons.

Because this type of tuning mechanism does not influence the

rotating inertia of the high speed rotating section and the mass

of the moving section is small, the mechanical inertia is

relatively small and thus it can realize high speed tuning. Its

tuning quantity is determined by the tuning power of the input.

It is different from the above mentioned dither-tuned magnetron

in that it does not require a low speed wide band mechanically

tuned mechanism. It is similar to the accutuned Jumping frequency

magnetron as it can carry out wide band tuning with the same

tuning mechanism. However, its tuning rate will decrease when in

a wider tuning frequency band.
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To quicken the tuning rate it is necessary that the resist-

ance encountered by the tuning be reduced as much as possible.

In a coaxial type magnetron's tuning mechanism, its tuning plunger

is usually located in the vacuum resonant cavity. To send the

tuning movement to the tuning plunger in a vacuum, we must cause

the tuning rod to pass through a sealed vacuum film. In early

structures, this vacuum film was always perpendicular to the

movement direction of the tuning rod. At this time, one side of

the vacuum film endures atmospheric pressure and sinks inward.

This causes the tuning rod to endure unequal force in two direc-

tions of movement. To balance the atmospheric pressure we

usually use a spring which pulls in the opposite direction and

this increases the resistance during tuning. Moreover, the

elasticity of this balanced spring is not the same in different

tuning positions. If this type of magnetron is fitted in air-

borne radar, the atmospheric pressure is unequal at different

altitudes so that use of the same spring has no way of completely

counteracting this change in pressure. To resolve this problem

(most importantly to reduce the resistance during tuning) we use

a pair of connected vacuum corrugated tubes in the voice coil

tuned jumping frequency magnetron so that the force of its two

sides cancel eachother and cause the tuning plunger not to be

pressured. Fig. 6.31 gives its detailed structural diagram [14].
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Fig. 6.31 Structural Diagram of the Voice Coil Tuned Jumping
Frequency Coaxial Magnetron

In the figure, (65) is the body of the coaxial magnetron and

(69) is its resonant cavity. The tuning plunqer (84) passes the
triple connecti l law (85) and is joined to tuning component

(86). The sleevejof tuning component (86) is connected to voice

coil (110). (105) is a circular permanent magnet. Its upper part

forms an internal magnetic pole by top cover (107) and cylinder

(108) while bottom cover (106) forms an external magnetic pole.

The voice coil is then placed in the air space formed by the
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internal and external magnetic poles. When the voice coil flows

past the control flow of the frequency command, because it is
located in a strong magnetic field and receives a great deal of

force, this causes tuning component (86) to vibrate according

to the additional command.

We will now discuss how the tuning mechanism with this

structure eliminates the influence of the atmospheric pressure.

Two connected vacuum corrugated tubes, (90) and (91), are

welded on the two ends, (88) and (92), of tuning component (86).

The vacuum corrugated tube (90) below passes through opening (80)

and is connected to the vacuum in the resonant cavity. The vacuum

corrugated tube (91) on top passes through center opening (96) of

the tuning component and is connected to the vacuum in the

resonant cavity. The outside of the corrugated tube is joined with

the atmosphere. This structure has many good points. Firstly, use

of a corrugated tube can cause the direction of the atmospheric

pressure to be perpendicular to the direction of the tuning

component's direction and thus it will have no affect on the
latter. Secondly, after using two joined corrugated tubes, when

the tuning component moves up and down, one corrugated tube

endures pressure and the other endures pulling force. This can

cause the two to be balanced. Lastly, and more important, this

structure can keep the total area from changing during tuning.

The atmospheric pressure always causes the area of the vacuum

to compress. If the tuning component reduces the area of the

vacuum section when moving in one direction, when moving in

another direction there is an increase in the area of the vacuum

section. At this time, it is necessary to block the atmospheric

pressure. Therefore, maintaining the area of the vacuum section

during tuning can reduce the influence of atmospheric pressure.

Because this tuning mechanism is not influenced by atmospheric

pressure it is suitable for use at different altitudes above sea

level; it is especially suitable for airborne radar.
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Because the tuning component of the voice coil tuned

jumping frequency magnetron is relatively light and flexible,

it can attain a very high tuning rate. It is said that it can

reach 1,500 kilomegahertz/second in the X wave band and 5,000

kilomegahertz/second in the Ku wave band. The required driving

power is quite small, usually only requiring about 5 watts.

However, it is unlike the hydraulic tuning mechanism which

requires more than 125 watt tuning power.

To attain an accurate frequency read-out for the local

oscillation pretuning, frequency read-out sensors (121) and

(122) are mounted on the upper end of the tube. The voice coil's

alternating motion is Joined to axle (115) by connecting rod (112)

and on the top end of axle (115) is installed inner part (122) of
the sensor. Actually, this sensor is a transformer. Its outer

part (121) has two windings, the input signal is added to its

primary level winding and the output signal is taken from its

secondary level winding. Inner part (122) is the movable iron

core of this transformer. When the iron core is in different

positions, the sizes of the output signals derived from the

transformer's secondary level are also different. That is, it

can obtain a voltage read-out to represent the magnetron's

tuning frequency and its accuracy can reach - 0.15%.

When actually operating, the bridge type circuit and tuning

system are joined. The frequency command control signals are

added to an arm of the bridge type circuit and the output

signals from the transformer are added to another arm. The output

signals of the bridge's other arm are added to the voice coil

after amplification. When a frequency command control siqnal is

added the equilibrium of the bridge is destroyed. That is, when

an output signal is added to the voice coil, the shift of the

voice coil causes a change of the transformer's output signal

and its direction of change brings about renewed bridge
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equilibrium. At this time, there are no signals added into the

voice coil, and the voice coil as well as all of the tuning

components remain in the new position. The advantage of this

method of tuning is that it can cause the shift of the tuner

and input control voltage to form a ratio unlike the moving coil
loudspeaker which has a current flow in the voice coil so that

its sustained force and additional voltage form a direct ratio.

Because the voice coil tuned tube has no mechanically

rotating parts, high speed ball bearings are unnecessary. Thus,

its life-time is longer and its operating reliability is higher.

The L-4500 voice coil tuned magnetron ia a Ku wave band

coaxial magnetron. Its tuning range is 15.5-17.5 kilomeqahertz

and its tuning band width can reach 2,000 megahertz. When its
tuning range covers the entire band width, it is 60 hertz and

when in part of the band width (about 600 megahertz), it can

reach 200 hertz. The output peak power is 100 kilowatts. When in

a standing wave ratio of 1.5:1, the maximum frequency pull is
8.0 megahertz, the electronic frequency shift is 0.15 megahertz/

ampere, the maximum lost pulses is 0.25%, the minimum side lobe

is 9.0 decibels and it can endure 30g (11 milliseconds) shocks

and 15g (5-500 hertz) vibrations.

Because the equivalent pass band of this voice coil tuned
mechanism is relatively wide, its tuning speed is fast and its

tuning flexibility is relatively high. Thus, it easily realizes

random jumping frequency or program controlled jumping frequency.

This voice coil tuned magnetron has been used in many types

of radar systems. For example, the MA-1 radar of the Xiusi

Company has been refitted as jumping frequency radar which uses

a voice-coil tuned magnetron as the high powered jumping frequency

pulse generator. Further, when fitted on APQ-113 airborne radar
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of an F-I11A variable wing attack bomber, the original design

used a hydraulically tuned magnetron but later changed to use

the voice coil tuned tube of the Lideng Company.

6.6.3 The Piezoelectric Dither-Tuned Magnetron

Its structural principle is as follows. A suspension arm
made of sandwich piezoelectric material is used in the magnetron's

shell. The two top and bottom pieces of this sandwich material

have diferent polarized voltages. Therefore, the bottom material

endures compression and the top material stretching. This causes

the suspension arm to bend like the bimetal piece. After this

type of mechanical amplification, the tuning plunger fixed on

the end point of the suspension arm can move a distance of about

0.01 inches and thus realizes the transformation of the electric

signal into a mechanical displacement. Its deflection sensitivity

(each deflection) is in direct ratio to L2/t2 (L is the length and

t is the thickness) and mechanical tuning frequency f is in

direct ratio to t/L2. Maximum deflection d is in direct ratio to

1/f , and it forms an inverse ratio with its mechanical tuning

frequency. The mechanical resonance frequency of the tuner is

related to the operating frequency of the magnetron so that the

higher the operating frequency, the smaller the size of the cavity

and the higher the mechanical resonance frequency. Fig. 6.32
gives the relationship of the tuner's mechanical resonance

frequency and radio frequency [151. This relationship is based on
test results from the M5059 magnetron and a proportional model.
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Fig. 6.32 Relationship Between the Piezoelectric Tuner's
Mechanical Resonance Frequency and the Magnetron's
Radio Frequency

Key: 1. Tuner's mechanical resonance
frequency (Hz)

2. Radio frequency (GHz)
3. Resonating tuner
4. Nonresonating tuner

We can see from the figure that when the radio frequency is lower

than 25 kilomegahertz, the mechanical resonance frequency is

lower than 350 hertz. This is also the upper limit of this

resonator because there is relatively high frequency modulation

under resonance conditions. As a result, when the radio frequency

is made hi-her the problem of the resonator's resonance is

easier to resolve. Therefore, this type of tuner is suitable for

operating in a frequency band of over 8 millimeters. Moreover,

in these frequency bands only very small mechanical displacement

is needed to be able to attain a relatively large tuning band

width. For example, when using a magnetron with an 8 millimeter

wave band, the tuner's mechanical resonance frequency f =600o

hertz and maximum mechanical displacement d=0.014 inches can

provide a 350 megahertz frequency agility range.
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Fig. 6.32 also gives the performance of the same piezo-

electric tuner when operating in a resonance frequency. When

its resonance frequency is used for the drive, the sensitivity

of the same tuner can be raised 16 fold. However, this causes its

frequency agility to only have a fixed tuning frequency. There is

a stagnant ring relationship between this piezoelectric tuner's

transient additional voltage and transient frequency deviation

(see fig. 6.33). This is mainly caused by the medium loss in the

piezoelectric material as well as the phase difference between

the additional voltage and tuner's displacement. This phase

difference can be corrected by installing a compensation circuit

in the tube body. The tuning performances after compensation are

shown in fig. 6.33(b).
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Fig. 6.33 Tuning Performances of a Piezoelectric Tuner

(a) Tuning performances without compensation
(b) Tuning performances with compensation

Key: 1. Frequency deviation (MHz)
2. Driving voltage V)
3. Frequency deviation (MHz)
4. Driving voltage (V)

Because of the non-linearity between the driving voltage and

tuning frequency, in order to read-out its resonance frequency

there must also be another frequency read-out piezoelectric
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sensor. Because the output voltage of this sensor is in direct

ratio with its mechanical displacement, the accuracy of this

read-out voltage feed to the servo loop follows the non-

sinusoidal wave and eliminates the microphonic effects.

During the tuning process, the changes of the tuner's power

cause changes in the output power (see fig. 6.34). This is

created from the tuning component's radio frequency loss and

resonant cavity's external Q value changes caused by the distance

change between the anode and tuning coil.

1.0

.0.6
0.8
0.4

9X*fiMHz)-150-100 -50 15

• - -0.21

-0.4

-0.6

Fig. 6.34 Changes of the Output's Peak Power During the
Tuning Process

Key: 1. Frequency deviation (MHz)

The M5059 frequency agility magnetron which uses the piezo-

electric tuner principle structure is an 8 millimeter magnetron

with 26 wing piece rising sun type anodes. Its peak output

power is 40 kilowatts (input power is 210 kilowatts), its

maximum agility frequency range is 300 megahertz and its

maximum tuning frequency is 1 kilohertz. When the tuner is at

100 hertz the input impedance is 220 kilo-ohm, the tangent

value of the loss angle is 0.5 and the pulse is 25-500 milli-

microseconds.
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The M5124 voltage tuned agility magnetron operates at 80

kilomegahertz. Its peak output power is 4 kilowatts, its agility

frequency range can reach 700 megahertz, its mechanical reson-

ance frequency is about 800 hertz and its minimum pulse can

reach 3 millimicroseconds.

The tuner with this structure is installed in a vacuum and

thus does not require a vacuum sealed corrugated tube or a

vacuum bearing. Therefore, its life-time is relatively long.

After 1,000 hours of life-time testing there was no decline in

performance. Because the input impedance of the tuner is very

high, the required tuning power is extremely small and the

tuning speed is high (it can reach 600 kilomegahertz/second).

However, the drawback is that it can only be used in a relatively

high frequency band and the lower the frequency band, the

narrower its tuning range.

6.7 The Gyro-Tuned Jumping Frequency Magnetron

All of the above mentioned Jumping frequency magnetrons with

different tuning methods used the same operating principle to

realize resonant cavity tuning. That is, they use the geometric

volume method to change the position of one wall of the

resonant cavity and thus change the resonant .cavity in order to

realize resonant cavity tuning. However, the tuning frequency of

the tuning cavity not only depends on the size of the geometric

volume but also on the dielectric constant of the dielectric

material in the resonant cavity or the magnetic conductance

coefficient of the magnetic conducting material. If we use

controlled voltage or controlled current we can change the

dielectric constant of the dielectric material or the magnetic

conductance coefficient of the magnetic conducting material

(equal to changing the capacitance or inductance of the resonant

cavity). Then, we can change the resonant cavity s frequency.
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Yet, the medium loss of this type of material is ralatively

large and as a result it cannot be used under high powered con-

ditions. Further research has shown that even if the dielectric

constant of the dielectric material is not changed but we only

change its relative position in the resonant cavity we can still

change the resonance frequency of the resonant cavity. This is

because we change the quantity of the dielectric material facing

the direction of the electric field. This so-called gyro-tuned

jumping frequency magnetron uses this principle for tuning.

Fig. 6.35 is a structural diagram of this gyro-tuned jumping

frequency magnetron [161.
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Fig. 6.35 Structural Diagram of the GyroTuned Jumping
Frequency Magnetron

The gyro-tuned magnetron is the same as other coaxial

magnetrons in that it uses the TE01ilmodel resonant cavity.
The electric field direction of this model resonant cavity is

shown in the figure as vector 2. Its electric line of force

is many concentric circular rings and when many (8 in the

figure) are installed in the resonant cavity (16) it can

rotate medium wing piece (36). These medium wing pieces go

past each of the gears and are driven by the same annular
inner gear (4f) so that they are in phase rotation. So-called in

phase indicates that the included angle a maintained between

each wing piece and ring S is consistently equal when rotating.

In this way, when a is 900 or 2700 (the positions shown in the
figure), the quantity of its electric field R's dielectric

material is the thickness of the dielectric wing piece. However,
when a is equal to 00 or 1800, it is equal to the length of the

wing piece with the quantity of the electric field phase

direction's dielectric material. When these wing pieces rotate

alike, this can cause the resonance frequency of the resonant
cavity to change with a sine wave pattern. Then, fast speed

modulation is realized for the magnetron's operating frequency.

To be able to have better dielectric performance under

microwave high power conditions, the dielectric wing pieces
were made of high purity aluminum trioxide ceramic plates. When

the dielectric constant of this dielectric material is in a

frequency of 8.7 to 9.7 kilomega and the tangent of the loss

angle only has 10-4 , it can sustain higher power in microwave

frequency.

However, in any case, the induced dielectric wing pieces in

the resonant cavity can cause the maximum power, which can be

sustained by the resonant cavity, to decrease. This is because
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of the sparks in the cavity. To raise the maximum power which

can be sustained by the resonant cavity, the high pressure

insulation gas method is used in the gyro-tuned magnetron. Yet,

before doing so we must first separate the mutual effect area

of the resonant cavity, high vacuum electrons and field phase.
This is easily realized when using a coaxial magnetron with a

TE011 resonant cavity. Anode wing plate (8) is fitted on a

cylinder (6) in this magnetron (see fig. 6.35). Every two wing

plates on this cylinder has a long crevice (14) and the energy
of the electromagnetic field is coupled by this crevice and the

resonant cavity. To separate-the resonant cavity and tube we
need only make a ceramic sleeve (12) and place it outside the

anode cylinder (6). This ceramic cylinder is also made of

aluminum oxide. Its two ends are separately vacuum welded on
the bottom pole piece and on cylinder (18) (they can also be

directly welded on the wall of anode cylinder (6). This guaran-

tees a continued high vacuum inside the cylinder and then the

resonant cavity outside the cylinder maintains high pressure.
We can freely use this ceramic cylinder for the microwave

energy. The direct welding of many long pieces of ceramic on

crevice (14) can also create this separation.

There are many types of gases which can act as insulation

gases but they must be able to satisfy the requirements of high
dielectric strength inertia (chemically non-reactive), thermal

stability, non-toxic, not easily combustible etc. The gas

presently used is sulfur hexafluoride (SF6 ) and its full pres-

sure reaches 35 pounds/square inch. Yet, a new problem is

produced at this time: how to prevent the leaking of this insul-

ation gas (especially the leaking when going past the bearings

and other drive components of the mechanical drive system). The

method for resolving this problem is to totally seal up the

entire mechanical drive section (including the driving motor,

reduction gear and frequency reading generator). Only the
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lead-in wire (51) (the motor driving signal wire) and lead-out

wire (52) (the frequency read-out signal wire) are led-in and

led-out by the sealed terminal. At the same time, the wave guide

output interface area also adds a welded window (32) made of

aluminum oxide ceramic to prevent the leaking of the insulation

gas. This guarantees that the insulation gas in the resonant

cavity will not leak out under high pressure conditions.

Because there are no components with alternating movement

in the gyro-tuned magnetron, the driving motor can operate at

a very high rotating speed without shortening its life-time.

Therefore, this type of tube can have a relatively high tuning

rate. It can use a 200 hertz tuning rate to tune a 300 mega-

hertz band width or use a 400 hertz tuning rate to tune a 260

megahertz band width (in the Ku wave band). The tuning drive

power required is small. The added weight of the tuning

mechanism is very light; the entire tuning mechanism only adds

1/2 pound to the basic weight of the magnetron.

Although we use a pressurized insulation gas to increase the

resonant cavity's power endurance capabilities, yet the maximum

output power of this gyro-tuned magnetron is lower than the

several above mentioned Jumping frequency magnetrons. At

present, the output power in the X wave band is 70 kilowatts

and only 35 kilowatts in the Ku wave band.

However, the reliability of this simple rotary tuned mech-

anism is relatively high and the tuning mechanism operating

outside the tube's vacuum bulb prolongs the life of the tube

itself. Furthermore, because there is no tuning plunger with

alternating movement, it can sustain stronger impact and

vibration and thus not affect its frequency stability (when

operating at fixed frequency).
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Therefore, this type of tube is suitable for airborne

search, navigation and tracking radar as well as missile homing

radar.

6.8 The Magnet Tuned Jumping Frequency Magnetron

All of the above mentioned jumping frequency magnetrons used

mechanically tuned mechanisms to realize fast speed Jumping

frequency. The great majority of coaxial magnetrons (aside from
the gyro-tuned) used the movement of a tuning plunger to change
the size of the resonant cavity's geometric measurement for its

tuning. Although use of various measures can lighten the weight

of the tuning plunger as well as the mechanical inertia of the

tuning mechanism, in any case, the tuning plunger's weight is

at least 100 grams. It is not very possible for such a heavy

substance to create alternating movement with a certain ampli-
tude using a 1,000 hertz frequency for the realization of an

over 10% tuning range. The flexibility of the tuning is also

wanting and this problem is even more outstanding in the low

microwave wave band. Therefore, it is necessary to think of a

method to quicken the tuning speed and enlarge the tuning band

width, that is, not to use mechanical tuning but to use

electronic tuning. The magnet tuned Jumping frequency coaxial

magnetron is one of the more successful among them.

The structure of this magnet tuned Jumping frequency

magnetron is shown in fig. 6.36.
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Fig. 6.36 Structural Diagram of Magnet Tuned Jumping
Frequency Magnetron

(a) Sectional diagram;
(b) External contour diamgram;
(c) Semi-circular magnetic circuit.

Circular ring (70) which is made from yttrium iron garnet CYIG)

is the magnetic tuning medium. This material has very small

8 5

* dielectric loss (its tg6  5x10 -5) and the saturated macnetiza-

tion is about 400-1,600 gauss. The outer diameter of this

circular ring is equal to the inner diameter of the coaxial

cavity's outer wall and the section is about 0.050'x0.250"

(can also be larger based on the required tuning range). In

order for this ring to be able to be securely fixed on the wall
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of the cavity, the ring is pressed in using the thermal

pressure method. When the cavity is heated to 2000C and the

ring is pressed in at room temperature, after the cavity cools

to room temperature the ring can be binded. The ring is placed

in this part of the cavity to reduce the loss of the magnetic

circuit when placed on the outer edge of the TE01ilelectro-

magnetic field. Electromagnetic coil (80) is placed so as to

carry out tuning below the coaxial cavity. The magnetic field

direction produced by the electromagnetic coil is shown by

arrow (53). The electric field direction of TE011 is shown by

arrow (74) and its magnetic field direction is shown by arrow

(76). The direction of this linear polarized microwave power

flow is shown by arrow (84) and the direction of the added

direct current tuned magnetic field is the same as its power

flow direction. In this way, vhen we change the size of the

added direct current magnetic field which can change the magnetic

conduction of the ferrite as well as the distribution of the

TE011 model's high frequency electric field, we can change the

resonance frequency of the resonant cavity. The tuning range is
determined by the measurement of the ferrite magnetic circuit

and the size of the direct current magnetic field. When we have

the above mentioned measurements of the magnetic circuit, the

maximum attainable tuning range can reach 1%. If the section

area of the magnetic circuit is enlarged to 0.25"xO.25" and we

use a small coaxial cavity, a 10% tuning range can be realized.

However, the specified power is greatly reduced. The tuning

speed of this tube is mainly limited by the time constant which

is determined by the inductance and direct current resistance

of the electromagnetic coil. Use of a suitable design can bring

about a tuning frequency of up to 1 kilohertz.

The shape of the magnetic circuit can be semi-circular (as

shown in fig. 6.36(c) wherein the central section is relatively

thick. This structure can cause the microwave field distribution
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in the tuned magnetic circuit to become more uniform and it can

also reduce the instability of the self-rotational waves.

The magnetic circuit can also be placed on the bottom of

the coaxial cavity and the magnetic field of the TE011 model

there will be weaker. This can further reduce loss and raise

the power limit. Because the ferrite has a high powered satur-

ated critical field, when exceeding this peak power the radio
frequency field will be coupled to the self rotational field in

the material. This will cause a loss for the microwave signal.

The radio frequency is weakest on the corners of the coaxial

cavity but because its coupling with the high frequency magnetic

field is weakened, when in the same magnetic circuit section,
its tuning range becomes even smaller.

The added tuning magnetic field should be as perpendicular

with the magnetron's original axial magnetic field as possible

so that the mutual effects are minimal. A magnetic shield can

also be used to prevent the scattered magnetic field from

covering the tuning magnetic field.

To increase its tuning band width, a mechanical tuning
device (in the figure, tuning plunger (16) driven by connect-

ing rod (46) is added in the tube.

To raise the power limit of the magnet tuned Jumping fre-

quency magnetron we can also use a method similar to gyro-

tuning. That is, the use of an aluminum oxide ceramic sleeve

outside the anode cavity and the welding of its two ends. This

will cause the magnetic circuit to be outside the vacuum and

afterwards the coaxial cavity will fill with high pressure
insulation gas (e.g. sulfur fluoride).

Another method for realizing magnet tuned frequency jumping
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is to cause the transmission directions of the tuning magnetic

field and microwave current to be perpendicular to each other.
Fig. 6.37 shows the structure of this magnet tuned jumping

frequency magnetron.

117 j -lid

106 11

(a6)

Fig. 6.37 Structure of Magnet Tuned Jumping Frequency
Magnetron With Pulse Transformer

(a) Sectional diagram;
(b) Exciting circuit;
(c) Magnetic circuit installed on the bottom

of the coaxial cavity.
Key: 1. Artificial line

2. Pulse source

There is no mechanical tuning structure in this tube and
therefore its magnet tuning coil is fixed on the upper end of

the tube. The structure of its produced magnet tuning magnetic
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field is quite ingenious. It is not directly produced from an
electromagnetic coil but by a very strong pulsed electric

current using the secondary level of the pulsed transformer.

In the figure, (121) is the primary level of this pulsed

transformer. It coils on the magnetron's coaxial circular ring

(117) made from a belt shaped iron-cored coil. The secondary

level of this transformer is a short circuit ring made from the

anode cylinder of the coaxial tube and other component
structures. This short circuit ring is formed as follows. The

outside of the tube's anode cylinder (92) is covered with a

sleeve (110) made of a high frequency ceramic so that the anode
cylinder will not come into direct contact with the coaxial

cavity. The upper end of the anode cylinder and external shield
(112) of the magnet tuning coil are welded by (123). The lower

end and lower covering plate (106) of the coaxial cavity are

welded by (115). In this way, the secondary level short circuit

ring is composed of 94-115-106-109-108-114-116-123 and its
direction is shown by arrows a,b,c and d. The magnetic field TE0O1

formed from this electric flow is annular and its direction is

shown by arrow (76). Its electric field has a coaxial ring
shape and its direction is shown by arrow (74). Therefore, the

direction of the added tuning magnetic field is perpendicular

to the magnetic field of TE011.

When a plane electromagnetic wave passes the ferrite and
there is a direct current magnetic field perpendicular to the
transmission direction and alternating field, an equivalent

magnetic conduction coefficient A'ff is produced which can

be determined by the following formula:

±_. Y'(H +49M,)'-c'IAo .Y(H,)(H,+ 4xM,)-5
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In the formula Y is the gyro-magnetic conductance ratio

of an electron. It is equal to 2.8 megahertz/oersted and O0

is the angular frequency of the microwave plane wave.

The tuning range of this magnet tuning method can be

roughly estimated as: its relative tuning range is equal to the

ratio between the area of the ferrite and the electric volume

(i.e. inner cavity volume) of the tuning cavity. This is because

when in a zero value tuning field, the ferrite is a medium for

the cavity field and when the tuning is a critical value the

equivalent magnetic conductance coefficient is zero. This

inhibits the cavity field causing it to be equal to a shrunken

circle of the cavity's volume. Because the equivalent dielectric

constant of the yttrium iron garnet is equal to 16, the cavity

measurement of the ferrite's section is 1% of the cavity's

volume. Then its timing range is 4%. A 10% tuning range can be

realized by using this magnet tuning method, yet, at this time,

it is necessary that the non-loaded Q value reach to over 1,000

so as to reduce loss. This requires that the ferrite's loss

angle tangent be smaller than lxlO 3 . Yttrium iron garnet can

completely satisfy this requirement. The tuning magnetic field

required at this time is about several hundred oersted.

Similarly, the tuning magnetic circuit can be placed on

the bottom of the coaxial cavity (as shown in fig. 6.37(c)).

This can reduce the strength of the radio frequency field and

this can raise the power limit. However, at the same time, this

can reduce the tuning range. Therefore, there is a compromise

between the peak power and tuning range. If the tuning magnetic

circuit is placed in the position of fig. (c), its tuning range

will decrease 3 fold and the peak power will increase 10 fold.

To produce a sufficient tuning magnetic field (several

hundred oersted), we use a pulsed transformer with controllable
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silicon control. Fig. 6.37(b) shows its electronic schematic

diagram. When the controllable silicon (124) is triggered by

the pulse source (131), primary level (119) passes the 50

ampere peak electric current, the primary level coil has 50
coils on the roll tape shaped iron core and its change ratio is

50:1. Thus, it can produce a 1,000 ampere peak electric

current, that is, its magnetic field strength is 1,000 ampere-

turns.

The following several problems exist when using ferrite

for the magnet tuning of a magnetron:
(1) The ferrite can produce gas and even after long baking

there is still an exhaust rate of 0.6 milliliters-torr.grams/

hour. Thus it cannot be used in a vacuum.

(2) When ferrite is placed in a strong radio frequency

field, it is only necessary that at any time the radio frequency

field exceed threshold H to be able to bring about highc
powered unstable guadratic resonance and create power loss and
ferrite heat generation. This limits the upper limit of the

storage of energy in the ferrite loaded cavity.
(3) The heat conduction capability of the ferrite is lack-

ing so that even if we do not take the effect of the outside
temperature into consideration, because there is a radio

frequency loss in the ferrite itself, this causes it temperature
to gradually rise and its performance to gradually decline. When

the component's temperature reaches a curie point, it completely

loses effect. To decrease loss and increase efficiency, the

ferrite must be located in a place with a weak radio frequency

electric field and strong radio frequency magnetic field.

Further, we must also use an as thin as possible ferrite strip

and copper welding or tin welding to weld it to the cavity wall
fri good heat conduction. Good cooling is added outside the

cavity wall.

(4) In order for the magnetron to operate normally it must
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have a very strong magnetic field. Yet, we canot allow this

magnetic field to jam the magnet tuning ferrite and cause

false bias and magnetic saturation. The magnetic field direction

of the common magnetron is perpendicular to the magnetic field

of the magnetron itself. In any case, there can still exist

parasitic coupling between the two. Therefore, we must use a

magnetic shield between the two. While this shield protects the
ferrite, it does not affect the normal operation of the magnetron

nor does it cause a bias magnetic field short circuit of the

ferrite. Thus, the ferrite cannot be placed too close to the

main body of the magnetron.

(5) The speed of magnet tuning is limited by electromagnetic

induction and power. To cause the bias magnetic field to be at

fast speed, it is necessary to have relatively large Dower.
Moreover, when the frequency is very high, the vortex flow and

magnetic hysteresis loss can cause relatively high loss.

To resolve this problem, we will introduce a type of magnet

tuned frequency agility magnetron which uses an external

ferrite loaded tuned cavity below [18].

This magnet tuned magnetron uses a standard 3 centimeter

short circuit wave guide as the loaded cavity and the ferrite
used is a magnesium-manganese ferrite to reduce loss and

increase power. The ferrite piece must be located in a weak

radio frequency electric field and strong radio frequency
magnetic field, that is, welded on the narrow wall of the

rectangular wave guide (see fig. 6.38).
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(1)0% L

Fig. 6.38 Short Circuit Wave Guide Cavity Welded With
Ferrite Pieces

Key: 1. Ferrite
2. Magnetic field Ha

The bias magnetic field Ha added for tuning is parallel to the

narrow side of the wave guide. Whe H increases from 0 toa
2,000 oersted, the cavity's resonance frequency gradually

changes from 8,452 to 9,600 megahertz.

This external ferrite loaded resonant cavity is coupled with

the magnetron by the ceramic window of the H shape crevice.

A 1350 included angle is formed between this output window

and the normal output window of the magnetron (see fig. 39(a)).
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Fig. 6.39 Coupling of the Ferrite Loaded Magnet Tuned
Resonant Cavity and the Magnetron

Key: 1. Magnetron
2. Ceramic window
3. Magnetic shield
4. Ferrite bias magnetic field
5. Compressed air
6. Standard Radio frequency output
7. Standard radio frequency output
8. Magnetic shield
9. Ferrite loaded tuning cavity coupling

window
10. Cavity welded with ferrite
11. Welded on ferrite pieces
12. Cooling water
13. Compressed air

To avoid the overheating caused by ferrite loss, a cooling water

tube is welded on the outer wall of the short circuit wave guide,

compressed air is passed into the wave guide and there is a

magnetic shield between the loaded cavity and magnetron to

separate the magnetron's magnetic field and the bias magnetic
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field (see fig. 6.39(b). This magnetic shield can reduce the

magnetron't leakage of the magnetic field near one end of the

magnetron's ferrite by 96% and reduce the magnetic field of

the central operating space 4%.

After this ferrite loaded resonant cavity is coupled to
the magnetron and the heat is mea ured, when we measure the

change of the bias magnetic fielsd'etween 0-2,000 oersted and

the mechanical tuning range is 8.5-9.3 kilomegahertz, we can

obtain a magnetic tuning range of 65-55 megahertz. Its output
power changes from 240 to 185 kilowatts. --

Although this magnet tuned frequency agility magnetron can
avoid the mechanical tuning components , yet it requires a

relatively strong tuning magnetic field which can only be

produced by a solenoid coil. Further, because of electromagnetic

inductance, there is still no way of attaining a very high

tuning rate. Moreover, the higher the required tuning rate, the

larger the needed tuning power.

6.9 Voltage Tuning of a High Powered Pulse Magnetron

Although magnet tuned jumping frequency can realize
inertialess tuning, yet because it requires an extremely large

tuning electric current and because the ferrite in the cavity

limits the tube's maximum rated power, it is best to be able

to realize voltage tuning for the magnetron.

The problem of voltage tuning for low powered continuous
wave magnetrons was resolved earlier. The maximum tuning band

width of this voltage tuned magnetron has already exceeded an

octave and its maximum output powers has reached several

hundred watts. At present, it is widely used in electronically

tuned jamming receivers.
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However, its use in the voltage tuning of a radar

receiver's high power pulsed magnetron is a problem still

being researched. Below we will present a plan for the voltage

tuning of a large power pulsed magnetron.

Fig. 6.40 shows the structure of an electronically tuned

high power pulsed magnetron.

(2)(

6)

Fig. 6.40 A Plan For an Electronically Tuned High Power
Pulsed Magnetron

Key: 1. Anode system
2. Support
3. Magnetic field M
4. Wave guide output system
5. End cap
6. Heater
7. Thermionic cathode
8. Added electrode
9. Support

10. End cap

This structure is applicable for use in various axial type

magnetrons, including various multicavity, rising sun and

coaxial magnetrons. The figure does not draw any specific

type of magnetron but is expressed by the general name of an

anode system.

It is important to place an additional electrode in the

tube. This electrode is coaxial with the cathode. The

additional electrode is made from a material with a very low
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transmission coefficient (e.g., carbon, graphite tungsten

carbide, molybdenum and titanium) and thus does not basically

transmit electrons. This additional electrode is as close to

the cathode as possible so as to affect its space electric

charge. It can be the same length as the cathode(but not

necessarily) and should be the same thickness as the diameter

of the cathode. An end cap is added on to one of its ends.

This additional electrode is connected to the cathode on

the circuit as well as with the electric potential of the

cathode. At this time, the voltage tuning of this magnetron

relies on changing the direct current electric potential of the

anode and cathode which is realized by changing its anode

current. Although common magnetrons can also rely on changing

the anode current to change the frequency, its sensitivity is

very low. However, the tuning sensitivity of magnetrons with

this structure is very high.

We cannot connect the additional electrode to the cathode

and add a negative electric potential facing the cathode on

the additional electrode. We can,however, realize electronic

tuning by changing the value of this negative electric poten-

tial. This can avoid the high voltage tuning system.

Another plan using an electronically tuned medium power

magnetron is adding an additional tuning cathode in one or

several cavities of a multicavity magnetron. Its structure is

shown in fig. 6.41.
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Fig. 6.41 Schematic of the Structure of an Electronically
Tuned Magnetron With Tuning Cathode

Key: 1. Radio frequency output
2. Magnetron cathode
3. Banded tuning cathode
4. Partition band
5. Magnetic field

A negative voltage is added on this tuning cathode. This

negative voltage can change the space electric charge current

in the resonant cavity's space. This also changes the resist-

ance of the resonant cavity and thus changes its tuning fre-

quency. When an electronically tuned magnetron with this

structure is cold measured at a low signal level (several

milliwatts), we can observe the relationshp between its tuning

sensitivity and magnetic field strength. Fig. 6.42 shows the

tuning sensitivity curve measured after being refitted with a
CV6035X wave band 14 cavity magnetron. when the added voltage

of the diode is 1 kilovolt and the electric current is 200

milliampere, its frequency deviation can reach 10-15 megahertz.
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Fig. 6.42 Relationship of the Tuning Sensitivity and Magnetic
Field Strength When There is Cold Meauring

Key: 1. Magnetic field (Tesla)
2. Gyro tuning field strength
3. 1.12mm diameter
4. 0.81mm diameter

However, when the magnetron operates normally, because of

the very strong radio frequency electric field strength, the

diode current enlarges and the frequency deviation decreases.

When heat measuring, the results are summed up as follows:

(1) The impedance of the diode varies between 500-2000JL.

(2) The frequency deviatic-n increases with diode voltage and current

slightly less than linearity, then reaches a maximum value. The optimum ratio

of cathode-anode diameter is 0.4.

(3) Tuning sensitivity changes signs in the vicinity of cyclotron

field strength as shown in Fig. 6.43.
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Fi.6.43 Relationship Between the Voltage Tiiiing Sensitivity

and the Magnetic Field Strength

Key: 1. Magnetic field -(-Tesla)
2. Gyro field strength

(4) When the magnetron's load mismatch is 1.5:1, its

tuning sensitivity is maximum.

(5) Use of a single diode (in a 14 cavity magnetron) can

obtain a 2.5 megahertz frequency deviation when in an 80 kilo-

watt peak output. The power required for tuning is about 1% of

the magnetron's output power.

(6) When two tuning cathodes are used, its effect is

superposed and when in a 1% tuning power it can obtain a 5

megahertz frequency eeviation.

Naturally, such a small frequency deviation cannot satisfy

the requirements.

Recently, another new type of electronically tuned magne-

tron was developed on the basis of this electronically tuned

magnetron. This magnetron has an auxiliary resonant cavity

coupled with the main magnetron anode. There is an electron

multiple bombarder electrode in the auxiliary

resonant cavity and a 1-30 kilovolt control voltage is added

on this electrode. When a suitable radio frequency voltage is
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added to the electrode of this auxiliary cavity, the controlled

electron multiple bombardment electrode then discharges. This

causes resonant frequency displacement which changes the

magnetron's oscillation frequency. The same anode can fit

several of these cavities and this can enlarge the total fre-

quency deviation range. At present, a 30 megahertz frequency

deviation has been attained in an S wave band 200 kilowatt tube

and a 100 megahertz frequency deviation was attained on an X
wave band 50 kilowatt tube. This caused the index of this type

of electronically tuned magnetron to reach a usable level.

Recently, foreign nations have been developing a digital
coded electronically tuned frequency agility magnetron. It
uses a coaxial magnetron and PIN dioder are coupled to the

outer cavity of the magnetron. The reactance of these diodes

are loaded on to this cavity and act as a switchable tuning

device of the magnetron's reactance tuning. It is only necessary

that the reactance load of each PIN tube form a binary multiple

relation for the magnetron's oscillation frequency. We can thus

realize digital coding agility of the magnetron's frequency.

Test models of this type of tube operate in the Ku wave
band, their center frequency is 16.5 kilomegahertz, their power

is 60 kilowat s and their operation ratio is 0.001. The first
type has a tuning range of 300 megahertz and a tuning speed of

10 megahertz/millisecond. The second type has a tuning range of

50 megahertz and a tuning speed of 100 megahertz/microsecond.

The first is used in common frequency agility radar whereas

the second type can realize coded pulse compression in the

pulses and thus improve the radar's capabilities.
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CHAPTER VII

THE STRUCTURE OF NONCOHERENT FREQUENCY AGILE RADAR

7.1 GENERAL ACCOUNT

Noncoherent radar is that kind of radar where a fixed phase

relationship does not exist between the radio frequency pulse that

is transmitted and the continuous vibration of the local oscillator.

In actuality, this noncoherent radar is also that kind of radar where

the transmitter uses a high-powered self-excited oscillator but is

not an amplified chain type. Presently, in the microwave wave band,

this kind of high-powered self-excited oscillator still primarily uses

a magnetron oscillator. Therefore noncoherent frequency agile radar is

also radar that uses a frequency agile magnetron.

Because there is no fixed phase relationship between the radio

frequency pulse of the noncoherent radar transmission and the local

oscillator, therefore the radar cannot carry out coherent signal pro-

cessing, for example coherent accumulation, collecting Doppler frequency,

etc. Although the method of using a transmitted pulse for oherent

oscillation phase locking can also achieve coherence when receiving,

and as a result partially resolves these problems, its stability is

inferior to that of the fully coherent type. Moreover, it cannot pro-
duce the pulse compression and other complicated transmitted signal

wave forms. But because the transmitter of the noncoherent radar is far

simpler than the coherent radar transmitter of the amplified chain type,

and furthermore because its efficiency is high, power consumption is

economical, volume is small, weight is light, and cost is low, there-

fore this magnetron noncoherent radar has obtained extremely wide-spread

use in radar of various types of military a d civilian radar. It is

particularly widely used among the various iypes of tactical radar

requiring high mobility, including various types of mobile antiaircraft

surveillance radar, fire-control radar, and airborne and ship-borne radar.

However, the old type magnetron still has a series of weaknesses
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among which the most fatal weakness is that it cannot Very quickly

change its operational frequency, as a result it is very easy for

the radar to be subjected to enemy jamming and be put out of operation.

As the preceding explains, in the past a large amount of research

work has been carried out in order to increase ite tuning speed, until

the frequencyagile type magnetron was developed to achieve a jump fre-

quency between the pulses, causing the tuning speed to produce a qual-

itative leap. Since there are abrupt changes in the carrier frequency

of adjacent pulses transmitted by frequency agile radar, even if there

-is-a totally electronically tuned jammer, it cannot carry out set-on

jamming against it, but can only employ wideband noise blocking jamming.

this causes the effects of the jamming to be greatly reduced.

Moreover, the achievement of jump frequency between pulses not

only is an improvement in tuning speed, but also causes the whole radar

performance to produce qualitative variations. As described in Part 1

frequency agile radar not only improves anti-jamming properties, but

also can increase detection distance of radar, improve angle measure-

ment precision, reduce sea wave clutter, etc.

All these cause frequency agile radar to not only be an improve-

ment in the common pulse radar, but also to become a completely new

radar system. Therefore, we can say that the emergence of frequency

agile technology is a revolution in classical pulse radar systems.

However,this new system is even more important with regard to

the old type magnetron noncoherent radar, because retrofitting the old

type magnetron radar to noncoherent frequency agile radar is relatively

easy to achieve, this retrofitting can even be carried out on the spot

on existing equipment. After retrofitting, however, it can cause a great

improvement in various properties of the original equipment. This way

we can pay the minimum price and make large quantities of nearly ob-

solete radar obtain new life.

On the basis of foreign reports, the cost of frequency agile

magnetrons is only (5-10)% higher than the cost of fixed frequency
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magnetrons. So long as the radar transmitter replaces the magnetron

then it basically does not need to be altered. Primary modification

requires changing the original klystron local oscillator to a backward-

wave tube local oscillator or bulk-effect diode local oscillator, and

at the same time it is necessary to install a comparatively complicated

automatic frequency precision tuneing circuit, while making correspond-

ing retrofits to display and data processing components. This way the

final cost will increase approximately (10-15)% over the cost of the

original equipment. Figure 7.1 thus is a photograph of the additional

components that are needed to carry out this retrofitting. Included

among them are such components as the precision tuning magnetron, fre-

quency agile local oscillator, automatic frequency precision tuner, and

a jamming detection receiver and display.

Because frequency agile radar possesses many advantages, therefore

presently many countries not only carry out retrofitting on numerous old

type radar that they already have, but also are designing many new

models of frequency agile radar; even on radar that already has com-

pleted development, the original design has been revised, to change

it to frequency agile type radar.

We can estimate that in the near future, frequency agile radar will

replace fixed frequency radar in very many applications, and will become

the standard pulse radar system.

The differences between the noncoherent frequency agile radar that

uses frequency agile magnetrons and common pulse radar primarily are

the radio frequency components in the transmitter and receiver (TR).

Concretely speaking, these are the three components of the frequency

agile magnetron, the frequency agile local oscillator, and the high

speed (monopulse) automatic frequency control. The block diagram of

the frequency agile radar radio frequency parts that are included in

these three components are as Fig. 7.2 shows. The high power radio

frequency pulse that the frequency agile magnetron outputs goes to the

high powered circulator, it later goes through the TR switch to the

antenna, and on the other hand, an extremely small signal is extracted
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by the decibel directional coupler and is sent to the self-excited

frequency control mixer. The tuning of the frequency agile local oscil-

lator is divided into the two components of coarse tuning and precision

tuning; coarse tuning is presetting the local oscillator close to the

transmitting frequency before each transmission; precision tuning is

conducting high-speed frequency precision tuning at the time of pulse

transmission, and the local oscillator frequency is quickly tuned to

the correct position. The coarse tuning of agile local oscillator has

two methods: One is open loop presetting, primarily used for frequency

agile magnetrons that possess a frequency readout device. The other is

closed loop cold measurement tracking, that is, during the radar recov-

ery time the signal put out by the local oscillator, after going through

the isolator and circulator, goes to the magnetron, and a test is car-

ried out on the cold resonance frequency of the magnetron. After the

signal reflected by the magnetron goes through the TR switch and the

variable attenuator to the detector, the signal obtained after detec-

tion is used to control the operations of the automatic frequency

control system. So long as the additional frequency modulation signal

is added it can make the agile local oscillator frequency follow the

magnetron cold frequency changes.

FIG. 7.1 THE SPARE COMPONENTS THAT ARE
NEEDED FOR RETROFITTING THE COMMON PULSE
RADAR TO FREQUENCY AGILE RADAR THAT USES A
PRECISION TUNING MAGNETRON.
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FIG. 7.2 THE RADIO FREQUENCY PARTS OF
NONCOHERENT FREQUENCY AGILE RADARKEY: (a) Frequency agile magnetron; (b)
Coming from the modulator; fc) Isolator;

(d)Circulator; (e) Switch; (f) Variable
attenuator; (g) AFC Mixer; (h) Control
pulse detector; (i' To the receiver;
(j) To the antenna; (k) Presetting fre-
quency; (1) Agile local oscillator

This chapter will emphasize explanation of the frequency agile

local oscillator and automatic frequency control systems.

In noncoherent frequency agile radar the operation process of

the agile local oscillator is extremely complicated, below we use

the frequency agile radar which employs rotational tuning magnetron
as an example to explain its operational process (1)* Figure 7.3 shows

the operational process of this frequency agile radar agile local os-

cillator. The tuning curves of the magnetron are shown as dashed lines

in the figure, at the beginning of the radar recovery period the fre-

quency of the agile local ocsillator returns to the lowest initial

frequency point 1, then quickly rectilinearly rises to track the cold

resonating frequency of the magnetron, and when it is equal to the cold

resonating frequency of the magnetron, the signal reflected by the mag-

netron is minimum, at this moment the automatic frequency control

system then causes the frequency of the local oscillator to follow

the changes in cold resonance frequency of the frequency agile magnetron.
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An instant before the magnetron oscillates, local oscillator frequency

steps to a frequency interval, this interval is equal to the inter-

mediate frequency reducing the difference of the magnetron cold and hot

frequency, later the high-speed automatic frequency tuning system again

carries out accurate precision tuning. In the period of the backward-

wave signal of the receiver, the local oscillator frequency must main-

tain stability without variation, in order for the intermediate frequency

signal after the mixer to be able to drop within the center bandwidth.

Directly going down to b-gin a recovery period, the same kind of cycle

is again repeated.

a m J0014 b
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FIG. 7.3 THE OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE

OF AGILE LOCAL OSCILLATOR OF FREQUENCY
AGILE RADAR THAT USES A ROTATIONAL TUNING
MAGNETRON
KEY: (a) Frequency; (b) Tracking duration;
(c) Scanning deviation; (d) Receiving dur-
ation; (e) Magnetron cold frequency tuning
curve; (f) Magnetron hot frequency tuning
curve; (g) Transmitting pulse; (h Trans-
mitting pulse; (i) Synchronous pulse

By the above oparational procedure of the agile local oscillator

we can see that frequency agile local oscillation must satisfy the
following few basic requirements:
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(1) It must have the highest tuning speed, generally reaching

+100 megahertz every microsecond. This is also to say, voltage tuning

is necessary.

(2) Its tuning curve not only must be single value, but also

must have the best linearity. No matter what operational frequency band

it is in, common voltage step variation all correspond to an inter-

mediate frequency.

(3) The instantaneous variation response of its tuning (thus the

frequency response on the step voltage) must possess the shortest in-

stalled fixed duration (lift duration), the smallest ultra-tuning rate,

and the shortest delay time.

(4) Within the duration of the backward-wave of the receiver in

the pulse (approximately a millisecond magnitude), it must make its

frequency drift minimum, to ensure that the backward-wave signal fre-

quency after the mixer can s4.ably be equal to intermediate frequency.

It also requires its "post tuning drift" to be as small as possible.

(5) There must be very good frequency retuning and restabilizing.

(6) It must have ample tuning bandwidth, at least able to match

the frequency agile magnetron that is used.

(7) It not only is a broadband oscillator component, but also with

the whole tuning bandwidth must have a high enough frequency spectrum

purity. Especially when it still requires radar that can operate on

moving targets to show the pattern, it must have very good short-

period frequency stability.

(8) Within the whole frequency band, it must have powerful enough

output (approximately +10 milliwatts) and furthermore its power level

in the frequency band does not vary greatly.

(9) Other indexes should be able to satisfy basic application

requirements. For example, volume, weight, power consumption, life, etn.
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The voltage tuning oscillator that can satisfy the above re-

quirements can be divided into the two categories of the electronic

vacuum device and the semiconductor device. Earlier, the electronic

vacuum device that affected the agile local oscillator source primarily

was the backward-wave tube. Recently, with the development of semi-

conductor devices, they are beginning to use microwave semiconductor

oscillators of variable cavity tuning. The following section will

respectively discuss these.

7.2 BACKWARD-WAVE TUBE LOCAL OSCILLATOR

The backward-wave tube that is mentioned here refers to a type

zero backward-wave tube. It is a linear type electron beam microwave

oscillator. It has very wide electron tuning frequency band, and can

reach one frequency multiple procedure or match the bandwidth of the

wave guide. Typical power output is 50-100 milliwatts. Using the

necessary high-speed tuning local oscillator is perfectly suitable.

Figure 7.4 is a schematic drawing of its structure(2).

*OR* d
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FIG. 7.4 DIAGRAM OF THE STRUCTURE
OF TYPE 0 BACKWARD-WAVE TUBE
KEY: (a)Cathode; (b) Grid; (c) Anode;
(d) Wave guide output; (e) Helical line;
(f) Terminal load; (g) Ion mixed pole;
(h) Hollow electron beam; (i) Magnetic
field.

Its operational principle is: the electron that is emitted

by the circular cathode, after going through grid control and the

anode of the belt circular crack, forms a hollow electron beam, the

helical line is accelerated, there is an axial directional magnetic
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field in the helical line area to make the electron beam focus, the

hollow electron beam advances near the inside diameter of the helical

line, and gradually is absorbed by the helical line. The speed of

the electron beam and the helical line voltage square root form a direct

ratio.

The helical line diameter and thread pitch are chosen this way, so

that the high frequency electromagnetic wave (it uses the speed near

the speed of light and follows helical line propogation) the speed that

advances on the edge of the tube axis to near the advancing speed of

the electron beam. This way the electron speed will be modulated and

produced together. As to the frequency weight that has the same phase

as the grouped electron beams, then it produces energy exchange in the

electron beam. Because energy is obtained from inside the electron beam,

the amplitude of this frequency electromagnetic wave along the helical

line gradually enlarges, and finally the output wave guide near the

cathode is taken out.

Because the speed of the electron beam is resolved by the helical

line voltage, therefore, the backward-wave tube is a very good voltage

tuning oscillator device.

The tuning properties of the typical X waveband backward-wave tube

are shown in Fig. 7.5(2"  It can similarly be an index function:

A + B _C (7.1)

In which A, B, and C are constant, and are determined by the structure

of specific tubes.

Although different tubes possess different tuning properties, if

after it uses its restoration then dispersion is within the range of

±2%.

When the helical line voltage rises, the electron beam speed in-

creases, and the oscillator frequency then rises. Conversely, the
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FIG. 7.5 TUNING PROPERTIES OF
THE BACKWARD-WAVE TUBE
KEY: (a) Helical line modulation
coefficient; (b) Tuning curve;
(c) Helical line voltage (V); (d)
Helical line modulation coefficient
(MHz/V); (e) Frequency (GHz).

frequency decreases. Its modulation system (thus the slope of the tuning

curve, expressed with each volt megahertz number) then decreases with

increase in voltage.

But when the helical line voltage varies, its oscillator power

can also follow the variations, its variations within 1-10 decibels,

depending upon operational bandwidth. Its typical power output charac-

teristics are as Fig. 7.6 shows. By the figure we can see that its out-

put power within the range of operational frequency varies one fold or

more.
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FIG. 7.6 OUTPUT POWER PROPERTIES
OF A BACKWARD-WAVE TUBE
KEY: (a) Power output; (b) Helical line
voltage.
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In many applications (including those regarded as local), its

desired output power can stay invariant within the range of a whole

operational frequency. Generally there are 3 met'hods that can be cho-

sen. One is using the common automatic gain control system, first in-

specting the radio frequency power level, and later the grid or anode

of the feedback control backward-wave tube, in order to keep its out-

put power invariant. But the variation of the grid pressure or anode

voltage can raise to the additional frequency variations, and therefore

is not desirable to use. The second method is using an attenuator that

possesses specific frequency characteristics, its attenuated frequency

characteristics are exactly opposite from the output character' .cs

of the backward-wave tube. The weakness of this method is it ( 9es

the design of the attenuator to produce very large difficulties iore-

over the replaced requirements of the backward-wave tube simult osly

replace the attenuator that possesses corresponding attenuated ._.quency

characteristics. Therefore this method also is not ideal enough. The

third also is a relatively ideal method, it is an electronic control

attenuator that uses a PIN diode (Fig. 7.7)(3). The output end of the

attenuator carries out sampling on radio frequency power output, with

the sample results and continuous flow power level comparisons, the

output after differentiating uses a partial flow that controls the

diode, thus changing its attenuation rate and achieving its goal of

balanced output power. This electronic control attenuator plugs into

the output wave guide of the backward-wave tube, its plug-in loss is

approximately 1 decibel, and requirement on the backward-wave tube ap-

pearance is the load of a very small standing wave ratio, therefore

when the output power level is revised it will not extend the lift fre-

quency traction. When standing wave ratio is 1.5:1.0, its frequency

traction is lass than (1-2)%. The load of exceedingly high standing

wave ratia-is not desirable, because it can cause the production of

tiny wave cracks on the tuning curve of the helical line and the power

output curve. Using this method on the tube of frequency multiple

nrocedure we can tune to within +j decibel with its output power level.

The grid operations of the backward-wave, when there are continuous

wave condition operations, are lower than the cathode electric potential.
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FIG. 7.7 FEEDBACK SYSTEM THAT MAKES
THE BACKWARD-WAVE TUBE POWER OUTPUT
SMOOTH
KEY: (a) Backward-wave tube; (b) PIN
electronic adjustable attenuator; (c)
Coupler; (d) Output after being smoothed;
(e) Amplifier; (f) Detector

Because the grid generally has no grid flow, therefore it is able to

very conveniently be used to adjust the power output electric level

or be used for pulse modulation. But the variations of grid voltage

also can raise to the variations of oscillator frequency. Its traction

coefficient is -2 to -6 megahertz/volts. It is determined by the spec-

ific tubes. Therefore if requirements have fairly high stability, then

it is necessary to use a highly stable voltage source that possesses

very low noise and veinwaves. The grid power s-urce should be able to

b,- adjusted within the range of 0-100 volts. In order to ensure normal

operations of the tube, the grid power source should have a correspond-

ing safegaurd circuit, causing it to never be able to be in a direct

ratio with the cathode, and also never to surpass -100 volts.

The anode and the grid of the backward-wave tube are the same, they

possess negative frequency traction coefficients, and their value is

approximately -2 to -6 megahertz/volts. It is determined by the frequen-

cy range of t 'e tube. Therefore, in order to satisfy the requirements

of frequency stability, it is also necessary to use a stable voltage

source of low noise and veinwaves. The anode power source should be

able to be adjusted within the range of 20 volts to 100 volts, and be

able to give current of 13 milli-amps. At the same time, it also should

have a corresponding safegaurd circuit so that it cannot surpass the

maximum anode voltage and anode current (its specific value is determined

by the specific tube).
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When the filament of the backward-wave tube, if using an alter-

nating feedback current, also can make its oscillator frequency produce

parasitic frequency modulation, generally peak to peak frequency modu-

lation reaches 100kilohertz. In order to avoid this h-at hum, it is

necessary to use a continuous flow filament power source, and there must

be a very good stable pressure device.

Its filament power source generally is 6.3±5% volts, the filament

current is approximately 0.9-1.5 amps. In order to prolong the life

of the tube, it is necessary to restrict the surge current when the

filament is put through within 3.0 amps, the filament voltage should

be adjusted within the range of 6.3±1% volts. The cathode must be

joined with one end of the filament. If using continuous flow filament

power source, the cathode must be linked to the positive end of the power

supply to prevent the insulating material that is due to the heat element

move towards the cathode and shorten the life. When correctly applied,

its filament life can reach 5,000 hours or more. The diagram of the

power source linkage of the backward-wave tube is as Fig. 7.8 shows.

d

FIG. 7.8 DIAGRAM OF POWER SOURCE
LINKAGE OF BACKWARD-WAVE TUBE
KEY: (a) Helical line power source;
(b) Anode power source; (c) Grid
power source; (d) Filament power source.

When a backward-wave tube is used as the local oscillator of fre-

quency agile radar, it still requires it to be able to have very good

frequency readjustments, very fast tuning rate, very high frequency

stability, and very pure tuning frequency purity.
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So-called frequency readjustment is simply refering to the

repeatability of its tuning curve. Also it is the single value between

the helical line tuning voltage and its oscillator frequency. This

includes readjustment on the same tube i d repeatability when the tube

is replaced.

Readjustment on the same tube requires all operating conditions

to be able to maintain the property of no band rear, it has influential

factors of four areas:

(1) The stability of the helical line voltage in itself. Because

the helical line voltage possesses a very high tuning sensitivity (its

typical value 1-10 mH/amp or 1-10 kH/milli-amp), therefore the instabi-

lity or the crack wave due to the helical line power source voltage

both can raise its oscillator frequency drift or modulation.

(2) The variation of background temperature. Because the variation

of background temperature can possibly raise the variation of magnetic

field intensity, it therefore produces frequency drift. In the range

of -65OC to +85°C, the temperature coefficient typical value that has

not gone through compensation is approximately -0.001%/°C. The tube

after being electrified for 10-15 hours will stabilize unusually close

to its balanced frequency. After balancing, its frequency drift generally

is less than 0.01% if the operational background temperature of the

backward-wave tube has fairly large variation (for example in airborne

radar), with the result that when the f equency variation that was raised

surpasses the allowed value, then it is necessary to put the tube in a

constant temperature.

(3) The "history" of frequency tuning. Because the electron beam

power follows the tuning voltage and variati-ns, therefore when the

variations of the frequency are within a very wide range, the electron

beam power (thus temperature rise of the tube) also can follow the vari-

ations. For example, when frequency quickly changes from one end of the

frequency band to the other end, the power of the output to the helical

line will increase or decrease 7-8 times, to make the tube enter into a
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new hot balanced condition it needs a duration of approximately 5 min-

utes. This frequency error (or called post tuning drift in the typical

value of the X wave band) is 1 megahertz.

(4) The variations of the cathode current follows the life.

In the application process the cathode emission drops, and therefore

causes the frequency and power of the backward-wave tube to vary. In

order to promptly discover the aging of the tube, it is necessary to

periodically inspect its cathode current and heat emission.. When the

cathode flow causes aging and decreases it can use the method of chang-

ing the anode voltage to make it return to the original value and be

able to prolong the life of the tube. When the cathode emission reduces

to near its temperature limitation, it is then necessary to use the

method of raising the filament voltage and also raising the cathode tem-

perature to eliminate this effect. Naturally, because this method can

shorten the life of the filament it has certain limitations.

As to the frequency tuning repetition when the tube is replaced,

it is primarily dependant upon the manufacturing technique of the tube,

especially the installed frame of the helical line and the opposite core

of the electron gun must be very good. When the manufacturing tech-

nique level is comparatively jigh, the repetition properties of the

replaced tube is within ±1%. That is once there is a minimum fre-

quency of the minimum voltage fixed rate, its maximum frequency is

within 1%.

When the backward-wave tube is used in a frequency agile radar

local oscillator, an extremely high tuning rate is required, in order

to tune to the frequency that is required within the duration of zero

point some to some microseconds.

The tuning rate of the backward-wave tube is dependant upon the

tube, especially the structure of the helical line. The time that is

required for the electromagnetic wave that is induced from one end of

the helical line to turn to the other end is T. The value of % is de-

termined by the diameter, the thread pitch, and the length. When the
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backward-wave tube operates on the scanner frequency, the signal phase

of the other end of the helical line transforms tocdf/within this time

c because of frequency variations. If this phase variation exceeds a

certain maximum allowed phase deviation, its energy feedback (thus

oscillator power) then can reduce to conditions that cannot be allowed,

with the result that the oscillator stops.

The similar expression of the backward-wave tube maximum scanning

frequency rate (experiential formula) (3 ) is:

(dt < 1 (7.2)
.- (W ... - ' -- -

The typical value of the low frequency end of the helical line of

the X waveband backward-wave tube is 400 volts. This corresponds to the

worse conditions (longest passing time). At this moment its maximum

scanning frequency speed is approximately 40 gigahertz/microsecond.

Generally speaking, the tuning speed of the backward-wave tube regardiing

frequency agile radar local oscillator is ample.

Another requirement regarding the frequency agile radar local os-

cillator is simply that after the backward-wave tube tunes at high speed

to the mutually corresponding correct frequency with the transmitted

frequency, it then must keep this frequency within the time interval

of the repeated cycle of the pulse with extremely high frequency stabil-

ity. Because the backward-wave tube in itself is a voltage tuning dev-

ice with very high sensitivity, therefore in order to ensure its high

frequency stability it requires the power source of each electrode

(especially the helical line power source) to have a very high voltage

stability, and very small vein waves. Aside form this, it also requires

the frequency that is raised by the frequency tractinn to unstably re-

duce to the minimum. This primarily depends on the reflection coeffi-

cient of the inner section terminal of the tube and the standing wave r

ratio of the load. When the load-standing wave ratio is 1.5:1 (any

phase), the frequency traction that it raises<1% or 2%, its typical

value is +1 megahertz.

The backward-wave tube conducts the local oscillator to raise the
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klystron, its primary weakness is that the spectrum line purity of its

oscillator is fairly inferior, that is, the noise bandwidth of its

oscillator is fairly wide. The primary mechanisms that produce the

backward-wave tube noise are of the following 3 kinds: (1) In the re-

ion of the electron beam there is an ion that is impelled by two emis-

sions of electrons of the helical line or collecting electrode and an

equal ion that is produced oscillates. (2) By electrode collision pro-

ducing ample ions it then reaches the neutralization of the space elec-

tric charge and the remittent oscillation that is produced. (3) The

longitudinal oscillation that the two emissions of electrons in the heli-

cal line or the collecting electrode and anode produce. In it the equal

ion system oscillator is primary, the output of its production is within

the range of 40 kilohertz to 2 megahertz. Generally, typical conditions

are total accumulated frequency modulated noise approximately 1x10- 6 ,

then when it is 10 gigahertz it is approximately 10 kilohertz. In an

ion carrier wave 100 kilohertz and 1 kilohertz bandwidth, the noise power

level decreases to 60-80 decibels or less, in a bandwidth of 2 megahertz

of ion carrier wave 30 kilohertz, the noise power level decreases 95-

100 decibels or less. Figure 7.9 is a noise frequency spectrum of 50

milliwatts X waveband backward-wave tube, in which the intermediate fre-

quency is 9.4 gigahertz, its second spectrum wave generally is 20-25

decibels lower than the carrier wave. The amplitude modulation noise

is extremely small, approximately 90 decibels lower than the carrier

wave. This kind of noise output as the noncoherent frequency agile

radar local oscillator also can be permitted.

Another fairly large weakness of the backward-wave system is it is

necessary to focus the magnetic field. Early backward-wave tubes used

an electromagnetic focusing system, this not only causes the volume and

weight of the backward-wave tube local oscillator to greatly increase,

but also must expend power to a very large focusing power snurce. Mod-

ern backward-wave tubes completely use periodic field constant magnetic

focusing systems, this greatly reduces the volume and weight of the

backward-wave tube oscillator. In recent years, new rare earth metal

constant magnetic materials were discovered, for example, the maximum

BH Sum of Samarium Cobalt alloy (SmCo5 ) can reach 15-20 megagauss-orst-
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FIG. 7.9 NOISE OSCILLATION FRE-
QUENCY MODULATION OF AN X WAVEBAND
BACKWARD-WAVE TUBE
KEY: (a) Corresponding power (dB);
(b) Frequency (kHz)

ed, 25 times as hard as aluminum nickel cobalt 9, and 6 times as hard

as platinum cobalt. And, praseodymium Samarium Cobalt Alloy (Pr5Sm5 Co5 )

even can reach 20-25 mega gauss-oersted. Using these new constant mag-

netic materials can even further decrease the volume and weight of the

backward-wave tube oscillator.

The magnetic shield on the backward-wave tube local oscillator is

also a very important problem. On one hand the backward-wave oscillator

with a harmful shield can produce a very strong leaking magnetic field,

severely disturbing the operations of other magnetic devices (such as

iron oxygen isolator, circulator, the electronic adjustable wave filter

of the yttrium iron garnet, and others), on the other hand, the focused

magnetic field in itself also can receive the influence of the outer

stray magnetic field (such as the power source transformer, etc.),

to such an extent as to influence the stability of its oscillator

frequency. Therefore it is necessary to use a very good magnetic shield

outer cover. Figure 7.10 shows the shield application of the magnetic

shield on the magnetic leak.

Aside from the magnetic shield, the backward-wave tube oscillator

still must have a very good radio frequency shield. On one hand this
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FIG. 7.10 SHIELD APPLICATION OF
MAGNETIC SHIELD OUTER COVER ON MAGNETIC
LEAK
KEY: (a) Magnetic field B (Cs) with
parallel axis; (b) Unshieided backward-
wave tube (model WJ-2001 X waveband);
(c) Shielded backward-wave tube (model
WJ-2006 X waveband); (d) Thickness of
magnetic shield cover (mm)

shield prevents the oscillator of the backward-wave tube with the output

coupler, output electric cable plug seat, and the installed hole of the

continuous flow:feeder going to the tube; on the other hand it also

must prevent the outer radio frequency signal expelling into the tube

through the leadwire and plug seat to carry out modulation on its

oscillator. This requires its pack through processing and solder sealing,

eliminating the continuous flow flight line, and entering each continuous

flow feedback through the radio frequency attenuator. Figure 7.11 is

a diagram of the packing section of a constant magnetic focusing back-

ward-wave tube.

The backward-wave tube of the cermet type can endure an extremely

large shock and vibration, the largest shock that is can endure reaches

50g, and the vibration radio frequency can reach 2 kilohertz. The main

problem lies in the frequency modulation weight in the radio frequency

spectrum that is raised when the operations are under the environment

of shock and vibration. In order to reduce this parasitic frequency
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modulation, it is necessary to make the support of the electron gun

and helical line be extremely firm, and at the same time make the

vacuum housing section and the outer focusing magnetic steel conduct

an entire vibration together.

ab,iJ
d

FIG. 7.11 PACKING OF A
BACKWARD-WAVE TUBE
KEY: (a) Epoxy resin; (b)
Shield cover; (c) Input
power source lead, magnetic
steel; (d) Radio frequency
cable plug seat

The dependibility and life of the backward-wave tube depends on

the material that is used, the structure design, and the manufacturing

technique. Under general conditions, the life of the tube is primarily

determined by the life of the cathode. And, the life of the cathode

primarily depends on its load factor and life. The load factor of the

cathode is the current density that is transmitted from the cathode to

the electron, generally expressed by amps/square centimeters. In long

life tubes, the load factor of the oxidized cathode can use up to 0.4

amps/cm2 . The environment of the cathode thus depends on the remaining

gas pressure in the tube, the poison level of the cathode near the

components on the cathode, and ion bombardment. The remaining gas in

the tube not only can cause the life of the cathode to shorten, but also

can cause thi tube output frequency spectrum to be impure and influence

the applicable life of the tube by equal ion parasitic oscillation

(thus causing at this time the cathode emission to still be fine). The

majority of backward-wave tubes can have useful life that guarantee

2500 hours, and in reality many tubes can operate for 5000 hours and

even 15000 hours.
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The most recently discovered nickel barium magnesium alloy makes

the basal material oxidized cathode (containing 0.3% barium), when

the temperature of the cathode is 800 degrees, its saturated current

value must be 2.5 times higher than nickel tungsten magnesium alloy

(containing 4% tungsten), its life (91% of the earlier flow value)

can reach 25000 hours, generally 4 times that of the nickel magnesium

alloy.

Table 7.1 gives the parameters of some backward-wave tubes.

7.3 ELECTRONICALLY TUNED MICROWAVE SEMICONDUCTOR AGILE LOCAL OSCILLATOR

With the continuous development of microwave semiconductor devices,

at present we already can use a complete semiconductor electronically

tuned agile local oscillator to replace the backward-wave tube. This

electronically tuned microwave semiconductor agile local oscillator

possesses the advantages of smaller volume, lighter weight, more eco-

nomic power consumption, and longer life over the backward-wave tube.

Moreover, the frequency of its oscillator is pure and clutter is small.

Its primary weaknesses are that the temperature stability is compara-

tively inferior, the post tuning drift is fairly large, and modulation

linearity is fairly inferior, but these problems can all be resolved.

Now we will explain these electronically tunes oscillators that

use microwave semiconductors.

The microwave semiconductor oscillators that have practical ap-

plications are microwave transistor oscillators, bulk-effect diode

oscillators, collision avalanche wave excess duration diode oscillators,

and tunnel diode oscillators. In the past, microwave semiconductors

could not reach very high ope-ational frequencies, we only had operations

on microwave oscillators of L wavebands and S wavebands. In lower than

the L waveband, its output power must be higher than any kind of semi-

conductor device microwave oscillator. Recently, gallium arsenic effect

tubes already can operate to Ku wavebands, and possess effective high

temperature stability.
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TABLE 7.1 The Paramters of Some Backward-wave tubes.

Nodal # Frequency Power Helical Electron Anode Filament Filament Weight Volume

(GI 2 ) ("W) Voltage Beam Voltage Current (pounds) (inches) 3

(V) Current Voltage CV) (A)

(NA) (V)

WJ-2005 4.0-8.0 20 300-1800 10 3x3x8

SBX-2980 8-12 15 300-1100 8 100 6.3 0.75 0.75

WJ-2006 8-12.4 50 450-1500 10

SBX-2941 9-10 50 400- 600 10 130 6.3 0.75 0.75

WJ-2007 12.4-18 40 550-2000 10

SBU-4530 15.4-17 20 900-1300 23 40 6.3 0.65 8 oz.

SBV-4370 34-40 20 1200-2500 20 115 6.3 1.5 7
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The operational stability of gallium arsenic diodes are poor and

oscillator noise is great, therefore at present they are not frequently

used. Although collision avalanche wave excess duration diodes can

obtain fairly large output power, used in semiconductive active phased

array radar they are comparatively the most desirable device. But as

to the voltage tuning local oscillator, its tuning range is fairly

narrow (only approximately 5%), and oscillator noise is also fairly

great. But it can operate to extremely high millimeter wave bands.

Because the frequency band of the bulk-effect diode negative re-

sistance properties are very wide, and the reactance weight of its

resistance is fairly small, therefore at present high microwave wave

bands primarily use bulk-effect diodes to make voltage tuning oscillators.

In summary, in the P waveband to the S waveband (0.5-4.0gHz),

basic frequency microwave semiconductor oscillators are primarily

used, in S wavebands to X wavebands, multiplefrequency transistor

oscillators can be used, and gallium arsenic field effect basic fre-

quency oscillators can be used, in X wavebands to Ka wavebands, bulk-

effect diode oscillators are primarily used, in Ka, Q, U, V, E, and W

wavebands (26.5-110gHz), collision avalanche wavebands excess duration

diodes are primarily used. Because frequency agile radar primarily

operates in the microwave band from L waveband to Ku waveband, therefore

the following will primarily explain microwave transistors and local

oscillators of bulk-effect diodes.

In order to achieve electronic tuning, presently there are two

methods that can be used, one method is using yttrium iron garnet (YIG)

magnetic tuning, the other method is using varactor tuning. These two

methods can both be used in microwave transistor oscillators and bulk-

effect diode oscillators. The major advantages of YIG magnetic tuning

oscillators are that the tuning range is wide (it can reach a multiple

frequency level or higher), tuning linearity is good, oscillator noise

is small, and stability is high. Its shortcomings are that tuning speed

is low (typical value is lmegaHz/microsecond), tuning power is large,

and it has the phenomenon of post-tuning stagnation. Moreover, it
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still needs to have a magnetic field shield; after adding on the mag-

net and magnetic tuning coil its volume is great and its weight is heavy.

Varactor tuning is voltage tuning, as a result its tuning rate is

high (it can reach 10 gHz/microsecond or higher), mo-eover its power

consumption is economical, weight is light, volume is small and life

is long. Its shortcomings are that oscillator noise is great and

stability is poor.

Table 7.2 lists property comparisons of these two tuning methods

with the backward-wave oscillator 4 ) . The data in th- table is only

typical value.

TABLE 7.2 COMPARISON OF PROPERTIES OF THREE ELECTRONIC TUNING
MICROWAVE OSCILLATORS

PROPERTY BACKWARD-WAVE YIG VARACTOR

Tuning Range Multiple Frequency Multiple Frequency Can reach multiple
level level frequency

actually uses 30%

Tuning Curve (l/v) B +C f+KI f+KV'

Tuning Linerity Poor Good Poor

Tuning Rate t10 gigahertz/ 10 megahertz/ ±0 gigahertz/

microseconds microseconds microseconds

Tuning Drift Still Good Still Good Good

t 1 megahertz ± 1 megahertz ±0.1 megahertz

Tuning Noise -320 hertz -32 hertz -240 hertz

erms

Output Power 100-200 10-30 20-50

NW

Power Variation 3 decibels 2 decibels 2 decibels

Effectiveness 6% 1% 1%

Weight 8 lbs. 1 lb. 3 oz.

Life 3000 hours 10000 hours 100000 hours

Power Source # 3 2 2

eMeasurement within bandwidth of 1gHz of 102Hz ion carrier wave
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Because these two tuning methods each have particular weaknesses,

at present both can be used in frequency agile radar and considered

as frequency agile local oscillators, therefore the following will

respectively explain these two electron tuning methods, but will

emphasize the microwave semiconductor local oscillator with varactor

tuning.

7.3.1 YIG TUNING MICROWAVE OSCILLATOR

When YIG or YIG of mixed gallium is placed in the magnetic field,

due to its ferromagnetic properties it causes it to produce resonance

in the microwave frequency. The reason for this resonance is that

when the magnetic field and high frequency field exist, the motion

of the magnetic pole raises. The self rotating electron can be seen

as a mechanical gyroscope, it can also produce advancement under effects

of magnetic moment of a fixed magnetic field. This magnetic moment can

be compared with the angular momentum of self rotating matter. If

there is an existing emission field that is vertical to the fixed

magnetic field, and when its frequency is again exactly equal to the

advanced frequency of the YIG sphere, the radio frequency energy then

can couple onto the self rotating electron, consequently resonance is

produced. Resonance frequency (the frequency of nutation) is in a dir-

ect ratio with the constant magnetic field that is added, changing the

magnetic field then can change its resonance frequency, its sensitivity

is approximately 2.8 megaHz/gaus.

As to the radio frequency field we can say, this YIG sphere can be

equivalent to the resonance return circuit of a parallel connection

RrCv , its reactance element (thus its resonance frequency) can use the

method of changing the magnetic field strength to change. This way a

resonance return circuit so long as it has a suitable negative resistance

device parallel connection, it can form a microwave self excited oscil-

lator of an adjustable frequency.

There are many active devices that can be used in this magnetic

tuning oscillator, the most common is the bulk-effect diode. Figure
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7.12 is a structural diagram of this magnetic tuning bulk-effect

diode oscillator.

YIGtX d

a~m
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FIG. 7.12 STRUCTURAL DIAGRAM OF
MAGNETIC TUNING BULK-EFFECT DIODE
OSCILLATOR
KEY: (a) YIG support shaft; (b)
Grid piece; (c) Diode loop;
(d) Bulk-effect tube -f sealed
unit; (e) Binder; (f) Output loop

The primary weakness of the magnetic tuning bulk-effect diode oscillat-

or is that the input power is large and efficiency is low. For example,

when the output power of an oscillator with X waveband is 30-50 milli-
watts, its operational current reaches 500 milli-amps, its operational

voltage is approximately 11-12 volts, and still does not include the

inner pressure decrease of the pressure stabilizer and pressure resis-

tance. Therefore, its efficiency is only approximately 1%. Large

quantities of power change into heat energy requiring dissipation. This

not only is the installation problem of producing a radiator but de-

creases j.ts ope-ational stability and dependability. Aside from this,

the stability of the bulk-effect diode in itself also is fairly poor,

th4 s can produce undesirable lateral band signals in the output sig-

nal. Therefore, in recent years, the magnetic tuning bulk-effect diode

oscillator already gradually is being replaced by a magnetic tuning
(5)gallium arsonium field effect oscillator

The operationa. current of this kind of gallium arsonium field

effect oscillator is only 50 milli-amps, the operational voltage is

7-8 amps, efficiency reaches 10+%. Therefore the power consunption that
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is required is fairly small. Furthermore its frequency tuning noise

is also very small, for example the frequency modulation noise in a

20 kHz bandwidth ion load frequency placed in a 1 kHz bAnrwidth of a

10.25 gHz oscillator is approximately -55 to -75 decibels lower than

the carrier wave.

The magnetic tuning gallium arsonium field effect oscillator

generally uses receiving feedback electric capacity or 4nductance be-

tween the common grid and the ground. The electric capacity feedback

can obtain negative resistance in a fairly large bandwidth; the in-

ductance feedback then can show a fairly large negative resistance,

therefore causing the easy emergence of slotted circuit coupling. Thus

at present the inductance feedback common grid circuit is commonly used

(Fig. 7.13a). This feedback inductance actually is a leadwire of a

fixed field effect tube core piece, it also provides a continuous flow

circuit for the grid. The leadwire inductance of other poles thus

should be as small as possible. Inductance resistance XL of feedback

conductance LG through a phase shift of the field effect tube turns into

negative resistance (Fig. 7.13b). After this negative resistance and

YIG have a parallel connection (couple), an oscillator can then be con-

structed.

(a) (b1

FIG. 7.13
(a) CIRCUIT OF A COMMON GRID FIELD EFFECT
TUBE MAGNETIC RESONANCE OSCILLATOR
(b) FORM OF NEGATIVE RESISTANCE
KEY: (1) Phase shift through field effect tube

The primary advantages of the oscillator that uses YIG tuning are:

tuning range is wide (surpassing a multiple frequency level), tuning

linearity is good (as small as ±0.05%), and the frequency modulation
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noise of the oscillator is small. Among these, the last advantage is

especially important, this makes it able to satisfy the requirements

of moving target indication systems. Figure 7.14 shows the frequency

modulation noise of a typical YIG tuning transistor oscillator.

ion load frequency interval (kHz)

FIG. 7.14 FREQUENCY MODULATION NOISE
OF YIG TUNING TRANSISTOR OSCILLATOR

The primary weakness of the YIG tuning oscillator is that tuning

rate is relatively low. As preciously discussed, the tuning of the

magnetic tuning oscillator primarily changes the strength and achieve-

ment of the magnetic field that is located in the YIG sphere, in order

to be able to obtain a variable strength magnetic field, then only an

electromagnet can be used. The magnetic field strength that is ob-

tained by the electromagnet forms a direct ratio with the number of

rings of the spiral tube coil and the current through the coil. In

order to quicken the tuning speed, we must reduce the number of coil

rirLgs, this requires an even larger current. This is also simply to

say, its tuning speed mutually contradicts tuning sensitivity. Gener-

ally, the tuning sensitivity of X bandwave is approximately 20 megaHz/

/milli-amp, to tune to 4gHz then requires a 200 milli-amp current. This

coil has approximately 5 ohm continuous flow reactance and 47 milli-

henry inductance, its 3 dB bandwidth is approximately 5kHz, that is, it.q

tuning time is approximately 4100 milliseconds/gHz. This obviously

is not sufficient for frequency agile radar. In order to quicken the

tuning speed, a small coil is generally added outside the main coil,

called the tuning coil. This coil has relatively few rings, therefore

it has relatively low tuning sensitivity (generally approximately

3lOgHz/milli-amps), the continuous flow resistance of the coil is

1 ohm, inductance rate is 1.25 millihenry, its 3 decibel bandwidth can

reach 400kHz. This then can cause its tuning speed to reach a maximum
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200 megaHz jump change to need 10 milliseconds. This kind of tuning

speed still is not suspicious enough for tracking rotational tuning

magnetrons, and thus already can be satisfactory for tracking precision

tuning magnetrons. Especially because the magnetic resonant oscillator

possesses a fairly small oscillator noise, that is, it possesses fairly

high short cycle freuqency stability, therefore it can be used as a

highly stable agile local oscillator or moving target indication radar.

This moving target indication radar that possesses frequency agile

ability generally uses a same axis magnetron with high stability as a

transmitter. In order to be able to achieve the offsetting of the

additional pulse, it generally can only form agility, then transmit a

series of pulses (2-9) that possesses the same kind of carrier frequency

and later have agility until the other frequency again transmits a

series, as a result the requirements of speed on local oscillator agili-

ty can be decreased. Using the magnetic tuner can satisfy its require-

ments.

Another shortcoming of the magnetic tuner is that it possesses a

magnetic stagnation appearance, this causes the readjustment of its

tuning (second time) to be poor, moreover the "history" is related to

the tuning, generally its post stagnation is approximately 10gHz, but

after a full frequency band jump-change in the same direction the second

time of tuning can reduce to 1kHz. When an automatic frequency control

circuit is designed, it must consider these characteristics.

The harmonic output of the magnetic tuning gallium arsonium

field effect oscillator is approximately -15dB1 (second harmonic) to

-20dBc (third harmonic), parasitic output is as low as -60dBc, as a

result a corresponding output of high purity frequency spectrum can be

provided.

In order to improve temperature stability of the oscillator, we

use an inner heater, this can make the frequency drift in the range of

0-600C as low as 5 megaHz.
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7.3.2 VARACTOR TUNING MICROWAVE OSCILLATOR

A varactor diode is a voltage control device that uses a semi-

conductor PN jumction to use up capacitance following additional reverse

voltage and variations. Its equivalent circuit (shown in Fig. 7.15(a))

can be divided into two parts: one.part is the core piece in itself, it

can be eqivalent to the contact of reactance R v and variable capacity

C v . The other part is the sealed unit inductance Ipv and sealed unit

capacity Cpv.

1 Vt Lm "* 2
2

Ry P

3 OWUk'S I 10 203040560

(b)
FIG. 7.15 VARACTOR TUNING DIODE OSCILLATOR
(a) Equivalent circuit of varactor
KEY: () Core; (2) Sealed unit; (3) Varactor equivalent
circuit.
(b) Capacitance voltage properties of varactor
KEY: (1) Reverse bias voltage

The relationship between junction capacity Cv of the varactor

and added reverse voltage can be expressed by the following formula:

In which: C,(Oy is junction capacity when there is zero bias voltage;

v, is added reverse voltage;
S is contact power potential (silicon tube isO.7 volts);

n is the index that is related to PN junction category
(on the gradual change junction is 1/3, sudden
change junction is k, ultra-sudden change junction
is 2 .

The relationship between the capacitance of a silicon rapid change

junction varactor where a zero bias voltage junction capacitance is 1.5

picofarads and the added voltage is shown in Fig. 7.15(b). Contact
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equivalent resistance Rv also is the voltage function (as shown in
Fig. 7.15). The definition of the Q value of the caractor is:

- 1 (7.4)

for the same purpose, it is stipulated at -4 volts, measured when

50 megaHz.

A visual varactor is a silicon sudden change junction tube, most

recently a.gallium arsonium ultra-sudden change junction varactor has

been developed, this kind of varactor possesses even less reverse cur-

rent than the silicon varactor, a higher Q value (it can reach 10,000)

and a[higher reverse voltage and larger variable capacity ratio, con-

sequently it can obtain an even wider frequency band. At this time it

can operate to 60gHz or more.

The microwave oscillator of varactor tuning in low microwave

bands (L and S wavebands) can use dual pole type transistors as active

components, a somewhat higher frequency (C and X wavebands) can use

multiple frequency transistor oscillators, even higher frequency bands

(X and Ku wavebands) thus can use bulk-effect diodes as active components.

Most recently using gallium arsonium field effect tubes we can operate

on basic frequency oscillators from a low microwave band directly to a

Ku waveband.

When frequency is as low as an S waveband, the transistor diode

oscillator that uses varactor tuning can obtain frequency readjustment

(second time) and jump frequency local oscillators that have very good

frequency stability, moreover its oscillator noise is small and its

spectrum is pure. Generally this type of oscillator uses the base

ground connection receiving method, the varactor receives in the contact

resonance circuit of the collecting electrode, and the oscillator sig-

nal uses magnetic coupling (transformer coupling) to output end. Figure

7.16 is a varactor tuning transistor local oscillator circuit and its

equivalent circuit (6 ). The varactor that is used in it is an arsonium
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tube, its parameters are as follows: zero bias voltage capacitance

approximately 1.0 picofarad, zero deflection installed carrier frequency

is approximately 100gHz, puncture voltage is approximately 20 volts,

maximum useage capacitance ratio is 5:1. The entire oscillator uses

thin film microband integrated circuits. The tuning range of this

oscillator is 1.2-2.0gHz. Its output power is 12-33 milliwatts.

L XNTw1i1 Ag
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FIG. 7.16 VARACTOR TUNING TRANSISTOR MICRO-
WAVE OSCILLATOR

KEY: (a) Radio frequency output; (b) Output
coupling area; (c) Varactor; (d) Radio fre-
quency choke; (e) Tuning directive; (f)
Lateral circuit capacitance; (g) Varactor;
(h) Radio frequency output; (i) Propogation
velocity in microband

The transistor that uses the same model number uses the same

circuit line form and different element parameters. This oscillator

can also operate to S waveband. 2.7gHz can give out 40 milli-watts

of power.

In even higher microwave wavebands, we can use the varactor tuning

bulk-effect diode oscillators as frequency agile oscillators. The

equivalent circuit of a bulk-effect tube is as Fig. 7.17 shows.
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FIG. 7.17 EQUIVALENT
CIRCUIT OF BULK-EFFECT
DIODE
KEY: (a) Core piece;
(b) Sealed unit

Its core can be equivalent to the parallel connection of a negative

resistance and capacitance; the sealed unit thus can be equivalent to

L and C % type network. This equivalent circuit can be further simp-

lified as the parallel connection or contact of L, C, and -R. The

bulk-effect oscillator that uses varactor tuning has two circuits, one

is a parallel connection tuning oscillator circuit, the other is a

contact tuning oscillator circuit, its equivalent circuit is as Fig.

7.18 shows. So long as the absolute value of its negative resistance

is as large as the lost resistance that the varactor converted to and

the sum of the laod resistance, the circuit then enters into an unstable

state and produces oscillation. To make its oscillation stable, it then

requires the absolute value of the negative resistance to become better

as it becomes bigger, the larger the negative resistance, the faster

the establishment of the oscillator, the noise of the oscillator is also

small, and the possibility of parasitic oscillation production is also

small. Aside from this, because the Q value of the thin film micro-

band circuit is fairly low, and the bulk-effect diode of the large neg-

ative load resistance can operate as low as the Q circuit, therefore it

must also choose to use a tube with a large negative resistance.

The contact resistance of the varactor follows the deflection

placement and changes, when maximum capacitance, namely when minimum

oscillator frequency, it is maximum, this is also the moment when Q

value is minimum. Therefore in the tuning frequency band minimum it is

easy to produce the problems of low Q value, such as oscillator noise,

the incontinuity (f model jump-changes, and oscillator frequency, etc.
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A low Q value oscillator also increases the sensitivity of the oscil-

lator on circuit parameter variations that are caused by load mismatch-

ing and temperature drift. The contact resistance of gallium arsonium

varactors is said to be correspondingly more stable than silicon tubes,

thus we should as much as possible choose to use gallium arsonium va-

ractors in which contact resistance variations are minimum.
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FIG. 7.18 EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF A
PARALLEL CONNECTION TUNING AND CONTACT
TUNING VARACTOR TUNING BULK-EFFECT
DIODE OSCILLATOR
KEY: (a) Parallel connection coupling
varactor; (b) Tuned active components;
(c) Outer resonator; (d) Load; (e)
Tuned active components; (f) Contact
coupling varactor; (g) Outer resonator;
(h) Load

The tuning range of the oscillator is primarily determined by the

range of capacity variation of the varactor and the stray parameters.

If the varactor capacitance that converts to the oscillator in the

return circuit changes from Cm n to C max then similarly we can say

that the variable range of its oscillator frequency is f max/f min=

= . ,. Due to the existence of stray capacity Cp (for example

the tube casing capacity, etc.), it then reduces the frequency variation

range, because f..//.,.-v(c.+c,)/(c,.+c,) • Therefore, in order to obtain
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the widest possible tuning range, it is desirable to reduce the stray

capacitance to a minimum. What is most pr- ry in the stray capacitance

is the tube casing capacitance. In order to make the tube casing

capacitance minimal, the sealed unit of the bulk-effect diode and

varactor diode is especially important. In the thin film microband

circuit we can use an unsealed unit bulk-effect diode piece and varac-

tor core, this way we can reduce the parasitic capacitance to a minimum,

but we can also bring on other problems, such as equipment strength

problems and dispensed heat problems. It is necessary to use par-

ticular techniques to ensure that it does not damage installation and

good radiation.

From the bulk-effect diode we see that the equivalent capacitance

of the varactor still depends on extending the mean radio frequency

voltage that is on it, the higher the radio frequency voltage, the

larger the equivalent capacitance, and the narrower the tuning bandwidth.

Therefore it is best to use a varactor piece on the back contact, adding

tuning voltage onto the center point, on the one hand doing this, due

to its intrinsic rectification effects of radio frequency voltage, can

reduce its equivalent capacitance, on the other hand after the two

diodes make contact they still can reduce to half with the tube casing

capacitance and the junction capacitance.

Figure 17.19 draws out the bulk-effect diode oscillator circuit
(6)lines of 2 thin film microband circuits and component linkages ) . Th: s

bulk-effect diode that is used in it is model VSX-9201, its frequency

range is 7-11gHz, equivalent parallel connection load Rd=l1O ohms,

Cd=0. 4 3 picafarads; equivalent contact negative resistance Rs=3 ohms,

L =0.5 nanohenries, tube casing capacitance C =0.1 picafarads. Con-5 p
verted equivalent Rd=4.5 ohms, Cd=0.45 picafarads. The varactor that

is used is model GC-1600-00, its parameters are: zero deflection place

capacitance Cv(O) 0.47 picafarads (contact facing), maximum capacitance

C+A2.13 picafarads, the load stop frequency (on the center equal to the
v
bias placed point) f 1o00gHz. When parallel connection tuning, the

co
capacitance of the varactor still must have mutual contact with the

equivalent circuit of the contact tuning radio frequency ground connec-

tion piece. Thus:
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•C.( )

In which C-'m 2

For example when f r=lOgHz and Z r=20 ohms, we can compute
Cr=1 picafarad. Thus equivalent varactor capacitance C$ eff=1.56 pica-

farads, and Cveff=0.56 picafarads, its numeric value must be smaller

than that of contact tuning. Therefore its tuning range also must be

more narrow than that of conact tuning. When we compute using the

above parts, the tuning bandwidth when contact tuning is 16%, and when

parallel connection tuning is only 11%. But the power output when

parallel connection tuning in the whole frequency band is approximately

as large as 20 milliwatts, now its alteration is not as large as that

of contact tuning. Thus we commonly use a parallel connection on a

tuning circuit.

On +rawback to using distributed form elements is simply that

element parameters and frequency are related. For example, the short

pass transmission line with length asli and property resistance as ZO ,
its resistance is jZ.tgw1/c,. To make the'dependability of its frequency

close to the linear relationship of its pure inductance, we must select

I short enough, to make tgol/c in the operational frequency range it

can similarly be ol/c very well, at this moment its equivalent inductance

is Zj/r, we can use changing Z0 to regulate. Generally its line length

should be as small'as 1/8 wavelength. In spite of this, the non-linear-

ity of distributed element resistance and frequency still can influence

the bandwidth tuning of the oscillator. Therefore, recently some people

used the super small type lumped elements, and constructed a varactor
(7)tuning oscillator that had very good properties

This kind of super small type lumped element possesses very small

dimensions, for example the radio frequency choke of the S waveband uses

an extremely fine line in a diameter of 80.5mm and winds 7 rings on the

glass stick where the length is 1mm and can obtain an inductance rate
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FIG. 7.19 DIAGRAM OF THE CIRCUIT LINE AND
LINKAGE OF VARACTOR TUNING BULK-EFFECT DIODE
OSCILLATOR
KEY: (a) Load; (b) Tuning and matching; (c) Contact
varactor facing; (d) Bulk-effect diode; (e) Load;
(f) Tuning and matching; (g) Contact varactor
facing parallel connection linkage; (h) Bulk-
effect diode; Ci) Radio frequency ground connection;
(J) Radio frequency ground connection short piece;
(k) To continuous flow deflection place; (1)
To continuous flow deflection place; (m)Varactor
piece; (n) Bulk-effect tube; (o) To radio frequency
matching;(p) To radio frequency matching;
(q) Varactor piece; (r) Bulk-effect tube; (s) To
tuning directive; (t) To tuning directive; (u) Par-
allel connection tuning; (v) Contact tuning
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of 0.2 microhenries. If we use distributed form elements, even

if the medium place e=9.5, then the A-'/4 long transmission line length

still must be 7.5mm long. The side circuit capacitance where capacity
2

is 10 picafarads is only a small piece that is 0.125mm thick and 1mm.
The inductance coil uses a fixed leadwire, the precision tuning capaci-

tance is only 0.75mm2 . Using these super small type lumped parameter

elements we can construct the Olapp circuit line of the S band. Its

circuit line is shown in Fig. 7.20. The transistor that the circuit

uses is model NE22000 dual model transistor. The varactor that is used

is an ultra-sudden change junction silicon varactor. Its tuning volt-

age alone is 2-10 volts, the tuning frequency range alone is 2.6-3.6

gigavolts, output power is 12+1dB milliwatts. This circuit possesses

fairly good tuning linearity (see Fig. 7.21), the maximum value of its

deviated straight line is ±10 megahertz, slight linearity is +10%

specified value, tuning sensitivity is 125+25 megaHz/volt. Because its

tuning voltage enters through the critical damped low channel circuit,

and this low channel circuit possesses an extremely wide frequency and

can go through tuning pulse where the lift time is 2 nanoseconds, there-

fore its high tuning speed reaches 500 megaHz/nanoseconds. And within

20 nanoseconds we can fix to ±2 megaHz of the reference frequency at

fi:=1. The maximum post-tuning drift in 1 microsecond to 10 seconds

is -500 megaHz.

V Vb 15V/I$nA

RFC

a ND0 Lw r

FIG.l7.205 VBN VARACT-OR TNING

. a ;- RC

C ) R o i n opr

Varactor; (c)sicroadln
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FIG. 7.20 S WAVEBAND VARACTOR TUNING
OSCILLATOR THAT USES LUMPED ELEMENTSKEY: (a) Radio frequency output; (b)
Varactor; (c) Microband line
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FIG. 7.21 TUNING-PROPERTIES OF LUMPED
ELEMENT OSCILLATORS
KEY: (a) Frequency; (b) Tuning sensitivity
(c) Power; (d) Deviated straight line; (e)
Tuning voltage

7.3.3 VOLTAGE TUNING OSCILLATOR AS AN AGILE LOCAL OSCILLATOR

As discussed above, only the voltage control oscillator of

varactor tuning has satisfactory tuning speed and can satisfy the

requirements of frequency agile local oscillators. However, as a fre-

quency agile local oscillator there are still other requirements, if

we do not pay attention to and adopt different measures, these require-

ments are relatively difficult to satisfy. In the following section

we will respectively uiscuss them in detail.

(I) The Problem of Tuning Linearity

At present the most commonly used varactor tuning voltage control

oscillator uses a contact tuning circuit, its simplified equivalent

circuit is shown in Fig. 7.22. In the figure the contact with varactor

equivalent as R, L, and C, and the sealed unit cc, itance and stray

capacitance with varactor and bulk-effect diodes, total capacitance

CT for equivalence. The tuning frequency of this circuit (also its

oscillator frequency) can be expressed by the following formula:
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2uL~ (7.6)

So long as it replaces formula (7.3), we then can obtain the relation-

ship of the oscillator frequency and the additional voltage. Actually,

this relationship is somewhat complicated, because the equivalent cap-

acitance of the varactor is related to the mean radio frequency voltage

that is extended to it, the higher the radio frequency, the larger the

equivalent capacitance.

c

a 040 a =0

L .0 g .0 10 . 0 1.0 1. 0

FIG. 7.22 CONTACT TUNING FIG. 7.23 TUNING PROPERTIES
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF VARACTOR TUNING TRANSISTOR
KEY: (a) Active components MULTIPLE FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR

AND DIODE OSCILLATOR
KEY: (a) Tuning voltage; (b)
Transistor; (c) Bulk-effect
diode; (d) Frequency

Figure 7.23 gives the tuning characteristics of varactor tuning

transistor multiple frequency oscillator and bulk-effect diode oscillat-

or in 8-12GHz (8 ) . By the figure we can see that in order to make the

voltage range required by the tuning transistor multiple frequency

oscillator it must be somewhat wider, as a result the tuning surve slope

variation of hte bulk-effect diode oscillator then must be even wider.

This is because the typical value of the input capacity of an X waveband

transistor is approximately one picafarad, and the bulk-effect diode of

the same waveband is 0.3 picafard. Therefore, in order to tune the same

bandwidth, the varactor that the bulk-effect diode oscillator uses must

possess minimal capacitance (in high end of the frequency band, its ca-

pacity is only approximately 0.1 picafarad), therefore the influence

of parasitic capacitance is even somewhat bigger. This is also the

reason why the tuning curve slope variations of the bulk-effect diode

oscillator are fairly large. The tuning curve variations of the common
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wideband transistor oscillator are approximately 5:1 to 7:1 and the

tuning curve slope variation of the wideband (as low as multiple fre-

quency level) bulk-effect diode oscillator reaches a high of 20:1.

Aside from the variations of tuning sensitivity, the tuning curve

also has slight variations. These variations are due to the influence

of load resistance on the oscillator tuning capacitance, and are caused

by parasitic oscillation in the radio frequency section. The smooth

curve of the deviation theory at the low frequency end of the tuning

curve is even more important, this is because the circuit in this fre-

quency range has load Q value due to the reduction and decrease of

varactor Q value, as a result it is even more sensitive to the load

and parasitic effect.

The amplitude of these variations hinge on the influence of a

series of factors, for example, the power output that is needed, the

isolation rate of the load, the standing wave ratio of the load, and

the percentage of the tuning bandwidth. Operating on the oscillator

with a waveband as high as S, within the interval of 200-300 megaHz

of the tuning curve, its slope variations can reach 2:1 or 3:1. Fig-

ure 7.24(1) gives the curves of the precision tuning sensitivity of

- the varactor tuning transistor oscillator and bulk-effect diode oscil-

lator. It is relatively easy to achieve the most precise on the narrow

band oscillator, consequently only minimal precision tuning variations

emerge (as Fig. 7.24(2) shows).

Regarding frequency agile local oscillator, its corresponding

bandwidth is not too wide, consequently the slight variations of sen-

sitivity can be overlooked, but its coarse tuning variations are still

correspondingly large, and must be revised and corrected. Figure 7.25

gives the tuning sensitivity variation curves of the two varactor tun-

ing voltage control oscillators that act as agile local oscillators(1 ).

By the figure we can see that the tuning sensitivity variations of

the varactor tuning transistor oscillator (its later double frequency

level) are only approximately 2:1, but the sensitivity variations of
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FIG. 7.24 VARIATIONS OF TUNING SENSITIVITY
(1) Variations of Precision Tuning Sensitivity
of Wideband Transistor Oscillator and Bulk-Effect
Diode Oscillator (2) Variations of Tuning Sensi-
tivity of Narrowband Transistor Oscillator
KEY: (a) Tuning sensitivity; (b) Bulk-effect
diode; (c) transistor; (d) Frequency; (e) Tuning
sensitivity; (f) Frequency.

the varactor tuning bulk-effect diode oscillator still are more than

5:1. Therefore even if under corresponding narrow frequency band con-

ditions its tuning linearity still cannot satisfy the requirements, and

must be revised and corrected.

15C

b

3. 9.
d M*(GI-i)

FIG. 7.25 TUNING SENSITIVITY
CURVES OF TWO VARACTOR TUNING
OSCILLATORS
KEY:(a) Tuning sensitivity; (b)
Bulk-effect oscillator; (c) Transis-
tor oscillator; (d) Frequency

In order to obtain linear tuning properties, we must take a

linearized device to the input tuning voltage (a), the linearized

device possesses a variable gain amplifier, under different input vol-

tage conditions it possesses different gains (generally restricted

gains), making its input voltage exactly right and tuning properties
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consistent. Figure 7.26 (a) draws out similar output voltage of the

partial broken line. The similar output voltage of this broken line

can be obtained by the variable gain amplifier of the TR switch (Fig.

7.26(b)), the control voltage of each transistor is obtained by output

voltage feedback, when feedback voltage is equal to its fixed voltage

Er, (thus the corresponding voltage of the first turning point), the

first transistor Q, leads, with resistance R3 receiving circuit, to make

the gains of the operational amplifier change from the original (R,/R ,+I)

into:

E/E 1 R,(R,+R) (7.7)

Eta

4 No R1~3 . Ra -0|

'R4
M So.&-0.7 I

(a) (6)

FIG. 7.26 SIMILAR LINEAR TUNING PROPERTIES
(a) BROKEN LINE SIMILAR OUTPUT VOLTAGE
(b) DIAGRAM OF FUNDAMENTALS OF VARIABLE GAIN
AMPLIFIER

Following the increase of output voltage, in the feedback circuit of the

operational amplifier that has more and more resistance receiving, this

obtains theinput-output voltage properties that are required.

In order to make the linearized device easy to design, it is desir-

able to use a high voltage varactor. The requirements of this and the

requirements of the bulk-effect oscillator are alike. The non-linearity

of the tuning curve of the oscillator must possess repeatability of pro-

duction, for the convenience of the designing and adjusting of the linear-

izer. The design of the linearizer can use computer supplementary tech-

niques, entering the original tuning curve data point and the expected

rectilinearity into the computer, the computer can compute the required

reaistance value. Using resistance with precision as 1%, we then can
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obtain linearity within (1-2)%, and using precision tuning resistance

we can obtain even better linearity. After present varactor tuning

oscillators add linearizers with meticulous design, we ca obtain tuning

linearity that reaches as high as +0.5%. Although they are still a

level poorer than YIG tuned oscillators, they already can satisfy

the requirements of the frequency agile local oscillator. Figure

7.27 gives the tuning sensitivity curves of the above transistor

oscillators after adding a linearizer (l) .

b.*
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15.0 . .... . .. . .

a
0 1 . . 5 9.0 9.5
1K 740 , 75 J*(GH0

........ 25t
E .... 25 t

FIG. 7.27 TUNING SENSITIVITY OF TRANSISTOR
OSCILLATORS AFTER LINEARIZATION
KEY: (a) Variations of tuning sensitivity;
(b) Frequency

(2) Fixed Time of Tuning

The tuning rate of voltage tuning oscillators is still not too

capable of being used to explain its high speed tuning ability, this

ability is best expressed by fixed time of tuning. The so-called fixed

time of tuning refers to the oscillator jumping the assigned frequency

band (generally a full frequency band) and entering into the required

time in the range of error of assigned frequency stipulation. This

can be illustrated in Fig. 7.28. By the coupling circuit and the in-

fluence of the lead wire inductance, when input is a step voltage,

the instant change properties of its oscillator frequency possibly are

not the monotonic increasing functions of the time, but have small

oscillation close to the final frequency. The tuning rate thus gener-

ally refers to the largest slope of the instant-change properties.

Obviously, this fixed time must be greater than the time that is de-

termined by the tuning rate.
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FIG. 7.28 INSTANT CHANGE PROPERTIES
OF VOLTAGE TUNING
KEY:(a) Frequency; (b) Time

Varactor oscillator fixed time primarily receives the limitations

of the linearizer and drive circuit bandwidth. For the purpose of simp-

lification, presuming linearizer can be expressed by a simple low pass

network, its output voltage will receive index pattern lift:

V.=V( I - e'') (7.8)

In which i, is circuit time constant.

Time I,.* that is required within 0.01% of V0 reaching its final
value is 9 .2's. From 10% raise to 90% raise timej, is equal to 2.2r,.

The relationship between circuit lift time , and its frequency bandwidth

fa is:
, 0.35

I, (7.9)
f.-0. 16/T,-1. 45/fe, ( 7.10 )

or

If there is a varactor tuning voltage control oscillator, its
tuning range is 8-12GHz, required tuning voltage is 50 volts, and requires

fixing to within the range of +lmegaHz of 12GHz with 1 microsecond.
Namely, it requires the output of the linearizer and driver within 1

microsecond to scan within 50±0.005 (±0.01%) volts. We can compute

the circuit time constant as 0.11 microseconds. By expression (7.10)

we can compute that this circuit should possess a 3 decibel bandwidth

of 1.45 mAgaHz.

The scanning speed of the driver also is a fairly important index,
it not only must have sufficiently quick lift time but also it must
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have sufficiently large output voltage. Therefore its scanning speed

is defined as the ratio of the 10% to 90% output voltage and lift time,

thus:

S -duldi

In the above example:
S 4OV/o. 249s - 166V/ps

The primary factor of the limited varactor tuning oscillator

fixed time is the linearized circuit. The present level is, after

full frequency band jump variations, fixed to the time within the 0.02%

range of the final value in approximately 1 microsecond. This kind of

fixed time already can completely satisfy the requirements of the fre-

quency agile local oscillator.

(3) Post-tuning Drift (PTD)

Another very important property of the voltage tuning oscillator

is post-tuning to a newly assigned frequency, stabilizing the ability

of this new frequency. In the frequency agile local oscillator, this

is generally explained by PTD. It is defined as the largest deviation

between the oscillator output frequency and the frequency that time i

measures, measuring the time of this frequency deviation ends on is

(see Fig. 7.28), actually it also refers to the largest deviation

frequency that is measured with the stipulated time intervals 11-1'.

Regarding frequency agile oscillator, obviously in the receiving time

(thus within the repetition period of the pulse) its frequency deviation

should be as small as the central release bandwidth, when this deviation

is equal to or greater than the central release bandwidth, then the

sensitivity of the corresponding receiver greatly decreases, when it is

severe it goes so far as to have no way to receive the backward-wave

signal. Because the frequency agile local oscillator automatic frequency

control system adjusts one time for the repeated period of each pulse,

therefore there is no influence of the long period PTD on it. The fol-

lowing will emphasize discussion on short period (several microseconds

to several milliseconds) PTD.
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Actual measurement tests indicate that the post-tuning drift

(PTD) of varactor tuning voltage control oscillators not only is related

to the type of oscillator, but also is related to the amplitude and

direction of frequency jump change. Figure 7.29 gives the actual

measurement results of the PTD of varactor tuning transistor oscil-

lators and bulk-effect diode oscillators ( ) . The varactor that is used

is an unpurified silicon varactor. By the figure we can see that within

3-300 microseconds after adding tuning directive, the PTD of the varac-

tor tuning transistor oscillator is within a range of ±500 kHz, this

generally can satisfy the requirements for an agile oscillator: the

varactor tuning bulk-effect diode oscillator then possesses approximately

+1 megaHz PTD (if the range of the frequency jump change is the same,

it actually still does not stop this value). Although these two oscil-

lators possess PTD of different directions, however when it is the same

jump change direction, the PTD of the two reverse signals. By the fig-

ure we can see that when the background temperature is fairly low there

is a relatively large PTD.

The factors that produce short period PTD are many, the most pri-

mary are the heat effect of the radio frequency, the charge of the var-

actor, and the heat effect of the linearizer.

The so-called heat effect of radio frequency refers to when the op-

erational frequency jump changes, because the efficiency of different

frequency times is different, its power consumption is different and the

temperature rise that is caused has two different effects. Because

heat balance possesses specified time constants, therefore the fre-

quency drift that is caused by the frequency temperature system also

has a specifiid time constant. Although the heat time constants of

active components of the microwave are in the 1-100 microsecond mag-

nitude, due to the heat capacitance of the radiator and other factors it

can cause the time constant that reaches heat balance to markedly in-

crease.
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FIG. 7.29 POST-TUNING DRIFT
OF VARACTOR TUNING OSCILLATOR
KEY: (a) Frequency deviation
after adding step; (b) Bulk-
effect oscillator; (c) Transis-
tor oscillator; (d) Time after
adding step

There are many active components that cause oscillator frequency

variations by temperature variations, but the most primary one among

them is the varactor. If the frequency changes from fmax to fmin' the

power consumption of the varactor increases to AP. , and the junction

temperature of the active components raises toAT

AT,-R. AP. (7.11)

In which R. is the heat resistance in the junction to the radiator

surface, expressed by C/W. Because the medium power constant of the

contact power potential and semiconductor material follows the tempera-

ture change, therefore the capacitance of the varactor possesses a

specified temperature coefficient. This temperature coefficient is the

function that adds reverse voltage (see Fig. 7.30). The capacitance

variations that are caused on the given temperature variations depend

on the capacitance temperature coefficient on the operational frequency.

If an active component can be equivalent to capacitance CT and

negative resistance contact, then the contact after this active compo-
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FIG. 7.30 VARACTOR CAPACITANCE
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT
KEY: (a) Capacitance temperature
coefficient; (b) Reverse bias voltage

nent and varactor parallel connection is equivalent to the oscillator

frequency of the circuit, the frequency sensitivity that is caused

by the varactor capacitance variations is:

,-£ lUP - -I.-{-'-*I2 ( 7.1 2)
dC,(V) 2C[ CIRPTVy

In which C is the contact of Cr and C(V).

It is thus evident that we can obtain the frequency drift that is

caused by varactor power consumption variations as:

1 df dC,(V)
-Cdl() dT *R#"AP. (7.13)

By this we can see that in order to reduce post-tuning drift (PTD) it

is necessary to fully reduce power consumption. Variations in the tuning

range reduce the heat resistance between the varactor and active compo-

nents and the radiator, and reduce the varactor capacitance temperature

coefficient and enlarge total capacitance.

When its frequency changes from low to high, varactor power con-

sumption reduces, and its temperature reduces. To make its temperature

stable on the original value, we can use a heater. This one-time temper-

ature installation is necessary to make the oscillator operate in a very

wide temperatUre range. The time constant of the constant temperature

heater is shorter than the time constant of its natural radiation, there-

fore the time constant of the drift after jumping from the low end of
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the frequency band to the high end of the frequency band must be short-

er than the time constant of jumping from the high end to the low end.

There are two types of capacitor variations that are caused by the

varactor surface electric charge: one type is short term, the other

type is long term. The forms and mechanisms of the two are also dif-

ferent, the former is formed by the charge effect that is caused by

exhaustion layer width variations; the latter thus is formed by the

removal of impure ions and electrons that are caused by the voltage

gradation of the pN junction boundary strength.

We can raise an example to explain the short term charge effect.

If varactor voltage jump change is 20 volts, at this moment the ex-

haustion layer width that is caused increases to 1 micrometer, if the

mesodiameter of the varactor junction is 300 micrometers, then the in-

creased cylinder surface area is approximately 1.9x10 -cm 2 . Assuming

the surface electric charge number of the largest unit area that is

allowed on this surface area is 2.3xl010/cm 2, we can compute its increased

electric charge rate as 7.10" 1 4 coulombs. The corresponding capacitance

increase can be computed by AC-AQ/V , approximately equal to 1.10 - 1 3

picafarads. Assuming total capacitance is 10 picafarads, and the oper-

ational frequency is 10GHz, then its corresponding frequency drift is:

Af.-L -4-,'500kHz

2 C

It is thus evident that the post-tuning drift (PTD) that is caused by

the charge effect is considerable, and only by meticulously choosing

varactor material, designing its structure, and improving its technique

willit then reduce.

Aside from this, poor short term stability by the power source

voltage can also cause PTD. Because tuning voltage is the most sensi-

tive, therefore the power source of the linearizer and driver must have

fairly high short term stability (fairly small wave veins are primary).

The heat effect of the linearizer also is a factor that must be consid-

ered.
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(4) Frequency Readjustment (Restabilizing)

Frequency readjustment of the oscillator refers to when the origi-

nal directive voltage is again newly added on after the arbitrary tuning

"history", the oscillator has the ability to make this frequency re-

appear within the appointed error range. The frequency that reappears

still must stipulate the directive to reach the last time interval, for

example, after the arbitrary jump change returns to the original direc-

tive voltage, the frequency of 20 microseconds must be within 0.05

megaHz of the original frequency.

In the mechanically tuned oscillators, tuning rpstabilizing is

primarily caused by mechanical transmission spare components of the

tning machinery and frequency plate. But in the voltage tuning oscil-

lator, the problem of readjustment of the frequency is primarily caused

by the heat effect of the varactor in the oscillator. Although the

definition of readjustment is stipulated through arbitrary tuning "his-

tory", when the frequency jump changes of this different direction that

jump from the low end of the frequency band to the medium end and jump

from the high end of the frequency band to the medium end, conditions

are fairly harsh. This can be seen in Fig. 7.31. The upper part of

the figure gives the tuning directive voltage. Because when there are

different frequencies the power consumption of the varactor is different,

therefore its junction temperature also is different, the low end has

fairly large power consumption, resulting in fairly high junction temp-

erature. The high end is opposite. The middle section of the figure

gives the junction temperature variations that correspond to the tuning

voltage. The lower part of the figure is the influence of the oscil-

lator output frequency. Because now we only consider conditions from

low to middle and from high to middle, therefore we can assume that

initially the oscillator is already stable in the low end of the fre-

quency band, and after assuming this again there is fairly long term

stability in the high end of the frequency band. In the response of the

oscillator frequency there is one part primarily caused by the response

of the circuit, and the other part caused by heat effect. We can con-

sider that the initial phase is primarily electronic response, later it
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is primarily heat response. In the figure tI-t 2 and t7 -t8 are the

delay times caused by circuit phase shift, while t2 -t3 and t8 -t9 are the

lift times determined by the circuit bandwidth. We can roughly consider

that the varactor junction temperature then begins to vary from t3 and

t9 , an also brings about post-tuning drift (PTD). If frequency ad-
justment time is fixed at t4 and t10, then at this moment corresponding

frequency is fl and f2 " The difference of these two frequencies is

their readjustment. Obviously frequency readjustment and PTD alike

are related to stop time.

(5) Oscillator Noise

Although the noise that is produced by the tuning voltage control

oscillator is like that of other semiconductor microwave oscillators,

because the Q value of the former is fairly low (generally lower than

10), therefore it has a fairly high noise level.
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FIG. 7.31 FREQUENCY JUMP CHANGE
GOING DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS
KEY: (a) Tuning voltage; (b)
Junction temperature; (c) Output
frequency
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FIG. 7.32 NOISE OF S WAVEBAND
PRESSURE CONTROL OSCILLATOR
KEY: (a) Noise level; (b) Unilateral
band noise phase; (c) Bilateral band
amplitude modulation noise;-..d)
Transmitted frequency

Two kinds of voltage control oscillator noise include amplitude

modulation and frequency modulation (phase modulation), figure 7.32

gives the amplitude modulation and frequency modulation noise of a

typical S waveband varactor oscillator, it is expressed in each hertz

bandwidth below the decibel number of the carrier wave. The amplitude

modulat on noise in ion load frequency 30 megaHz is approximately -170

dB/Hz lower than the carrier wave. This kind of low amplitude modula-

tion noise actually can be overlooked, but the frequency modulation

noise in the ion load frequency 30 megaHz will have -140dB/Hz; this

must be considered.

There are two areas influenced by the frequency modulation noise

that is produced: one area is the increased receiver noise coefficient,

the other is the decreased short term frequency stability.

By the oscillator going through leaked signals of the mixer, it

will, due to the mismatching of the antenna, be reflected, and the long

line will cause its effects such as the same frequency discriminator and

will change frequency modulation noise into receiver noise. In order

to reduce this effect, we should add an isolator between the antenna

and the mixer, and at the same time we should also make the antenna

feedline system match as much as possible.

Local oscillator frequency modulation noise in the moving target

indication system can bring about the destruction of surplus. The
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frequency modulation noise of the varactor tuning voltage control

oscillator becomes large, and generally there is no way to satis'v

the requirements of a high target moving target indication system.

7.4 LOCAL OSCILLATOR AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL SYSTEM OF NON-
COHERENT FREQUENCY AGILE RADAR

The automatic frequency control system of the local oscillator

of the frequency agile radar receiver can be called one of the primary

technological keys of noncoherent frequency agile radar. In this kind

of radar, because the carrier frequency of the transmitting pulse

is independent (thus is not interrelated with the local oscillator) it

jump changes at high speed between the pulses. Therefore, the local

oscillator of the receiver must be able to transmit the carrier fre-

quency of the pulse on the track in a very short time to ensure the

output in the mixer has a correct intermediate frequency, and later

maintain stability in the interval that corresponds to the repetition

of the pulse, so that the backward-wave signal is received. This re-

quires the automatic frequency control system to have a very large

adjustment range, very fast adjustment speed, very high adjustment pre-

cision, and very high post-adjustment stability (this will directly

influence post-tuning drift). Final frequency tracking error and

stability of the whole automatic frequency control system also determine

the central release bandwidth that is needed. Exceedingly large fre-

quency error force must require exceedingly large central release

bandwidth, this also can increase receiver noise and decrease message-

noise ratio. When severe, it can even go so far as to cause advanta-

geous total loss on the survey distance after using the frequency agile

system. By this we can see the importance of the frequency automatic

control system.

The automatic frequency control system of frequency agile radar

has shared properties with automatic frequency control of common radar,

and also has particular properties. Shared properties are that the ob-

ject of the two is the same, they both ensure a correct intermediate

frequency signal frequency to obtain the best receiving conditions.
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The operational principles that they use also are similar. But its

particular properties lie in the frequency agile radar, frequency jump

change between the pulses can be from as high as +100mega to giga hertz,

thus the frequency range that is needed is extremely large. Moreover

it is very difficult to obtain the next radio frequency information

in advance. Even if it can be obtained it is often very rough. The

providable tuning time is also very short, it can only be in the recov-

ery period, and accurate error information can only be obtained in the

time of pulse transmission. Therefore the providable precision adjust-

ing time is even shorter, corresponding to the transmitting pulsewidth

time, at most it can lengthen to the time that corresponds to the short-

est effect distance, later it must maintain a high bgree of stability.

All these particular properties cause the specific achievement of the

automatic frequency control system of frequency agile radar to meet

with very great difficulties, and becomes one technological key that is

comparatively hard to resolve.

7.4.1 MONOPULSE AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL SYSTEM

Earlier, in the latter part of the 1950s, when the tuning speed

of hydraulic pressure tuning magnetrons exceeded 10GHz/noise (the fre-

quency difference in its adjacent pulse reached 10 megaHz or higher),

the problem of monopulse frequency automatic control was already raised.

So-called monopulse automatic frequency control refers to the entire

frequency tuning process that must be completed in the monopulse time.

That is, it must, in this time, close the loop, measure its frequency

error signal, take the control signal to the local oscillator to con-

duct revision, establish a sready state, and finally break open the

adjustment loop. Therefore, the performance of this high speed mono-

pulse automatic frequency control system primarily depends on the re-

duced degree of total delay time in the whole adjustment and feedback

loop. The primary elements included in the whole loop are the local

oscillator (backward-wave oscillator or other voltage control oscil-

lator), mixer, amplifier, frequency discriminator, and storage capacitor.
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Figure 7.33 is the block diagram of a monopulse automatic frequency

control system.

a" b
33M~z 7M

FIG. 7.33 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF HIGH SPEED
MONOPULSE AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEM
KEY: (a) Automatic frequency control mixer;
(b) Backward-wave local oscillator; (c)
Bandwidth central release; (d) Driver;
(e) Automatic gain control; (f) Self-gated
selection frequency discriminator and stor-
age; (g) Backward-wave tube power source
control; (h) Bandwidth central release;
(i) Driver

Because the range of frequency error that this system can adjust

to primarily depends on the bandwidth of the discriminator, in order

to be able tL' adjust to the range as much as possible it requires

sufficient bandwidth of the power release and discriminator. If the two

peak intervals of the discriminator are 15MHz, the bandwidth of the

central release will hopefully be 20MHz, in order to avoid influencing

the symmetry of the frequency discriminator properties. This wide a

bandwidth generally can be obtained by using triple parameter difference

tuning. Also the intermediate frequency can be divided into two pas-

sages. For example, when intermediate frequency is 25MHz, it can tune

in 17MHz with a broadband central release, and tune another in 33MHz

(see Fig. 7.33). Because the broadband central release has a very

low equivalent Q value, therefore its delay time can be made very small.
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In this example there is only 0.016 microseconds, and can be over-

looked.

The linkage after the broadband amplifier takes the central fre-

quencies respectively as narrow band resonators of 17MHz and 33MHz, the

frequency band of this resonator is somewhat narrow in order to form the

required frequency discrimination properties, consequently its time

constant is rather large. Here there is approximately 0.023 micro-

seconds, and can be overlooked. In a common automatic frequency control

system, its delay time is primarily determined by the video frequency

detection in the discriminator. In order to fully reduce this delay

time, here we use a particular frequency discriminator circuit (See

Fig. 7.34), to make its intermediate frequency pulse go directly through

the diode to the storage capacitor charge. The drivetube that is used

is a beam power pentode 6AN15 (a high frequency high power transistor

can also be used instead), it operates on the second type. Because the

diode is reverse linked, therefore its pure charge current corresponds

to the differences of the response of two intermediate circuits. In

order to make the capacitor able to be in a time below 0.1 microsecond

it charges to the largest operational voltage of 0.5 volts. The value

of the capacitor is chosen as 0.01 microfarads. The diode should also

have inner resistance as small as possible (smaller than 10 ohms), at

the same time it must have sufficiently large charge current. 6AN5

can give peak charge current of approximately 50 milli-amps mean value,

this then ensures the requirement of high speed charging. In order to

avoid the discharge of the capacitor in the period between the pulses,

several volts reverse bias voltage Eb is added on the diode. The ad-

vantages of this self-gated frequency discriminator are that it does

not need an additional fixed time pulse to readjust the storage, and

the whole sustained time of the feedback return circuit in the trans-

mitting pulse (moreover only in this time) is closed.

The linearity of the frequency discriminator also is a comparative-

ly important problem. Discriminator properties usually use continuous

wave determinants. But only when the Q value is extremely low the

response of its continuous wave is close to the response on the pulse
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FIG. 7.34 DIAGRAM OF
CIRCUIT OF HIGH SPEED
SELF-GATED DISCRIMINATOR

wave. This can prove that theoretically the continuous wave response

within the range of an entire discriminator can reach 2%, within the

range of a fairly narrow one (70% bandwidth) can reach 1%. The Q value

of a common discriminator tuning circuit is only about 2-3, therefore

its continuous wave properties then are close to pulse properties.

Aside from this, the delay time that is created by the distributed

capacitance of the wiring of-the cable must also be given full atten-

tion. Under many conditions this is often overlooked, however this

causes very great delay time. So long as we give it full attention,

this delay time can then be reduced to a minimum.

Now we can research the entire operational process of the feedback

loop of the automatic frequency control system. Its entire operational

time can be divided as: closed instant change time, closing in time,

setting up time, steady state time, and open instant change time (as

Fig. 7.35 shows). If the central frequency of the initial value de-

viation discriminator of the intermediate frequency is o, after going

through closed instant change time, closing in time, and setting up

time after the loop closes it enters into a steady state, this steady

state also remains as a fixed safety feature. When the transmitting

pulse stops, the loop opens, there is an open instant change process,

and finally it reaches its last frequency (the dashed line in Fig. 7.35
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shows the influence on the opposite original error of the signal).

Its final frequency is slightly different than the central frequency

of the discriminator, this is because when the signal of the wideband

amplifier stops, the amplifier has an intrinsic frequency attenuated

oscillator. Its intrinsic frequency is not equal to the required inter-

mediate frequency. Aside from this, because generally when the magne-

tron transmitting pulse stops, there is a fairly large frequency partial

shift (this is caused by electron frequency shift), it also possibly

can produce this final deviation. But because the system is already

in a steady state before the pulse stops, therefore the final deviation

generally is always in the same direction, consequently it need not

be completely eliminated. We also can use the method of adjusting the

central frequency of the frequency discriminator to revise and correct

it.

c It d e
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FIG. 7.35 OPERATIONAL PROCESS OF HIGH SPEED
AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL SYSTEM
KEY: (a) Closed instant change time; (b)
Radio frequency pulsewidth; (c) Closing in
time; (d) Setting up time; (e) Steady state
time; (f) Open instant change time; (g)
Discriminator central frequency; (h) Final
deviation; Ci) Final frequency

We will now first look at the closed instant change process, this

instant change process is necessary to establish oscillation in the

resonant return circuit. Aside from the oscillation of the additional

signal frequency, in the return circuit we also have the attenuation

process for free resonant frequency. The duration constant of its

attenuation is 2Q/Wo (in these examples equal to 0.023 microseconds).

The results by the differences of these instant-state sum and steady-

state sum (additional signal frequency) make its net-like wrapping have

an adjacent undulation. Because the entire loop is closed, therefore
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the additional signal frequency actually is variable, and as a result

this closed instant change process is very difficult to compute. We

generally regard its required time as equal to the time constant of

the return circuit of 5 times, approximately 0.113 microseconds.

The frequency modulation-amplitude modulation response of the

frequency discriminator also can produce additional delay time, by

analysis we can know that with the frequency discrminator equivalent

to a low pass wave filter, its time constant can be equal to the time

constant of the resonant return circuit (0.023 microseconds). There-

fore, its response can be overlooked.

Lastly, what is primary is the closed circuit instant state re-

sponse after the whole feedback loop closes. This can be analyzed and

obtained by open loop transmit function KG(p). We can draw the open

loop transmit function in the analogue curve on plane p, and later find

the limit of its closed loop transmit function. The attenuation that

emerges on G(p) from the latter is equal to the place where gains and

phase are +1800 or +5400. The root influence of its near-original

point is comparatively large, by this we can find the instant change

process of its attenuated oscillator. When gains are fairly large, the

attenuated instant change process is relatively long, moreover it can

produce self-excitod oscillation. But gains also cannot be too small,

because very small gains have no way to obtain the required limit pro-

perties. By detailed analysis of the example that was raised, we can

know that when gains are 100, they can obtain the approaching time of

0.2 microseconds and the transcending modulation rate of 40%. If we

use contact and inner feedback compensation we then can reduce its

transcending modulation rate. The setting up time of the whole system

depends on the degree of the transcending modulation rate, the largest

peak value then can lengthen its setting up time.

The unit that is constructed last can normally operate under con-

ditions of transmitting pulsewidth going to 0.8 microseconds. This

corresponds to only having 20 intermediate frequency sine waves. When
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frequency deviation of the input reaches ±7MHz, we can revise and

correct in a range of up to ±50kHz. It can then reduce to 1/140 with

frequency error in the time that does not reach 1 microsecond. This

satisfies applicable requirements under most conditions.

Theprimary weakness of this system is that frequency error of the

input signal cannot surpass the frequency range of the frequency

discriminator, this is not realized on any frequency preset or

coarse tuned frequency agile radar.

7.4.2 PULSE CONTROL FREQUENCY LOCKED SYSTEMS THAT DO NOT USE
FREQUENCY DISCRIMINATORS

Because even if discussing vibrational tuning step frequency ra-

dar, its input frequency errors also can often surpass the frequency

discriminating range of the frequency discriminator, therefore it is

not sufficient to use only the monopulse high speed automatic fre-

quency control system.

Here we explain a pulse control frequency locked system that does

not use a frequency discriminator (12). In this system, because it

does not use a frequency discriminator, therefore its input frequency

error range does not receive the limits of frequency discriminator

properties. Its operational principle is: on the forward edge of

each transmitting pulse, the electronically tunable local oscillator

high speed scanning frequency is started, its scanning frequency speed

is extremely high, sufficient within the transmitting pulsewidth it

then scans the frequency band that occupies the completed transmitted

pulse carrier frequency. Once it scans to the correct local oscil-

lator frequency, in the central release a tip pulse is produced, this

pulse instantly breaks off the scanning frequency of the local oscil-

lator, and with its frequency locked at this correct value, goes

directly to an initial cycle.

The frame drawing of the whole system is shown in Fig. 7.36. The

principles of the electronics that correspond to it are shown in Fig.
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7.37. Voltage tunable local oscillation KI (what is here is the

reflection speed modulation tube) by continuous flow current feedback,

local oscillator signal through wave guide system 12 couples to mixer

7, jump frequency magnetron (what is used here is a vibrational

tuning model) K2 will transmit a pulse and couple to antenna 6 through

coupler 11 to transmit; at the same time part of the energy also

goes to mixer 7 and local oscillator signal mixed frequency. The

structure of wave guide 13 and -,upler 12 makes the transmitting

signal able to couple to mixer 7 through the wave guide system; the

backward-wave signal has no way to go to mixer 7. The output of the

mixer goes to central release 8, central release output thus even

goes to the trigger that is formed by V42 and V52 . This trigger is

used to stop halfway at capacity C. The voltage on charge capacity

C is mutually contacted through cathode output device V22 and power

source 5.

When the magnetron transmits a pulse, trigger pulse A that is formed

by the forward edge of this pulse divides into two circuits going to

this system. One circuit is used to make the trigger reduce, then it

makes V.2 conduct, and as a result it makes V3 2 stop, and consequently

does not influence the charge of capacitance C. The other circuit is

used to make V1 2 instantaneously conduct, thereby causing capacitance

C to discharge at high speed through V12. This way, on the forward

edge of each transmitting pulse, the voltage in capacitance C is

discharges close with electric potential, at this moment the reflected

extreme voltage of the tunable local oscillator is determined by con-

tinuouse flow power source 5. At this moment the operational fre-

quency that corresponds to the klystron is at the lowest value. Af-

ter the trigger pulse A that mutually coincides with the transmitted

pulse forward edge goes over, capacitor C then goes through R2, Ri,

and diode V5 to charge at high speed by a positive power source, at

this moment the local oscillator frequency also frequency scans up-

ward at high speed. Its frequency scanning speed must be sufficiently

high to ensure that it scans the possible frequency range of the

transmitting pulse carrier frequency within the time of a transmitting

pulsewidth. This way, once local oscillator frequency scans to a

correct value, and has an intermediate frequency value lower than
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this transmitting pulse., the central release after the mixer has a

small peak signal to cause the trigger to run. Namely, V52 and V42

stop. No current circulates on R6 , the end of R7 draws near to the

electric potential and causes V3 2 to-conduct so long as we suitably

select the R2 value, we then can cause capacitor C not to charge

again when V3 2 is conducting. Furthermore, due to the reverse bias

unit of diode V5 it causes it to also have no possibility to charge.

This keeps the voltage in C to be invariant, thereby causing local

oscillator frequency to break off frequency scanning and maintain

a correct frequency.

a b c d
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FIG. 7.36 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PULSE CONTROL
FREQUENCY LOCK SYSTEM
KEY:(a) Voltage transmission tube; (b)
Continuous flow power source; (c) Electron-
ically tunable local oscillator; (d) Antenna
wave guide system mixer; (a) Storage dis-
charge switch; (f) Storage circuit; (g)
Electronic switch; (h) Agile magnetron;
(i) Dual steady-state trigger; (j) Central
release

In this system we use a reflection klystron as a voltage tunable

local oscillator. But as everyone knows, the frequency range of the

electron tuning of the reflection klystron is very narrow (generally

only some 10MHz), moreover its output power also has very large un-

dulation following frequency. If we use the backward-wave tube we

then can have very great improvements, not only can the frequency

scanning range be wider, but also its output power can be compar-

atively steady. After changing to using the backward-wave tube to
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FIG. 7.37 DIAGRAM OF ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES
OF PULSE CONTROL FREQUENCY LOCK SYSTEM

make a local oscillator, the operational principles of the whole

system still are invariant, aside from the power source feedback
its remaining parts can basically be invariable.

The primary advantages of this system are that it is simple and

does not need to use a complicated trigger, and that its locking

range does not receive the limits of the frequency discriminator pro-

perties. Moreover, because the local oscillator enters the locked

state from the searching state everytime, therefore it can have a

fairly wide range of searching and still be unlikely to erroneously

lock in a mirror image frequency.

However, its frequency range that can search actually receives

the limits of the transmitting pulse. Due to the exceedingly high

frequency scanning speed it can cause the tip pulse amplitude of the

central release output to reduce and moreover due to the delay time

between each trigger level it causes the last locked frequency error

to greatly increase. Therefore this system also can only be suitable

to the vibrational tuning magnetron, but is not suitable to extremely

wide transmitting pulses of step frequency range or the extremely

narrow frequency agile radar.

To sum up, the major advantage of this system is its simplicity,

and its major weakness is that frequency error is fairly large.
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7.4.3 AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL SYSTEM OF THE LOCAL OSCILLATOR
WITHOUT FREQUENCY PRESET INFORMATION

In noncoherent frequency agile radar that uses rotational tuning,

noise coil tuning, and circular tuning wideband jump frequency mag-

netrons, the frequency differences of the carrier frequency of its

adjacent pulse can reach 100MHz. The problem of tracking of the

local oscillator at this moment even more markedly stands out. Es-

pecailly in early rotational frequency modulation (FM) jump frequency

magnetrons, they often could not give the frequency readout sensor

of local oscillator frequency preset information, this then causes

the high speed frequency tracking of the local oscillator to become

the primary technological key of jump frequency radar. Below we

will explain the local oscillator automatic frequency control system

of wideband jump frequency radar.

(1) Local Oscillator Automatic Frequency Tracking Radar of
Automatic Detection and Tracking Magnetron Resonance

As accounted above, in early rotational tuning magnetrons,

there often was no frequency sensor, and the carrier frequency dif-

ferences of the adjacent pulse also often reached as high as some

100MHz. The problem of local oscillator frequency automatic tracking

at this time then becomes a primary technological key.

By the previous analysis we can know that it must be in the

pulsewidth of several microseconds to zero point several micro-

seconds,to revise and correct the differences of some 100MHz frequen-

cy of a local oscillator is a completely impossible thing to do. The

only method is to measure the "cold tuning frequency" of the magnetron

resonance cavity before the radio frequency pulse, and take the fre-

quency as local oscillator preset information. Local oscillator tun-

ing will go up to a frequency that is extremely close to perfect

(radio frequency pulse carrier frequency again increases intermediate

frequency). Later. after pulse radio frequency, we again carry out

high speed frequency automatic control based on actual transmitted

pulse. This way it is possible to make the backward-wave signal that
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is received, fall within the central release bandwidth. Therefore

the problem that must be resolved first is. the measuring problem

of the magnetron resonance cavity cold tuning frequency, and the pro-

blem of tracking this frequency in a small phase time interval before

local oscillator frequency in the transmitting pulse. Below we will

look at the local oscillator frequency automatic tracking system that

directly uses a backward-wave tube local oscillator as a cold resonant

frequency measuring message source of the magnetron resonant cavity.

The block diagram of the principles of this system is shown in

Fig. 7.38(13). The output of the voltage tunable oscillator that is

formed by the backward-wave tube adds onto one arm of an iron oxide

circulator, the second arm of the circulator links to the resonant

cavity of the rotational tuning (or other type) jump frequency magne-

tron. The third arm of the circulator links to a microwave diode

detector. This way, the output of the backward-wave tube local oscil-

lator then goes to the resonant cavity of the jump frequency magnetron

through the circulator. The reflected signal again goes from the

resonant cavity through the circulator to the detector. The differences

between the energy og its radio frequency and the local oscillator

signal frequency and the resonant cavity tuning frequency are related.

Assuming the frequency that the resonant cavity tunes to is f? and

the local oscillator frequency is f1, then when the local oscillator

frequency varies, amplitude of signal voltage V that is reflected by

the resonant cavity will be as Fig. (a) in Fig. 7.39 shows. When the

input signal frequency is equal to the resonant frequency of the reso-

nant cavity, the resonant cavity then will "absorb" the energy of the

input signal, and its reflected energy then will produce an extremely

small value.

At this time, if we use a high frequency signal (for example
its frequency is equal to a 4 megasine wave), to carry out frequency

modulation (FM) on the backward-wave tube through the driver, the

frequency of the measured local oscillator is f1, for the FM of a

4MHz rate in fI and f'. Thus the signal that is reflected by the

resonant cavity will change into an amplitude frequency signal, the
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FIG. 7.38 AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY TRACKING SYSTEM
THAT USES A BACKWARD-WAVE TUBE LOCAL OSCILLATOR
TO DETECT AND TRACK THE RESONANCE FREQUENCY OF A
ROTATIONAL TUNING MAGNETRON RESONANT CAVITY
KEY: (1) Rotational tuning magnetron; (2) Voltage
tunable local oscillator; (3) Circulator; (4)
Dissector; (5) Band pass amplifier; (6) Phase
sensitive detector; (7) Integrator; (8) Amp-
lifier; (9) Driver; (10) FM oscillator; (11)
Shifter; (12) Amplifier

VV -T

FIG. 7.39 (a) The Relationship Between Signal
Voltage V that is Reflected by the Resonant
Cavity and Input Signal Frequency (b) The Re-
lationship Between the Amplitude of FM Signal
of Detector Input and Its Intermediate Frequency

size of its amplitude frequency is shown in '* of Fig. 7.39(a). When

the central oscillator of the local oscillator is close to the reso-

nant frequency of the resonant cavity, its amplitude modulation (AM)

also gradually reduces to zero. When local oscillator frequency con-

tinually rises, the phase shift of its AM turns 180 degrees, later the

frequency modulation (FM) continues to increase. This way, the amp-

litude and phase shift of the exchange signal that the microwave de-

tector puts out areas Fig. 7.39(b) shows. This output signal goes

to a standard phase sensitive detector through a tuning after ampli-

fied 4MHz by a band pass amplifier. By the 4MHz signal that the FM
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oscillator produces after going though a shifter and amplifier goes

to a phase sensitive detector as a reference signal. The phase Lhat

is shifted by the shifter modulates to the produced phase shift that

is equal to the frequency modulation (FM) signal after going through

the whole loop-(including the driver, local oscillator, circulator,

resonator, circulator, amplitude detector, and amplifier). This makes

the phase shift of the two signals completely balanced. This way,

the output of the phase sensitive detector only reflects the amplitude

variations and the phase tuning when the FM signal is reflected by

the resonance cavity from this (as Fig. 7.39(b) shows). It takes the

output of this phase sensitive detector to an RC integral circuit in

order to filter out the alternating weight and gaurd against self-ex-

citement of the whole system. The signal after the integral is then

carried to a continuous flow amplifier, after amplification it returns

to the driver circuit. This then constructs a closed loop. This

closed loop can cause local oscillator frequency to modulate to equal

with freauencyf 0 of the resonance cavity. Because only when there is

fol the error voltage of the output of the phase sensitive detector

can then equal zero. When local oscillator frequency is lower or

higher than fo, there is error signal output, and furthermore the

symbol is opposite. At this time, if resonant frequency of the reso-

nance cavity produces variations due to the movement of the resonant

mechanism, so long as the feedback system has ample bandwidth, local

oscillator frequency can keep pace with these variations.

But in frequency agile radar, it is not merely required that

local oscillator frequency can keep pace with the variations of the

resonance frequency of jump frequency magnetrons, but is required

to instantaneously keep pace with these variations before the pulse

is transmitted, in the period that the pulse is transmitting it adjusts

up to the correct frequency, after the pulse transmission ends it then

keeps this frequency stable and invariant, so that the received back-

ward-wave pulse directly goes to to beginning of a cycle repetition.

Now we will take a look at how this local oscillator frequency track-

ing system is used in'coherent jump frequency radar. The block dia-

gram of the principles of its entire system are as Fig. 7.40 shows.
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FIG. 7.40 APPLICATIONS OF HIGH SPEED FREQUENCY
TRACKING SYSTEM IN FREQUENCY AGILE RADAR
KEY: (1) Trigger pulse generator; (2) Modulator;
(3) Rotational tuning magnetron; (4) Circulator;
(5) Voltage tunable local oscillator; (6) De-
tector; (7) Amplifier; (8) Differentiator;
(9) Amplifier; (10) Phase sensitive detector;
(11) Integrator; (12) Amplifier; (13) Driver;
(14) FM oscillator; (15) Shifter; (16) Gate;
(17) Amplifier; (20) Single steady-state trigger;
(21) Trigger; (22) Trigger; (23) Scanning integ-
rator; (24) Cathode output device; (26, 27) Gate

In this system the error from the phase sensitive detector out-

put does not go directly to the backward-wave tube local oscillator

driver, but rather goes to the driver after going through diodes D1

and D2 and one gate circuit. The trigger pulse goes from the fixed

timer to a trigger pulse generator, the trigger pulse that this gen-

erator produces respectively is carried to the modulator, single

steady-state trigger 20, and dual steady-state trigger 21. The pulse
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bandwidth thath this single steady-state trigger pr duces corres-

ponds to the farthest backward-wave time, its wave form is shown in

Fig.. 7.41(a). The rear edge of the pulse that this single steady-

state produces (time t2 ) is used to trigger another dual steady-state

trigger 22- its wave form is shown in Fig. 7.41(c)- and simultan-

eously causes gate 16 to open. After trigger 22 is turned around

by the contact, it causes scanning integrator to begin scanning, the

sawtooth wave that is produced (Fig. 7.41(d)) after going through

the cathode output device, diodes D3 and D and gate 16, goes up to

capacitor C. This then causes local oscillator to begin scanning from

the lowest frequency on up. Its scanning frequency is used for the

resonant frequency of the searching magnetron resonance cavity. Its

frequency scans fo the same as the resonance cavity frequency, and

an extremely low value then emerges from the output of the detector.

After going though differential amplification, the extremely small

value forms a trigger pulse, used to trigger dual steady-state trig-

gers 21 and 22. The turning of the trigger 22 causes scanning differ-

entiator to stop scanning, and also causes the oscillator to break

away from the searching state. In order to make the local oscillator

revolve into the tracking state to track the variations of the reso-

nance frequenicy of the resonance cavity of the magnetron (its vari-

ations are as fk in Fig. 7.41(f) shows) and for this trigger signal

to make dual steady-state trigger 21 turn around (its wave form is

shown in Fig. 7.41(b)), the latter then opens gate 26 and gate 27.

The opening of gate 26 causes the 4MHz signal that the frequency

modulation (FM) oscillator produces go to the driver, to make the

local oscillator begin frequency scanning, and the opening of gate

27 then causes the error signals that are produced by the phase sen-

sitive detector to be able to go through diodes D2 and D and gate

16 to capacitor C. The closing of this feedback loop then causes

the local oscillator to begin tracking the frequency of the resonance

cavity of the magnetron. The variation of local oscillator frequency

with time is fosc in Fig. 7.41(f). This tracking process directly con-

tinues to a trigger pulse until the time. At this moment, the turning

of trigger 21 cause gates 26 ans 27 to close, and also breaks off the

FM signal to go to the driver and the error signal to go to capacitor

C. This makes the voltage on capacitor C invariant at this time.
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The wave form of point P1 voltage of the voltage on C is shown by

the solid line in Fig. 7.41(e), the wave form of point P2 is shown

by the dotted line, and the wave form of point P is shown by the
3

dot-dash line.. The wave form of Pi also represents the variation

of local oscillator frequency. After the pulse transmission, local

oscillator frequency then maintains the frequency of an instantaneous

resonance cavity before receiving the trigger in the magnetron. But

it is necessary to note that in order to make the receiver able to

correctly receive the backward-wave signal, it is necessary to make

the difference of local oscillator frequency and transmitting pulse

carrier frequency an intermediate frequency. In this system, although

local oscillator frequency after the pulse is transmitted stays equal

to the frequency of the triggered instantaneous resonance cavity of

the magnetron, because the existence of the space electric charge

makes the oscillator frequency of the magnetron not equal to the cold

resonance frequency of the resonance cavity, therefore, the difference

value of this "hot" resonance frequency and "cold" resonance fre-

quency can be regarded as intermediate frequency in the receiver.

Generally the "hot" frequency of the magnetron must be ±10MHz lower

than the "cold" frequency, its specific value is determined by the

specific tube. Of course, even if we consider this frequency dif-

ference as an intermediate frequency is not very appropriate, we also

can add a fixed voltage on point P1 after the pulse transmits to re-
vise and correct the local oscillator frequency to a fairly small

value, thereby causing the frequency of the intermediate frequency

to be equal to the expected value.

Although this system does not use the ordinary automatic fre-

quency precision tuning system, it can also be a normal operation.
This system has already been successfully applied in the earliest

jump frequency radar of the Phillips Company of Sweden, and from

this obtained many valuable results of jump frequency radar spot

tests.
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FIG. 7.41 RELATIONSHIP OF WAVE FORM
AND TIME OF EACH POINT IN FIG. 9.40

(2) Frequency Adjustment System of the Revised and Corrected
Magnetron "Cold" and "Hot" Frequency Difference Value
Variations

As is explained above, the intermediate frequency in the receiver

that is obtained by using the above method is equal to the difference

of the "cold" and "hot" frequency of the magnetron. But this dif-

ference value is not invariable. Not only is it related to the model
number of the tube, but also makes tubes of the same model number

different because of the specific tube, even the same tube is still

variable in its operation time. With a fairly long time range it

receives the influence of tube ageing, in a medium time it receives

the influence and variation of temperature and power source voltage,

in an extremely short time it is because the difference position

of the operation of the magnetron on the tuning curve can also be dif-

ferent. This variation can cause variation of the intermediate fre-

quency of mixed output, thereby making the signal-clutter ratio suffer

loss. Therefore it is necessary to have a facility for revision and

correction, to be able to revise and correct the variations of this
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"cold" and "hot" frequency difference. The intermediate frequency

after causing mixed frequency stays constant from begir:.'.ng to end,

to ensure good receiving properties. Its method is to measure the

difference of the transmitting pulse carrier frequency and oscillator

frequency, and find the difference of this difference value and pre-

determined intermediate frequency, using this last difference sig-

nal to revise and correct oscillator frequency, so that the frequency

that is obtained after mixing is equal to the expected intermediate

frequency. Actually, this is also a high speed monopulse control

system. As was previously recounted, in this kind of automatic fre-

quency control system where the band has a discriminator, its final

frequency error dep-nds on the size of local oscillator frequency

error value that requires revising and correcting in a pulsewidth.

The error that requires revision becomes large, its final frequency

error also then becomes large. Because the magnetron's "cold" and

"hot" frequency difference and the standard immediate frequency dif-

ference are comparatively large, the amount of revision and correction

is comparatively large. Moreover, the speed of the variat4 ons of

the "cold" and "hot" frequency difference value that is caused by

tube ageing and heat effect is correspondingly slow. Therefore we

can use a revision system, this revision system has a time constant

fairly large low pass wave filter, it can measure and record the fre-

quency that was obtained after many cycles (for example 100 cycles)

of local oscillator frequency and transmitting pulse carrier frequen-

cy mixing and the mean value of the intermediate frequency 'ifference

that was expected. Later using an instantaneous period of this mean

value before the transmitting pulse is produced we can conduct further

revision and correction on local oscillator frequency to make the

amount of revision and correction that needs to be done by the high

speed monopulse automatic frequency control system reduce to a mini-

mum. This way, the final error of its local oscillator frequency also

then has the possibility to reduce to a minimum. Figure 7.42 ia the

block diagram of the principles of this automatic frequency adjust-

ment system where the band has frequency correction and revision(14)

The dot-dash line divides this block diagram into two main parts.

The top right corner of one part has the radar equipment. It basic-
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ally is similar to the block diagram of Fig. 7.40 in a small junction.

For the purpose of simplification, we abbreviated the detection and

tracking system on the cold resonance frequency of the magnetron

(Oluding the frequency modulation (FM) oscillator, phase sensitive

detector, etc.) as the frequency tracker. The other top right corner

has the automatic frequency adjustor, it is the new automatic fre-

quency control and revision and correction system. Now we will

take a look at the operational process of the entire system. Its

entire operational process is shown in Fig. 7.43. In Fig. 7.43(a)

the solid line sine wave that is marked by fk is the "cold" resonance

frequency of the magnetron, the dashed line sine wave that is marked

by fv is the "hot" resonant frequency of the magnetron, and the gra-

dated jump change that is marked by f0 is the voltage tunable local

oscillator frequency. The instant time of the trigger pulse is noted

by t1, ti, and t'. After time t1 of pulse transmission local oscil-

lator frequency remarins constant and stops at the farthest backward-

wave time. Local oscillator f equency jumps to the highest frequency,

this highest frequency still must be higher than the highest frequency

that can be resonated by the jump frequency magnetron. Later it goes

into a rapid r ctilinear drop. When its frequency is equal to the

"cold" resonance frequency of the magnetron, local oscillator fre-

quency then locks in the cold resonance frequency of the magnetron

and tracks its variations, it goes to an instant before the pulse is

transmitted, local oscillator frequency th n revises to aAf1 value

by a slow automatic frequency adjusting pulse generator. This U,
value is the mean value of many periods of the difference of local

oscillator frequency and transmitting pulse carrier frequency and

the expected intermediate frequency difference that are mentioned

in the above section. Later, high speed revision and correction is

carried out. This revision and correction is as62 in Fig. 7.43(b)

shows, so that the final revision of the local oscillation frequency

goes to an intermediate frequency fm value with actual transmitting

pulse carrier frequency differences. Actually, we can estimate that

when 4fl is the mean value of the difference value of fd and fm of

many periods, 6f2 tends to be close to zero.
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FIG. 7.42 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY
ADJUJSTMENT SYSTEM WITH BAND FREQUENCY REVISION
AND CORRECTION
KEY: (1) Modulator; (2) Frequency agile magnetron;
(3) Circulator; (4) Mixer; (5) Tunable voltage lo-
cal oscillator; (6) Local oscillator frequency
control magnetron; (7) Gate; (8) Frequency tracker;
(9) Backward-wave time single steady-state; (10)
C entral. Release; ( i) Limiter; (12) Discriminator;

13) Gated pulse generator; (14) Locked circuit;
15) Slow automatic frequency adjusting pulse gener-

ator; (16) Revision and correction device; (17)
Phase increase device

We will now take a look at the operational principle of this

automatic frequency adjustor. In Fig. 7.4.2, the intermediate frequen-

cy pulse goes to the central release by the mixer output to conduct

amplification and after going through the limiter it is carried to
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FIG. 7.43 OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLE OF
AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY ADJUSTOR
KEY: (1) Hot frequency of magnetron;
(2) Cold frequency of magnetron; (3)
Magnetron; (4) Magnetron

the discriminator for discrimination. The design of these parts

must satisfy the requirements of high speed monopulse automatic fre-

quency control. Due to the magnetron oscillator pulse, in both the

beginning and the end there is a frequency traction process. The

frequency difference of the central part of its frequency and pulse

is a good several megas (as Fig. 7.44 shows). On top of that, in the

high speed jump frequency magnetron, its resonance cavity within the

pulse transmission period also is already tuned to a specified fre-

quency range, and also can cause variations to occur in the oscillator

carrier frequency in the pulse. Therefore, the central part of the

discriminator output pulse will hopefully be taken as the standard

of error signals. We can eliminate the frequency partial shift at

the beginning and end of the pulse. In order to resolve this problem,

the system uses a gated pulse generator, a phase adder, and a locked

circuit. The amplitude from the output of this locked circuit is
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equal to the voltage of the voltage pulse center point of dis-

criminator output, the amplitude is thus equal to the revised vol-

tage pulse of the time of the farthest backward-wave, actually it

also is simply high speed revised and corrected voltage. PAFR that

corresponds with Af2 that was mentioned in the previous section (the

detailed operational principles of this partial voltage will be

expounded upon below). Two loops are divided out of the locked cir-

cuit output, one loop is carried to what is called a slow automatic

frequency adjustment pulse generator; the other, after being carried

to the phase adder device and the above-mentioned slow adjustment

output phase adder is carried to the revision and correction device.

In the slow automatic frequency adjusting pulse generator there is
a time constant very large low pass detector, it takes the mean

value on the large quantity of high speed revised voltage pulse from

locked circuit output, and from this controls a width equal to the

pulse of the backward-wave time, this voltage pulse actually is the
slow revision and correction voltage pulse that corresponds with

Af1 (the detailed operational principles of this partial voltage will
also be discussed below). After this slow revised and corrected vol-

tage pulse and the high speed revised and corrected voltage pulse

from the locking device mix in the phase adder then are carried to
the revision and correction device. The purpose of this device is

to revise and correct the incontinuous linearity of the voltage

tunable resonance of the local oscillator. The size of this amount

of revision and correction depends on the specific position on the

resonance properties, and also the specific frequency of the local

oscillator. To this end, in the revision and correction device there

is also voltage that comes from the local oscillator driver storage

capacitor, to be used as a tolerance in the triggered instant oscil-
lator frequency. This way, after going through the revision and

correction device, the output can give the same size frequency jump

change on the same input voltage pulsewidth in the resonance of the

local oscillator with any frequency.
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FIG. 7.44 VARIATIONS IN EACH PART
OF THE PULSE OF THE CARRIER FRE-
QUENCY OF THE MAGNETRON OSCILLATOR
PULSE

Using this slow automatic frequency adjustment system is much

better than adding a fixed amount of revision and correction before

each trigger. The latter is an open loop control system, the former

is a closed loop adjustable system. This closed loop is composed

of the slow automatic frequency adjustment pulse generator, revision

and correction device, local oscillator frequency control circuit,

voltage tunable local oscillator, mixer, central release, limiter,

discriminator, and locked circuit. Frequency revisiont&f1 that it

produces is to make high speed frequency revision Af2 minimal. Ac-

tually, after going through many cycles, f2 tends to be close to zero.

This can cause local oscillator frequency revision and correction to

go extremely close to the correct value (carrier frequency of pulse

that was actually transmitted adds on to the intermediate frequency),

and also can choose a central release bandwidth that is as narrow as

possible to obtain a signal-noise ratio that is as high as possible.

Below we will discuss the specific voltage and onerational

principle-, of the locked circuit and the slow automatic frequency

adjustment pulse generator. Figure 7.45 gives the principles of these

two parts of voltage. The relationship and wave form of the time of

each part of it is shown in Fig. 7.46. The voltage pulse that is

produced by the discriminator is shown in Fig. 7.46(a). Its pulse-

width is equal to the transmitted pulsewidth, in the figure it is 0.5

microseconds, but for the purpose of simplification the forward and

rear edge peaks that are caused by the variations in the pulse are

not drawn. The pulse from the discriminator output has dual polarity,

its polarity hinges on the direction of frequency error. The single

polarity you see from the discriminator output (Fig. 7.46(b)) is
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AUTOMATIC ADJUSTMENT PULSE GENERATOR

KEY: (a) Control pulse from phase adder;
(b) Voltage pulse from discriminator; (c)
to revision and correction device; (d) Locked
circuit; Ce) Opposite control pulse from phase
adder; (f) Slow automatic frequency adjustment
pulse generator; (g) Inverted pulse from back-
ward time single steady-state

carried to the gated pulse generator. Th width of gated pulse that

is produced by the gated pulse generator (Fig. 7.46(c) must be narrower

than that of the discriminator, after the time it also is slightly

stagnant, it then corresponds to the center part of the discriminator

pulse. This gated pulse goes to the opposite pulse that is produced

in the phase adder by the baakward-wave time single steady-state (Fig.

7.46(d)) for mixing, and obtains the dual polarity control pulse

(Fig. 7.46(e) and (f)) to enter the locked circuit.

The locked circuit includes an amplified stage, a diode gate, a

locked capacitor C, and a resistance alternator. The above control

pulse goes to this diode gate. Before triggering (thus before t)
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the whole diode completely conducts, the locked circuit puts out a

constant remaining voltage (approximately 5.5 volts), in trigger

instant t1 , the control voltage that goes up to the diode gate sud-

denly inverts, and the whole diode simultaneously stops. But because

it maintains its voltage on capacitor C1 , therefore the output of

the lock circuit still is 5.5 volts. When a fairly narrow gated

pulse comes, the whole diode again transmits. Because the gated

pulse on the time mutually coincides with the central part of the

discriminator output pulse, therefore when the diode gate conducts,

the voltage that emerges in the locked circuit input end corresponds

to the voltage of the central part of the discriminating pulse, this

input voltage makes the voltage of point P1 produce a variation, and

through the diode gate turns on capacitor CI, making the voltage on

C1 change to a new value that corresponds with input voltage. After

the gated pulse stops, the diode gate closes, and the voltage on

capacitor C1 then continuously keeps this value invariant directly

to the backward-wave time end. In order to avoid leakage from cap-

acitor C1 in the backward-wave time, the output in the locked circuit

uses a resistance alternated state that possesses an extremely high

input resistance. Therefore, the output voltage of the locked cir-

cuit in the interval of the b~ckward-wave time is a constant. When

the backward-wave time ends, the diode again newly conducts, but be-

cause at this moment there is no input signal, therefore the charge

on C1 very quickly returns to the remaining value, its output voltage

also changes back to the 5.5 volt remainder value, going directly

to the new trigger beginning. The size of the locked circuit output

deviated remainder value is called PAFR (as shown in Fig. 7.46 (g)), it

also corresponds to the amount of high speed revision and correction

A f2 "

The output of the locked circuit is divided into two loops: one

loop goes to the input amplified stage of the slow automatic frequen-

cy adjucting pulse generator, the other loop goes through an added

resistance (this also is simply the phase adder in Fig. 7.42) directly

to its output end. Its input amplified stage contacts by two trans-

istors, the above base with one transistor has one electric poten-
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FIG. 7.46 DIAGRAM OF RELATIONSHIP
AND WAVE FORM OF TIME OF EACH
SECTION

tiometer, adjusting this potentiometer can eliminate the 5.5 volt
remaining voltage of the input end. The input of this amplifier comes

in contact with capacitor C2 that possesses a very large time con-
stant (this is just the above-mentioned low pass wave filter), and

comes into contact with the transistor 38 base. Finally after going

through transistor 39 and the original voltage output phase adder,

it is put out. Before trigger instant t1 , point P2 has a voltage

close to zero volts (refer to -Fig.7.46(h)), the locked circuit out-
put at this moment is the remainder voltage, final output (Fig. 7.46(i))

also is zero. At trigger point ti, the backward-wave time control

pulse that goes to 40 jumps down from +12 volts to 0 volts. This

jump change will emerge on poi t P2, its numeric value is determined

by transistor 38, the voltage that is charged is determined on C2.
Therefore on output end 41 there also will emerge a positive jump

change, the charge that was charged of its value will be determined by

C2. This jump change actually corresponds to frequency revision Afi .
The output of the locked circuit in instant ti still will have remaining

voltage and therefore will not have any influence on the final output
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voltage. After the radar pulse is transmitted, a PAFR voltage pulse

is put out by the locked circuit, after going through phase added

resistance 21 goes to the output end, causing the output voltage also

to have a corresponding variation (see Fig. 7.46(i)). It also repeat-

edly goes up to the original jump change. Because the voltage of the

locked circuit output and in the backward-wave time on C2 remains

invariable, therefore the final output on 41 in the backward-wave time

also remains invariable. Going to the end of the backward-wave time,

the control voltage of 40 end returns to +12 volts, the voltage of

the output point when te backward-wave ends also returns to zero volts.

Because the circuit that contains capacitor 02 has a very large

time constant, therefore the-voltage on capacitor C2 is dependent on

the results of past numerous measurements (thus the output value of

numerous locked circuits). The voltage jump change of output end 41

in time t1 is dependent on the voltage of C2 , this jump change also

is precisely what is used in revision and correction local oscillator

frequency (thus revision and correction amount Afl), therefore this

revision and correction amount is also related to the results of past

numerous measurements. Due to the large duration constant of C2,

therefore its adjustment will be carried out in a closed loop adjust-

ment system. The results of its adjustment will cause the mean value

of the locked circuit output to be zero. Capacitor C1 thus discharges

to each pulse, therefore each output voltage PAFR of the locked circuit

and that of the above are not related. This high speed automatic fre-

quency adjustment system in the pulse transmission time still can be

considered to be a closed loop adjustment system, but after the pulse

is transmitted, the loop newly opens and changes into an open loop

control system.

In order to ensure capacitor 02 can initially have a suitable

initial voltage (because at this time there is no past measurements

that determine the voltage on C2), in order to make the local oscil-

lator able to revise to near the correct frequency as soon as it opens,

and make the frequency after mixing able to fall within the range of

the discriminating properties of the discriminator, appropriate measures
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are still adopted in this circuit. The collecting electrode of its

transistor 33 goes through a steady pressure diode to ground (see Fig.

7.45), therefore the voltage on point P3 cannot be larger than zero

volts. The maximum negative voltage of point P3 also receives the
puncture voltage (for example 3.5 volts) control c. this steady

pressure diode. Because its output voltage links to C2 through an

electric potentiometer, therefore the appropriately adjusted electric

potentiometer also can ensure that there is a minimum negative voltage

on capacitor C2. This way, on capacitor C2 there also is a maximum

high voltagii and a minimum low voltage limit. The selection of these

two prescribed limits is to make local socillator frequency when there

is an opener able to revise to the output frequency of the mixer to

fall within the discriminating range of the discriminator (actually

it also is to make the mean value of its prescribed limit value corres-

pond to the mean value of "cold" amd "hot" frequency differences).

After entering into the discriminating range of the discriminator,

the voltage on C2 then will make slow variations, and depending on the

mean value of frequency differences of previous measurements, finally

reaches steady-state to make the high speed revision and correction

minimal.

But, actual measurement tests clearly indicate that the amount

of revision and correction in its pulse after going through many cycles

is not equal to zero. This is because in this system, after using

a feedback loop with a large time constant, although it can eliminate

extremely slow variation factors that are due to tube ageing, tempera-

ture effect, etc., and to high speed alterations of the "cold" and

"hot" frequency in the pulse that arise due to oeprations after dif-

ferent positions of tuning properties, tuning stagnation, and other

factors, there still is no way to eliminate them.

(3) Automatic Frequency Adjustment Systems that Simultaneously
Possess Slow and High Speed Revision Ability

As is accounted above, after using slow automatic frequency ad-
justing, although able to eliminate the "cold" and "hot" frequency
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difference values of the magnetron that are caused by such factors

as replaced tubes, tube ageing, and temperature variations, this

system still cannot cause the discrimination output of the frequency

error pulse of the transmission instant to be equal to zero. This

is because there are still some factors of high speed alterations that

exist. These factors have no way to use the method of eliminating

by numerous measured mean values. Among these factors are tuning

stagnation properties and delay time due to the trigger pulse and

transmitting pulse. For example, due to the existence of this delay

time it makes the "cold" resonance frequency when actually transmitting

and the "cold" resonance frequency of the trigger instant all diffLer-

ent. Although the time of this delay is invariable, because the slope

of each point on the tuning curve is different it makes these differ-

ence values also all different. Therefore, this makes the frequency

differences of the transmitting instant that are measured in the

discriminator all be different in each pulse. Obviously this difference

value forms a direct ratio with the slope of the tuning curve in the

trigger instant. Moreover, with different position of the tuning curve

different post-tuning stagnation also is related with the slope. There-

fore if it can again add a new revision and correction in the trigger

instant that forms a direct ratio with the tuning curve slope, it also

then can make intermediate frequency after mixing even more close to

the expected intermediate frequency, thereby able to select the nar-

rowest possible central release bandwidth.

Below we will discuss the operational principles of this auto-

matic frequency adjustor with an additional high speed revision and

correction circuit, the block diagram of the principles of the entire
system is shown in Fig. 7.47(15) . The relationship between its opera-

tional process and time is shown in Fig. 7.48. In it is the "cold"

resonance frequency of the magnetron, fv is the "hot" frequency, fosc

is local oscillator frequency. Figure 7.48(b) is an amplified figure

of part of (a). By the figure we can know that its operational process

is basically the same as the operational process of the previously

mentioned automatic frequency adjusting system. Its difference is

only in the trigger instant. Aside from revision amount 8f1 with the
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original kind of added frequency, it still simultaneously adds re-

vision amount 2 that forms a direct ratio with the tuning curve

slope at this instant. Due to the existence of this new added amount

if revision, it causes the reduction of the absolute value of revision

amount af 3 of the frequency from the discriminator output after the

pulse is transmitted. This can cause local oscillator frequency to

be even closer to the correct value. Below we will take a look at

the relationship between the wave form and the time of each point.

Wave form is as Fig. 7.49 shows. In it the wave forms of (a) to (g)

are the wave forms when there is no additional high speed revision

and correction system. From Fig. 7.49(g) we can begin to explain the

operational principles of this high speed adjustment and correction

circuit. This wave form can be seen with the linkage of the block

diagram of Fig. 7.47. The voltage that is taken from the storage

capacitor of the local oscillator frequency controller goes to a

differential circuit. The voltage on the capacitor represents the

local oscillator frequency, but because the local oscillator , in the

phase time before triggering, tracks the "cold" resonance frequency

of the magnetron cavity, therefore this voltage also replaces the

tuning curve of the magnetron. The wave form that is obtained after

the voltage goes through integration is shown in (g) of Fig. 7.49.

This voltage after going through amplification in the amplifier goes

to a locked circuit. On this locked circuit a control pulse that

comes from the backward-wave single steady-state is added. One gate

26 in this pulse control locked circuit makes it open within this

time interval before the backward wave time st6ps at the trigger,

and makes the differential wave form that is amplified go through this

gate to storage capacitor 27. In the trigger instant, gate 26 closes

directly to the end of the backward-wave time. This storage capacitor

27 then keeps a voltage that is equal to the derivative value in the

trigger instant (this also is a voltage that forms a direct ratio with

the slope of the tuning curve), and goes directly to the end of the

backward-wave time. The wave form of the voltage of the locked circuit

output is shown by (h) in Fig. 7.49. This voltage again goes to gate

28, and gate 28 also is controlled by the control pulse that the back-

ward-wave time single steady-state gives out. This pulse causes it to
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FIG. 7.47 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PRINCIPLES OF AUTOMATIC
FREQUENCY ADJUSTOR WITH ADDITIONAL HIGH SPEED RE-
VISION AND CORRECTION CIRCUIT
KEY: (1)Modulator; (2)Frequency agile magnetron; (3)
Circulator; (4) Mixer; (5) Tunable voltage local
oscillator; (6) Frequency tracker; (7) Local oscil-
lator frequency control; (8) Gate; (9) Backward-
wave time single steady-state; (10) Amplifier; (11)
Limiter; (12) Discriminator; (13) Locked circuit;
(14) Revision and correction circuit; (15) Integ-
rator; (16) Differential circuit; (18, 20) Phase
adder; (28) Gate

only conduct within the backward-wave time. This makes the value of

the voltage on storage capacitor 27 able to pass through only after

the trigger. The wave form of the voltage that is put out from gate

28 is shown by (i) in Fig. 7.49. The amplitude of this voltage replaces

the derivative value of the tuning curve of the trigger instant, its
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Fig. 7.48 DIAGRAM OF VARIATIONS OF
MAGNETRON FREQUENCY AND LOCAL OSCIL-
LATOR FREQUENCY

bandwidth thus is equal to the backward-wave time. After phase

adding of this voltage in phase adder 20 and revising voltage (j)

of the original differetziator output, it is then carried to the

revised voltage phase adding that is put out by the phase adder 18

and the discriminator. Due to the existence of the high speed revision

and correction circuit, it causes the absolute value of the error

voltage of the discriminator output to be smaller than in the past,

expressed by PAFR (as shown by (k) in Fig. 7.49). The total voltage

after phase adding (see Fig. 7.49(1) is again carried to the revision

and correction circuit to correct the nonlinearity of the local oscil-

lator tuning sensitivity. The newly entered-into high speed revision

varies from pulsewidth to pulsewidth. Moreover it essentially is an

open loop adjustment system. The adjustment cacnstant of this open

loop adjustment system should adjust to cause minimum discriminator

output of revised pulse PAFR* For example it can amplify the amount
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FIG. 7.49 DIAGRAM OF WAVE FORM
OF AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY ADJUSTMENT
SYSTEM THAT POSSESSES HIGH SPEED
REVISION AND CORRECTION

of the amplifier after, adjusting the differential circuit, and at

the same time detect the voltage pulse of the discriminator output

to its amplitude minimum. Later it makes its amplified amount and

adjustment constant remain invariant.

As previously discussed, this high speed revision and correction

system can correct the deviation related to the position of the trig-

ger on the tuning curve, for example, due to the delay time between

the trigger and the transmission, and due to the post-tuning stag-

nation. This revision is also necessary on systems that have frequency

sensors. On jump frequency magnetrons that have frequency readout

resolvers, its frequency sensors can replace the frequency tracker

in Fig. 7.47, and use its frequency readout data within the phase time

interval before the backward-wave time ends at the trigger, to directly

control local oscillator frequency, and make it track the magnetron

frequency. If the frequency that is read out corresponds to the mag-

netron's "cold" resonance frequency, the entire frequency automatic

adjustment system is no different from the system shown in Fig. 7.47.
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Of course, it also can read out the magnetron's "hot" oscillator

frequency and increase the expected intermediate frequency; at this

moment then we can eliminate the slow automatic frequency adjustment

system. But sue to the magnetron's "hot" oscillator frequency we

also can follow the variations of the replaced tubes, tube ageing,

and temperature effect, in order to fully reduce the amount of revision

and correction in the discriminator, it is still desirable to use

the slow automatic frequency adjustment system. In modern times the

majority of jump frequency magnetrons have precise frequency readout

devices, at least we can replace the complicated frequency tracking

systems that were previously discussed, and greatly simplify the sys-

tem.

7.4.4 THE MONOPULSE AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL SYSTEM THAT HAS
FREQUENCY PRESET INFORMATION

The majority of modern frequency agile magnetrons possess frequency

readout devices. They can give accurate frequency preset information.

Aside from these there are some frequency agile magnetrons (for example

precision tuning magnetrons) that in themselves possess accurate

closed loop servo systems, their oscillator frequency can be assigned

by additional directive voltage. After this directive voltage'corores-

ponds to the intermediate frequency voltage, it even more can be re-

garded as local oscillator frequency preset information. Under this

condition, the automatic freuqnecy control system discussed above can

be greatly simplified.

(1) Open Loop Frequency Presetting

Open loop frequency presetting carries out sampling on the mag-

netron frequency readout signal before each pulse transmits, after

the voltage that is obtained corresponds to the intermediate frequency

voltage, it carries out presetting on local oscillator frequency. The

presetting is conducted in the open loop form (Fig. 7.50)(16). General-

ly it is desirable to use an accurate linear loop, then all the trans-

mitting functions Ki that go directly from the frequency readout to

the voltage control oscillator are linear. But actually the frequency

readout and the voltage control oscillator in themselves have nonlinear
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errors, these errors are represented respectively byaT andL .
Aside from this, the magnetron and local oscillator both have a hot
drift, respectively expressed as KTAT and KLT. If the mean frequency

of the transmitter is ITo time variation measure is &fT(t); the mean

frequency of the local oscillator is ?Lf time variation measure is

4fL(t); thus the accuracy of its open loop presetting can be expressed
by:

f,-/,.-(7r-7,)+A/f,( i ) -fl" [, +,[ tIbKtl
+(KT-K,)AT ± /,.1t i (7.14)

In which Ki is the typical open loop transmit gain, and k- is the
gain capacity differenece under actual operating conditions. Because
in actual applications, the primary concern is high speed tracking on

pulse variations AfT(t), moreover, frequency variations that are caused

by slow temperature variations can be compensated by common temperature

compensation techniques, therefore (K7-KAr' , this sum can be omitted.

FIG. 7.50 OPEN LOOP FREQUENCY PRESETTING
KEY: (a) Frequency agile oscillator source;
(b) Frequency readout; (c) Sampling mainten-

ence; (d) Voltage control oscillator

Aside from this, in an accurate linear loop, fL is in a direct

ratio to fT(t) by I its loop gain must be 1, thus:

JJK ' mi.+ (7.15)

'I

From this we can obtain the expression after simplification:

ence (d Votage'(,-- coto oillao.

(7.16)
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In which sum (T-PL) is equal to the required intermediate frequency

f and fl max is open loop preset error:

Nl.-.- .. Z jbK,j + 8,+b1,
i-I ... . - (7.17)

From this we can see that open loop preset error not only changes with

the linearity and stability of the prepared transmit function gains,

but also still corresponds to agile source f 'equency, deviation 6fT

of its mean value ?T from a direct ratio. Therefore the open loop

tracking error depends on the probable distribution of &fT revolving

around ?T' (7.17) represents the numerous preset errors when there

are numerous deviations. Figure 7.51 gives the largest preset errors

of the ftnctionk18Kil that conducts accumulative gain stability when

frequency agile bandwidth 2 -fT(max) of the transmitter respectively

are 100, 200, and 600MHz, for the purpose of simplification we presume

the total sum of the tuning nonlinearity is 10MHz. From the figure

we can see that when frequency agile bandwidth is 600MHz, and accumula-

tive gain stability is 0.1, its preset error can reach approximately

40MHz.

It is necessary to note that when preset error is larger than

intermediate frequency, there will be a possibility that the problem

of mir ror image frequency will occur. For example the originally de-

signd local oscillator is one intermediate frequency higher than the

frequency of the transmitter but when the local oscillator frequency

is one intermediate frequency lower than the frequency of hte trans-

mitter, after going through mixing it also can obtain the intermediate

frequency signal, but at the same time the error signal that is read

out from the discriminator is exactly reversed, thereby causing the

automatic frequency control system to have no way to operate normally.

There are several methods that can resolve this problem, but the

simplest and most effective method among them is using the mixer that

restrains the mirror image. The operational principles of this mixer

are shown in Fig. 7.52. When f fT' the intermediate frequency sig-

nals that are produced on point C by the two mixers are alike, when
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fL~fT, the intermediate frequency signals that are produced are op-

posite and cancel out. This then resolves this problem.

(2) Open Loop Frequency Precision Tuning

From the above analysis we can know that the presetting errors

of open loop frequency are very large, and simply cannot satisfy the

requirements to normally receiver signals, and must make further

precision tuning after the pulse transmission.

70 2a,...001dk1
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FIG. 7.51 OPEN LOOP PRESET ERRORS
THAT CONDUCT ACCUMULATIVE GAIN
STABILITY FUNCTION
KEY: (a) Numerous open loop tracking errors;
(b) Accumulative open loop gain stability

The most simple method is open loop frequency precision tuning.

This is after the pulse is transmitted, we take the even more accurate

frequency error signal, and again make further adjustment on the lo-

cal oscillator frequency. The frame diagram of tl;As open loop pre-

cision tuning method is shown in Fig. 7.53(17). Under ideal conditions

K3KAK =1. We can note that the differences of this open loop fre-

quency precision tuning and closed loop precision tuning lie in that
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FIG. 7.52 MIXER THAT RESTRAINS
MIRROR IMAGE FREQUENCY
KEY: (a) Mixer; (b) Intermediate
frequency shifter; (c) Shifter;
(d) Mixer

it uses time delay sampling and maintains the circuit, also that the

frequency differences that are obtained are not instantly used to

control the local oscillatQr, but delay time at least until after

the pulsewidth is transmitted and then controls the local oscillator.

Therefore the loop isinot-c;osed.

ab c

jr(VM I-Q V) "Z

FIG. 7.53 FRAME DIAGRAM OF OPEN LOOP FREQUENCY
PRECISION TUNING
KEY: (a) Linear discriminator; (b) Delay time,
sampling and maintenance; (c) Pressure control
local oscillator;(d) Gate

The numerous error 61filmax of this open loop precision tuning

system can be expressed by the following formula:

IAf, Jm_ IAflm.am j, , I ++bfL (7.18)
Li.3

In which ki is gain capacitance difference. IF
In wich 8IFis the capacitance

difference of the cross point of the discriminator. If the discrim-

inator is sufficiently stable, then the above expression can be simp-

lified as:
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IAf,,I.-Af,..bK + 6 (7.19)

If preset errorLfImax is 40MHz, accumulative gain stability is 0.1,

and pressure control oscillator linearity is 5MHz, then we can obtain

that the numerous differences of this open loop prcision tuning are

approximately 9MHz, this obviously cannot satisfy the requirements.

Therefore we can have an entire system where the reason for this

kind of large error lies in going directly from the discriminator to

the revision and correction on the local oscillator, analogued, if

we can use the digital type discriminator to directly obtain the digit-

"al form error signal, then not only can we eliminate accumulative gain

instability, but also we can use the digital technique to revise and

correct the nonlinearity of the pressure control oscillator, thereby

reaching very high precision. The following will discuss this digital
(18)

type open loop system

First we will take a look at the basic operational principles

of a digital type discriminator. This digital type discriminatr uses

vernier techniques to measure the time of intermediate frequency sig-

nals of 2 cycles. It uses the oscillator at the instant of intermediate

frequency signal positive slope past point zero, making frequency f1

begin oscillation, after going through 2 cycles, the oscillator begins

operation at the instant of its positive slope past the limiter gate

again makes two frequencies fI=1.01fl. At the same time a computer

begins to carry out calculation on f2 " When the positive directional

edge of these two oscillator signals coincide, the computer stops cal-

culating. At this moment the computer reading is in a direct ratio

to the intermediate frequency signal cycle. For example, if f1=10MHz,

then its cycle T1 is 100 nanoseconds; if f2 =10.1MHz, then its cycle

T2 is 99 nanoseconds. Because when f1 shifts to 2To (in which To is

intermediate frequency signal cycle) the oscillator begins, each f2

catches up to nanoseconds after a cycle. As a result when

the two phases are completely alike, the computer reading expresses

the nanosecond 2To value. Using this method we can use a comparatively
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low speed computer and a comparatively high speed coinciding gate

circuit to accurately measure the cycle of the intermediate frequency

signal. If the total error that is caused by the gate circuit is ±0.5

nanoseconds (this is what actually can be obtained), then the dis-

crimination error that is caused by this will be as Table 7.3 shows.

FABLE 7.3 ERROR OF DIGITAL FORM DISCRIMINATOR
Intermediate Frequency 20 30 40 50 60 70 0 90 0

fo(megahertz) 20 3 - - - -

Computer Readirg 100 66 50 40 33 28 5 22 20
2To(mill imicrosecond)
0.5ns Corresponding +0.5 +0.75 +1.0 +1.2!+1.5 +1.75 2.0 +2.25 +2.5
rror(%) - -. . . - -.

orresponding Discrim- +0.1 +0.62 0.9 +1.23 1.6 +2.02 +2.5
inator Error(me ahertz - -

From the table we can see that the precision of this digital type

discriminator still is very high. For example if the intermediate

frequency of the central release is 60MHz and the allowable discrimi-

nation range is ±40MHz, then from 20MHz to 100MHz its largest error

is +2.5MHz. Moreover, bec, .' this method only measures the intermediate

frequency of 2 cycles, therefore it is especially suitable to extremely

narrow pulsewidth frequency agile radar, for example radar where the

pulseweidth is 100 nanoseconds.

Now we will take a look at the composition of the whole system

(see Fig. 7.54). The forward edge of the transmitting pulse that comes

from the transmitter goes to new signal steady-state 12, the delay

time of the single steady-state is selected approximatelyas less than

one half of the transmitting pulse, so that the two interwediate fre-

quency signals in the selected pulse carry out measurement, this way

they can avoid the influence of frequency traction and electron fre-

quency shift. The pulse that is put out by the single steady-state

acts as a reduction pulse to go to JK trigger 18 and 20. When the

first negative directional intermediate frequency signal after the

termination of single steady-state delay time causes trigger 18 to

turn into condition "1", the gate latch circuit that is composed of

RS trigger 24 will -pen, this then causes oscillator 22 with frequency
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as 10.OMHz to begin oscillation. AfterWing through the inter-

mediate frequency signals of two cycles, trigger 20 changes into

"0" state, causing gatelatch circuit 30 to open, and oscillator 28

with a frequency of 10.1MHz begins oscillation. The signal of oscil-

lator 28, after going through gate 46, goes to 7 binary computers to

conduct computations, in which the first three are composed of J-K

triggers, and the latter four are composed of a medium scale level

four computer. After the output of oscillators 22 and 28 respectively

go through and don't go through inversion, they go to gate 42 to carry

out coinciding, using the turning of the inverter the delay time can

obtain very precise coincidence. When it coincides, gate 46 prohibits,

the computer stops calculating, its reading from the digital analogue

alternator 50 alters into an analogue rate output, and again going

through corresponding alterations goes to the pressure control local

oscillator to carry out revision and correction. In order to prove

it is open loop precision tuning, the revision and correction signal

goes through a gate circuit control, its gate control signal is pro-

duced by R-S trigger 54, this trigger also is controlled by the state

of the fourth computerm only after this computer changes to "1"

(corresponding to 0.8 microseconds), can the revision md correction

signal go through the gate circuit to go to the pressure control

oscillator, In order to prove the accuracy of the measurements, os-

cillators 22 and 28 must immediately oscillate after the open signal

emerges, moreover the first cycle and the later cycle must be com-

pletely alike. The relationship between the delay time that extends

to the initial oscillator and the temperature coefficient of oscil-

lator frequency is crucial, so long as the properties of the two oscil-

lators are alike.

We can see that this open loop frequency precision tuning not

only has fairly high precision but also has fairly simple design,

the highest operational frequency of the digital integrated circuit

that is used is approximately 125MHz. Based on the highest level

of existing integrated circuits, the method can be applied to inter-

mediate frequencies that reach as high as 350MHz.
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FIG. 7.54 DIGITAL TYPE OPEN LOOP FREQUENCY PRECISION TUNING SYSTEM
KEY: (a) Input of repeated frequency of pulse; (b) Detection;
(c) Intermediate frequency input; (d) Analogue output

(3) Closed Loop Frequency Precision Tuning

Presently what is in fairly common use is closed loop frequency

precision tuning, or sometimes called feedback frequency revision and
correction. The block diagram of this method is shown in Fig. 7.55(16).

The local oscillator before the pulse is transmitted is preset'by open

loop preset signal (t) to frequency fL' and after keeping with the

transmitted frequency differences obtains an average intermediate

frequency and error frequency f I, after this error frequency reduces

the mean value to ni it goes to the discriminator to conduct discrim-

ination, the inverse function of the discriminator is Kd (expressed

by volts/MHz). Its output goes to the sampling where inverse function

is F(s) to maintain the circuit and later is carried to the voltage

control local oscillator. Because the voltage control oscillator sig-

nal in the adjustment period again returning to the mixer, can con-

tinuously obtain error signals. This closed loop adjustment system

is only closed in the pulse transmission period, therefore we must
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FIG. 7.55 CLOSED LOOP FREQUENCY
PRECISION TUNING
KEY: (a) Intermediate frequency dis-
criminator; (b) Intercepted wave gate;
(c) Preset control; (d) Differentiator

research its instantaneous change process. The error response of

its closed loop can be expressed by the alternate expression:

/ (S) (720a--D7-, I +K,F(,s )Ks .2

In which &fl(s) is the open loop error alteration, Af'(s) is the alter-

ation of the influence on the closed loop error of lfI revision. When

the transmitting pulse osicllates, the forward edge of the preset inter-

mediate frequency error that is obtained by comparison of f'T and f0

can initially be expressed by the step where amplitude is &f I (see

Fig. 7.56(a)). If hopefully this preset error uses time constant TL

to indexly attenuate to 0 (Fig. 7.56(b)), then the device chosen for

treatment must be an integrator. At this time, actual closed loop

error response (Fig. 7.55(c)) can similarly be expressed by the fol-

lowing expression:

AB ~ -...( 1 + Lexp(-VTO)
1+KL (7.21)

In which KL is low frequency open loop gain, TL is closed loop error

revision and correction time constant. In the actual system, it can-

not reduce to zero with the open loop preset error, but only can compress

to fI/(1+KL), then (I+KL)-1 represents closed loop error compression

ratio. If closed loop time constant TL=50 nanoseconds, then we can

compute the interception time that is required in order for its re-

vision and correction to be within a difference percentage of the
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closed loop error steady-state value as the function of the closed

loop error compression ratio (See Fig. 7.57).

IT) r"

FIG. 7.56 CLOSED LOOP ERROR INSTANT
CHANGE RESPONSE
KEY: (1) Time constant; (2) Time constant

Starting out from the point of view of actual applications, nat-

urally the smaller the expected sommpression ratio and the shorter

the interception time the better. From the figure we can see that

these two requirements are mutually contradictory. This is also to

say that the smaller the compression ratio, the longer the interception

time. Generally the open loop gain of the loop is approximately be-

tween 50-100, a very small gain can make error compression ratio very

large, and a very large gain can make loop operations unstable, and

also increase interception time. Test results clearly indicate that
S this closed loop precision tuning circuit can be within 0.25 micro-

seconds, with the 10MHz open loop error signal reducing to within

600KHz. Obviously, we must apply this closed loop precision tuning

circuit to the system where pulse transmission is less than 0.2 micro-

seconds, moreover, it is very difficult to have a correspondingly
high precision tuning accuracy.

, In Fig. 7.56, presuming the loop time constant is 50 nanoseconds,

the time constant actually can possibly surpass its value. Aside from
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FIG. 7.57 RELATIONSHIP OF LOOP
INTERCEPTION TIME AND ERROR-COM-
PRESSION RATIO
KEY:(1) Loop error-compression
coefficient; (2)Interception time

this, the delay time in the loop can also increase the interception

time. When its interception time is larger than the pulsewidth, the

precision tuning accuracy of this closed loop precision tuning cir-

cuit can greatly decrease. Under these conditions, the amount of

increased closed loop adjustment can reduce precision tuning error.

Below we will discuss using microwave delay time wires to increase

adjustment amount of closed loop precision tuning system.

With the development of supersonic technology, especially the

research achievements of molecular acoustics, we now already have

the possibility to manufacture and operate in supersonic delay time

of microwave wavebands. These delay time wires use vulcanized cadium

as a supersonic energy converter and use sapphire monocrystals as
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a delay time medium. These supersonic delay time wires use a

cylinder sapphire of 1-2cm long, and can obtain a several microseconds

delay time. Even together with the energy converter, its inserted

consumption loss is very small. This way, after the input end of

the microwave delay time wire of a terminal short circuit goes up to

a microwave pulse, it can obtain a several microseconds pulse series

of amplitude gradually attenuated intervals. Using this method we can

increase the adjustment amount, thereby raising the accuracy of pre-

cision tuning.

Figure 7.58 is a frame diagram of a repeating automatic frequency

precision tuning system that uses microwave delay time wires. The

transmitting pulse that comes from the agile magnetron, after going

through a fixed directional coupler to take out a small part of energy

goes to a low power three point iron oxide system circulator, from

the second point of this circulator it goes to a terminal short cir-

cuit microwave delay time wire. This way, from the third point of the

circulator it can obtain a series of amplitude gradually attenuated

pulses, its interval is equal to double the delay time of the delay

time wire, this series of pulses goes to a microwave limiter that is

made by a PIN diode so that after going through limiting the amplitude

of each pulse will be equal. Later it goes to the output phase mixing

of a mixer and voltage tunable local oscillator (the one that is drawn

in the figure is a backward-wave tube), after mixing the intermediate

frequency signal that is obtained immediately goes to a high speed

automatic frequency precision tuning system. Because the local oscil-

lator frequency in an instant before transmission uses the agile mag-

netron frequency readout to carry out preset coarse tuning, therefore

the intermediate frequency signal after mixing can be sure to fall

within the range of discrimination properties of the discriminator.

Even though the frequency error of the first intermediate frequency

pulse can be comparatively large, after going through the first closed

loop adjustment it further reduces the local oscillator frequency

error, thereby causing the carrier frequency of the second intermediate

frequency pulse that is obtained after mixing to draw even closer to

the expected intermediate frequency, and at the same time carries out

the second closed loop adjustment, to further reduce local oscillator
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frequency error. If this continues going to the time that corresponds

to the closest backward-wave (generally approximately ten some micro-

seconds to several ten microseconds, the use and stability of obser-

vation radar), the whole system has already gone through at least

3-4 times of adjustment or more, while local oscillator frequency er-

ror can shortly reach a degree that can be overlooked. If the wear

and tear of the microwave delay time wire is small enough, it can

obtain a long series of pulse transmissions with very small amplitude

attenuation and very many pulses (this is also a very long continuation

time), thus local oscillator frquency can carry out many adjustments.

This way not only can preset frequency errors be reduced in the begin-

ning, but also the problem of post-tuning drift of the voltage control

local oscillator can be resolved.

ab

nno

FIG. 7.58 REPEATING AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY PRECISION
TUNING SYSTEM THAT USES MICROWAVE DELAY TIME WIRES
KEY: (a) Agile magnetron; (b) Energy converter;
(c) Microwave delay time wires; (d) Dual pro-
cessor; (e) No wires; (f) Mixer; (g) Limiter;
h) Receiver central release; i) Mixer;
j) Backward-wave tube; (k) Tuner; (1) Coarse

tuning; (m) Presetting; (n) Central release;
(o) Discriminator; (p) Precision tuning

(4) Automatic Frequency Precision Turing System of Open Loop
Presetting on Closed Loop Presetting

In vibration tuning magnetrons, because the tuning is carried

out according to patterns (usually sine waves), therefore it is pos-

sible to also add closed loop adjustments on frequency presetting to
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FIG. 7.59 FREQUENCY TRACKING SYSTEM WITH VIBRATION
TUNING MAGNETRON
KEY: (a) Frequency control; (b) Local oscillator;
(c) Band pass; (d) Mixer; (e) Band pass; (f) Magnetron

further reduce preset error. This system can obtain very high

frequency tracking precision within a very narrow pulsewidth. Figure

7.59 is a diagram of the principles of this system(19). The vibration

tuning magnetron is achieved by a 200Hz signal generator going to an

electromagnetic coil L to control the tuning mechanism of the mag-

netron (for example it is this way in vibrating spring type of noise

coil type vibration tuning magnetrons). This vibration tuning mag-

netron is attached to a frequency readout sensor, in the frequency

sensor there is a coil L2 that links with the magnetron tuner. Its

inductance rate varies with the vibration of the tuner. This coil

and capacitor C1 compose a resonance circuit, when the inductance rate

varies, its resonance frequency follows the variations. On this reso-

nance circuit there is a 200KHz sine wave, when the magnetron has

vibrational tuning, the two ends in the resonance return circuit can

rach a 200KHz signal with a 200Hz amplitude. In order to make it have

fairly good linearity, this resonance return circuit tunes to 400KHz

and possesses a fairly low Q value. This amplitude modulation (AM)

is detected by the detector that is composed by diode D, capacitor C2 ,

and resistance R2, after the 200Hz signal that is obtained goes to

amplifier Al to be amplified, after it goes through the passage to

phase adding amplifier A4 it is carried to control oscillator 14. Be-

fore this control signal is transmitted in each pulse, the local

oscillator tunini then draws near to the correct operational frequency,
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but due to the nonlinearity of magnetron tuning, the frequency sensor

in itself also can produce a certain error, thus the error of this

open loop presetting is appropriately ±1MHz.

After the pulse is transmitted, a high speed automatic frequency

precision tuning system is used to further revise and correct local

oscillator frequency. At this time, after the 0.2 microsecond narrow

pulse that is limited by the magnetron mixes with local oscillator

frequency, a 30+1MHz intermediate frequency signal is obtained, after

going through amplification in the amplifier this intermediate frequency

immediately goes to a high speed discriminator. The two tuning return

circuits of this discriminator respectively tune to 29 and 31MHz. In

order to obtain fairly small delay time and fairly high linearity,

the Q value of the return circuit must be fairly low (Q=4). The

discriminator then can obtain the voltage value of representative

frequency error. In order to obtain a fairly good sample of this

error, storage capacitor C5 with a fairly large change time constant

(t=2 microseconds) is selected. After the pulse transmission ends,

the sample value of this error is delivered to integral amplifier

A2. This is carried out through a gate circuit that is composed of

a field effect tube BG . This gate circuit is stopped in the pulse

transmission period. Because in the pulse transmission period the

mixer puts out on negative directional pulse, this pulse causes the

conduction of diode D . Field effect tube negative directional partial

placement will cause it to stop. When the pulse transmission ends,

partially placed circuit C4 R5 discharges at very high speed(its time

constant is 0.02 microseconds) so that the field effect tube conducts

at very high speed, therefore the frequency error signal will be de-

livered to integral amplifier A2. The output of this integral ampli-

fier is carried through a revised resistance R12 to phase adder amp-

lifier A The revised resistance is what the open loop gain in order

to revise the whole feedback system. After going through a high speed

automatic frequency precision tuning system, it is possible for local

oscillator frequency error to revise to an even smaller error range.

But because local oscillator resonance sensitivity is not constant

in different frequency ranges, therefore, after going through revision
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and correction by the above two methods, local oscillator frequency

still has errors. Its manifestation is in the output of integral

amplfier A it still contains 200Hz base frequency weight, in order

to eliminate this error a phase sensitive detector that is composed
of diodes D5 and D6 and resistor Ri0 and Ri, is added to this system.

The output of integral amplifier A through capacitor 06.and resistor

R9 couples to an arm that is composed of the positive directional

diode D5 of the phase detector. The frequency readout signal that

is put out by amplifier Al thus respectively goes through resistor

RL and voltage divider R7 and R8 to positive directional diode D5

and reverse diode D6. Because this frequency readout signal is sym-

metrical on the two arms of the phase detector, therefore among them

the effects of the positive semicycle and the negative semicycle can-

cel each other out. The frequency error signal that comes from integral

amplifier A2 only goes to its one arm, therefore so long as there is

any 200Hz base frequency weight among them, its positive semicycle

then will go through positive directional diode D5 to A The size

of this positive semicycle also is a magnitude of base frequency weight

amplitude that is contained in the frequency error signal that is put

out by integral amplifier A2. After this signal goes through ampli-

fication in another amplifier A3 , it is carried to light bulb Z, that

is installed in a cassette, the brightness of the bulbfollows the

variations, at this time the resistance value of the phototube in the

cassette also follows the variations. This changes the passage gain,

and also changes the strength of the 200Hz frequency readout signal

transported from amplifier A1 to phase adding amplifier A It is

used to compensate the variations of the local oscillator frequency

tuning sensitivity. Actually it also corresponds to a closed loop

control system that is added on by the open loop control system of

the frequency readout of the frequency sensor. This even further re-

duces frequency error of the local oscillator.

This system can be applied to mechanical jamming devices of col-

lision prevention radar, this radar uses the principles of phase jamming

to measure the angle of elevation of the surface features (or pitching

angle), and altitude of the automatically controlled aircraft to pre-
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vent collision (the so-called collision prevention radar is top-

ography tracking radar). We have already discovered that using

vibrational tuning jump frequency techniques in this kind of radar

can reduce the influence of undesirable input clutter on its performance.

But after using vibrational tuning, due to the imperfections of the

automatic frequency control system it is possible to make the frequency

of the intermediate frequency of the clutter output diverge from standard

value. But, in this radar, the angle of elevation of surface features

depends on measuring the phase angles of backward-waves that are ob-

tained in different signal passages. In order to avoid the different

phase shift properties that each intermediate frequency signal pas.:-

sage possesses, it is necessary to use the standard intermediate fre-

quency signal of a transistor controller to carry out revision and

correction, after revision and correction we can consider the completely

identical phase properties that each signal passage possesses on this

specially designated intermediate frequency. But if the intermediate

frequency deviates, then it can produce phase error. We already know

that each 1MHz deviation of a frequency can produce 10 degrees phase

shift, this corresponds to 1 degree space angle of elevation error. In

order to make the angle of elevation error less than 1/10 degree(the

electronic phase angle error is less than 1 degree), then thd intermediate

frequency error must be less than 0.1MHz, considering that Doppler fre-

quency can raise to 20KHz error, then we only can allow automatic pre-

cision tuning systems to have 50KHz error.

The vibrational tuning magnetron that the above-mentioned system

uses can use a 200Hz tuning frequency to tune to +25MHz frequency

range, pulsewidth is 0.2 microseconds, repeated frequency is approxi-

mately 4KHz, thus the maximum frequency difference in the adjacent pulse

is approximately 5MHz, open loop preset error is +1MHz. Final error

in closed loop adjustment is less than 50KHz. This can satisfy the

requirements of the indexes for the above-mentioned entire system.

Therefore it makes frequency agile technology able to successfully be

applied to collision prevention radar with a mechanical phase jamming

device.
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7.5 SEVERAL FREQUENCY AGILE FORMS OF NONCOHERENT FREQUENCY AGILE
RADAR

Frequency agile radar hopefully can be operated on many agile

forms, each different agile form is for satisfying different require-

ments. Comprehensively, it hopefully can operate in the following

several forms:

(1) Arbitrary Fixed Frequency

Frequency agile radar hopefully can operate on a fixed frequency

that has an arbitrary tuning frequency range. Its goal has the fo

lowing few aspects:

(a) Camouflage as fixed frequency radar. After retrofitting

fixed frequency radar as frequency agile radar, this is even more

necessary. At this time radar ordinarily operates on original fixed

frequency.

(b)Making moving target indication systems able to operate norm-

ally. Because in noncoherent frequency agile radar it is very diffi-

cult to use dual pulse or grouped agile moving target indication sys-

tems, when no active jamming or clutter jamming have primary contra-

dictions it generally still can only operate on fixed frequency moving

target systems.

(2) High Speed Agility in a Small Scope

Its primary goal is to restrain clutter. Generally the vibration

tuning magnteron is used, so long as the frequency differences between the

pulse are enough to mkae clutter effected then it is fine to use that.

This form also can be used to avoid narrow band sighting form jamming

aircraft and reduce the detection and interception probability.

(3) High Speed Stochastic Agility in the Entire Tuning Range

This form is primarily used to resist active clutter, and reduce
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detection and interception probability. As the above section accounts,

because its agile frequency error is greater than the critical fre-

quency error that can cause target backward-waves to interact, there-

fore it also can be used to increase target survey distance and reduce

tracking error.

(4) Program-controlled Frequency Agility

Requirements are according to the program of specified regulations

or preset arrangements for agility. For example gradient agility and

grouped agility contain certain fixed frequency stochastic agility or

do not contain certain fixed frequency stochastic agility. The latter

two are to be able to.use-certain fixed frequency and responder con-

tacts simultaneously with stochastic agility, or to camouflage into

fixed frequency radar using detection aircraft that deceives the enemy,

or to avoid certain narrow band jamming sources.

(5) Self Adapting Frequency Agility

In radar that is equipped with a jamming detection unit, the

weak areas of the jamming frequency spectrum can be detected, and

it automatically at high speed adapts the agility to +his frequency.

Fully coherent frequency agility possesses fairly high agile

adaptability, and can adapt to each different requirement, but generally

fully coherent frequency agile radar can only operate on a limited

number of dispersed frequency points. If there must be fairly satis-

factory frequency coverage, it is necessary to have an ample amount

of dispersed frequency.

Although noncoherent frequency agility can continuously change

frequencies its tuning usually is mechanical tuning, therefore agile

adaptability is fairly poor. In order to achieve each different agility

form it is necessary to use some particular circuits. In the following

section we will discuss some achievement methods of agile types of

noncoherent frequency agile radar.
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7.5.1 STOCHASTIC AGILITY ACHIEVEMENT METHOD

In each agile type the most commonly used and the most important

agile tyoe is stochastic agility. But in frequency agile magnetrons

that use high speed motor drives (for example rotational tuning mag-

netrons, bent axis tuning magnetrons, and reverse tuning magnetrons),

due to the mechanics of the rotating parts, inertia is fairly large.

Therefore what achieves stochatic agility becomes a problem.

In this type of agile magnetron, the carrier frequency of the

transmitting pulse is determined by the repeated frequency of motorized

rotational speed and trigger pulse and the phase between the two. In

multiple cavity type rotational tuning magnetrons, the amount of vari-

ation of the magnetron tuning frequency in the motorized rotational

cycle also must multiply to the cavity amount. If the triggered

repeated frequency is exactly equal to the tuning frequency, then the

carrier frequency of the transmitting pulse will be a fixed frequency.

If the repeated frequency of the pulse is onefold higher than the

repeated frequency of tuning, it is related to its initial phase. When

the initial phase is zero phase it still corresponds to the fixed

frequency. When it initially is a 900 phase, it can obtain the two

frequencies from the central frequency as the pulse frequency spectrums

of +&fA and -AfA . When repeated frequency of the pulse is four times

the tuning frequency, it can obtain three frequency spectrums when

zero phase: a frequency in the center, another in +Af A, and the third

in -6fA' in its phase it still can obtain four frequency spectrums.

From this we can see that when using a fixed pulse repeated fre-

quency and a fixed tuning frequency, the tuning spectrum number that

is obtained is related to the ratio of the two frequencies, and also

is related to the initial phase. When the frequency ratio of the two

are simple whole numbers, the frequency spectrums that are obtained

also are some fixed frequency spectrums separated by certain frequency

differences. But if the frequency ratio of the two are not simple

whole numbers, then the frequency spectrums at this time also are again

not some fixed frequency spectrums. We can also assu .3 that when the
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initial phase is zero, after going through the least common multiple

that is equal to the repeated cycle of th- pulse and the repeated

cycle of tuning, the entire frequency graph will then repeat. For

example, when the repeated cycle of the pulse is 900 microseconds,

and repeated cycle of the tuning is 1500 microseconds then the entire

frequency graph will repeat after 4500 microseconds. In order to

obtain the non-repeating frequency graph with the longest possible

time, hopefully its least common multiple will be the maximum. By

mathematical theory we can know that the least common multiple of these

two prime numbers is the product of these two prime numbers. Therefore

the desired selected frequency of the pulse and the repeated cycle

of tuning are two prime numbers. This is also to say that the ratio

of the two repeating frequencies that should be selected is an infinite

decimel. There are many numbers that can be selected, but hopefully

when the ratio of the two that is made by unstable frequencies gener-

ates variation, it still can obtain non-repeating frequency graph with

a correspondingly long time. In the fifth chapter it was already ex-

plained that some people use electronic computers to compute that the

ratio of the repeated frequency of tuning Fm and repeated frequency of

the pulse Fp is 0.4388 under general conditions. Although the frequency

graph that is obtained at this time still is not completely stochastic-

ally agile, we can consider that it is quasi-stochastically agile. In

many applications (for example the previously referred to restraining

of clutter from sea waves) it is already sufficient.

In order to achieve true stochastic agility it is necessary to

use a stochastic signal to carry out modulation on the rotational

speed of a motor or frequency of a trigger pulse. The first line of

Fig. 7.60 draws a 10 frequency variation cycle within a 10 cavity mag-

netron tuner rotating one cycle (there also can be 10 frequency vari-

ation cycle types of agile magnetrons). The second line gives when

the trigger pulse and tuning frequency are completely synchronous,

that is they correspond to fixed frequency operational state. When

a stochastic signal carries out modulation on the rotational speed of

a motor, making the rotational speed of the motor change quickly or

slowly, taen it makes the repeating frequency of the trigger pulse
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remain fixed and invariant, and also can obtain stochastic agility.

This motor rotational speed modulation method also can have two achieve-

ment methods, one method is a digital coding method, this method is

comparatively sensitive, but the design is comparatively complicated.

The other method is directly using stochastic noise source after going

through a band pass wave filter and a power amplifier, directly driving

the tuning motor. It is said, using the latter method, within 20 min-

utes there will not be a repeating frequency graph.

(d)

Time

FIG. 7.60 USING A STOCHASTIC
SIGNAL TO CARRY OUT MODULATION
OF MOTOR ROTATIONAL SPEED OR
PULSE REPEATED FREQUENCY TO
OBTAIN STOCHASTIC AGILITY
KEY: (a) Variation of anode
resonance frequency when rotational
tuning; (b) When trigger pulse
and tuning frequency are completely
synchronous; (c) When tuner
rotational speed is slightly slow
or slightly fast; (d) When trigger
pulse phase or repeating frequency
vary; (1) Tuner of 10 cavity magnetron
rotating a 20 frequency variation cycle

We can also obtain stochastic agility by using a stochastic sig-

nal to carry out modulation on repeated frequency of the pulse. The

advantage of this method is not only because the carrier frequency

of the transmitting pulse is stochastically agile, but also because

its repeating frequency is stochastically agile within a certain range.

This even more increases the difficulty of enemy detection and analysis.

Its weakness is that there must be very great mobility on the original

time system, if we cannot use a partial frequency fixed time system
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of a transistor oscillator we must use main oscillator circuits or

high frequency transistor oscillator selected partial frequencies.

Aside from this, because its repeating frequency is not fixed, there-

fore we also cannot use signal process techniques that possess fixed

delay time wires, for example video frequency accumulation, but this

problem can be resolved by digital techniques.

When using stochastic signal to carry out modulation on the

repeated cycles of the pulse, the range of its modulation must be lim-

ited. After modulation the minimum value of the repeated cycle should

be greater than the time interval that corresponds to the maximum oper-

ational distance of the radar, to ensure the receiving of backward-

wave signals. After modulation the difference between the maximum

value and minimum value of the repeated cycle should correspond with

half the tuning cycle.

7.5.2 ACHIEVEMENT METHOD OF PROGRAM-CONTROLLED FREQUENCY AGILITY

As the previous section recounts, under many conditions often

the desired radar frequency is agile according to a regulated program.

This is also to say, it requires that the carrier frequency of a trans-

mitting pulse under radar is determined by the above given directives

(voltage or number). This is very difficult to achieve in noncoherent

frequency agile radar. This is because most radar of this type uses

mechanical tuners, these runers all have very large inertia, therefore

there is no way to tune to the assigned frequency in a very short time.

Of course, in thip type of radar we also can use the method of control-

ling the trigger pulse instant to achieve program-controlled agility.

This is also to say that we are continuously measuring the tuning fre-

quency of the magnetron, and when it is equal to the necessary frequency,

we conduct triggering on the magnetron to make it produce the neces-

sary frequency oscillation. Now we will discuss the operational prin-

ciples of the program-controlled agile frequency system of noncoherent

frequency frequency agile radar that is constructed according to this

principle. Figure 7.61 draws out the program-controlled agility sys-

tem of a rotational (or gyrating) tuning magnetron(20). In this sys-
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FIG. 7.61 FRAME DIAGRAM OF THE PROGRAM-
CONTROLLED AGILE SYSTEM OF A ROTATIONAL
(OR GYRATING) TUNING MAGNETRON
KEY: (1) Voltage tunable oscillator; (2)
Frequency controller; (3) Circulator;
(4) Coupler; (5) Rotational tuning magnetron;
(7) Motor; (8) Dual processor; (10) Trigger
circuit; (11) Modulator; (12) Single steady-
state trigger circuit; (13) Antenna; (14)
Load; (15) Mixer; (16) Local oscillator;

S18 Video frequency detector; (19) Display;
21) Mixer; (22) Central release; (23) Mixer

tem, the oscillator of the magnetron is not triggered by a fixed time

pulse that comes from a common fixed timer, but is controlled by a

frequency measured circuit. This frequency measured circuit uses volt-

age tunable oscillator 1 as a signal source, the frequency directive of

the predetermined program uses the form of analogue voltage to go to

frequency controller 2 of this voltage oscillator to cause this oscil-

lator to produce an oscillation of predetermined frequency. This os-

cillation goes through circulator 3 and coupler 4 to the resonance

cavity of the magnetron,when the tuning frequency of the resonance

cavity of the magnetron is not equal to the predetermined frequency,

• most of the energy of this signal will be reflected and after goiy through

circulator 3 goes to dual processor 8. This dual processor possesses

this characteristic: the signal that is put in when the input signal

power level is fairly low can only be according to the diagonal direc-

tional transmission in the figure, then from a too , and from b tod ;

when the input signal is at a high power level (thus when the magnetron

oscillates), it can only be according to the adjacent coming-forward
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transmission, from a to b . Therefore, this low power level reflected

signal is passed from a to c, and after being detected by detector 9

goes to a trigger circuit. When resonance cavity 6 of the agile fre-

quency magnetron is driven by tuning motor 7 and tunes til it is equal

to the predetermined frequency that is produced by voltage tuning

oscillator 1, the output that is reflected then produces a minimum

value. When this negative pulse goes to trigger circuit 10, a trigger

pulse is produced, this pulse goes to a modulator 11 to make the mag-

netron produce oscillation, this in turn can make the magnetron oscil-

late to a predetermined frequency. Strictly speaking, when the mag-

netron oscillates, because the existence of the space charge makes its

oscillator frequency not equal to the "cold" resonance frequency that

is tuned by the resonance cavity, therefore there is also a difference

value with predetermined frequency, this requires the frequency control

directive that is added to be able to revise and correct in advance the

difference of this "cold" and "hot" frequency, to make the frequency of

magnetron oscillation accurately equal to the predetermined frequency.

In order to prevent the magnetron triggering within the period of re-

ceiving the backward-wave, the same time that the trigger pulse that is

produced in the trigger circuit 10 goes to a single steady-state trigger,

the pulsewidth that is produced by this single steady-state is equal

to the farthest backward-wave time interval. This pulse goes through

guide line 20 to return to the frequency controller of the voltage

tuning oscillator, causing it to not receive new frequency directives

in the backward-wave time, the single steady-state does make trigger

circuit 10 reduce after the backward-wave time, to await the minimum

value of the new reflection. In order to make the receiver able to

-eceive the backward-wave pulse in the backward-wave time, the output

of the voltage tuning oscillator simultaneously goes to local oscil-

lator 16, this local oscillator always has one intermediate frequency

difference with the voltage tuning oscillator. Actually, if using

the magnetron "cold" and "hot" frequency differences as intermediate

frequency, this local oscillator is not necessary, we then can directly

regard the output of the voltage tuning oscillator as the local oscil-

lator signal. But as is recounted above, because the differences of

the magnetron "cold" and "hot" frequency are not constant they can
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vary with factors such as different tubes, ageing, and temperature.

Moreover, we still hope the intermediate frequency can be equal to

the usual chosen numeric value (for example 30MHz and 70MHz), but not

equal to the difference of "cold" and "hot" frequency. At this mom-

ent we can, after the magnetron pulse transmission, again use an

automatic frequency control system to precision tune the local oscil-

lator frequency, and make the difference of it and the reflected fre-

quency strictly equal to the predetermined intermediate frequency.

This automatic frequency control system is formed by mixer 21, central

release 22, and discriminator 23 in Fig. 7.61. Actually, this automat-

ic control system also can use the various camparatively complicated

frequency precision tuning system that is explained in the previous

section, making the local oscillator able to eveA more accurately tune

to the correct frequency, and reduce the bandwidth that the intermediate

frequency signal occupies.

Actually, after the rotational tuning magnetron was discovered

in the 1950's, because there directly was no way to resolve the problem

of quick tracking of the local oscillator, there was no way to achieve

stochastic frequency agile radar. The earliest thought out program

was the program controlled agility method that is explained here. It

does not cause the frequency of local oscillator tracking magnetron to

vary, but makes frequency of the magnetron that is tuned according to

the local oscillator to transmit. Of course, after the technological

keys of local oscillator frequency tracking were resolved, applying

this method to program-controlled agility still is perfectly useful.

Some shortcomings of the above system also exist. Because it

uses the absorption that is produced when the magnetron resonance cav-

ity scans local oscillator frequency as the trigger signals, this

sunken wave form state is related to its position on the tuning curve

(generally a sine wave). When it is located in the narrowest width

of the negative pulse that is produced by the largest place of the

tuning slope, the forward edge is steepest. Conversely, when it is

located in a fairly small part of the slope of the tuning curve, this

sunken forward edge varies slowly and the width widens. Under worst
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conditions, when the local oscillator tunes to the edge of the mag-

netron tuning, this part of the slope of the tuning curve is zero, even

so there is no method to produce a trigger pulse. In order to avoid

producing this condition, we only can avoid the highest and lowest

tuning frequencies, this way also narrows the range of practical, useful,

jump frequency. Even though it is like this, because the slope of

the tuning curve is not constant, therefore, the wave form of the

negative trigger pulse that is formed by this still varies. This makes

trigger delay time also unable to remain fixed and invariable. This

trigger delay time can give rise to the carrier frequency of the actual

transmitting pulse of the magnetron to be different- from the frequency

of local oscillator tuning. Therefore, the variations of trigger de-

lay time can make this frequency difference p oduce variations, these

variations cannot be eliminated by the method of predetermined compen-

sation, because of this it finally can lead to the carrier frequency

of the transmitting pulse to deviate from the predetermined frequency.

Another method of achieving program-controlled agility can

resolve this problem. This method does not directly use this absorption

wave form as the trigger signal but uses a comparative method of a

sine wave that represents the magnetron tuning curve and a certain power

level that is determined by the agility program to produce trigger

pulse. The analogue voltage that represents the magnetron tuning curve

can be obtained by two methods: one method is direct obtainment by the

frequency readout device; in a system where no band has frequency read-

out we can use the second method, the method of tracking the magnetron

cold resonance frequency that was introduced in the preceding section.

Figure 7.62 is the block diagram of the principles of the program-control-

led agility system of the latter method(21). The local oscillator in

the figure is controlled by a frequency tracking system, its operational

principles are already explained. It makes the local oscillator search

and track the magnetron tuning frequency in the backward-wave time and

in a phase time interval before the trigger. When it catches up with

the magnetron control frequency, it then can give the voltage that

represents the magnetron tuning curve. If we compare this voltage
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wave form and a power level determined by any agility program (generally

we use a transmitting polar coupling dual steady-state circuit as the

power level comparator), when the two power levels are equivalent, it

produces a trigger pulse to trigger the modulator, and causes the mag-

netron to produce oscillation, this way, it can obtain the transmitting

pulse of a predetermined frequency. But because the transmitting polar

coupling dual steady-state upper trigger power level is generally not

equal to the lower trigger power level, therefore there is a stagnation

phenomenon. This can give rise to differences in the position of the

trigger pulse that is produced when the tuning curve goes through pre-

determined power level from top to bottom and goes through predetermined

power level from bottom to top, thereby causing the transmitting pulse

carrier frequency that is produced under these two conditions to also

have differences.

In order to eliminate this stagnant phenomenon, this program-con-

trolled system uses a comparatively complicated trigger combination

(see Fig. 7.62). The voltage wave form that represents the magnetron

curve that comes from the frequency tracker goes to phase adder 13 and

is mixed in phase adder 13 with the power level that is determined by the

agility program, this power level can come to its own program controller

and also can come to its own noise generator. The voltage that is put

out by the phase adder is divided into two circuits: one circuit goes

directly to transmitting polar coupling dual steady-state 15; the other

circuit thus goes to phase adder 16, after going to a revision and correc-

tion voltage that is equal to the top and bottom trigger power level dif-

ference values of the transmitting polar coupling dual steady-state in

phase adder 16, it again goes to transmitted polar coupling dual steady-

state 18. Transmitting polar coupling steady-state 15 and transmitting

coupling dual steady-state 18 possess completely identical circuits, and

select transistors with identical parameters to make the two possess

identical top and bottom trigger power level differences. The wave

form that is put out by transmitting polar coupling steady-state 18 after

going through differentiation goes to "OR" gate 22, the voltage wave form

that is put out by transmitting polar dual steady-state 15 thus after

first going through inversion in the inverter is again carried to the
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differentiator for differentiation and to "OR" gate 22. This "OR"

gate 22 is controlled by the frequency tracker, so that it closes within

this searching timeihen the backward-wave time ends and goes to the

local oscillator to begin tracking. It also causes the magnetron to be

unlikely to erroneously trigger within this time. The trigger signal

that is given by "OR" gate 22 goes to blockage oscillator 24 to produce

the triggered pulse that is needed, this trigger pulse is respectively

carried to the magnetron tuner and program controller to provide trig-

ger use.

ocessor

bI

+,d

22 J

FIG. 7.62 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE PROGRAM-CONTROLLED JUMP
FREQUENCY THAT USES THE METHOD OF POWER LEVEL COMPARISON
TO PRODUCE TRIGGER PULSE
KEY: (1)Modulator; (2)Magnetron; (3)Tunin~g motor; (4) Circulator;
(5)Dual processor; (6) Receiver; (7) Local oscillator; (8)
Frequency tracker; (13) Phase adder; (14) Program controller;
(15) Transmitting polar coupling dual steady-state; (16)
Phase adder; (17) Revision and correction voltage source;
(18) Transmitting polar coupling dual steady-state; (19)
Inverter; (20) Differentiator; (21) Differentiator; (22) OR
gate; (23) Amplifier; (24) Blockage oscillator; (25) Noise
generator; (26) Voltage generating state
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We will now take a look at the operational principles of the en-

tire system. The relationship and wave form of the time of each part

is as Fig. 7.63 shows. In the figure (a) represents the magnetron tun-

ing curve, and f1 , f2 s and f3 are the three predetermined frequencies

that are determined by the agility program. In the figure (b) is the

control voltage wave form that is given by the frequency tracker.

This control voltage wave form realistically also represents the vari-

ation of local oscillator frequency. (c) in the figure is the program-

controlled frequency directive voltage that is produced by the frequency

program controller. In the figure (d) has two curves, in it the solid

line d1 represents the voltage wave form that goes to transmitting

coupling dual steady-state 15 that is given by phase adder 13, while

the dashed line d2 represents the voltage wave form that goes to trans-

mitting coupling dual steady-state 18 that is given by phase adder 16.

(e) and (f) in the figure are the wave forms after the wave forming and

inverting of the output of the transmitting coupling dual steady-state

15. In the figure (g) is the wave form of the output of two differen-

tiators. (j) in the figure is the output of "OR" gate 22, and also is

the wave form that goes to blockage oscillator 24 to form the trigger

pulse. The positions of each wave form in the whole system are already

marked in Fig. 7.62.

If we take to as the time that the magnetron tuning curve center

frequency f0 corresponds to, the first trigger pulse that is determined

by the frequency agile program is f1 . The control voltage directive

that this frequency corresponds to is Vt1 (it is necessary to note that

the specific numeric value of this control voltage not only should con-

sider voltage value that the frequency tracker gives and the trigger

power level value of the transmitting coupling dual steady-state, but

also should correspondto revision according to the magnetron "cold" and

"hot" frequency difference value). Voltage (b) that comes from the fre-

quency tracker and directive (c) that comes from the program controller

after phase adding in phase adder 13 are carried to two transmitting

polar coupling dual steady-states. If the upper trigger power level of

the transmitting coupling dual steady-state is V.1 , the power trigger

power level is Vso, its difference value is approximately 100 millivolts.

After this difference value is produced by voltage source 17 it goes
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through phase adder 16 and goes to input voltage di. Therefore
input voltage d2 that goes to transmitting coupling dual steady-state
18 must be somewhat higher (100 millivolts higher) than the input
voltage d1 that goes to transmitting coupling dual steady-state 15.

Vf .

0Vfs

I, ----- . . . . . . .

Vt1
~~do

()

FIG.' 7.63 CHART OF RELATIONSHIP AND WAVE FORM
OF THE TIME OF EACH PART OF THE POWER LEVEL
COMPARISON PROGRAM-CONTROLLED AGILITY SYSTEM

Therefore, transmitting polar coupling dual steady-state 18 will reach
voltage V f1 that frequency directive f 1 corresonds to and is triggered
before transmitting polar coupling dual steady-state 15. Presuming its
trigger time is t1 the positive voltage jump change that it produces
(see the first positive jump change in (g) of the figure) after going
through differential circuit 21 produces a positive pulse (see the pos-
itive differential pulse in Ci) of the figure). After this positive
differential pulse goes through "OR" gate 22 it goes to the blockage
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oscillator to form the trigger pulse. One circuit of the trigger pulse

is carried to the modulator to make the magnetron produce oscillation

with frequency as f1" Another circuit goes to the program controller

to produce new frequency directives. These new frequency-directives

are f2 , the corresponding voltage is Vf2 . It is necessary to note that

the wave form of this directive voltage is opposite of the expected

frequency wave form phase. If the frequency drops from f1 to f2 it is

a negative jump change, the voltage directire changing from Vfl to Vf2
then is a positive jump change. This primarily is because the trigger

power level of the transmitting coupling dual steady-state is fixed

and invariable. When the voltage that represents th.etuning curve drops,

it must raise with its phase added frequency control directive voltage,

then it can mutually compensate and make the transmitting coupling dual

steady-state to trigger. After t1 triggers, the control voltage that

represents local oscillator frequency then locks on Vfl and is invariant.

But after t1 eliminates a little time, the program-controlled voltage

jumps to Vf2 , therefore, the output voltage after phase adder 13 also

jumps up. At this time, transmitting coupling dual steady-state 15 is

also triggered. But it causes its output wave form to go to the differ-

ential circuit after going through inversion. Therefore, after differ-

entiation there is a negative pulse, and "OR" gate 22 can only go through

a pulse of positive polarity, it cannot go through a pulse of negative

polarity. Therefore the turning around of the transmitting coupling

dual steady-state 15 cannot make blockage oscillator 24 trigger. After

going through backward-wave time, the local oscillator of time t2 jumps

to the highest frequency (higher than the tuning frequency of the mag-

netron), it begins towards searching, time t3 and the tuning frequency

of the magnetron meet, and immediately begin to turn into the tracking

state. Because the voltage that goes to transmitting coupling dual steady-

state 15 must be 100 millivolts lower than the voltage that goes to

transmitting coupling dual steady-state 18, therefore wave form d1 first

goes down to trigger power level Vs0 and makes transmitting coupling dual

steady-state 15 turn. The lower jump change of its output voltage after

going through inversion changes into a positive jump change, the positive

pulse after differentiation is carried to blockage oscillator 24 to form

the trigger pulse after going through "OR" gate 22. This trigger pulse
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is carried to the modulator to trigger the magnetron, the oscillator

frequency that is produced by the magnetron is exactly equal to direct-

ive frequency f2 " This trigger pulse at the same time is carried to

the program controller, the program controller, after going through

a very small delay time, immediately gives out three frequency directive

voltage Vf3. Because this delay time is extremely small, therefore

wave form d2 still did not reach lower trigger power level Vs0 and

follows the upper jump, transmitting couplng dual steady-state 18

also does not have enough time to turn around and come back, but contin-

uously stays at the 1 condition. Because these transmitting coupling

dual steady-states have extremely small recovery times, therefore trans-

mitting coupling dual steady-state 15 very quickly follows the upper

.jump, but, because after its inversion it is a negative pulse, therefore

there is no trigger signal output. To the end of time t5 backward-wave

time, the local oscillator again begins to search, until t6 turns into

the tracking state. When going to time t7, d1 reaches the lower trig-

ger power level, the transmitting coupling dual steady-state firstly

jumps down, after inversion the output produces a positive trigger sig-

nal. This causes the transmitting frequency of the magnetron to be

the pulse of f 3 After going through a little delay time, the program

controller again gives out new frequency directives. The entire pro-

cess continually goes on.

We can see that whenever the tuning curve meets from bottom to

top with the frequency directive voltage, transmitting coupling dual

steady-state 18 firstly triggers, because its input already goes up to

a difference value of 100 millivolts, therefore it realistically is

intersecting on the lower trigger power level; whenever the tuning

curve meets from top to bottom with the frequency directive voltage,

transmitting coupling dual steady-state 15 firstly triggers, and also

is triggering on the lower trigger power level. Therefore, actually

all frequency directive voltage takes the lower trigger power level as

standard, this eliminates the influences that are produced by the top

and bottom trigger stagnation.

The program controller is generally composed of a logical circuit,
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FIG. 7.64 A MOST SIMPLE ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM
OF A PROGRAM CONTROLLER

it can have many achievement programs. Figure 7.64 gives a most simple

achievement program. In it 31, 32, and 33 are dual steady-state trig-

gers, 34, 35, and 36 are voltage generators. 37 is the phase adder.

The triggers have two states, the "Ot state and the "Il" state. When they

are in the "0" state, the output is at a high electric potential, con-

ducting from the voltage generator transistor; when they are in the "I"

state it is opposite. When the transistor of the voltage generator

conducts, its output is 0 voltage; conversely, when it stops, output is

at a high electric potential. Its output voltage is determined by the

voltage divider, in it 34 outputs are V volts, 35 outputs are 2V volts,

36 outputs are 4V volts. After going through the same phase adding resis-

tance these voltages are 37 outputs from the transmission tracker. This

way, the final output voltage Vr is determined by each trigger. In each

trigger there are 33 output ends ( unit "0" unit "1", and computer in-

put), and an output end. These input and output ends are interlinked

together through printed circuit board 39 that is called a program

check. The program check has two inputs, one input is a trigger signal

through 38 input, the other is a unit zero signal from 42.input, these

two inout signals, after going through the printed circuit of the pro-
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gram check, are linked through plug 40 and fixed contact 41. In the

program check that is shown in the figure, the trigger signal goes

to trigger 32, and trigger 32,33 and 31 thus cascade, the output of

trigger 32, after going through the program check, receives the com-

puted input of trigger 33, and the output of trigger 33 receives the

computed input of trigger 31. The linkage of the signal of unit "O'"

thus is to make trigger 31 unit "1", making triggers 32 and 33 unit "0".

The operational principles of the entire system are this way: when

in the initial state, because only trigger 31 is located in "I" state,

therefore the output voltage of transmission tracker 37 is V volts.

When the voltage that represents the tuning curve intersects with it,

it immediately produces a trigger pulse. On the one hand this trigger

pulse is carried to the trigger magnetron, on the other hand it makes

trigger 32 change from 38 into "1" state, therefore this voltage gener-

ator 35 puts out 2V volts voltage, and after the original V phase adding,

obtains 3V voltage output. After this voltage and the tuning curve in-

tersect, a trigger pulse is again produced. This trigger pulse makes

trigger 32 change to "0" and 33 change to "1", thus output voltage,

changes into 5V; the next time one trigger pulse can obtain 7V voltage.

The fourth trigger pulse makes trigger 32, 33, and 31 all change to "0"

and obtain OV output, and later can obtain an array of 2V, 4V, and 6V.

This way, so long as the linkage form of the printed circuit that chan-

ges the program check can obtain the output voltage of a specially

designated order, increasing the number of triggers can obtain even

more operational frequency amounts. If we use an even more complicated

logical circuit then we can obtain an even more complicated frequency

form.

If we need to achieve stochastic agility, then we can use noise

generator 25 (Fig. 7.62) and go to a voltage generating stage. This

voltage generating stage in the trigger pulse instant carries out samp-

ling on the noise voltage, and in the backward-wave time goes directly
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down to a trigger pulse period to ensure that this sampling value is

invariable. After this sampling value goes to.a phase adder 13 and

compare with the tuning curve voltage, it can then obtain stochastic

agility.

A primary shortcoming of using this power level comparison method

to achieve program-controlled agility is simply that its transmitting

pulse carrier frequency is determined by using analogue voltage com-

parison, therefore if the voltage that the program controller produces

generates drift, or when the trigger power level of the trigger follows

the variations of temperature and power source voltage, there is a pos-

sibility to make the frequency of the transmitting pulse carrier frequency

unable to stably remain a predetermined value, that is, a certain pre-

determined frequency of this transmission can have differences from the

same predetermined frequency that is transmitted after going through a

phase time. This frequency instability can become a primary problem

in certain applications, for example when the responder or the identifier

between the enemy and ourselves in the aircraft link, then it requires

a fairly high frequency stability. Under this condition, we can use

another program-controlled agile program that uses a cavity system to

select frequency.

Figure 7.65 draws a block diagram of the program-controlled agile

system of a cavity-selected frequency. Its operational principle is

like this: the output of the voltage tuning local oscillator, after going

through wave guide system 50, couples to cavity resonators 46,47,48, and

49. These resonance cavitiies tune on the necessary frequency, its spe-

cific number can be determined according to actual needs. These reso-

nance cavities attach to each automatic detector 51, 52, 53, and 54. The

output of these detectors link to gates 55, 56, 57, and 58. The switches

of these gates are controlled by program controller 59. The output from

these gates goes to "OR" gate circuit 60, the switch of this "OR" gate

is controlled by local oscillator frequency tracker. When the local

oscillator enters into the "cold" resonance frequency of the tracking

magnetron, the frequency tracker gives a control signal to "OR" gate 50,

to make this "OR" gate opeR. The program controller then selects cer-

tain cavity resonators according to the transmitting frequnecy that is
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determined by the agile program, gives a gate control pulse, and the

gate circuit of this circuit will open. When local oscillator fre-

quency (also simply the "cold" resonance frequency of the resonance

cavity of the magnetron)is equal to (actually is scanned) the frequency

of this cavity resonator, the detector that is attached by this reson-

ance cavity gives out a pulse, aftee going through its corresponding

circuit and "OR" gate circuit 60 goes to amplifier 61 to carry out

amplification, the pulse after amplification goes to a blockage oscil-

lator to form a trigger pulse. One part of this trigger pulse is car-

ried to the modulator to make the magnetron produce oscillation, another

--loop is taken to the program controller to provide new frequency direc-

tives to open the gate circuits that are related to it. Because this

trigger pulse is formed according to the frequency of the voltage tuning

local oscillator and mutual coinciding of the resonance frequency of the

cavity resonator, and also is related to the trigger voltage, but only

is determined by the geometric dimensions of the resonance cavity, there-

fore the transmitting pulse that is determined by this also has fairly

high frequency stability. But it necessary to note that the frequency

of actual oscillation of the magnteron is not completely equal to the

cavity resonance frequency, and has difference of "cold" and "hot"

frequency. Although this difference value can be revised and corrected

in advance, as is previously recounted, due to various factors it can

make the difference of the magnetron "ccld" and "hot" frequency generates

variation. This variation still can cause actual transmitting frequencies

to deviate from the predetermined frequency. This fattor also exists

in the program-controlled agile system of the above-mentioned power

level comparison method, therefore the method of using the cavity to

select the frequency primarily can eliminate frequency instability that

is brought about by power level instability in the power level compar-

ison method.

Obviously using the program-controlled agile system of whole num-

ber form also can resolve the instability problem in analogue type pro-

gram-controlled agile systems.
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FIG. 7.65 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PROGRAM- CONTROLLED
AGILE SYSTEM OF CAVITY-SELECTED FREQUENCY
KEY: (a) Antenna; (b)"OR"' gate; (c) Detector;
(d) Cavity resonator; (e) Trigger combination;
(1) Modulator; (2) Magnetron ;( Cicu3ar
(4) Dual processor; (5) Receiver; (6) Voltage
tunable local oscillator; (7) Frequency tracker;
(8) Tuning motor; (59) Program controller; (61)

' Amplifier; (62) Blockage oscillator

7.5.3 STOCHASTIC AGILITY SYSTEM TO CONTROL FIXED FREQUENCY JAMMING

In frquency agile radar, although we can use high speed pulse
stochastic agility, we still can receive the jamming of fixed frequency
jamming. This is because stochastic agility has uniformly distributed
emergence probability in the entire agile bandwidth, therefore as to
fixed frequency stability we can say that stochastic agile radar tunes
to exactly the probability on the jamming slope and is equal to the
ratio of jamming bandwidth and agile bandwidth, for example if the
rotational speed of this radar is 6 turns each minute, the repeating
frequency of the pulse is 400Hz, if altogether 4000 pulses are trans-
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mitted in the rotational cycle of the antenna, when the probability

that jamming will occur is 0.05, on the plane position indicator, 200

root interval light lines can emerge. This can severly jam noise

personnel discovering and tracking targets on the screen. Therefore

it is necessary to make the agile transmitting pulse of the radar to

avoid this jamming frequency. But in noncoherent stochastic agile

radar, transmitting frequency of the radar has no method of control,

the only method is to think of a way to control jamming on the receiver.

The block diagram of the entire system is shown in Fig. 7.66(22)

For the purpose of simplification, its local oscillator automatic fre-

quency control system is expressed as frequency tracker. This frequency

tracker can cause the local oscillator to track the magnetron "cold"

resonance frequency in a phase time before triggering, and after trig-

gering then accurately tunes to one intermediate frequency higher than

the oscillator frequency of the magnetron, and directly goes until

backward-wave time ends. The video frequency signal that the receiver

puts out goes to a video accumulator to carry out accumulation. The

accumulator actually is an RC integrated circuit, others have fairly

small discharge time constants, if it is smaller than the discharge

time constant of the backward-wave time, it can go to a discharge be-

fore the trigger after the backward-wave ends. The output of this ac-

cumulator goes to a single steady-state trigger circuit, when jamming

signals in the accumulator accumulate past a certain power level, then

the trigger single steady-state causes it to turn around. Because the

discharge time constant of the integrator is very short, therefore the

backward-wave pulse is unlikely to make the output of the accumulator

large enough to make single steady-state triggering. After single

steady-state triggering it opens gate 18, and makes the local oscillator

frequency control voltage that represents this cycle go through gate 18

into the memory circuit to be stored. Because local oscillator frequency

has only one intermediate frequency difference from the transmitting

frequency, therefore this voltage also can represent the transmitting

frequency at this time, and also is the frequency of the jamming sig-

nal. This memory circuit has an extremely great discharge time constant,

for example it has a discharge time constant that corresponds to 100

repeating cycles. Therefore, the voltage that represents jamming fre-
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quency also can be stored this long of a time. This voltage that is

stored goes to another comparing circuit and is compared with the

voltage of the transmitting pulse carrier frequency after the represen-

tation of the automatic frequency controller, when the two are the same

its output causes gate 21 to close. This comparing circuit is shown

in Fig. 7.67. It is composed of two transmitting electrode transistors,

its collecting electrode goes to a power level comparator after going

through two diodes. When the basic voltage that goes to the two tubes

is not equal, a tube with fairly high basic voltage will conduct, and

the other tube will close due to the voltage decrease of the former

on the shared transmitting polar resistance. At this moment, the

voltage in the comparator will be determined by the tube with a com-

paratively high collecting electrode voltage, thus be determined by the

collecting electrode voltage of the closed tube. When the basic voltage

of the input that goes to the two tubes is equal, this is also when

transmitting pulse carrier frequency is equal to jamming frequency,

at this moment the two tubes simultaneously conduct, and output voltage

is minimal. The voltage from the comparator output again goes to a

control gate circuit 21 of the trigger that exerts density properties

on the power level sensitivity, the video frequency signal that the

receiver puts out goes through this gate circuit to the indicator.

When the voltage of the comparing circuit output is minimum(this is

also when the transmitting pulse carrier frequency is equal to the

jamming frequency), gate 21 closes, causing the jamming signal that is

received by the receiver to have no way to be carried to the indicator.

This then completes the task of controlling jamming.

If the bandwidth of the jamming signal is wider 4 han the bandwidth

of the receiver, it can decrease the sensitivity of e comparator, and

make it also able to move on the two input signals that are close to

equal but not completely equal. At this time it can control the jam-

ming signal that possesses a certain bandwidth. But if possessing a

different jamming signal that does not stop a frequency within the fre-

quency agile range, then a certain problem exists in the operations

of this system. At this time, if what is stored in the memory circuit

is the frequency of the first jamming stage, when the receiver tunes

to the frequency of the second jamming stage, this jamming signal
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FIG. 7.66 JAMMING CONTROL DEVICE OF STOCHASTIC
FREQUENCY AGILE RADAR
KEY: (1) Modulator; (2) Magnetron; (3) Circulator;
(4) TR Switch; (5) Receiver; (6) Frequency tracker;
(7) Voltage tuning local oscillator; (8) Tuning
mechanism; (9) Trigger pulse source; (10) Ac-
cumulator; (11) Single steady-state; (12) Gate;
(13) Memory circuit; (14) Comparator; (15) Display;

(21) Gate

• °  I

FIG. 7.67 DIAGRAM OF PRINCIPLES
OF JAMMING FREQUENCY COMPARATOR
KEY: (a) Memory circuit; (b) Fre-c
quency tracker; (c) Power level
comparator
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then will go through gate 21 to the display. At the same time, the
memory circuit will record the frequency of the second jamming stage.
If the receiver still tunes to the frequency of the second jamming
stage the next time, the Jamming signal still can be restrained;
conversely, if the receiver tunes to the frequency of the first jamming
stage te next time, then this jamming signal still goes through gate 21
to the display. However, no matter what, after going to this jamming
control circuit, when there are some different frequency jamming sig-
nals, it causes it to still have a certain jamming restraint effect.

It only is the effect to eliminate the difference thereafter. As a
matter of fact, using similar principles, so long as additionally
using an appropriate logical control circuit, then it is completely
possible to record several jamming stage frequencies, and we can re-
strain the jamming signals of these different frequencies.
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CHAPTER VIII

THE STRUCTURE OF FULLY COHERENT FREQUENCY AGILE RADAR

8.1 GENERAL ACCOUNT

So-called fully coherent radar refers to the "coherence" of the

transmitting pulse carrier wave and the local oscillator of the receiv-

er when maintaining a strict phase relationship, this can make the

backward-wave signal and the local oscillator signal after mixing

still able to maintain their phase information. Therefore the trans-

mitting carrier frequency signal of fully coherent radar and the local

oscillator signal of the receiver must be produced by the same highly

stable signal source (generally a transistor oscillator). This is also

to say that the transmitter of fully coherent radar cannot use a high

powered self-driving oscillator with very poor stability (such as a

magnetron), and must use a master oscillator power amplification chain

type (MOPA), using a high frequency signal of high stability and low

power level that the transistor oscillator will produce, after going

through multiple frequency amplification to a sufficiently high powered

power level, again transmits.

In this fully coherent radar, because the wave form of the trans-

mtting pulse is formed in the low power level, therefore it is possible

to select each complicated wave form design (for example linear fre-

quency modulation (FM) pulse, phase coding pulse, etc.) according to

the technological requirements for military tactics, to obtain a fairly

ideal signal vague plan function under certain conditions to improve

the ability to identify radar distance andn speed. Aside from this,

because this radar can keep the Doppler information in the backward-

wave signal (although receiving coherent or quasi-coherent radar can

also keep it, its stability is much poorer than fully coherent), there-

fore it can achieve the pulse Doppler system for the purpose of accur-

ately measuring the radial speed and restraining the strong surface

features clutter. The main oscillator signal of fully coherent radar,

after going through amplification and suitable power matching, can
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go to the extreme power amplification stage of many parallel connec-

tions, and from this obtains many identical high power signals to

drive the active phased array antenna. Therefore, the application

of fully coherent radar systems extend to pulse compression, pulse

Doppler, and phased array.

Like noncoherent radar, the greatest weakness of fixed frequency

fully coherent radar is that jamming control is poor. Moreover, the

main oscillator of early fully coherent radar was composed of a simple

transistor oscillator and multiple frequency level, the carrier fre-

quency of its transmitting pulse was completely fixed and untunable.

Therefore its jamming control was even poorer than that of using a

mechanical tuning magnetron. Later, although some different operation-

al frequencies could be obtained by replacing with transistors or using

fairly complicated frequency multiplication system, its jamming resis-

tance still has not obtained basic improvement. Fully coherent radar

will only obtain a very strong ability to resist jamming after true

pulse jump frequency is achieved. Moreover, because the operational

frequency of fully coherent frequency agile radar uses a digital tech-

nique for control, therefore it causes it to possess even greater agile

sensitivity than noncoherent frequency agile radar, and can achieve

even more complicated and exquisite program-controlled agility and

self-adapting agility.

Figure 8.1 is a block diagram of early fully coherent frequency

agile radar by the Emerson company of America (1 ) . This radar uses

several hundred transistor oscillators, these oscillators operate to

close to 1OMHz, but the frequencies are separated by very small in-

tervals. Through a digital control logical circuit it can quickly

select the output of an arbitrary oscillator in it. Therefore, using

quasi-stochastic binary control we can obtain the linking wave signal

of stochastic agility. Because these signals all are produced by

transistor oscillators, therefore although using high speed agility

of the repeated frequency of the pulse, the frequencies in each re-

peated cycle are all highly stable. The linking wave of this jump fre-

quetcy goes through the appropriate solid frequency multiplier to the

operational frequency of ou- radar. The output of the frequency multi-

plier has milliwatt magnitude, the signal of this low power level goes
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to a traveling wave tube amplifier with a gain of 30dB to be amplified

as a linking wave of watt magnitude. The output of this linking wave

traveling wave is divided into two circuits: one circuit is carried down

to a level traveling wave tube amplifier to be further amplified; the

other circuit obtains the signal of the first local oscillator after

going through a fixed directional coupler to take out a small part and

mix with the first intermediate frequency transistor oscillator. The

next traveling wave tube amplfier is a grid control pulse amplifier

with a 30dB gain. After the grid of this traveling wave tube goes to

the control pulse, it can obtain a pulse of kilowatt magnitude peak

power in its output end. This medium-powered pulse then goes to the

cross field power amplifier where the extreme gain is 20dB, after

being amplified to 100kW it is carried through the circulator to the

antenna and is transmitted out. The weak backward-wave signal that is

received by the antenna is first amplified through a wideband tunnel

diode low noise amplifier. Later it goes through a similar frequency

control wave filter to the first mixer. The first mixer uses upper

lateral band mixing, when transmitted frequency is fs, and the first

intermediate frequency is f01, then the signal of the first local

oscillator is fs+f 0 1, after this local oscillator signal mixes in the

first mixer with received f it can obtain the first intermediate fre-

quency signal with frequency as f01, this first intermediate frequency

signal is carried to the second mixer after going through aplification.

The local oscillator signal of the second mixer is obtained after the

second intermediate frequency transistor oscillator and the first inter-

mediate frequency tre sistor oscillator mix in the upper lateral band,

frequency is fo1 +f0 2, after the signal of this second local oscillator

and first intermediate frequency signal mix, we can obtain the second

intermediate frequency signal with frequency as f02 * After the second

intermediate frequency goes through amplification, it is carried to

the phase detector. The other circu~.t input of the phase detector

is the output of the second intermediate frequency transistor oscil-

lator. The output of the phase detector is carri ' to the lower signal

processor and display.
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FIG. 8.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF FULLY COHERENT FREQUENCY AGILE
RADAR
KEY: (a) Stochastic program-controlled transistor local
oscillator group; (b) Voltage tuning oscillator; (c)
Fixed frequency multiplier; (d) Linking wave traveling
wave tube amplifier; (e) Grid control pulse traveling
wave tube amplifier; (f) Pulse; (g) Cross field amp-
lifier; (h) Pulse; (i) Control directive; (j) Second
intermediate frequency transistor local oscillator; (k)
Unilateral band generator; (1) First intermediate fre-
quency transistor local oscillator; (m) Unilateral band
generator; (n) Circulator; (o)Antenna; (p) to data pro-
cessor and display; (q) Phase detector; (r) Tunnel diode
amplifier; (s) Second intermediate frequency amplifier;
(t) First intermediate frequency amplifier; (u) Tunnel
frequency wave filter; (v) Mixer; (w) Mixer

Although fully coherent frequency agile radar generally can only

be agile on a series of fixed frequencies, so long as the number of

fixed frequencies is ample, that is, the frequency intervals are close

enough, then as to its performance we can say that it corresponds to

radar that can be continually tuned. What is even more important is

that because its agility is completely achieved by using the electron

form, and moreover still uses digital control, therefore its agile

adaptability is much higher than noncoherent frequency agile radar that

uses a magnetron. It can determine the selected arbitrary dispersed
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frequency in the instant before the next trigger. Therefore it is

possible to achieve even more complicated frequency agile radar, for

example moving target indication radar, self-adapting frequency'agile

radar, etc.

Fully coherent frequency ag-le radar is much more complicated

in design than non-coherent radar, therefore it is primarily-used

in radar with higher requirements. Table 8.1 lists the technological

indexes of fully coherent frequency agile radar of several different

uses and types(2). From the table we can see that fully coherent

frequency agile radar is extensively used in various different uses

and types of radar from small scale to super long range, in military

and civilianuse, ground and airborne, fixed and moving. We can say

that the newest designs of high performance military radar are almost

all fully coherent frequency agile models.

8.2 MICROWAVE FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER

The heart of fully coherent frequency agile radar is the microwave

frequency synthesizer of a fully coherent digital control. This

frequency synthesizer must be able to produce an ample number of highly

stable dispersed spectrum lines on the frequency band that is operated

by the radar. These spectrum lines must have both extremely high fre-

quency spectrum purity and be able to use microsecond speed to quickly

convert between them.

When in earlier times a frequency agile synthesizer that possessed

high speed agile ability still had not been developed, a comb form

spectrum line generator was extensively used, its operational principles

are as Fig. 8.2 shows. After the highly stable signal that is pro-

duced by the transistor oscillator goes through powerful amplification,

it goes to a step diode tuning generator, producing a series of comb

form tuning waves. After going through the selected frequency of a

yittrium iron garnet (YIG) magnetic tuning wave filter with this comb

form tuning wave, it goes to the backward-wave tube oscillator and

empties into phase lock. The frequency agile control directive is
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TABLE 8.1 SC(E DIFFEN USE OF FULLY COHENT FREQNCY AGILE RA

Model # ARSR-3 AN/TPS-43 AN/FPS-85 AN/APQ-140

Use Air route Mobile 3 co- Super long- Multiple function
lookout ordinate range space Aircraft carrier

guide 'lookout

System Dual Beam, Multiple - Pulse compres Monopulse, phased-
2 coordinate beam .sion, phased- array

array

Affected >200 nauti- 260 nauti- Satellite
Distance cal miles cal miles distance

(2M2 ) (M 2)

Wave Phase 1250-1350 2900-3100 442+5MHz i +5%
MHz MHz

Agile Fre-
quency num- 39 16 51
ber

Moving Target Tripulse, Digital form, Digital form
Indication cancelled oul quadpulse,

cancelled out

Polarization Linear and Perpendicular -,Linear and Round
Round (RigHt and left)

Antenna 34.5dB, 38dB (lowest)
Gain 33.5dB

Beam Form Fan-shaped 6 beams Pointed C SC2 , fen shaped and
pointed

Angle deg- 60 kiloinch 10 kiloinch 1200(bearing) ±70(bearing, angle
ree cover to 40 20 1050(angle of of elevation)

el evation

Beam Width
(level) 1.2* 1.1' 1.4° (trans-

mitted
0.80 (received

(perpendic-
ular) 1.4* (trans-

mitted)
0.8 (received

Scanning 5cycles/min. 6cyc/min. 20 frames/sec 4500/sec.
rate

Peak Power 5MW 4MW 32MW 1.2kW

Average 3.3kW 6.7kW 160kW 160kW
Power
Pul sewidth 2.O~s 6.5A 1,5,10,16,25,

P t6 32,64,125,128
250

Repeated 310-364 250(average)
Frequency 8 6
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firstly carried into a jump frequency control-a4gaal generator, this-

generator produces two control signals: a control signal going into a

backward-wave power source to make the backwa -- a-e thbescillate to

near the frequency that was assigned; and a control signal used to

control the YIG magnetically tunes wave filter to select the necessary

harmonic wave. This harmonic wave signal after going through a cir-

culator goes to a backward-wave tube oscillator. The phase locked

bandwidth of the backward-wave tube oscillator is related to the power

electric level that empties into the phase lock signal, the power

that empties in is exceedingly great, the phase lock bandwidth then is

exceedingly wide. Figure 8.3 is the curve of the relationship between

the phase lock bandwidth and the phase lock power of an X waveband back-

ward-wave tube. The farther the preset frequency of the backward-wave

tube is f-rom the comb form harmonic wave frequency that is assigned,

the greater the required phase lock power. In order to reduce as much

as possible the phase lock power that is required, the required pre-

set frequency of the backward-wave tube must be as standard as possible,

at the same time the required electron beam power source voltage of

the backward-wave tube should be as stable as possible. The total

electron beam power source variation that is allowed is equal to the

product of the reciprocal of the helical line modulation sensitivity

of the phase lock bandwidth and the backward-wave tube.

Any common backward-wave tube can put the phase locked signal

through a circultaor to achieve emptying into the phase lock. But,

this method, due to mismatching, wear and tear, and other factors,

makes the phase locked signal produce noticeable attenuation. Therefore

the required phase locked signal power level must be correspondingly

high, this is also to say that its phase lock sensitivity is fairly

low. Usually the phase lock power that this "out , end method" re-

quires is approximately 10dB lower than the backward-wave tube output

power. This is also to say that the phase lock gain at this moment

is approximately 1OdB. But if the collecting electrode end of the

helical line of the backward-wave tube adds a particular input end, then

it can obtain even higher phase lock gain; at this time the necessary

phase lock signal power can reduce 15-20dB or more.
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FIG. 8.2 COMB FORM HARMONIC WAVE GENERATOR
EMPTYING INTO A PHASE LOCKED FREQUENCY AGILE
SIGNAL SOURCE
KEY: (a) Control directive input; (b) Jump
frequency signal generator; (c) Backward-wave
power source; (d) Backward-wave tube oscillator;
(e) Circulator; (f) Jump frequency signal out-
put; (g) YIG magnetic harmonic wave filter;
(h) Transistor oscillator; (i) Step recovery
diode harmonic wave generator
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FIG. 8.3 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
PHASE LOCKED BANDWIDTH AND PHASE
LOCKED POWER OF AN X WAVEBAND
BACKWARD-WAVE TUBE
KEY: (a) Phase lock bandwidth;
(b) Model SE303 X waveband backward-
wave tube; (c) Phase lock power

The major shortcoming of this program is that using the harmonic

wave generator it is very difficult to obtain a comb form frequency

spectrum with concentrated intervals, moreover using the response

of a magnetic harmonic wave filter takes a fairly long time, therefore

it is not easy to achieve jump frequency between the pulses.
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IT order to obtain a comb form frequency spectrum with con-

centrated intervals, it is necessary to use frequency synthesis tech-

niques. Frequency synthesis techniques earlier developed from low

frequencies, now they have already been successfully applied to the

realm of microwaves. In principle they can be divided into direct

synthesis and indirect synthesis methods. In the following sections

we will explain their operational principles in comparative detail.

8.2.1 DIRECT SYNTHESIS METHOD

All frequency synthesizers use one or several highly stable trans-

istor oscillators as reference oscillators, the direct synthesis method

uses a suitable radio frequency switch to carry out selection and com-

bining on its high time harmonic wave, and obtains the necessary fre-

quency in the microwave band after again going through mixing and

frequency multiplication.

The direct synthesis method also can be divided into the three

methods of direct switch selection method, decimel system switch

selection method, and binary-decimal system switch selection method,

according to its operational principles.

(1) Direct Switch Selection Method
(3 )

In fully coherent frequency agile radar, it often does not

need to be able to operate on arbitrarily appointed frequencies, but

only requires operating on a minor few dispersed frequency points, at

this time it can use the relatively simple direct switch selection

method. The diagram of its operational principle is as Fig. 8.4 shows.

Figure 8.4(a) gives the frequency synthesizer of 3 dispersed

frequency points. Its operational principle is perfectly simple.

Three highly stable transistor signal sources, after going through radio

frequency switch selection, go to the bandwidth frequency multiplier

and multiply to the operational frequency of the radar, and later are

put out. This method is only suitable to conditions of smaller than
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12 frequency points. When there is more than the required number

of frequency points, we can use the program in Fig. 8.4(b). In the

figure it uses four standard frequencies, after going through power

distribution they go to select the switch; again after going through

frequency multiplication and mixing, they can attain 64 dispersed fre-

quencies, the multiple of frequency multiplier M is 4, the multiple of

N is 16. Presuming flf 2,f3 and f4 successively are 1,2,3, and 4MHz

and after going through M times of frequency multiplication we obtain

4,8,12, and 16MHz; after going through N we obtain 16,32,48, and 64MHz.

All the mixers are the above frequency conversion models. At the final

output we can obtain 64 dispersed frequencies that go from 21 to 84MHz

and have intervals of 1MHz. Changing the standard frequency and the

times of frequency multiplication we then can obtain its required

equal interval dispersed frequency.

1 60 6

(.b

FIG. 8.4 DIRECT SWITCH SELECTION METHOD
KEY: (1) Frequency selection; (2) Amplifier;
(3) Frequency multiplier; (4) Standard oscil-
lator; (5) Standard selection; (6) Frequency
multiplier, mixer; (7) Power distributor

(2) Decimal System Switch Selection Method
(4 )

In order to be able to obtain output frequency according to deci-

mal system variations, we can use the decimal system switch selection

method that Fig. 8.5 shows. This method only uses one standard fre-

quency source, after it goes to the harmonic wave generator, it uses

10 circuit band pass wave filters to separately select its 10 harmonic

waves (N=10), after going through amplification in the amplifier it goes

to a decimal switch matrix, this switch matrix has a total of ten cir-

cuit inputs and two circuit outputs, these two circuit outputs are
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separately controlled by two digital directive signals, and can select

an arbitrary circuit in the ten circuit inputs. After output frequency

fm goes to the mixer to be mixed with the second circuit output fn' again

after going through the band pass wave filter to filter out the para-

sitic signal it then can obtain final output fn+fm/10. Because f and

fn can be in the ten harmonic waves of the reference frequency at any

time, therefore the final output can go from 1.1f r directly to 11f r

altogether 100 frequencies.

Generally this method can only obtain high frequency signal out-

put, in order to obtain the microwave signal it still must go through

frequency multiplication or upper frequency conversion. Direct fre-

quency multiplication generally is used in situations where the cor-

responding frequency band is fairly narrow. If it requires a frequency

band with a fairly wide cover, then it can use its output to mix with

a highly stable microwave source(upper frequency conversion). The

direct frequency multiplication method can generally cause its short

term stability to decrease.

(3) Binary-Decimal System Switch Control Method
(5 )

The binary-decimal system switch control method is particularly

suitable to the frequency directive signal of the binary-decimal

system. Its greatest advantage is that it reduces the ten comb fre-

quencies that are required in the decimal system direct synthesis method

to only two. Figure 8.6 is the frame diagram of the principles of

1248 binary-decimal system switch selection method. fi is input signal

frequency, f1 and f2 are reference comb form frequencies. Their

relationship is:

t,-1,+iOAI (8.1)

,f is its minimum frequency increment. Ki, K2 ,K3, and K are the

frequency selection switches. All the mixers are lower frequency

conversion form. All the switch positions that are drawn in the figure

are positioned in the "0" position, if the position of KI changes from
"" to "1", namely, the output of the first mixer increases to 104f,
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FIG. 8.5 DECIMAL SYSTEM SWITCH SELECTION FREQUENCY
SYNTHESIZER
KEY: (a) Reference oscillator; (b) Harmonic wave
f enerator; (c) Times harmonic wave; (d) Switch matrix;
e) Band pass filter; (f) Mixer; (g) Band pass wave

filter; (h) Radio frequency output; (i) Band pass wave
filter and amplifier; (j) Selection; (k) Digital directive
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FIG. 8.6 1248 BINARY-DECIMAL SYSTEM SWITCH SELECTION
METHOD

the output of the first mixer goes through 12121245x4=-10, namely

the final output frequency changes to 1.Af; but when K2 changes from

"Or" to "1", output frequency changes to 2Af; when K3 changes from "10"

to "I1", output frequency changes to 44f; when K changes from "0" to

"1", output frequency changes togf. Namely, its weighted averages

respectively are 1,2,4 and 8. If the relationship between the selected

reference frequency f1 and input frequency fi is:

(8.2)
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Then it can obtain output frequency equal to input frequency. Below

we will give a digital example to explain: Assume fi=35MHz, Af=0.1MHz,

from expression (8.2) we can obtain f1 =1.8x35+1=64MHz, from expression

(8.1) we can obtain f2 =65MHz. When all switches are positioned in posi-

tion "0", the frequencies of the input signal frequency after going

through each mixer and frequency divider successively are 30, 15, 49,

24.5, 40.5, 20.25, 43.75, and 8.75 and 35. Although its final signal

frequency is equal to the input signal frequency, any variation of the

input signal frequency to reflect in the output end reduce tenfold.

Therefore, so long as we use several completely identical-hinary-deci-

mal system contacts, we can construct a whole frequency synthesizer.

For example, using three of this kind of stage of contacts, the first

stage increment 0.1MHz in the final output end becomes an increment

of lkH; the second stage is 10kH, and the third stage is 100kHz. From

this we can see that the basic structure of this frequency synthesizer

is not a parallel selection type, but is a contact control type, it

can be formed by completely identical binary-decimal system stage con-

tacts, therefore its composition is simple, and it is convenient to make.

So long as there are additional suitable frequency multipliers we

can attain the necessary microwave frequency.

8.2.2 INDIRECT SYNTHESIS METHOD

The direct method uses comparatively many reference frequencies,

matrix switches, frequency dividers, frequency multipliers, and mixers,

thereby making its structure complicated, and cost increased.

In order to avoid the shortcomings of the direct synthesis method,

we now extensively use the indirect synthesis method. In the indirect

synthesis method, the output signal is directly taken from a voltage

control oscillator, in order to make it able to possess frequency stab-

ility of a highly stable reference oscillator (generally a transistor

oscillator), it uses phase lock techniques. In phase lock techniques

phase discrimination is not directly carried out on the output frequency

but is carried out on the reference signal intermediate frequency after

going through appropriate mixing and dividing. This way, so long as
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it changes its dividing ratio, it can change the output frequency.

Figure 8.7 draws out a diagram of the principles of q typical indirect

type frequency synthesizerf4). From the figure we can see that this

frequency synthesizer actually is a feedback control system that pos-

sesses a phase lock loop. Signal fk of the reference oscillator, mixing

with radio frequency output fo of the voltage control oscillator, after

going through frequency multiplication M (lower frequency conversion),

obtains fo-MfR' and again takes this signal to a program-controlled

frequency divider to divide by N, the dividing ratio of this program-

controlled frequency divider is program controllable. The frequency

that is obtained discriminates with the reference frequency in the

phase detector. The output of the discriminator is used to control

the voltage control oscillator, making its oscillator frequency satisfy

the relationship expression: (fo-M)/N=fR, and the loop is locked be-

cause the size bandwidth of the locked circuit has limitations,therefore

the frequency control directive must simultaneously go to the program-

controlled frequency divider, the frequency multiplier, and the voltage

control oscillator. It generally must preset the voltage control oscil-

lator within a (0.1-1)% range of the assigned frequency, this requires

the voltage control oscillator to have extremely good tuning linearity.

The component that is the nucleus of the indirect type frequency syn-

thesizer is the voltage control oscillator, generally they all use YIG

tuned oscillators because they have extremely high spectrum purity, and

extremely good tuning linearity; only their tuning speed is fairly low.

8.2.3 COMPARISON OF PROPERTIES OF FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS

The methods of direct synthesis and indirect synthesis that are

explained in the preceding section both can achieve digital program-

controlled frequency conversion, and also can possess the frequency

stability of a reference oscillator. But, there are comparatively

large differences on many other performance indexes. The following

will emphasize the comparison of some important properties that are

related to frequency agile radar applications.
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FIG. 8.7 INDIRECT FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER
KEY: (a) Digital frequency directive; (b)

Radio frequency; (c) Frequency/phase com-
parator; (d) Program-controlled digital fre-
qcuency divider; (e) Reference oscillator;
(f) Frequency multiplier; (g) Digital directive;(h) Digital directive

(K) Frequency Agile Speed

Frequency agile radar generally requires the ability to be agile

within an entire frequency band made in the pulse. The allowed fre-

quency agility time generally is within some ten microseconds. The

frequency agile time of the direct synthesis method primarily depends

on the response time of the matrix switch, this time can be very short,

generally around a few microseconds. The corresponding exchange time

of the binary-decimal system switch control method is approximately 20

microseconds.

The frequency agile speed of the indirect synthesis method is

fairly low, therefore it requires first to preset the voltage control

oscillator on a new frequency and later it re-locks. Therefore its

agility time is composed of two parts: one part is the frequency preset

time, the other part is the lock time. The former is dependant on the

voltage control oscillator that is chosen, As is recounted above, as-

suming that in order to obtain fairly high frequency spectrum purity

we choose a YIG tuned oscillator, thus its preset time is correspondingly

long. When the bandwidth is fairly narrow (I200MHz), its tuning time

is approximately some ten microseconds. The phase lock time of the
circuit depends on the response time of the circuit, this is primarily
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determined by the bandwidth and nonlinearity of the circuit. There

is also a some ten microsecond increment. Therefore the agility time

of the indirect synthesis method generally is greater than 100 micro-

seconds. Although thus long of agility time also can be applied in

frequency agile radar, it will be able to hold a fairly long purity

time, reducing its effective operational time.

(2) Short Term Frequency Agility (Phase Noise)

In fully coherent frequency agile radar, because it is necessary

to carry out coherent processing on received signals, therefore its

short term frequency agility is a very important index. This short

term frequency agility generally can be expressed by phase noise.

Within the fairly narrow range of deviated carrier wave frequency, its

phase noise is primarily determined by the reference oscillator in it-

self, therefore it decreases with the increase of frequency deviation

(see Fig. 8.8). Within this scope, no matter if it is the direct syn-

thesis method or indirect synthesis method, they both have the same

phase noise. When the deviated frequency further increases, the hot

noise that is produced by the amplifier and frequency multiplier will

become a primary factor; this is primary is the direct synthesizer.

Because its short term frequency agility is corresponding to a con-

stant, therefore the phase noise will increase with the decrease of the

frequency. Phase noise of the indirect synthesizer outside the phase

lock bandwidth depends on the voltage control oscillator, although its

phase noise is worse than that of the reference oscillator, outside

a certain frequency deviation it is possible for it to be better than

that of the direct synthesizer.

What is valuable to point out is that the binary-decimal system

possesses extremely good phase noise. This is because in this fre-

quency synthesizer, all the frequencies come from basic reference,

therefore the frequency modulation (FM) of the output or phase

noise possesses proportional value identical to the indirect synthesizer.

Figure 8.9 gives the comparison of this frequency synthesizer with the

indirect type frequency synthesizer. By the figure we can see that

when deviated carrier frequency is within 100Hz, its phase noise must
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FIG. 8.8 PHASE NOISE OF
FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER
KEY: (a) Unilateral band
noise; (b) Self-driving
oscillator signal; (c)

Output signal of indirect
synthesizer; (d) Signal of direct
synthesizer; (e) Indirect synthesizer phase
locked circuit bandwidth; (f) Deviated
carrier wave frequency.
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FIG. 8.9 PHASE NOISE OF

BINARY-DECIMAL SYSTEM DIR-
ECT SYNTHESIZER
KEY: (a) Unilateral band
phase as iMHz; (b)
Indirect synthesis; (c)Bi-
nary-decimal syst direct
synthesis; (d) Deviated
carrier wave frequency
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be 20dB smailer than those of the indirect type frequency synthesizer.

When deviation goes from 1KHz to 10KHz, it must be approximately 30dB

higher.

(3) Stray Signals

Because numerous frequency multipliers, dividers, and mixers

are used in the frequency synthesizer, therefore, naturally, various

types of stray signals can exist. If reference frequency is not care-

fully selected, and various wave filters are not meticulously designed,

it often can cause parasitic stray waves to- reach a degree that is not

allowable.

Obviously, because direct synthesis has numerous reference

frequencies, frequency dividers, multipliers, and mixers, therefore

the possibility of it producing stray signals can also increase, cross

jamming of various signals in the matrix switch also can porduce cross

modulation. Contrarily, the stray signals of the indirect synthesis

method are relatively easy to control. Because its output signal is

directly conducted by the voltage control oscillator, therefore only

those stray signals that are extremely close to the output frequency

thereby falling within the phase lock bandwidth can be influential, and

the phase lock bandwidth is only a few hundred kilohertz, sufficiently

more narrow than the bandwidth of the total output signal. Therefore

restraining the parasitic signal correspondingly must be somewhat easy.

So long as we carefully choose the frequency and meticulously

design the wave filter circuit, and in addition add a fairly good

shield and power source wave filter, the frequency synthesizers of these

two types both can achieve stray signals that are lower than 60dB car-

rier frequency.

What is similarly worthy to mention is that the binary-decimal

system direct synthesis method has extremely good properties in the

area of restraining stray signals. In this frequency synthesizer, its

stray signals are primarily from the clutter of the mixer and the cross

coupling jamming in the two reference comb frequencies. Computations
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clearly indicate that the various combined frequencies of 64 and 65MHz

reference comb frequency selections and 35MHz input signal selection

are fairly far from the output frequency, and relatively easy to filter

out. Moreover the frequency divider after each mixing can reduce stray

signal power level that is produced in the mixer to a quantity of

201gN(N is dividing ratio). Additionally, the 10 of each decimal unit

still can effectively reduce noise of the input signal and the stray

signal lateral band to 20dB. All these factors in addition to the meti-

culously designed wave filter can cause this type of frequency synthe-

sizer toobtain an outstanding stray signal power level of -100dB. Fig-

ure 8.10 is the comparison of the stray signal power level of this

frequency synthesizer (decibel amount that is lower than the output

carrier wave power level) and that of the indirect synthesizer. From

the figure we can see that it must be 20-40dB lower than the stray sig-

nals of the indirect type frequency synthesizer.
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FIG.8.10 COMPARISON OF POWER
LEVEL OF STRAY SIGNALS OF NON-
HARMONIC WAVES
KEY: (a) Clutter power level
(decibel amount that is lower
than that of the output signal);
(b) Indirect synthesizer; (c) Binary-
decimal synthesizer; (d) Output
frequency

The frequency synthesizer still has some other common technological

indexes, for example long term frequency stability, frequency accuracy

(precision), frequency readjustment (restability), etc. These indexes

are not key for the frequency agile local oscillator, therefore we

are not prepared to go into detail or cover everything.
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From the above comparison we can know that in each type of fre-

quency agile synthesizer, the method of using the binary-decimal

system switch to control the direct synthesizer possesses the best pro-

perties, its switch time compares favorably with the general direct

synthesis type, and its short term frecuency stability (phase noise)

and stray signal output are also better than those of the indirect

synthesizer.

8.2.4 LOCAL OSCILLATOR OF FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER OF FULLY COHERENT
FREQUENCY AGILE RADAR

As a local oscillator of frequency agile radar it still must

change the high frequency signal that is produced by the frequency

synthesizer into the microwave frequency of radar operations. This

conversion method can be divided into the three methods of direct

frequency multiplication, upper frequency conversion, and phase lock

loop. In the following sections we will respectively discuss these,

and raise specific examples for explanation of their applications in

frequency agile radar.

(1) Direct Frequency Multiplication Method

Figure 8.4(a) actually is the direct frequency multiplication

method that is used. Using the radio frequency switch to directly sel-

ect a highly stable transistor oscillator signal after going through

the frequency multiplication chain directly multiplies to the necessary

microwave waveband. The merits of this method are its simplicity and

that there are no stray signals produced in the mixer; its shortcoming

is that the corresponding bandwidth is fairly narrow, usually 10%,

but it can already satisfy the requirements of frequency agile radar.

Additionally, its frequency multiplication wear and tear is fairly

great and it needs a powerful amplification stage, as a result its out-

put power is fairly small; at the same time, the phase noise of the

output signal also will increasa with the frequency multiplication

coefficient N according to 201gN (dB), causing the output phase noise

to greatly worsen.
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This direct frequency multiplication method generally is used

in agile frequency magnetron moving target indication radar that pos-

sesses several fixed frequency points. Figure 8.11 is a block diagram

of an X waveband workable order stable local oscillator with a VARIAN

VSX-9600 arrangement that uses this program (3 ) .

A unilateral 8 throw PIN radio frequency switch can carry out

selection on eight signal sources, in which six are highly stable

transistor oscillators, one is a voltage control oscillator used for

counter scanning and detection, and there is also an outer frequency

basic. The transistor oscillator operates close to 100MHz, through a

two-stage transistor double frequency multiplier it goes close to

40OMHz, the advantages of the transistor frequency multiplier are that

the necessary components are few and it possesses frequency multiplica-

tion gain. If the transistor is the operational frequency limit, it

presents the best gain frequency. Thus the transistor frequency multi-

plier is more advantageous than the modified resistance frequency multi-

plier or the similar neglected basic diode frequency multiplier. There-

fore it can play a certain isolator role thereby raising operational

stability. Because in the frequency multiplication process, the bear-

ing of-the lateral band of the clutter corresponds to the carrier fre-

quency and remains fixed, and the absolute value of the operational

frequency forms a direct ratio increase with frequency multiplication

coefficient N, therefore the input stage wave filter requirements are

stringent. If it requires the frequency spectrum to be especially

pure, then it is necessary to deploy a tubular distribution type limited

wave filter in the first output end with the second transistor frequen-

cy multiplier. After going through further amplification, it takes the

signal for frequency multiplication in a modified resistance four-fold

frequency multiplier and goes to an L waveband. Again after going

through powerful amplification to a 1 watt power level, it goes to be

multiplied in another six-fold modified resistance frequency multiplier,

to obtain the necessary 8.5-9.6gHz final output. This frequency syn-

thesizer can give out 50 milliwatts power in the X waveband, its switch

speed is less than I microsecond. Frequency stability in a temperature
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range of -30°C to +700C is 2.5x10"5 . Corresponding power varies less
than 2dB. Amplitude modulation (AM) noise within any lkH bandwidth is

as low-as -125dBd, and its frequency modulation (FM) noise within 1Hz

bandwidth of each 10kHz is as low as 0.1Hz. False signal output is

as low as carrier frequency 70dB. These kinds of indexes can satisfy

the requirements of high performance moving target indication systems.

(2) Upper Frequency Conversion Method

The upper frequency conversion method uses a highly stable micro-

wave signal (actually also obtained after transistor frequency multi-

plication) and a fairly low frequency synthesis agile signal to carry
out mixing (upper frequency conversion) to obtain the microwave fre-

quency. This method will not worsen the phase noise of the output signal.
But its output power level is fairly low, and clutter power level

of nonharmonic waves increases. Therefore it is not often used in

frequency agile local oscillators.

(3) Phase Lock Loop Method

The phase lock loop method directly puts out the signal from the

microwave voltage control local oscillator. It also mixes with a micro-

wave base (lower frequency conversion), and later carries out phase

comparison with the agile source of a very high frequency, to make the
voltage control oscillator track the agility of the frequency synthe-

sizer. The output power electric level of this method is comparatively

high, phase noise is close to the upper frequency conversion method,

clutter primarily is microwave basic jamming going to the voltage con-
trol oscillator output end. So long as it carries out very good screen-

ing it also can obtain a fairly low power level. Therefore, this method

presently is comparatively extensively used in microwave frequency syn-

thesizers.

For frequency agile oscillators,the greatest shortcoming of the

phase lock loop is that the lock time is fairly long, therefore the
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FIG. 8.11 VSX-9600 FREQUENCY AGILE fLOCAL OSCILLATOR
KEY: (a) Transistor oscillator; (b) Slow pulse amplifica-tion; (c) Unilateral 8 throw PIN switch matrix; Cd) x2

transistor frequency multiplier; Ce) 10 limited tubular
wave filter; (f) x2 transistom..frequency multiplier; (g)
10 limited tubular frequency wave fi2r; Ch) Frequency
scanning signal; Ci) Slow pulse amplification; Ci) x4
modified resistance frequency multiplier; Ck) Power amp-
lifier; Cl) x6 modified resistance frequency multiplier;
Cm) Outer base; Cn) Slow pulse amplification

transformation speed is fairly slow, the fastest must have a magnitude

of several tens of microseconds. Aside from this, some problems of

mistaken locking and damaged locking exist in this method, unlike in

the direct synthesis method when the'signal of any one middle unit

disappears, the final output signal also disappears with it.

In the following section we will take a look at the model LOB-i

frequency agile local oscillator that uses this phase lock loop method,
its principles are as Fig. 8.12 shows (C6) . This local oscillator can

use 100kHz precision and its interval can give out a signal of 1775.1 MHz

to 2775.0KHz according to additional digital directives. In order to

quicken the transformation speed, its low frequency synthesizer uses

the multiple transistor direct synthesis method, each position is

formed by ten transistor oscillator stages, its output passes through

the digital gate control. What the 10MHz transistor oscillator stage

actually produces is an &x0.625MHz signal, after going through double

frequency multiplication obtains 6txl.25MHz, after the bandpass wave

filter mixes with the second bx0.125MHz signal, we obtain ag.x.25+k'x

x.125MHz, after again going through band pass amplification mixes with
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txO.0125, after four-fold frequency multiplying changes to the signal

of Ax5+ Ox.5+CxO.05MHz, after again going through bandpass wave filter

through two-fold frequency multiplication we obtain the final necessary

signal, ox1O+Wx1.O+CxO.1MHz. The design of the mixing stage is extremely

important. Analysis clearly shows that if the output frequency of this

phase adding mixer is 1.29 times of the input frequency, then it can

obtain minimum clutter output.

In order to take.the frequency control of the backward-wave tube

voltage control oscillator to 5 effective digits, we use the frequency

preset signal to 'arry out presetting. Preset precision is 0.5% of the

assigned frequency, in high frequency phase it is approximately 15MHz.

The latter 3 effective digits are achieved by using the phase lock cir-

cuit. To this end, we firstly reduce the previous 2 effective digits

of the backward-wave tube oscillator frequency, this can be achieved

through mixing with the output of a 100MHz transistor oscillator har-

monic wave frequency multiplier. The signal after mixing is f0 -rkxQO0MHz.

Later we use output of this signal and the frequency synthesizer to carry

out phase detection. But because after f0 reduces to Ax1OOMHz from the

latter 3 effective digits there still are several megahertz to several

tens of megahertz eri'ors, the frequency band of the phase detector is

very narrow, therefore there is no way to compare. Therefore we simul-

taneously use the automatic frequency precision tuning system. At this

time the signal that is actually given by the frequency synthesizer must

be 60MHz higher than the assigned signal. Then it is (6L+6)x10+bxl.o+

+CxO.1MHz. After this signal mixes with f0-r1x100MHz, the signal that

is obtained is 60MHz additional.error frequency. This intermediate

frequency message can be caught by a 60MHz discriminator with a very

wide frequency band, and later controls the backward-wave tube power

source, causing it to be even more near the assigned frequency, then

its frequency after mixing is even more close to 60MHz. Later this

intermediatefzequency signal again carries out phase detection with the

60MHz signal that is produced by the transistor oscillator, to completely

accurately lock on the assigned .frequency.

Its tuning and locking time are primarily determined by the response

time of the phase lock system. The lock time of LOB-i is approximately
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30 microseconds. Output power can reach 100 milliwatts, power vari-

ations are smaller than 6dB, and clutter output is -60dB.

In frequency agile radar, it generally does not require precision

to 5 effective digits, but only requires it for a number of limited

dispersed frequency points, at this moment the phase lock loop method

can be greatly simplified. The phase lock reference signal can use

the comb form standard signal that possesses a corresponding interval,

this standard signal can be formed by using the modulation method. Fig-

ure 8.13 is a Doppler radar low noise signal source that possesses

frequency agile ability 7 ). This radar operates to X waveband (10GHz),

its standard frequency is provided by a 5MHz voltage control transistor

oscillator (VCXO) (it can modulate ±25hz). After going through x2 and

x20 transistor frequency multipliers, again uses step diode x5 frequen-

cy multiplier to obtain 1GHz signal to go to the modulator, the 5MHz

standard signal is regarded as the modulation signal and also goes

to the modulator to produce the interval as a 5MHz highly stable comb

form signal. The limiter causes the power electric level of each sig-

nal weight to be equal (approximately 1 milliwatt). Phase locking is

directly carried out according to the L waveband (1GHz), the digital

type frequency directive, after going through numeric model transforma-

tion, directly controls the frequency of the voltage control oscillator.

Its precision should be higher than ±0.25%, to ensure the correct lock-

ing of the phase lock loop. The output of the voltage control oscil-

lator, after going through step tube 10 frequency multiplication, puts

out the X waveband signal through 6 microband wave filters, each fre-

quency interval is 50MHz, the modulation range is ±50kHz. So long as

it changes the control voltage of the voltage control oscillator, it

can be agile in each spectrum line. This is precisely the outstanding

merit of the phase lock loop. However, directly detecting in the L

waveband it is not easy to obtain highly stable signals. Therefore,

in signal sources that require even higher stability, we generally do

not use this method.
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FIG. 8.12 MODEL LOB-i FREQUENCY AGILE LOCAL OSCILLATOR
KEY: (a) IOMHz potential;(b) Mixer I: (c) Band pass amplifier;

(d) Mixer II: (e) Band pass amplifier; (f) Transistor oscil-
lator decimal stage; (g) x2 frequency multiplier; (h) Band pass

mixer; (i) x4 multiplier; (j) MHz potential;(k) Mixer; (1)

Transistor oscillator decimal stage; (m) Bandpass wave filter;

(n) x2 frequency multiplier; (o)Band pass wave filter; (p)

Transistor oscillator; (q) Harmonic wave frequency multiplier;
(r) 100kHz potential; (s) Mixer; (t) Transistor oscillator
decimal stage; (u) Transistor oscillator; (v) Automatic frequency

precision tuning and phase locking; (w) Backward-wave to power
source: (x) Backward-vWve tube local oscillator; (y) Frequency control
directive.

1OMHs 200MI 1000MHZ

SM±2Hd iNSMI W a c *

FIG. 8.13 DOPPLER RADAR AGILE SIGNAL SOURCE
KEY: (a) Transistor wave filter; (b) Transistor
wave filter; (c) Step tube 5 frequency multiplier;

Cd) Modulator; Ce) Limiter; (f) Phase detector;
(g) Low pass wave filter; Ch) Modulator; Ci)
6 integrations, (j) 6 integrations; (k) Band pass wave filter;
(l) Sep tube; Cm) L bandpass; (n) Continuous flow amplifier;

(o) Number-model transformer; (p) Logical input.
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The workable hour frequencies of modern current switch digital --

integrated circuits already reach as high as 100 mega even to gigahertz,

thereby making the indirect synthesis method that Fig. 8.7 shows able

to be very easily achieved. Figure 8.14 is this kind of highly stable

radar agile frequency signal that is constructed by an indirect synthe-

sis method(8). This agility source can give a transmitted signal from

8800-9440MHz and a corresponding local oscillator message higher than

60MHz intermediate frequency. Within this 4% (640MHz) bandwidth, al-

together there are 32 root spectrum lines spearated by 20MHz. By the

4MHz, 12MHz, and 60MHz produced by the standard signal of the transis-

tor control, and the 2GHz standard signal, the former two signals act

as reference signals of the phase lock loop, the intermediate frequency

base is used in the receiver as a coherent oscillator, the 2GHz signal

carries out lower frequency conversion with the L waveband signal of

the voltage control oscillator, thereby producing a 100-228Hz signal,

this signal can be used to carry out frequency division of the variable

frequency divider that is composed of the integrated circuit of the

transmitting polar coupling current switch. Its division ratio can be

controlled by an additional program-controlled directive signal to vary

within a 25-57 range. Because the digital discriminator operates on a

4MHz frequency, this causes the voltage control oscillator to operate

on an arbitrary root spectrum line separated by 4MHz in a 1772-1900MHz

range. This minimum frequency interval is determined by the loop band-

width. The output value of the voltage control oscillator after going

5 frequency multiplication is regarded a8 the local oscillator signal

output. In order to obtain a transmitting signal with frequency as low

as 60MHz, we use another phase lock loop, the output power of this method

must be much greater than that of the mixing method. This phase lock

loop operates to 12MHz, after going through 5 frequency multiplication

it can obtain 60MHz intervals.

All phase discriminators are digital, they can be used to identify

the phase difference between the two methods, their output is a rectan-

gular wave with the same frequency. The bandwidth of the rectangular

wave represents the phase difference. After going through the low pass

wave filter to filter out the signal standard and high amount of harmonic

waves, it can obtain continuous flow voltage that forms a direct ratio
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with the phase difference. This continuous flow voltage uses a low

noise amplifier to carry out amplification. This ensures very low

oscillator noise.

What is put out from the voltage control oscillator are continuous

signals,these signals carry out modulation through a switch driver

using a pulse signal. The above circuit then can obtain a narrow pulse

signal that is used by the transmitter. The modulated pulse of the

receiver is exactly opposite, also there is a local oscillator signal

that can stop in the transmission period.

8.3 THE TRANSMITTER OF FULLY COHERENT FREQUENCY AGILE RADAR

Structurally, the transmitter of fully coherent frequency agile

radar is no different than the transmitter of a common fully coherent

master oscillator power amplification chain type. Only because the

purpose if the primary design of frequency agile radar is raising radar

jamming resistance, therefore it requires the transmitter to be able

to have as wide as possible instantaneous bandwidth (not a tunable

bandwidth), at the same time, because the radar operates on jump frequency

form between the pulses, therefore it requires the output power of the

transmitter in the operational frequency band to be as steady as pos-

sible. Generally it requires the output power fluctuation of the fully

coherent frequency agile transmitter in the operational frequency band

to be smaller than 1dB.

Although the instantaneous bandwidth of the entire radar not only

depends on the transmitter but also is related to the antenna, trans-

mission system, and rotational joints to a very high degree it primarily

depends on the transmitter, and also is primarily determined by extreme

power amplification stage. The preliminary stage and the excitement

stage of the fully coherent frequency agile radar transmitter have no

important differences from those of the common fully coherent radar trans-

mitter, generally they all are composed of low power continuous wave

traveling wave tubes (or only low power traveling wave tubes).
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This section will carry out discussion on fully coherent fre-

quency agile radar extreme power amplification stage. Its operational

directives are basically determined by the corresponding partial direc-

tives of the entire radar.

The most key problem in extreme power amplification stage is

the selection of the power amplification tube. Presently there are

many types of power amplification tubes that can be selected, but they

basically can be divided into two types. One type is a linear ray

tube that is represented by a klystron and traveling wave tube (type 0

device); the other is a cross field device that is represented by a forward

directional wave and backward-wave type cross field amplifier (CFA)

(the so-called cross field amplifier simply refers to an electron

device that is a cross of a magnetic field and an electronic field,

also called a type M device). These two types of tubes both can be

used in fully coherent frequency agile radar. The comparison of their

primary performance indexes is shown in Table 8.2

It is common knowledge that linear ray tubes possess very high gain,

but efficiency is fairly low, volume is fairly great; furthermore, be-

cause its necessary operational voltage is high, therefore its high

voltage source volume is great, and it also needs X ray protection.

Conversely, the efficiency of the CFA is high but gain is low; further-

more, because the necessary operational voltage is low, therefore volume

is small and weight is light, and it is suitable in mobile radar sta-

tions such as automobile and airborne types.

8.3.1 APPLICATIONS OF LINEAR RAY POWER AMPLIFICATION TUBES IN
FREQUENCY AGILE RADAR

Linear microwave tubes primarily refer to a microwave amplified

tube that possesses rectilinear form electron rays. This type of tube

primarily can be divided into the three types of traveling wave tube,

klystron tube, and traveling wave-klystron mixed tube. Traveling wave

tubes can also be divided into the two types of helical line traveling

wave tubes and coupling cavity traveling wave tubes.
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FIG. 8.14 X WAVEBAND AGILE SIGNAL SOURCE OF INDIRECT
SYNTHESIS METHOD

KEY: (a) Intermediate frequency base; (b) Intermediate
frequency oscillator; (c) Digital phase discriminator;
(d) Low pass; (e) Low noise aplifier; (f) Transmitter
output; (g) Compensation loop(used by transmitter);
(h) Block wave; aExerting density circuit; (j) Mixer;Wk Switch driver; (1) Oscillator; (m) Digital discrim-

inator; (n) Low noise amplifier; (o) Local oscillator
output; (p) Synthesis loop(used by receiver); (q) Switch
driver; (r) Program-controlled directive; (s) Modulator;
Wt Linearizer; (u) Signal source; (v) Modulated pulse

The primary characteristic of traveling wave tubes is a broad

bandwidth, the bandwidth of a helical line traveling wave tube can

reach one frequency multiplication degree or higher, but power is
fairly low, its peak power is lower than 10kW. The peak power of

coupling cavity traveling wave tubes can reach 500kW, but bandwidth is

slightly narrow,-it still can reach 53%. The traveling wave tube is
primarily used in airborne radar with a fairly low power level. Air-

borne radar mostly uses traveling wave tubes with cyclic field permanent

magnetic focus, its average power limit is under several kilowatts. For

the relation between average power and operational frequency of different
types of tubes we can refer to Fig. 8.15 (I )
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TABLE 8.2 COMPARISON OF SOME PRIMARY POWER AMPLIFICATION TUBES

Linear Ray Tube . .."'.Cross Fteld Tube

Klystron Traveling x Repeated EntyTNo Repeated Entry
IWave

Bandwidth (10-15)% (10-18)% (10-15)%

Gain 30-70dB 6-28dB

Effective- (15-60)% Typical value is (30-75)% Typi- (20-50)% Typical
ness 30%(Static collecting cal value 45% value 30%

electrode klystron typical
value is 40%)

Clutter
(IMHz band- Typical value -90dB Typical value -30 to -60dB
width)

Phase Mod- Each 1%AE/E approximately Each 1% AI/I approximately
ulation 50-40O 0.50-30
Sensitivity

Useful Dyna-
mic Range 40-80 sB 3-20 dB
Dynamic/static impedance 0.8 0.05-0.2

Voltage High Voltage (1MW approximate- Low Voltage (1 MX approximately
ly needs 90 kilovolts) needs 40 kilovolts)

X Ray Severe, must use lead coy- Generally not a problem
ering protection

Sel f Con- no yes yes
ducting

Self Stop- no yes(when bias yes
ing placed electrode)

Magnetic Periodic permanent magnetism
Field can reach 1MW (S waveband), Needs permanent magnetism

other is electromagnetic iron
static collecting electrode
klystron does not need

Ion Pump Large tubes need Self pumping

Controlling Model with or without anode, With or without inter-
Electrode covered grid can use to

100kW peak value cepting electrode

Volume, large, heavy light, small
weight

Price moderate expensive Low moderate
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Although the traveling wave tube has a fairly broad bandwidth, its

bandwidth has a fairly strong relationship with peak value and efficien-

cy. The greater the peak power of the tube, the narrower the bandwidth;

the wider the bandwidth of the tube, the lower its efficiency (refer

to Fig. 8.16)C1O). We can consider that on the traveling wave tube with

peak power as several hundred kilowatts, its bandwidth is not wider

than those of other types of tubes.

Large power traveling wave tubes generally use a triblade basic

forward wave coupling cavity slow wave circuit. When peak power electric

level surpasses 1MW, this forward basic wave circuit can reach a band-

width of (10o-15)%. But due to the chromatic dispersion of the triblade

and centipedal form slow wave circuit, although it causes it to have

fairly high power in the operational waveband, the gain on the edge

of the frequency band drop very fiercely.

Figure 8.17 is the output power properties of model VA-112A

traveling wave tube when there are different electron pouring voltage

and current. From the figure we can see that when there is a low out-

put power electric level (1MW), its bandwidth can reach 14.3%, but the

variations of output power in its bandwidth surpass 3dB, when there is

a high power electric level (>3MW), although power undulation reduces

to 1dB or more its bandwidth is only 10.7%. From this we can see that

when the high powered traveling wave tube mus+. obtain a fairly steady

output power, its bandwidth is not very wide.

In large-scale surface radar, its required peak power often reaches

as high as several megawatts to several tens of megawatts, it is very

difficult for high powered traveling waves to give this kind of high

peak power, so we more often use klystrons.

Klystrons can give extremely great peak power. According to reports,

they can give out 100MW in the S waveband. Although the waveband is

relatively narrow, it is opposite from the traveling wave tube; the

larger the output peak power of the tube, the easier it is to make

the bandwidth wide. Only its efficiency sharply decreases with the

bandwidth (refer to Fig. 8.16). When bandwidth is 1%, efficiency then
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drops to only approximately 30%.
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FIG. 8.15 RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN AVERAGE POWER AND
FREQUENCY OF DIFFERENT TYPES
OF LINEAR RAY TUBES
KEY: (a) Twystron; (b)
Coupling cavity traveling
wave tube; (c) Average power;
(d) Cyclic pulse magnetic
fo.cus; (e) Cyclotron; (f)
Coupling cavity traveling wave
tube; (g) Cyclic permanent
magnetic focus; (h) Helical
line traveling wave tube;
(i) Frequency

To sum up, the primary advantages of high powered klystrons are

that gain is high (can reach 50dB and higher), phase linearity is good,

and clutter output is low. But its major shortcoming is that the in-

stantaneous bandwidth is narrow, and this is precisely the primary

goal of frequency agile radar. Therefore researchers are using very

great effort to resolve this problem.

To increase the klystron bandwidth there are primarily the fol-

lowing methods:

(i) Make the tuning distribution of the central cavity in a

fairly wide frequency range.
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FIG. 8.16 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
BANDWIDTH OF LINEAR RAY TUBE AND
PEAK POWER AND EFFICIENCY
(a) Bandwidth; (b) Coupling cavity
traveling wave tube; (c) Helical
line traveling wave tube; Cd) Hel-
ical line traveling wave tube;
Ce) Traveling wave klystron; Cf)
Kly stron; (g) Peak power output;
(h) Frequency; Ci) Twystron; (1)
Helical line traveling wave tuot.;
(k) Coupling cavity traveling wave
tube; (1) Helical line traveling
wave tube; Cm) Bandwidth

(2) Use the method of cavity coupling to widen the resistance of
the output cavity.

Although at this time we can increase the width of the frequency,
the gain undulation in its operational frequency is fairly large. This
also cannot satisfy the requirements for frequency agility between the
pulses. To make its gain frequency properties steady, we can use the
following methods:
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FIG. 8.17 OUTPUT POWER AND

FREQUENCY PROPERTIES OF MODEL
VA-125A HIGH POWER TRAVELING
WAVE TUBE

(1) Make each cavity have different gap lengths and different

loads.

(2) Use an electronic computer to carry out synthesis on the

tuning frequency and Q value of the cavity, to make the limit of its

response on a repeated frequency plane (thus the tuning frequency of

the cavity) be positioned in an ellipse, to satisfy the requirements

of a mutual corresponding response.

After adopting the above measures, we can make the klystron

bandwidth with 1MW peak power electric level increase to approximately

5%. The klystron with 10MW level can reach approximately 10%.

Presently the klystron that has achieved the widest bandwidth

is VA-812C, a P waveband klystron. Its operational frequency range

is 400-450MHz, the electron bandwidth reaches 12%, peak power is 8MW,

average power is 30kW, pulsewidth is 6 microseconds, peak voltage of

the electron ray is 145 kilovolts, gain is 30dB, highest efficiency
is 40%.
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The efficiency of the wideband klystron must be inferior to

the narrow band, its primary reason is that it uses a fairly high

diversion system, to widen the frequency band and make the central

cavity Q value decrease with the break that is made by the resistance

of the output interval.

Recently, using the method of two harmonic waves together the

transformation efficiency of the klystron can raise to 70-80%. But

this is only suitable to narrow band klystrons, for wideband klystrons

we can use a longer drift region to replace the two harmonic wave ca-

vities to raise efficiency. Although efficiency can raise to approxi-

mately 58%, its corresponding bandwidth is still fairly narrow.

In the recent few years, frequency agile radar extensively uses a

traveling wave twystron, it combines the advantages of the two tubes,

from this it gets its name.

Regarding the klystrons we can say, the main advantage is that

gain is high, the major part of its gain is obtained by its input

cavity, therefore in this mixed type tube it uses the input cavity

of the klystron as the primary measure to make it obtain high gain.

But the primary weakness of the klystron is that the bandwidth is nar-

row, the primary method to increase its bandwidth is to decrease the

Q value of its resonance cavity. Decreasing the Q value of its input

cavity is comparatively easy to achieve, therefore driving power is

fairly low, and after input cavity add loads it is not likely to bring

about a high degree of wear and tear. But the power electric level of

the output cavity is high, after add loading it can bring about a de-

crease in efficiency, because the output cavity is the major factor

limiting the klystron bandwidth. In the mixed type diode it uses the

triblade form output circuit of the traveling wave tube, this resolves

the bandwidth problem of the output circuit, and using a short output

wave (its gain is approximately 6-10dB) can ensure a high efficiency

within the operational frequency, but this can give rise to dropping

of gain on the frequency band edge (approximately 6-10dB). In order to

resolve this problem we can join the frequency properties of different

tuning klystron input cavities, make them mutually compensatory, and
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finally can obtain the corresponding steadying prope-ties.

This way, the mixed type tube has the same power electric level

and operational frequency as the klystron, its bancdwidth can increase

approximately 50%, and its efficiency is almost the same as that of

the klystron. Although gain is somewhat inferior to the gain of the

klystron, it is higher than that of a traveling wave tube of the same

length. Moreover, the undulation of its gain (when constant drive)

within the frequency can reduce as low as 1dB. Unlike the traveling

wave tube it reaches more than 6dB. Aside from this, the primary

gain of the mixed type tube is obtained by part of the klystron, there-

fore the variation of its botal gain on-the electron beam voltage is

unlike the kind of sensitivity of the traveling wave tube, when the

electron beam voltage varies 10-20%, it still can keep the corresponding

form of the gain and phase frequency properties invariant.

But, the mixed type of tube also has a certain weakness; its gain

and phase properties do not have the kind of uniformity as those of the

fairly low power forward directional basic wave coupling cavity travel-

ing wave tube, this is due to the results of irregular tuning. Gener-

ally its phase properties deviate from a straight line when there is

a 10% bandwidth approximately ±250, when there is a particular design

it can reduce to ±100, this also can satisfy the requirements for pulse

compression radar.

In the following section we will explain in detail some design

methods and primary properties of model TV-2091 high powered twystron

that was designed by France's Tang MuXun-CSF company that specialized

in THD 1955 multiple beam fully coherent jump frequency radar (11)

This is an S waveband, 20MW peak power tube.

Because-the largest bandwidth that can be achieved by the antenna

waveguide system of this multiple beam radar is approximately 10%, there-

fore it requires the bandwidth of the extreme power amplification tube

to also at least be able to be 10%, so that it won't be likely to influence

the bandwidth of hte whole machine. Using a pure klystron, a band-
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width of this width cannot be achieved, and the gain of a traveling

wave tube is also too low. Therefore, it was decided to use a travel-

ing wave twystron. Because part of the output circuit of the bandwidth

of the tube is primarily determined by the klystron part, therefore

this tube basically can be considered as a particular klystron. Be-

cause the klystron's electron beam production and formation section,

electron beam and resonance cavity electromagnetic field energy con-

version section, and output coupling section are correspondingly indepen-

dent, therefore it is fairly easy to carry out a design to obtain the

best parameters. The main contents of the design are deciding the

electron beam resistance dimensions, drift tube length, drift length

(adjacent cavity distance), resonance frequency of the resonance cavity,

and Q value (it can add. load). The design of the whole tube, aside

from ensuring a certain output power and efficiency, primarily centers

on the ability to have sufficient bandwidth, and when there is constant

input power, the output power has as little undulation as possible in

operational frequency, to suit the requirements for jump frequency

between the pulses. In order to satisfy this requirement, we must

adopt the following measures in the design of the tube: firstly we must

use non-uniform cavity distribution intervals. Experiments prove that

the gain undulation of 8 cavities that were evenly distributed reached

12dB, while the non-uniformly distributed cavities could be as small

as 7dB; secondly its bandwidth output circuit uses three backward-wave

filters, furthermore in its design method it does not use the mutual

wave filter computation method that was often used in the past, but

uses the best equivalent wave vein filter computation method. The

undulation of the frequency properties that this method obtains is

fairly small; the third measure is suitably selecting the resonance

frequency and Q value of hte resonance cavity, to mutually compensate

with the undulation of the frequency properties of the output circuit

and obtain the smoothest frequency properties.

After adopting the above measures, we can obtain as low as 1dB

undulation in a 10% bandwidth. When maintaining a constant 100 watt

input power, the output power properties in the pass band under two

operational conditions are as Fig. 8.18 shows. From the figure we
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can see that output power undulation when there is high-powered

operation.is only 0.85dB, its efficiency is also fairly high-it can

reach 41%. The undulation when there is low-powered operation thus is

fairly high, approximately 1.3dB. Efficiency also is fairly low, 39%.
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FIG. 8.18 PROPERTIES OF
OUTPUT POWER AND FREQUENCY
OF MODEL TV-2091 HIGH-POWERED
TRAVELING WAVE KLYSTRON

Other parameter indexes of the TV-2091 six-cavity traveling wave

klystron are as follows: gain as large as 50dB; efficiency as high as

30%; peak power 20MW; average power 30kW; pulsewidth 10 microseconds.

Using an oxidized beryllium moulded circular wideband output window,

the standing wave ratio in operational frequency is lower than 1.1.

Because output peak power is greater than the puncture power of the wave

guide, therefore a high pressure atmosphere of 150 lbs/sq. inch is

charged in the wave guide. The entire tube is water-cooled once, flow

rate is 1.5 gal./minute, and again is evaporation-cooled.

At the same time another average-powered, even larger model TV-

2092 tube was designed, it also operates in the S waveband, the band-

width reaches 10%. Its peak power is 8MW, and average power reaches

200kW. Pulsewidth is 500 microseconds. Its phase linearity is extremely

good, thus it can be used in pulse compression radar systems of 500:1.

Table 8.3 gives the parameters of some typical traveling wave

klystrons.
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TABLE 8.3 PARAMETERS OF SOME TYPICAL TRAYELING WAVE KLYSTRONS
Model # Frequency Range Corresponding Peak Average Gain ]fic- Operation- Pulsewidth

(gigahertz) Bandwidth(%) Power Power (dB) ienc . al Ratio (Microseconds)
1dB Undulation (MW) (kW) ()

VA-145D 2.7-2.9 7.2 5 11 38 40 0.002 8
VA-145H 2.7-2.9 7.2 5 4 26 35 0.002 6
VA-145B 2.75-2.95 7.1 5 12 40 40 0.0025 10
VA-145E 2.9-3.1 6.9* 3 6.5 34 - 35 0.00175 7
VA-145J 3.015-3.215 6.5* 4.5 10 40 36 0.0025 10
VA-145F 3.1-3.6 7.5* 8 17 36 35 0.002 10
VA-145LV 3.1-3.5 12.1 1.0 1.0 30 30 50
VA-915A 3.1-3.6 14.9* 8 28 33 35 0.003 40
TV-2091 3.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 >50 >30 10
TV-2092 S 10 8.0 200 500
VA-146 5.4-5.9 8.9 3 10 35 40 0.002 20
VA-913A 5.4-5.9 8.9 5 10 40 38 0.002 20
VA-146M 5.4-5.9 8.9 S 10 36 35 0.002 10
VA-146C 5.4-5.9 8.9 5.5 10 36 40 0.002 12.5
Model f Electron Beam Electron Beam Electron Beam Weight (lbs) Length (inches)

Voltage (kV) Current (amp) Control

VA-145D 117 84 Cathode 120 43
VA-145H 117 90 Cathode 125 43
VA-1458 125 92 Cathode 120 43
VA-14SE 117 80 Cathode 129 43
VA-145J 117 Cathode 125 43
VA-145F 155 125 Cathode 110 43
VA-14SLV 80 45
VA-91SA 180 151 Cathode 275 57
TY-2091 220 225
TV-2092
VA-146 140 100 Cathode 100 35
VA-913A 135 98 Cathode 128 35
VA-146M 139 102 Cathode 100 35
VA-146C 137 92 Cathode 100 35

for 3dB instantaneous bandwidth
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8.3.2 GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE CROSS FIELD AMPLIFIER

In recent years, the cross field amplifier(CFA) has had extremely

great development, especially after using a cathode driver, its gain

increased to 28dB, overcoming its major drawback, and performance is

even more ideal. Therefore it possesses even greater competetive

ability than the linear ray tube.

The so-called CFA simply refers to the intersected state of its

additional magnetic field direction and electronic field direction.

The moving orbit of the electrons in it is an outer arranged line,

its motion velocity is v =E/B (E is electronic field strength, B is

magnetic induction strength), and it is synchronous with the speed of

the ele~tromagnetic wave. In the process of energy exchange with the

electromagnetic field, the kinetic energy of the electrons does not

change, it only-exchanges the potential energy into microwave energy,

therefore its efficiency is very high. Also because its electron

velocity v i-s much smaller than the electron velocity that is deter-

mined by the same voltage in the linear ray tube (approximately a 10

to 1 comparison), therefore the distance between the joints of its

slowwave line is much smaller than the distance between the joints

of the corresponding linear ray tube; when distance between the joints

is the same, the operational voltage of the latter is much lower.

The CFA can be divided into two types, one type is the forward

directional wave type, the other is the backward-wave type. In the

forward directional type the direction of the radio frequency power

flow in it and the direction of the radio frequency speed are alike,

the backward-wave type then is opposite. In order to make the electron

ray able to exchange energy with the high frequency electromagnetic

field, the model and direction of its radio frequency speed must be

consistent with the velocity and direction of the electron motion.

Therefore the direction of the radio frequency power flow of the for-

ward directional wave tube is the same as the direction of the electron

motion. The backward-wave type then is opposite.
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These two types of tubes can again each be divided into repeat

entry and non-repeat entry types, the so-called repeat entry type sim-

ply refers to the electron newly entering the electromagnetic field

to carry out energy exchange after exchanging energy with the radio

frequency electromagnetic field. Therefore its gain receives the

limitations of the feedback oscillator. It generally cannot be too

high, only around some ten decibels. Usually the slow wave structure

of the repeat entry type is circular. But the linear type of non-

repeat entry also is circular. The repeat entry type usually uses

distributed electron transmissions, its area is much larger than the

area of the cathode transmission area in the corresponding linear ray

tube electron gun, therefore it is a device with a high diversion co-

efficient. The distributed transmission ckn satisfy the requirements

of the radar for high power and low voltage.

Although the cross field amplifier (CFA) has many types of tubes,

presently the most commonly used is the repeat entry forward direction-

al wave tube and the repeat entry backward-wave tube (usually called

increased amplitude tube). These two tubes both are known for high

efficiency and low volume. Recently,because they use a new structure

of long circuit, cathode driver, cold cathode, high voltage cooling,

etc., the performance of these tubes have had very great improvement.

High efficiency is regarded as the primary property of the model

M device, the efficiency of the increased amplitude tube can reach as

high as (40-80)%, the efficiency of the forward wave tube is slightly

lower, but also is (30-60)%. Therefore conducting extreme power amp-

lification can greatly economize on power source consumption. Using

the CFA as an extreme transmitter, its overall efficiency is unusually

close to extreme efficiency. For example, the overall efficiency of

the two stage amplification chain is 'iO0.9,,. High efficiency must go

through the power of cool dissipation to become low. It can simpli-
.fy the cooling system and also further reduce the power that is neces-

sary for cooling. The anode voltage of this tube is fairly low, on the

one hand this can simplify the insulation problem, and therefore can

increase the device density and be unlikely to produce a flickering

phenomenon; on the other hand, again unlike X ray protection that is
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required that way by the linear ray tube, this further reduces the

volume of the device. Aside from this the installed height of the

tube also is much lower than that of the linear ray tube, therefore

it is convenient to use this device in highly limited trailers or in

the engine room of aircraft.

Another merit of this type of tube is that it is very easy to make

a wide frequency band, and this also is exactly what is necessary to

raise the jamming resistance of frequency agile radar. Generally, the

bandwidth of the forward wave tube can reach (10-15)%, the bandwidth

of the increased amplitude tube of the backward-wave type is slightly

more narrow, but also can reach (8-12)%. Moreover, in operational

frequency it reaches a fairly high output power degree, its power

level calibration is also very simple.

Another merit of the cross field amplifier (CFA) is that phase

linearity is good, its deviated linearity is usually within +5 , and

also its phase stability is fairly good, the phase variations that are

caused by 1% current variations are 0.50-30. Therefore it is especial-

ly suitable for pulse compression radar.

The primary shortcoming of this kind of tube is that gain is

fairly low, the gain of the increased amplitude tube is within the
range of 6-18dB, and the gain of the forward directional wave tube is

within the range of 10-16dB. This shortcoming makes the CFA suffer

limitations in very long times. However, using cathode driver tech-

niques this shortcoming has recently been overcome to a large extent.

Much earlier some people assumed that if they used high frequency driv-

ing power from cathode input (cathode also makes slow wave lines), it

would be convenient to set up a raised frequency field on the cathode

surface; it takes the form of a derivative function to attenuate towards

the direction of the anode, this way, the fairly small input power

can make the cathode drive, thereby greatly raising the gain of the

tube. At this moment the cathode plays a double role, both as input

circuit and as an electron source. The radio frequency signal drives

the electron transmission, and at the same time controls the size of
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the electron current. A simplified diagram of its structure is as

Fig. 8.19 shows(Io) . According to reports, in 1975 Thunder Company

manufactured a cathode driver platinum tube, the cathode uses a plati-

num manufactured cross structure, it operates in the L waveband, peak

power is 1MW, gain surpasses 30dB, bandwidth is 8%, efficiency is 78%.

In 1977 the cathode drive principle was again applied to a forward

wave tube, and obtained a gain of higher than 28dB and a bandwidth of

14%. This kind of index makes the cross field device obtain even

stronger competative ability.

Another drawback of the cross field device is that its straight

through plug-in loss is very small (for example the plug-in loss of

the increased amplitude tube is only 0.5-2.0dB, the plug-in loss of

the forward wave tube is only 1.5-3dB), therefore the standing wave

ratio of the later stage can influence the former stage. For example

if the standing wave ratio of the end stage load is 1.5:1, the power

that is reflected by this standing wave ratio will be 14dB lower than

the transmitting power. But after it goes through the tube, on certain

frequencies it will group with the reflected power in the tube, when

going to the input end of the tube it will only be 8dB lower than the

transmitting power. If the gain of this end stage is 10dB, then this

reflected power must be 2dB greater than the input power. This then

can severely influence the operation of the former stage. Therefore

in using the cross field device as the transmitter of the end stage

power amplification, in the end stage and stage before the end it is

necessary to add an iron oxygen isolator, to reduce the influence of

the reflected power. As in the above example, even if adding an iso-

lator that pozsesses a 16dB isolator ratio, it can only ensure the

standing wave ratio seen from the stage before the end to be 1.5:1.

However, this shortcoming can also be uti'lized. When the end stage

gain is fairly small, the output power absolute value of the stage be-

fore the end is fairly large, therefore it is possible to carry out

"straight through" operations, when closing the end stage or when block-

age occurs in the end stage, the power of the stage before the end will

go through the end stage and go directly to the antenna.
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FIG. 8.19 SIMPLIFIED DIAGRAM
OF THE STRUCTURE OF A CATHODE
DRIVE CROSS FIELD DEVICE
KEY: (a) Slow wave structure
(cathode); (b) Cathode cycle
structure; (c) 1. High frequency
input, 2. Matching load; (d)
Electron space charge; (e)High
frequency output; (f) Match-
ing load

Another shortcoming of the cross field amplifier (CFA) is that

output clutter signals are fairly great, within each megahertz band-

width are approximately 3,0-60dB lower than carrier waves. Moreover,

it is related to the driving power. The larger the input drive, the

smaller the clutter. To put it differently, the clutter of the tube

with high gain must be somewhat greater than that of the tube with low

gain.

A very great property that the CFA has is that is can use a cold

cathode. Because even if in a device that has a very high vacuum degree

there are still enough gas elements(for example when the atmospheric

pressure is 10-8, there are approximately 3x10 8 elements/cubic centi-

meter). When adding high frequency energy, some certain gas elements

in it will then be ionized, some certain free electrons will then be

pulled back to the cathode burface. So long as the cathode is made

from material that possesses a sufficient quadratic electron trans-

mission system, then it can stimulate enough quadratic transmissions

and cause its full cathode current to be quickly set up. Its setting
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up time is very short, usually only five nanoseconds, therefore without

needing any preheating or added heating time it can enter full peak

power and full average power motion. Moreover, the variations of this

cold cathode are not sensitive to the pulsewidth and operational ratio,

and can be used in different operational forms. This cold cathode

not only can economize on filament power, but also, due to the high

voltage insulation, can save on filament transformer that has a very

large volume. In certain tubes that have a high average power, be-

cause they generally have an approximately 5% input power dissipation

on the cathode, therefore they even still must use liquid cooling to

prevent the "cold" cathode from becoming too hot. In the past, be-

cause the quadratic transmission properties of the cathode material

could not be controlled very well, therefore its length of operational

life could not be ensured. Recently, after using the platinum metal

quadratic transmission cathode, we can ensure its life will be as long

as 10,000 hours or more.

As the previous section recounts, in applications of frequency

agile radar, the end stage power amplification amplifier is required

to have as wide as possible an instantaneous frequency band and have

Ls smooth as possible output properties in operational frequency. Firs-

tly, the bandwidth of the cross field amplifier (CFA) does not receive

the limitations of gain drop, but primarily receives the limitations

of the operational stability. The above two CFAs both belong to the

repeat entry category, namely, their slow wave structures are approxi-

mately circular. This way, after the electrons that become beams by

high frequency electromagnetic field accumulation go through the out-

put system, they turn around to newly enter the input end of the slow

wave system.

Because the newly-entered electrons become a beam, therefore when

they enter into the input end of the slow wave structure they have the

problem of being the same as or the opposite from the input radio

frequency signal. When they are the same, it has a positive feedback

effect and makes the gain of the entire tube increase. Opposite, it
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will make the gain decrease. This phase relationship is related to

the length of the slow wave structure and the frequency of the input

signal. The shorter the length of the slow wave s+lucture, the wider

the frequency range that maintains the positive feedback. For example,

regarding the increased amplitude tube that possesses a fairly short

slow wave structure, it can maintain this positive feedback within a

10% bandwidth, although its slow wave structure is very short, it still

can depend on the positive feedback to obtain equal gain and fairly high

efficiency. Another advantage of tubes with this short slow wave struc-

ture is because its total phase length is fairly short (generally only

6000) therefore its "cold" and "hot" phase lengt .variations are very

small. Therefore, its phase stability is unusually good, typical value

is when the anode current varies 1%, phase only varies 0.5 degrees.

In order to eliminate the limitations of the repeat entry electron

beam assembly on its bandwidth, we can use an incontinuous slow wave

structure, establishing a drift region between its input and output that

does not have a high frequency field (see Fig. 8.20). This is to cause

the repeat entry electron to be dispersed by the space charge before

entering the input end. After using this method it can obtain an even

wider bandwidth. But because there are no p6sitive feedback effects

of the repeat entry electrons, therefore in order to obtain the same

gain it is necessary to have an even longer slow wave construction,

generally its length reaches 14 wavelengths (approximately 50000 phase

length). Precisely because of this reason, the frequency bandwidth of

the forward directional wave must be wider than that of the backward-

wave type increased amplitude tube, but because its phase length is

relatively long, therefore its phase stability must be somewhat inferior

to that of the increased amplitude tube. When its typical values each

vary 1% of the anode current, the phase variation is approximately 20.

The long circuit also increases circuit wear and tear, thereby decreasing

the efficiency of the tube, this is also one reason why the efficiency

of the forward wave tube is lower than that of the increased amplitude

tube.
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FIG. 8.20 USING THE DRIFT REGION
AND CONTROLLING ELECTRODE TO
SOLVE THE PROBLEM OF REPEAT ENTRY
ELECTRON ACCUMULATION
KEY: (a) Anode and slow wave
circuit; (b)"Cold" cathode;
(c) Radio frequency input; (d)
Controlling electrode (e) Drift
region; (f) Radio frequency output.

However, after the slow wave structure lengthens it will cause

the size of the anode to enlarge, this contributes to the stray heat

factor of the anode and can increase the average power of the-tube.

In certain increased amplitude tubes that use long circuits, even

though they do not use the drift region to eliminate accumulation of

the electron beam, when they operate on a good several beneficial cycles

with unbeneficial repeat entry in a 9% bandwidth, they also do not

discover the undulation of gain in the bandwidth. The reason for this

is still not too clear.

Next, although the forward wave tube and backward-wave tube have

no particular striking differences in general parameters (such as

bandwidth, gain, efficiency, etc.), when operating in a very wide

frequency band, the anode voltage that is required is very different.

The forward directional wave tube requires a comparatively constant

anode vovage, while the backward-wave tube requires the anode voltage

to vary with its operational frequency, to obtain relatively good

operational properties. In fixed frequency radar, this is not an out-

standing problem, but in variable frequency-especially frequency agile-

radar, this problem is comparatively outstanding.
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In order to understand this property it is first necessary to

take a look at the differences between forward directional type and

backward type cross field amplifiers (CFA) on frequency-phase shift

properties. The so-called frequency-phase shift diagram (sometimes

called a 0-p chart) also is the property of the phase shift of the

slow wave structure following frequency variations. Figure 8.21 gives

the frequency-phase shiftchart ( 9 ) of the forward directional tube and

the backward-wave type CFA. Because the direction of the radio frequen-

cy power of the backward-wave type CFA is opposite from the phase speed,

therefore its frequency-phase shift chart is also opposite from that of

the forward directional wave tube. In the figure the straight line

that goes past the primary point represents the constant phase speed

line. This phase speed corresponds to certain accelerated voltage of

the anode. This way, if the tube is required to have an operational

frequency band, the phase speed that it corresponds to also has a

specific range. This specific range also determines the corresponding

anode voltage variation range. If the frequency that changes the input

signal does not correspondingly change the value of the anode voltage,

then the speed of the electron beam cannot match the phase speed of

the radio frequency electromagnetic field, and can cause the gain and

the efficiency to simultaneously decrease. But, from the figure we

can see that when the operational frequency varies, the anode variations

that are required in the forward wave tube must be much smaller than

those in the backward-wave type increased amplitude tube. This is also

to say that the forward wave tube possesses fairly good "constant

voltage" properties when the operational frequency varies, which is

especially important in frequency agile radar. Because it can cause

the radar to operate when there is high speed pulse jump frequency

it s ill uses fixed anode voltage, this can cause a "continuous flow"

type forward wave tube that does not need a modulator. For example,

a forward wave CFA in a 10% frequency band only requires a 1% voltage

variation when current is constant, because its dynamic-state resis-

tance is only 10% of the static-state (continuous flow resistance);

therefore when operating on a constant voltage source, the current

pulled out by the tube will vary 10% in he entire operational frequency

band.
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FIG. 8.21(1) FREQUENCY-PHASE SHIFT CHART
OF FORWARD WAVE CFA (2)FREQUENCY-PHASE
SHIFT CHART OF BACKWARD-WAVE CFA
KEY: (a) Constant speed line; (b) Fre-
uency; (c) Operational frequency band;
d)Model; (e) Phase shift of each sec-

tion; (f) Frequency; (g) Constant speed
line; (h) Operational frequency band;
(i) Model; (j) Phase shift of each section

The backward-wave type increased amplitude tube thus will not

work. In order to make it able to operate in the best condition,

when frequency varies 12%, it requires the anode voltage to vary 16%

or more. If the anode voltage remains fixed and invariable, then

its output power variations will not exceed 100%.

Although this weakne.8saexists in the backward-wave type increased

amplitude tube, this is not to say that this tube cannot be applied

in frequency agile radar. This is because in the increased amplitude
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tube with cathode pulse control, the voltage of the continuous flow

high voltage source does not go directly tothe microwave tube, but
goes to the microwave tube after going through the modulation tube.

Therefore, so long as we select the appropriate modulator circuit,

ausing its output resistance to match with the dynamic-state resistance

of the tube, we can resolve this problem (we will discuss this problem

later). But in the backward-wave type tube with continuous operation,

conditions are not the same.. At this time the continuous flow high

voltage source goes directly to the microwave tube. Therefore this

backward-wave type continuous flow operational tube can only operate

on fixed frequency, so it actually is not useful. Only the forward

directional wave type continuous flow operational tube is valuable for

practical use.

In the CFA that uses a cold cathode, because its cold cathode de-

pends on an additional radio frequency pulse to start, therefore an

additional radio frequency pulse must not lead a certain time more

than the cathode pulse high voltage, to make its cathode start fairly

early. However, although a drift region exists in the tube it does not

immediately stop after the radio frequency pulse is eliminated. This

is because the repeat entry electrons still have sufficient energy,

enough to make the quadratic electron transmission of the cathode be

safegaurder (the hot electron transmission of the cathode also causes

it to safegaurd enough quadratic transmissions after the radio frequency

input stops), this can cause the tube to produce oscillation at the

frequency band edge or produce a wideband noise oscillator to go

directly to the cathode pulse high voltage until it ends. In order

to resolve this problem, in this type of CFA we often use a controlling

electrode (see Fig. 8.20), sometimes called a closing electrode. In

an instant before radio frequency ends, an anode is added on this col-

lecting electrode to collect the electrons through the drift region.

The rear edge of this-positive pulse delays one time more than the rear

edge of radio frequency input pulse, to ensure that the tube is not

likely to start up again. Further research afterwards discovered that
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using the controlling electrode often, we still can cause the tube to

have "continuous flow operations", and also, so long as there is a

constant high voltage on the anode and cathode of the tube, later

depending on the radio frequency input making the tube start, we use

a narrow pulse on the controlling electrode to make the tube close.

Because the pulse voltage that is added on the controlling electrode

only has 1/3 of the pulse that was originally added on the cathode,

and the current also only has 1/3, therefore the requirements of the

modulator can be greatly simplified. This can cause it to operate on

exceedingly complicated modulated wave forms. For example, it can be

-- used in pulse lumped modulation radar that simultaneously possesses

very high distance identification and speed identification. But be-

cause the controlling electrode is an electrode with ground insulation,

and heat dissipation is relatively difficult, therefore it has a cer-

tain limitation on the highest pulse repeated frequency. In continuous

flow operational tubes, in order to avoid flickering between the anode

and cathode, its continuous flow perational voltage also cannot be too

high, therefore basic peak power also has certain limitations. Al-

though this is the case, the power maximum that it can reach still

can satisfy requirements for general applications. For example, in

the band in a C waveband has an SFD-237 forward wave tube with a con-

trolling electrode its continuous flow operational voltage is 27 kilo-

volts, peak output power reaches 1MW, and average power can reach 10kW.

Another method of continuous flow operations is using cathode

extinguishing techniques. The cathode extinguished forward wave amp-

lifier abolishes the controlling electrode, so long as the rear edge

of the high frequency pulse and the corresponding anode that is added

on the cathode is a positive pulse (extinguished pulse), it causes

the tube to close. Actual test results show that the extinguished pulse

that is added on the cathode can shorten the rear edge of the high fre-

quency drive pulse. Although the modulated energy that it requires is

greater than controlling electrode modulation, it eliminates the com-

plicated controlling electrode structure, and therefore is worth using.
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This continuous flow operational tube even can do self-closing.

So-called self-closing is simply when the high frequency signal of the

driver ends, the tube closes by itself, it is not necessary to add a

narrow pulse control signal in the controlling electrode. This opera-

tional form also is called self-modulation. At this time, so long as

there is a bias set voltage that is half of an equivalent anode voltage

that is added on the controlling electrode, then that is fine. This

controlling electrode is called a bias set electrode (or closing elec-

trode), and this kind of tube is called a radio frequency key control

continuous operational CFA. The bias set electrode will absorb 25%

anode current when the tube conducts, therefore this tube can be con-

sidered as a partial reoeat entry type. But it fully omits the pulse

modulator, and also does not have the limitations of the repeating

frequency of the pulse, but only must have a medium power bias voltage

source.

In order to even better improve the properties of the self-modula-

ting continuous flow operational tube, we conducted much research on

the structure, form, and position of the bias set electrode. For

example some people proposed that after the bias set electrode is not

located in the drift region but is located in the input end, and further-

more makes it sink to beneath the surface of the cathode, the end

also has a sudden break out. The cathode surface also has a slight

slope. This then makes the bias set electrode able to even more ef-

fectively gather electrons after the high frequency pulse terminates,

thereby causing the tube to close, when the high frequency pulse

arrives it again can reduce its interception of the electrons, to form

an amplification effect.

One shortcoming of this continuous flow operational CFA is that

it is not suitable for wide pulse operations. Because dynamic-state

resistance of the CFA is very low, therefore when its allowable output

power at the pulse end varies 10%, the anode voltage is only allowed

1% variation. This requires the anode power source to have very great
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capacitor. The wider the width of the transmitting pulse, the

larger the capacity of the capacitor. Although this can enlarge the

volume of the power source, no matter what it is much simpler than

the complicated modulator.

One benefit of the tube operating in a "continuous flow state"

is: because it is in full voltage from beginning to end, therefore so

long as it is suitably designed, it cannot produce a % type oscillator.

From Fig. 8.21 we can see that the % type oscillator of the forward

wave tube is approximately 15% higher than its highest operational

frequency; but the type oscillator of the backward-wave type increased

amplitude tube is 15% lower than its lowest operational frequency,

further more the voltage producing a x type oscillator is lower than

the normal operational voltage. In general cathode pulse modulation

tubes, so long as the radio frequency input pulse already makes the

cathode start, when the rising and falling of the pulse voltage goes

through this voltage, it all can produce x type oscillation, this re-

quires the cathode pulse to have an edge that raises and lowers faster

than its setting up time. But in continuous flow operational tubes,

the input radio frequency drive pulse is required to have fast enough

rising time. Its reason is this: when the radio frequency drive reaches

1kW, it is enough to make the cathode start, but when it is necessary

to reach the corresponding power (for example, in high powered tubes

it is necessary to reach 50kW), it then can cause it to lock on the

input frequency. Because the tube adds full continuous flow voltage,

in the rising time of this input power it can produce full power

clutter output. In order to reduce this clutter output, it requires

the input drive pulse to have as short as possible a rising time.

8.3.3 SELECTION AND USE OF EACH TYPE OF CROSS FIELD AMPLIFIER(12)

To summarize the above discussion, the cross field amplifier (CFA)

can be divided into three primary types according to their operational

conditions: the cathode pulse control forward wave tube and backward-

wave type increased amplitude tube, the continuous flow operational
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band with controlling electrode forward wave tube, and the continuous

flow operational self-modulating forward wave tube. When there are

given technological requirements, exactly which tube to select is

not only related to the properties of the tube itself, but is also

related to such properties as the modulator that the tube uses, the

high voltage power source, the pressure stabilizer, and the safegaurd

circuit.

In cathode pulse control CFA, it is necessary to possess the same

fPll powered modulator with a magnetron. The modulator type that is

used also can be divided into the two types of the simulation line

soft tube modulator and hard tube modulator. The soft tube modulator

generally uses a pulse transformer for coupling (see Fig. 8.22(a)),

its output resistance is very high, therefore it is not only suitable

for forvard directional wave tubes, but also is suitable for increased

amplitude tubes to operate in a frequency agile state. Although

the voltage of the soft tube modulator is fairly low and efficiency is

fairly high, its primary weakness is that it is not suitable for vari-

able pulsewidth and wide pulse, and furthermore the pulse wave form

that it forms is fairly poor, and can give rise to phase modulation in

the pulse, therefore it is not suitable for pulse compression. Hard

tube modulators can be divided again into the two types of common

ground connection types and contact adjustment types. Because the

capacitor of common ground connection type hard tube modulator for

gro;nrd distribution is large and the requirements for the power source

are high, therefore we often use the contact adjustment type. The

diagram of its principles is shown in Fig. 8.22(b). To increase its

output resistance to satisfy voltage variations when the increased

amplitude tube has frequency agility, a feedback resistance of the

cathode contact of the switch tube causes its output current to be

constant. Therefore this hard tube modulator is also called a constant

flow hard tube modulator. Because the adjustment effect of the switch

tube can reduce the dropping of high voltage source in the pulse period,

therefore this modulator can be allowed to use a fairly small high

voltage capacitor. We will later discuss in detail the design and

computations of this modulator.
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FIG. 8.22 PRINCIPLES OF POWER SOURCE
OF SOFT TUBE MODULATOR AND CONSTANT
FLOW HARD TUBE MODULATOR
KEY: 1. (a) High voltage power source;
(b) Choke; (c) Pulse forming mesh;
(d) Cross field device; 2.(a) Switch;
(b) High voltage power source; (e)
Spark interval; (d) Cathode control
pulse generator; (e)Cross field device

All the soft tube modulators and constant flow hard tube modula-

tors can limit peak current when there is a microwave jump spark,

therefore jump sparks in the tube of the CFA can bring about an in-

dividual leaking pulse.

Now we will take a look at the modulator and power source of the

continuous operational controlling electrode forward directional wave

tube. As is recounted above, because this tube can directly operate

on the continuous flow power source, therefore a full powered pulse

modulator is not necessary, but for causing the tube to close it needs

a spark extinguishing pulse, this spark extinguishing pulse still needs

to produce by using a low power modulator (see Fig. 8.23(a)). Because

dynamic state resistance of the CFA is very low, it requires the drop-

ping of output radio frequency pulse power to be as low as 10% (0.5dB),

then it required the dropping of the high voltage power source to be
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(a)
FIG. 8.23 DIAGRAM OF CIRCUIT LINKAGE
OF CONTINUOUS FLOW OPERATIONAL FOR-
WARD DIRECTIONAL WAVE TUBE WITH
CONTROLLING ELECTRODE
KEY: 1. (a) High voltage power source;
(b) Spark interval; Cc) Sudden inter-
val pulse modulator; (d) Cross field
device. 2. (a) High voltage power source;
(b) Spark interval; Cc) Grid control
pulse generator; (d) Sudden interval
pulse modulator; (e)Cross field device

as low as 1%, this in turn requires an extremely large capacitor. In

order to resolve this problem we can add a contact adjustment tube

between the cross field device and the power source (Fig. 8.23(b)).

This adjustment tube must endure the full peak voltage and power source

of the microwave tube, therefore it will be as large as the hard tube

aodulator of a cathode pulse modulation cross field device, this loses

the advantage of continuous flow operation. Therefore we generally

use a contact voltage stabilizer in front of the high voltage capacitor,

this makes the continuous flow operational cross field amplifier (CFA)

to come into direct contact with the capacitor that stores energy. But

doing this can produce another problem, that is that the jump sparks

in the microwave tube can pull out extremely great current and cause

damage to the tube. To limit this current, it is necessary to use a
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limit and flow resistor in the output contact of the energy storage

capacitor. With these we simultaneously should add a spark interval

safegaurd circuit (sometimes called a prize circuit). This spark

interval triggers to disperse the jump spark circuit when the tube

jump sparks. Although this can safegaurd that the microwave tube is

not likely to be damaged, when there is jump sparking in the tube

it can cause the continuous flow operational forward wave tube to not

only leak out a certain pulse, but also discontinues for a time of

several milliseconds to several seconds, and goes directly to the

power source until the energy storage capacitor fully charges. Re-

cently a magnetron thyratron safegaurd circuit has emerged, its volume

is small, its cut-off time is short, and to a certain extent it resolves

this problem. In brief, the application of the continuous flow

operational forward wave tube primarily receives the limitations of the

light problem, because the high voltage power source of the continuous

flow operational tube is directly on tfhe surface, therefore its jump

spark probability is originally especially high, moreover, due to

the effect of the safegaurd circuit, the influence of the light on

its operating is also especially great, therefore it can only decrease

its peak power and average power as much as possible, in order to cause

fairly low voltage.

Another problem of the continuous flow foreward wave tube is that

the cathode current follows the very fast rise of the radio frequency

drive signal. Measurement test reslts show that its rising time can

only be several nanoseconds. The current of this very fast rise can

drive the oscillator on the power source leadwire, this oscillator

can give rise to undesirable phase and amplitude modulation in the

pulse period. In order to resolve this problem, we can use high vol-

tage cable as the leadwire, and cause its resistance to match the limited

low resistance of the light (see Fig. 8.24). At the same time, the

inductance in itself of the energy storage capacitor is required to be

as small as possible. The exceedingly fast rise of the cathode cur-

rent can make the radio frequency pulse of its output rise exceedingly

fast. This can make the spectrum of its radio frequency broaden. But
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up till now there is still no effective method to control its rising

time.

FIG. 8.24 FEEDBACK AND SAFEGAURD
CIRCUIT OF THE CONTINUOUS FLOW
OPERATIONAL FORWARD DIRECTIONAL
WAVE TUBE
KEY: (a) High voltage power source;
(b) Spark interval; (c) Forward
wave tube

On the basis of the above, we can list the properties of the

modulators and high voltage sources that are used by the cross field

amplifier (CFA). They are listed in Table 8.4.

In addition to the properties listed in Table 8.4, now we can

also list a comparison of three primary types of CFA,listed in Table

8.5.

From the tables we can see that all these three types of tubes are

suitable for jump frequency, moving target indication, and pulse com-

pression.

When there is extremely high pulse repeating frequency (pulse

interval'.20 microseconds) and a very narrow pulsewidth (several

microseconds to point several microseconds), the cathode pulse con-

trol CFA is not very beneficial, because the energy of the modulator

in the discharge on the parasitic capacitor is wasted. This can have

a fairly striking influence on the overall efficiency, the forward

wave tube with controlling electrode , so long as it has a relatively
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low sudden extinguishing pulse, will be more suitable to high repeating

frequency and short pulse than the former.

When there is a long pulse operation, the continuous flow opera-

tional cross field amplifier (CFA) is not very beneficial, because

it needs a very large capacitor to limit the dropping of the output

power in the pulse, if it requires the dropping of the power source

capacitor to be less than 1-2%, it then signifies that the capacitor

needs a pulse energy that is carried to the microwave tube that is

25-50 times the stored energy (because when the capacitor voltage

drops 1% the stored energy will reduce 2%). As to using the constant

flow hard tube modulator cathode pulse control CFA it can allow voltage

on the capacitor to drop 5-10% in a long pulse period. This way, the

capacitor, so long as the stored energy is carried to 5-10 times of

the energy of the pulse of the microwave tube, this can greatly reduce

the size of the capacitor. Although using a drop compensation net

between the capacitor and the forward directional wave tube can reduce

the capacitance that is needed by the continuous flow operations, this

drop compensation net can make the forward edge of the pulse produce

a small point when there are continuous flow operations. This is not

very desirable.

The performance of continuous flow operations when there is high

power is also very poor. This is primarily due to the jump spark that

is caused in the tube. As is previously recounted, when there is high

power the probability of jump sparking increases, each jump spark will

make the whole sy3tem stop operating for several microseconds to several

seconds, unless the jump spark rate of the tube reduces several levels,

or circuit techniques can make its jump spark only leak a monopulse,

at the present technological level this problem still cannot be resolved.

The so-called forward stage feed penetration (straight through)

when radar decreases power application, with the end stage closed

causes the power of the forward stage to penetrate the end stage tube

and be carried to the antenna. Obviously there is no way to achieve
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TABLE 8.4 SEVERAL DIFFERENT TYPES OF MODULATORS AND VOLTAGE POWER SOURCES
THAT ARE USED BY CROSS FIELD AMPLIFIERS
Cross Field Nodulator Whether or Variable I Performan e Pulse[ Pressure Allowable
Amplifier Type Inot it is Pulsewldth; when high Wave Stabilizer hfgh voltage
Type ;suitable Operation Repeated Form Needed for Drop (when

Ifor Jump Frequency Attenuating output pow-
Frequency Wave Veins er drop is
tOeration o I 10%) _

cthoje. simulated. yes no pooi flowft-ntspulse linear : clency drops)wave oW contactpcontrol linerveins .onant_

lincreased constant
plitude flow yes yes p g n

ube and hard i poor good not needed 10%
forward tube
ave tube *1*
Forward hard i contactwave tube tube npo ,
with cont- ground no yes poor good essure to 1%
rolling el- connect I _ stabilizer
ectrode dontin-I contact
uency key ous flowl yes yes good good pressure to 1%

ontrol peratlon stabil izer

Required Influence of Cross Field Device
Capacitor Jump Spark

_ On Peak Current O stem Operations
Twice normal Barely a leak
value pulse

small 1-2 times Barely a leak
normal value pulse

large High (transmit- OR needs to use
ability limit safegaurd, later
from hard tube) newly starts

large Unusually high Must use safe-
gaurd, later
newly starts
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TABLE 8.5 APPLICATION CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS DIFFERENT TYPES OF CROSS FIELD.AMPLIFIERS

ss field amplifier Cathode pulse Continuous flow operationaltyecontrol forward
wave tube and In- Controlling Radfo frequency
creased ampl Itude electrode Controll

aed aforward wave forward wave tube
tube tube

Jump Frequency good good good

Moving Target good good good
Indication
Pulse Compression good* good good

Short pulse (I1mips) poor slightly good
poor

Long pulse good slightly slightly poor
poor

High powered good slightly slightly poor
poor

Forward stage feed good slightly
Penetration poorNot appled

Tube Efficiency good good sllghtly poor

Modulator Efficiency slightly poor** good** Extremely good

Total Efficiency slightly poor good slightly poor

*Only can use hard tube modulator, soft tube modulator has wave vein problem In
the pulse.
**When short pulse operations, performance worsens.
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this operational pattern in the cold cathode radio frequency key

control continuous flow operational tube. Although it can be achieved

in the tube where the band has a controlling electrode, it is neces-

sary to add a "safeguard close" pulse on the controlling electrode

through the period of the entire pulse. The requirements of this

pulse are completely different from those of-the sudden-extinguishing

pulse, therefore we must have two different modulators, which comp-

licates the design. But operating on the forward stage feed penetration

in the cathode. pulse control tube is not the slightest problem. The

loss that it causes is only 1-2dB.

The efficiency of all these three tubes in themselves is almost

the same, the radio frequency key control type tube is slightly dif-

ferent, but because the requirements of the modulators each are dif-

ferent, therefore the efficiency of the modulators has fairly great

differences. The cathode pulse type requires a full powered modulator,

its efficiency is correspondingly low; although the controlling elec-

trode forward wave tube does not need a high-powered modulator to

operate in continuous flow, its sudden extinguishing pulse still must

have a medium-powered modulator; the radio frequency key control for-

ward wave tube does not need any modulator, therefore its efficiency

is the highest, corresponding to the efficiency of the continuous

flow power source. This way, overall efficiency is slightly higher

when the continuous flow operational forward wave tube is used.

To sum up the above explanation, although the continuous flow

operational forward wave tube does not need a high-powered modulator,

which really attracts people, in the end, because jump spark rate is

fairly high, it can bring about the suspension of the system, which

makes it useless. Only if we have a narrow pulse series with high

repeated frequency in the required transmitting group will we then

use a forward wave tube where the band has a controlling electrode

(for example in MPS-36 radar a transmitting series of 5 pulsewidths

0.25-0.5 microseconds is required, interval is a 1 microsecond pulse,

it uses the forward wave tube with controlling electrode). So the
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cathode pulse control cross field amplifier (CFA) thus obtains

extremely extensive use.

Table 8.6 gives the parameters of some CFAs.

From the table we can know that the efficiency of the increased

amplitude tube is slightly high, but its bandwidth is slightly narrow.

The backward-wave type increased amplitude tube that uses a long

circuit can obtain fairly wide corresponding bandwidth simultaneously

with high efficiency, moreover its average power maximum value also

greatly increases. Model QR 1606 increased amplitude tube that is

listed in the table is an example 13). Its operational frequency

reaches 12%, efficiency is as high as 60% or more, operational ratio

reaches 0.054. This tube also uses a platinum quadratic transmitting

cathode, its life is longer than 10,000 hours. The liquid cooling

that is used on all surfaces on the structure is used to avoid a

hot electron transmission of the cold cathode after starting the drive.

The typical operational properties of this tube are shown in Fig. 8.25.

From the figure we can see that in the operational frequency band an

anode voltage variation reaching 16% or more is required. The largest

pulsewidth of this tube reaches 200 microseconds or above, noise

level is approximately as low as carrier frequency 55dB/MHz, it is

especially suitable for pulse compression radar with high average

power.

The biggest drawback of the increased amplitude tube is that

anode voltage variations within a certain range are required in its

operational frequency band. This is extremely unbeneficial for its

jump frequency operational time. But, so long as we select the ap-

propriate modulator circuit we can resolve this problem. In the fol-

lowing sections we will research some problems of the jump frequency

transmitter of the increased amplitude tube.
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TABLE 8.6 PARAMETERS OF SOME FORWARD WAVE TUBES AND INCREASED AMPLITUDE TUBES

Model f Corresponding Peak Average Frequency Gain Effect- Anoc " Weight Note
Bandwidth() Power Power Range (dB) iveness m

(kW) (W) (gigahertz) (M) Voltage (lbs)(kY)

QKS-1319 15 100 3000 1.2-1.4 15 50 10 35
QKS-1396 10 40 200 3.135-3.465 13.5 50 11* 25
QKS-1397 10 1000 5000 3.135-3.465 16 50 30* 70
SFD-237 1000 10000 C 35-45 27*
SF0-257 8.9 1000 1000 5.4-5.9 13 50 30* 210 Band control electrode
L-5334 12 500 500 8.5-9.6 18 40 22 28

QKS 1267 6.7 60 1800 2.9-3.1 20 55-63 25-29' 50
** QKS 1110 6.7 1600 30000 2.9-3.1 9 60 50-54 120

QR1606 12 1000 50000 3.1-3.5 10 55-68 28-33
SF-222 8.9 1000 5.4-5.9 17 45 38 60

*Continuous Flow
**Forward Wave Tubes
***Increased Ampl itude Tubes
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8.3.4 APPLICATIONS OF INCREASED AMPLITUDE TUBES IN FREQUENCY
AGILE RADAR (14)

As the previous section explains, because the reverse space

harmonic waves of the backward-wave type increased amplitude tube fol-

lows the phase speed of the slow wave structure it increases with the

frequency increase. Therefore in order to obtain suitable interaction,

the speed of the electron beam must increase with the frequency in-

crease. Its cathode voltage must also increase with the frequency.

Figure 8.26 gives the volt-ampere characteristics of the increased

amplitude tube. When there are different operational frequencies

the increased amplitude tube has different volt-ampere characteristics.

In the figure frequency f2 is higher than frequency f1 " The variations
of peak current that are caused by the variations of this peak voltage

are related to the load properties of the modulator that is used.

Figure 8.23 also gives the load properties of soft tube (hydrogen

thyrotron) modulator and hard tube modulator. From the figure we can

see that if we use a soft tube modulator, then when the transmitting

frequency changes in the operational frequency band, the variation

of its current (AI1 ) is in an allowable range, therefore the power

going to the tube actually remains constant. Because the variations

of efficiency following frequency are not marked (refer to Fig. 8.21),

therefore the variations of the output power of the tube when frequency

varies are also not great. Conversely, if using a hard tube modulator,

from the figure we can see that when operational frequency varies, it

will cause its peak current to have very large variations (A&2 ), on

one hand this will give rise to the variations of output power when

there is jump frequency, on the other hand it even can cause the opera-

tional point of the increased amplitude tube to run outside of the

stable area, therefore this cannot be allowed.

Although using a soft tube modulator can resolve the problem,

because the pulse that is used by the soft tube modulator forms a

mesh, it is interlinked with certain pulsewidths. If the radar is re-

quired to change the pulsewidth and repeated frequency of the pulse

in operations, then there is no way to use the soft tube modulator.
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FIG. 8.25 OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLES
OF MODEL QR 1606 INCREASED AMPLITUDE
TUBE
KEY: (a) Output power; (b) Anode
voltage; (c) Efficiency; (d) Frequency

On top of that, the pulse wave form that is formed by the soft tube

modulator is relatively poor, often its forward edge has peak ups and

oscillation, this is very disadvantageous to the radar that uses pulse

compression. Due to the above factors, many radars still require

using hard tube modifiers. This way, if the radar operates in a jump

frequency state it is necessary to carry out adjustment of its peak

current. Because jump frequency is even carried out between the pulses,

therefore is requires this adjustment to have extremely high speed.

The simplest method is using the current negative feedback to stabilize

its peak current, seen from another point of view it also is simply

using the negative feedback to enlarge the output resistance of the

modifier, causing the peak variation time of the modulator to bring

about fairly small current variations.
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FIG. 8.26 VOLT-AMPERE PROPERTIES
OF THE INCREASED AMPLITUDE TUBE
KEY: (a) Peak voltage; (b) Load
line of ordinary hard tube modula-
tors; (c) Load line of pulse forming
mesh; Cd) Peak current

In the following section we will take a look at specific mod-

ulator circuits that have feedback. The pulse modulator that is used

by the cross field amplifier (CFA) is basically similar to the

ordinary magnetron modulator. Simultaneously with the input radio

frequency pulse, it needs a negative pulse high voltage added on the

cathode (for the purpose of simplicity the cathode of the cooling unit

is usually ground connected). The modulation tube of the ordinary

hard tube modulator (switch tube) is connected between the energy

storage capacitor and the high voltage power source, when the modula-

tion tube conducts, it corresponds to ground connecting an end of the

energy storage capacitor. The voltage that is charged by the stored

energy uses the negative high voltage pattern to go to the microwave

tube, causing the latter to enter into an operational state. But be-

cause the stored energy capacitor has very large geometric dimensions,

the circuit where these two ends are not ground connected causes the

distributed capacitance where the numeric value of the stored energy

capacitor towards the ground is very large to load completely on the

microwave tube. his specific numeric value of the distributed capaci-

tance towards the ground depends on the volume of the capacitor, the
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latter is determined by its capacity and its pressure endurance.

To avoid the dropping of the pulse level, the energy that is stored

in the capacitor is far greater than the energy that is transmitted

by each pulse. For example, if the pulse is 50 microseconds, the

power drop allowed in the pulse in 5%, peak power is 1MW, efficiency

is 50%, thus the needed stored energy reaches 6,000 joules. Assume

that operational voltage is 50 kilovolts. Then its distributed capaci-

tance is approximately 150 picafarads. This large a distributed

capacitance can give rise to many problems: firstly it can cause une

forward edge of the pulse that goes to the cathode to worsen, and

also can lead to producing a x type oscillation. Secondly it is

necessary to provide a specific power on this distributed capacitance,

this power is equal to the energy that is stored by it multiplied

by the repeating frequency. This power also is provided by the modu-

lation tube, this increases the power requirements for the modulation

tube. Thirdly, this distributed capacitance must go through the ap-

propriate channel to discharge whenthe pulse ends, its discharge time

cannot be too long, otherwise it can influence the rear edge of the

pulse. But the faster the discharge speed, the larger the necessary

added power.

Another problem that is brought by the two ends of the energy

storage capacitor not ground connecting is the safegaurd problem of

the light in the tube. Because when the energy exceeds 50 joules when

light is in the tube it is possible to damage a microwave power tube,

and the energy that is stored in the capacitor far exceeds this value

(as in the above example where it reaches 6,000 joules), therefore it

is necessary to use a trigger spark interval when there is light in the

tube for the energy that is stored on it to discharge. If the two ends

of the energy storage capacitor do not ground connect, then the two

ends of the &park interval also cannot ground connect. A problem

then exists in how the spark signal that is endured in the terrestrial

electric potential circuit will turn to the trigger electrode that

lies in the high electric potential spark interval.
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In order to resolve the above problem it is best to use

the modulation circuit where the stored energy capacitor ground

connects, at this time the modulation tube has contacts between the

energy storage capacitor and the microwave tube (as Fig. 8.27 shows).

At the same time, in order to carry out peak current adjustment, there

is a feedback resistor Rk that contacts in. its cathode. But at this

time, because the cathode and the grid of the modulation tube do

not ground connect, therefore the problem exists of how will the

modulation pulse signal go to the modulation tube that lies in nega-

tive high voltage. In order to resolve this problem, here we use an

endurance high voltage pulse transformer (see Fig. 8.27). But due

to the high voltage insulation level in the earlier stage, causing

its leakage affect to enlarge and its driver inductance to reduce,

this can bring about pulse rise time increase and pulse peak level

drop. To improve its rise time we can appropriately reduce the ring

amount, in order to resolve the problem of pulse peak drop, here we

use the diode limiter method (see Fig. 8.27).

Although we ground connect one end of the energy storage capacitor

in the modulation circuit, due to the capacitor of the increased

amplitude tube cathode on the filament and the capacitor of the fila-

ment transformer on the ground, we still have the capacitor of the

modulation tube cathode toward the ground equally making a distributed

capacitance C of the increased amplitude tube cathode toward theP
ground. To make this distributed capacitance able to very quickly

discharge after the pulse ends, in its two ends ( then the increased

amplitude tube cathode toward the ground) we use a discharge resistor

Rc (see Fig. 8.27). The resistance value of this discharge resistor

is determined by distributed capacitance capacity C and required
- ' T pdischarge time Tf determining (R.- 1. 6 But because the discharge

channel that is used is an ohm-tebistor, it not only can deplete power

when the pulse ends and discharges, but also can dissipate certain

power in the pulse period(Pmt.MVS..F,)
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FIG. 8.27 DIAGRAM OF THE PRINCIPLES OF THE
MODULATOR THAT USES CURRENT NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
AND ITS EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
KEY: (1) Limiter resistor; (2) Increased amp-
litude tube; (3) Radio frequency output; (4)
Discharge resistor; (5) Radio frequency input;
(6) Limiter diode; (7) Grid bias voltage; (8)
Limiter voltage; (9) Feedback distance; (10)
Negative high voltage; (11) Energy storage capa-
citor

The key problem in this modulator is how to select the appropriate
size cathode feedback resistor value, to cause it to be able to satisfy
that

Athe variations of peak current in the jump frequency period do not

exceed the allowed range. *If the variations of peak voltage of the

increased amplitude tube in the jump frequency frequency band are

AVm , then allowable peak current variations are 6Im" This is output

resistance Rm that is required by the microwave tube. It actually

is the parallel connection between output resistance Z from the
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modulator and discharge resistance Rc. Thus:

R.= ZR. AV.
"R. -- - (8.3)

Therefore, now the primary problem is finding the expression

for modulator output resistance, however, based on given values AVm

and -I m , the operational point of the modulator and computed cathode

feedback resistance value of Rk is selected. Output resistance Z of
the modulator with feedback resistance can be solved by the equivalent

circuit in Fig. 8.24:

Z r#(Ra+R,+RL(I -,)) +RCR(,(I+ w _)+R,(1 + P)) (8 4)
RC i +ILA) + R, +RC( +LAL,)-

In which:

modulation tube feedback

- modulation tube grid amplification coefficient

R,- grid resistance of the modulation tube

pt,- modulation tube grid amplification coefficient

R,- grid drive resistance

If we overlook the grid flow, then the above expression can be

greatly simplified as:

Z- + Rt( I + )(8.5)

From given Rm and parameters of the tube we can compute the

necessary Rk value:

Rt. 1 R.R.. (8.6)
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FIG. 8.28 DIAGRAM OF ACTUAL CIRCUIT THAT USES
A CURRENT NEGATIVE FEEDBACK MODULATOR
KEY: (a) Pulse coming from premodulator; (b)
Increased amplitude tube; (c) Radio frequency
output; (d) Grid bias voltage; (e) Separating
voltage; (f) High voltage power source; (g) In-
creased amplitude current detection transformer;
(h) Safegaurd circuit; Ci) Prize circuit; Ci)
Reference pulse

But because the modulation tube actually operates under grid flow

conditions, therefore expression (8.5) can only be used as a rough
estimate. A more precise value must find its differential parameters

by the operational point of the modulation tube, and later a suitable

Rk value will be selected and again its output resistance will be

accurately computed by expression (8.4). If this value cannot satisfy

the requirements then it must choose another Rk value to go directly

tonim value and not exceed the allowed value.' The Rk value can be

determined by the graph method. The value of Rk becoming very small

will cause the power dissipation of the modulation tube to become very

large (causing its tube pressure drop to increase), while Rk becoming

very large will require a very large grid drive. Therefore it is neces-

sary to have a compromise.

Figure 8.28 gives the diagram of an actual circuit that uses a

current negative feedback modulator.
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The anode voltage in the entire jump frequency bandwidth of the

increased amplitude tube that is used in it changes from 44 kilovolts

to56 kilovolts, peak current is 23 amps, furthermore when there is

jump frequency only 3 amp variation is allowed. If using an ordinary

hard tube modulator, its highest output resistance can only reach 1500

ohms, this will cause peak voltage to vary 8 amps and cannot be allowed.

Now the cathode series uses 70 ohm feedback resistance, it can cause

its output resistance to increase to 8 kilohms, the discharge resistance

of the parasitic capacitor is 10 kilohms, after parallel connection

is 4.45 kilohms. It can cause peak current to vary as little as 2.7

amps and thus can satisfy the requirements.

The parasitic capacitor that parallel connects with cathode

resistance Rk (for example the parasitic capacitor of the modulation

tube filament power source) can reduce feedback response speed. But

if feedback response speed is exceedingly fast, when it possibly

causes the cathode voltage of the increased amplitude tube to raise

to.s type voltage, it is worked with by the feedback circuit and sticks

on the s type. Therefore it is necessary to limit the feedback

response speed. In this circuit, when transmitted frequency very quick-

ly varies, its peak current reaches stability approximately within

0.1 microsecond.

The capacity of the energy storage capacitor that is used is 1

microfarad, high voltage power source is -70 kilovolts. Therefore the

stored energy is 2450 joules. Because the modulation tube is positioned

on negative high voltage, to avoid possible external discharge, with

the entire immersion of the tube in high voltage insulation oil we uso

forced oil circulation cooling. But its grid drive then becomes a

problem, and it is necessary to use a high voltage pulse transformer

that can endure 70 kilovblts in the first electrode, and a very good

pulse response is also required. In order to avoid the influence of

the dropping of the pulse peak on the feedback, in its second connec-

tion we use a low resistance limiter diode, and simultaneously design
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the drive pulse amplifier to make it possess a very high inner

resistance, to obtain fairly good limiter properties.

In order to prevent the inner tube spark current of the increased

amplitude tube from being exceedingly large and causing damage to the

tube, we use a spark interval in the two ends of the energy storage

capacitor. The triggering electrode of this spark interval goes

through a pulse transformer to link to an iron prize circuit, this cir-

cuit obtains a signal from a current detection transformer. When

the discharge current of the energy storage capacitor exceeds a certain

limit, then the triggered spark interval causes it to discharge. But

because the spark interval can quickly ionize, therefore in the

actual circuit in the two ends of the energy storage capacitor we also

parallel connect a LC contact resonance return circuit (not drawn in

the figure), the oscillator current of this return circuit can main-

tain the ionization of the spark interval, directly going to its

sparking current in itself to be able to maintain its ionization.

This hard tube modulator that possesses current feedback that

is actually manufactured can cause the increased amplitude tube to be

successfully applied in jump frequency radar, it even can operate in

a jump frequency state in the pulse. Actual tests show that when

its operational frequency jumps at high speed from the lowest end to

the highest end, the anode voltage variations of the increased amp-

litude tube reach 10 kilovolts, and peak current variations are as

little as 2.5 amps.
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CHAPTER IX

SOME PARTICULAR FREQUENCY AGILE RADAR SYSTEMS

9.1 SELF-ADAPTING FREQUENCY AGILE RADAR

In overall design and parameter selection of radar, we often will

meet with this condition: the requirements of several different kinds

of tactical technology and requirements for the same technological

parameters are contradictory, or different technological parameters

are required under different application condiitons and target con-

ditions. At this time, it is not possible to simultaneously satisfy

these contradictory requirements. In general radar design, we can only

select the technological parameters that can satisfy the primary re-

quirements based on the primary and secondary of the contradictions.

But if this technological requirement is related to application con-

ditions or target conditions, this is also to say that it unceasingly

varies, thus the parameters that are chosen when beginning the design

have much difficulty satisfying this requirement for variation.

In order to resolve this problem, radar that is presently designed

often maked many technological parameters all variable. For example,

frequency, power, frequency repetition, pulsewidth, receiver bandwidth,

etc., in actual applications the specific parameter can be selected

according to the specific conditions at the time. But by manually

determining the environment and the variations of the conditions and

again by artificially selecting technological parameters that are

$uitable to the environment and conditions, not only is reaction speed

very slow, but also precision is very poor. Therefore we generally

only can divide the corresponding parameters into a few rough grades,

to provide observation personnel a selection when becoming aware of

obvious needs.

With the development of environmental conditions monitoring

technology and electronic computer and automatic control technology,
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we now already can automatically conduct monitoring on the environ-

ment. The results of the monitoring compute the necessary best techno-

logical parameters. This radar system that can automatically adapt

to the environment is called "self-adapting radar".

In the past there have been various different types of designs of

self-adapting radar, the technological parameters that are primarily

controlled by it are differentiated. The earliest design and also the

simplest self-adapting radar is an angle measurement servo system with

a variable bandwidth. This can be regarded as an example to explain

the operational characteristics of self-adapting radar. In angle meas-

uremnt automatic tracking radar, the bandwidth on the servo system often

possesses contradictory requirements: in order to track a target that

possesses a fairly large angle measurement, the bandwidth of the

servo valve system is required to be enlarged, but in order to reduce

the influence of the noise on angle tracking, we are also required

to reduce the bandwidth of the servo system. Further research has

found that these two contradictory requirements occur when there are

different target conditions, when the target is fairly close to the

radar station, its angle velocity that corresponds to the radar station

is fairly large. At this time a fairly large servo bandwidth is re-

quired. When it is fairly far from the radar station, the corresponding

angle velocity reduces, at the same time the backward-wave intensity,

thus its signal-noise ratio, also decreases with it, at this time the

contradiction of the noise in the servo system is outstanding, there-

fore it is desirable to select a fairly narrow servo system bandwidth.

Consequently we design a variablebandwidth servo system, its bandwidth

can automatically adjust according to target distance. This becomes

a most simple "self-adapting" system.

Presently self-adapting radar is extremely complicated, among

them some still use precision processing equipment to carry out real

time control. The controlled parameters include various different

parameters such as transmitting frequency, power, pulsewidth, fre-

quency repetition,antenna beam form, scanning rate, receiver bandwidth,
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and others. The most typical among them are: the automatically

adapting antenna array on the quasi-jamming source with the antenna

beam auxilary zero point that is automatically based on the position

of the jamming source; the automatically adapting moving target in-

dication system that automatically detects the Doppler frequency

shift of passive jamming and the concave mouth of the clutter control

filter on the quasi-passive jamming frequency spectrum; and the auto-

matically changing pulse frequency repetition (when angle of elevation

is low, a low frequency repetition is used, with a high angle of ele-

vation frequency repetition increases); and transmitting frequency

(reducing transmitting power with the rise of angle of elevation)

that is based on the direction of the antenna beam. As in the lo-

gical detection that is used in phased array radar, it can change

its searching rate according to whether or not the target exists (in

a region without a target, scanning is fast, a region with a target

reduces scanning rate or stops the scanning), this also is a very im-

portant self-adapting radar system.

The transmitting frequency is an extremely important technological

parameter of radar, many different application requirements can in-

fluence the selection of frequency, at the same time, as the above

section recounts, when the transmitting frequency varies it also can

give rise to many variations of target reflection properties (such as

equivalent reflected area, angle noise, etc.). Therefore, how to

automatically select the transmitting frequency of radar according

to different application conditions and target conditions becomes

the primary task of self-adapting frequency agile radar.

Because there are many different kinds of application requirements

and target conditions are also everchanging, even if self-adapting fre-

quency agile radar has no way to simultaneously satisfy these dif-

ferent conditions and requirements, then it can only respectively

automatically adapt to variations of conditions according to different

inertia requirements.
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In the following section we will take a look at several dif-

ferent types of self-adapting frequency agile radar.

9.1.1 SELF-ADAPTING ANTI-JAMMING FREQUENCY AGILE RADAR

The frequency agile radar that is explained in ,he previous

section is according to specified jump frequency or stochastic jump

frequency, although we can already make its anti-jamming ability

have very great improvement, because the frequency of the transmission

is not selected dccording to jamming conditions, therefore it still

has the possibility of receiving jamming. For example, if the jamming
1

signal frequency spectrum only occupies - of an angle bandwidth, then
p

when we use probable stochastic agility it still will receive jamming
1

within a - duration.
p

In automatically adapting frequency agile radar, the carrier

frequency of the transmitting pulse of the radar is not blindly stochas-

tic disordered jumping, but has purposeful agility according to the

frequency spectrum distribution of the jamming signal. This is also

to say that the radar device has an analysis unit if Jamming signal

frequency spectrum detection, on the basis of the results of jamming

signal analysis it will find the weakest region of its jamming force

and later control the carrier frequency of the transmitting pulse

and cause it to purposefully jump to the weakest frequency of the jam-

ming signal.

This type of self-adapting frequency agile radar obviously pos-

sesses even better anti-jamming properties. This method presently is

already generally recognized as one of the most effective means of

anti-jamming(1).

The American company Varian produced a FAS-25 systematic that

possesses self-adapting frequency agile ability. This sytematic can

be used to change the present radar (presently it is already used to
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retrofit super bat spark control radar) systems. It uses a model

VMX-1261A precision tuning coaxial magnetron. This magnetron can do

high speed precision tuning in an 8600-9600MHz frequency range. Its

output power is 200kW. It uses a VZW-1010C control system to carry out

control, input control directive signal is +5 volts continuous cur-

rent, its tuning sensitivity is 100MHz/amp. This control system has

a 1OOkH drive oscillator, the signal that is produced goes to the

frequency readout resolver of the magnetron, the carrier wave ampli-

tude of the resolver outpu, receives the modulation of the rotational

angle. This modulation signal goes to a-synchronous detector (that is,

a phase detector) to carry out resolving." The signal that is resolved

is an analogue voltage that represents magnetron frequency. This

voltage carries out comparison with an additional directive signal.

After the error signal that is obtained goes through power amplification

it goes tL the servo motor of the magnetron tuning mechanism. After

the servo motor turns, the tuning frequency of the magnetron then

begins variation, until the frequency is equal to the directive fre-

quency. The highest tuning frequency of this servo system can reach

40MHz/millisecond. When entering a 45Hz triangle wave, it can have

frequency agility within 100MHz, that is it can scan 100NHz frequency

range within 11.1 milliseconds, and its agile central frequency

can be selected on ten fixed frequencies within a 1000MHz range,

manually or through program control. When hand tuned, we can take

the switch plate on the surface to a frequency increase or frequency

decrease position, until the frequency readout display reaches the re-

quired frequency. The largest hand-tuned tuning frequency is 100MHz/

/second. Its operational frequency can also arbitrarily vary according

to the wave forms of the input directive signals, so long as its vari-

ation rate is smaller than its largest tuning rate then it will work.

Therefore, this precision tuning magnetron possesses a fairly large

agile adaptability. In a sense we can regard it as an electronic

tunable magnetron, only its tuning rate is fairly low. Exactly because

of this, we can use it to form noncoherent self-adapting frequency

agile radar.
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In order to carry out self-adapting frequency agility, the FAS-25

possesses an interference avoidance processor (IAP). It causes the

local oscillator to carry out linear frequency scanning in the radar

recovery period. In the entire 1000MHz bandwidth of the radar opera-

tions, the period of frequency scanning is 100 microseconds, simul-

taneously with frequency scanning, the intermediate frequency output

of the receiver is monitored, and the jamming signal amplitude when

there are these different frequencies will be stored, accumulated, and

compared, to find the frequency of a region without jamming or where

jamming density is minimum. Later the frequency readjustment of the

transmitter will go to these frequencies with no jamming or minimum

jamming, thereby achieving self-adapting agility. The transmitting

frequency revises once each interval of 250 milliseconds according to

the program stipulations.

Aside from being used to control the frequency of the transmitter,

the output signal of the IAP also goes to a jamming frequency spectrum

display. It can display the jamming strength in the operational fre-

quency range of the display radar (8600-9600MHz), the amplitude range

of its display is 0-80dB higher than the noise power level (the range

of the dynamic-state of the receiver is 80dB). This is even more

convenient for noise personnel to observe jamming frequency distri-

bution.

The primary weaknesses of this type of noncoherent frequency

agile radar are that interception probability is low and reaction

speed is low. Its reaction speed primarily receives the control of the

tuning speed of the magnetron, moreover because this weakness exists

it causes the shortcoming of the low interception probability not

to become a problem.

The basic operational principles of fully coherent self-adapting

frequency agile radar are completely the same as the above-discussed

radar, but because it possesses extremely high tuning adaptability
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therefore it can completely overcome the shortcoming of low

response speed. If the equipment in this system uses a multiple

channel jamming frequency spectrum that is formed by the surface

noise filter to detect and analyze the receiver, then it can form

corresponding ideal self-adapting frequency agile radar. Because

the multiple channel detection receiver has 100% interception proba-

bility, it can carry out real time dependable analysis on the jamming

signal multiple spectrum within a brief radar recovery period. In

addition, the high speed tuning ability of the agile frequency syn-

thesizer then has the possibility to achieve self-adapting agility

between the pulses, and also each carrier frequency of the pulse is

selected according to results of detection and analysis of the jamming

frequency spectrum an instant before transmission. This then can

cause the jamming source to be unable to jam, even if it is an aim

type without inertial tracking.

9.1.2 LARGEST BACKWARD-WAVE AMPLITUDE SELF-ADAPTING FREQUENCY AGILE
TRACKING RADAR

From the above analysis we can know that the backward-wave

amplitude of the radar target (or its equivalent reflected area) is a

transmitting pulse function, the transmitting frequency that changes the

radar can obtain the largest possible backward-wave amplitude. But

this functional relationship is not fixed and invariable but is a

variable time function, when the radar that corresponds to the target

has different angles of view, the frequency of the largest equivalent

reflected area that it corresponds to is also different. Therefore,

it is necessary to select the best operational frequency on the basis

of different target angles of view. This is also self-adapting type

frequency agile radar.

It is relatively easy to achieve this type of self-adapting

frequency agility in tracking radar, because the radar only tracks

single targets. The specific achievement program can be the same: the
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radar first operates on gradient agility, then transmits a series

of pulses with progressively increasing frequency, it later records

the backward-wave amplitude of each pulse, thereby finding the frequency

that its largest amplitude corresponds to, later the frequency is

transmitted according to this, after a certain time passes, because the

angle of view of the radar that the target corresponds to generates

variations and causes the backward-wave amplitude to attenuate, after

the backward-wave amplitude continues L times lower a certain pre-

determined gate limit, the radar once again switches to gradient agil-

ity, and again finds the best operational frequency when there are

new conditions; it continues on in this way.

For example, if the frequency agility bandwidth of an X waveband

tracking radar is 500MHz, pulse repeated frequency islOOO~z (thus re-

peated cycle is 1000 microseconds). When it operates in gradient jump

frequency, it can select its frequency interval close to critical

frequency, for example 20MHz, and its number of grades reaches 25.

Because its frequency repetition is fairly high, the necessary time

for transmitting 25 grades is only approximately 25 milliseconds.

The width of the frequency spectrum of the backward-wave amplitude

undulation of the X waveband target is approximately 1-2.5Hz, thus we

can know its related time is approximately zero point some seconds.

This implies that after finding the largest frequency that corresponds

to the backward-wave amplitude, it can continuously transmit several

hundred pulses and still can maintain a large enough amplitude, later

it again shifts to gradient jump frequency, in order to find the new

frequency that corresponds to the largest backward-wave. Using this

method to track targets, we can eliminate the slow undulation of

backward-wave amplitude, thereby avoiding loss from undulation when the

signal is detected, and increasing the affected distance (it can cor-

respond with non-undulating target conditions). In addition to this,

we also can eliminate errors of distance measurement and angle measure-

ment that are brought about due to amplitude undulation. By what is

explained above, the weakest backward-wave amplitude corresponds to

the deflection center where view is the smallest, therefore this
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method can also eliminate measurement errors that are caused by angle

noise.

9.1.3 LARGEST BAPKWARD-WAVE AMPLITUDE SELF-ADAPTING FREQUENCY
AGILE SEARCHING RADAR

In the searching radar where the antenna does circular rotation,

because the amount of backward-waves of each target is comparatively

small, we must be able to find its best frequency. The problem is

fairly complicated. Because at this time there is not enough time to

transmit the gradient jump frequency signal to measure the best oper-

ational frequency, for example the number of pulses in a commonly-used

beam is approximately 20, how to find its best operational frequency

then becomes a comparatively difficult problem. Theoretical analysis

shows that so long as we use a comparatively simple sequential logical

ciruit, we can have improvements of the detectability of the radar.

When the radar operates on frequency agility, the backward-wave

that is received will have high speed undulation, its adjacent back-

ward-wave amplitude can have very great differences. Figure 9.1 gives

a graph of a typical backward-wave amplitude.

5
III

FIG. 9.1 GRAPH OF BACKWARD-WAVE OF
FREQUENCY AGILE SEARCHING RADAR

The graph of backward-wave amplitude when radar operates on sto-

chastic jump frequency in the pulse is expressed by black spots (in this
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figure if the beam appearance is high the number of pulses of each

target is 8). From the figure we can see that on some certain fre-

quencies we can obtain very large backward-wave amplitude (for example

the 17th and 21st backward-waves in the figure). If each instant uses

the best frquency transmission then it is possible to obtain the back-

ward-wave graph that is shown by the circles in the figure. But the

problem primarily lies in how to find this best frequency. If using

a gate limit device, after the backward-wave (for example the 17th)

exceeds this gate limit, it immediately causes the transmitting car-

rier frequency to stop agility, and changes to the same frequency that

was transmitted the last time (for example the frequency that was trans-

mitted the 17th time) to use fixed frequency operations, it is then

possible to obtain comparatively ideal results. But, if precisely the

repetition that is due to the peak of the receiver noise causes it to

exceed the gate limit, then later, if still using this frequency trans-

mission, it is possible to cause the later backward-wave amplitude

to decrease. Aside from this, the backward-wave undulation in itself

that is caused by target movement can also possibly cause the original

fairly useful frequency to become an unbeneficial frequency. In order

to resolve this problem, we can add on a logical circuit. After it

changes into a fixed frequency operation, if the continuous L times

does not again exceed the predetermined gate limit, then the logical

circuit causes it to change back to stochastic jump frequency. This

then forms a sequential logic, it can be used to determine when it will

change from stochastic jump frequency to fixed frequency, and when it

will change from fixed frequency back to stochastic jump frequency.

When L=2 (if continuing 2 times does not exceed gate limit) it changes

back to stochastic jump frequency. The entire system and its flow

chart are as Fig. 9.2 shows.

The backward-wave graph at this time is as Fig. 9.3 shows. The

backward-wave amplitude of the stochastic jump frequency in the figure

is expressed as spots, and the backward-wave amplitude of fixed fre-

quency is expressed with circles (rings). After the 17th backward-

wave exceeds predetermined gate limit V, .the radar changes from
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FIG.9.2 FLOW CHART OF SEQUENTIAL
LOGIC OF FIXED TRANSMITTING FREQUENCY
KEY: (a) Antenna; (b) Transmitter;
(C) Receiver; Cd) New stochastic
frequency; Ce) Previous frequency;
(fIs not; (g) or; (h) is; (i) selector;
(j) compared with gate limit V.
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I~r FIG.9.3 GRAPH OF BACKWARD-WAVETHAT USES SEQUENTIAL LOGIC (L=2)

stochastic jump frequency to fixed jump frequency, after the 24th and

(25th continuous 2 times do not exceed the gate limit, then it already
changes back to stochastic jump frequency.
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After using this sequential logic, as to detectability of the

radar, how much improvement is there all in all? This is an extremely

complicated question. Because it not only is the same as the general

problem of radar detection, but a~lso is related to such factors as

target undulation type, amount of accumulated pulse, required false

alarm probability, and detection probability. Therefore it still is

related to the numeric values of gate limit V and logic L in the

sequential logic. When the pulse amount is 2, we still can use theo-

retical analysis to fins its analysis value. But when pulse amount

increases, the complexity of its analysis computations sharply increases.

In order to resolve this problem, we sue an electronic computer

and a Monte Carlo quantatative analysis program to carry out analogue

computations. A preliminary few test results show that L is not an

unusually critical parameter, therefore when finding the best gate

limit V value, we use L=2. After gate limit V it is expressed by

probability P that exceeds this gate limit when these is only noise,

because it is a comparatively more useful parameter. Obviously, as to

the two extreme conditions, when V')o , i.e., P-O it will always correspond to

the interpulse jump frequency operating condition; but when V-.O, i.e., P+1O0%.

When conducting Monte Carlo analogue computations, we use a digital

type smooth window detector, after the video frequency signal goes

through gate limit T and becaomes the two signals of 1 and 0, it

enters a digital accumulation system, when thenumber of pulses that are

accumulated in the same distance unit exceed the second gate limit N1,

then it considers that the target begins. When the wave gate is in the

sliding process, the number of accumulated pulses is smaller than N2,

then it considers the target ended. For the purpose of simplification,

generally we take N1 N2 =No.

Even if we use an electronic computer to carry out analogue

computations, its computation process still is extremely complicated,

it especially is not only required to find the detection prbability

when there are different pulse number M, signal-noise ratio, the first

gate limit T, and the second gate limit N, but also must find the

first gate limit T that can satisfy the required false alarm probabil-
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ity, thereby finding the best second gate limit value. In addition

to this, the above computations also must be conducted when there are

different P and L values. For the purpose of simplification we

firstly only compute the results when L=2, and to find the best P

value when L=2 again conducted analogue computations. The relation-

ship between the first gate limit T and the required false alarm pro-

bability PF can be found by the analysis method, this way when con-

ducting analogue computations we can immediately adjust the position

of the first gate limit T according to the required PF value. As to

the above-mentioned digital type smooth window accumulator, its

false alarm probability can be solved by the following expression:

P,- ( :I)P .( 1 _p.) .u.p8 )l (9.1)

In which N is the accumulated number of pulses, M is the second

gate limit value, and Pn is' the probability of the amount of the sam-

pling of the restored narrow band gaus noise when the first gate limit

is T becomes 1 (thus exceeding T):

P~u.3xP(+)(9.2)

If the required PF=10"6 , then we can solve the T value when

N and M are different, listed in the following table:

TABLE 9.1 THE VALUE OF THE FIRST GATE LIMIT T
WHEN CORRESPONDING TO P F =0 -

M N-4 Not N-I s

2 3.563.6?
a :,1 3.36

4 2.6? 2.93 3.26

* 2.61
62.35 2.66

6 2.33

12 1.83
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It is necessary to note that the value of false alarm probability

PF that this first gate limit T corresponds to is only the false

alarm probability for single distance units. When there are R

distance units in each scanning, and each scanning sweep (each cycle

of rotation) of the antenna has five scans, then the average false

alarm number F AS of each cycle of rotation of the antenna is:

FAS-Px S x R (9.3)

If we use a wave gate tracking system that scans while tracking,

then R in the formula can replace the distance element number in the

wave gate (expressed by pulsewidth number), but still must multiply

by wave gate number N
g

When the three conditions of pulse number M=4,8, and 16, and

PF is approximately 10-6, the results of the analogue computations

that are conducted are as Fig. 9.4, 9.5, and 9.6 show. The logic that

is used is L=2. The three figures that are listed all are the best

graphs. Thus the value of P (thus the value of limit gate V) also

is the best, and obtains the largest detection probability P in the

range of Pd=(40-90)%. As to when M=4, this best P=0.001; as to when

M=8, P=0.005; as to when M=16, P=O.05. The value of the second gate

limit N also is the best of the detection probability. As to when

M=4, N=2; when M=8, N=4, when M=16, N=6.

For the purpose of simple comparison, the figure also lists when

it does not have this sequential logic, it corresponds to the curve

of fast attneuation and slow attenuation. It is necessary to note that

their best second gate limit N value each is different. For the com-

parison of these curves, we can discover that the improvement that

we have after using self-adapting jump frequency in the search radar

can be better than stochastic jump frequency between the pulses.

Furthermore, the larger the number of pulses in the beam, the more the
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KEY: a) Logic; (b) Fast attenuation;
(c) Slow attenuation
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improvement, and the bigger the improvement, and the bigger the im-

provements in medium detection probability (P D=50%) range. From

past analysis we also can know that when required detection pro-

bability is low, stochastic jump frequency will have almost the same

properties as fixed frequency radar, it even will be somewhat worse,

self-adapting jump frequency then is just not enough to supplement

pure stochastic jump frequency.

Although these curves are the results of best P value, actually

the P value (thus the gate limit V) also is not extremely critical.

Figure 9.7 lists the different P value results when M=8. P-O.005 in

it is best.

In the same way, parameter L that changes this logic also is not

extremely clear, the analogue computation results on different L values

when M=8 are shown in Fig. 9.8.

From the figures we can know that when L=4, we have improvements

when there is a low signal-noise ratio, but when there is a high signal-

noise ratio there is damage. When L value reduces it is exactly

opposite. The results when there are different P values are not in

this list, we can discover that the variations of parameter L value

can use the corresponding variations of the P value to cancel out, when

L value increases it can reduce P, and when L value is small, we

can use a large P value. Generally speaking, the conclusion is this:

parameter L value is not extremely critical, but when L value is fairly

small it can obtain comparatively good results, and this is desirable

when operating on multiple distance elements.

From the above results we still can obtain the E/N0 value of the

signal-noise ratio when corresponding probability P value (thus gate

limit V value) are shown in the X point in Fig. 9.9. The figure

gives the theoretical curve that is computed when there are only two

pulses. From the figure we can see that although the theoretical
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curve is computed according to when there are only two pulses, we

also can extend it to general conditions. This curve can be regarded

as when there is a given signal-noise ratio, to select a parameter

of the best gate limit V.

After increasing the sequential logic, angle measurement precision

on the radar is the same as when there is a general digital type sliding

wave gate accumulator, the target bearinga that is estimated by it

is the average value of the bearing when corresponding to the target

beginning and end. This estimated bearing will deviate to a true

target bearing, when there is a certain signal-noise ratio, we can solve

the average value of its deviation ;I and its bearing-deviation dif-

ference value |.. Then:

=6 - -r(9.4)

K-1 (9.5

Currently we have made 300 tests on each signal-noise ratio, if

A=300. The results that are obtained are shown in Fig. 9.10. The re-

sults that are obtained in the figure are expressed by the value that

corresponds to a 3dB beam width. In order to carry out simple com-

parison, the figure also draws the angle measurement precision without

this logic/ The X point represents the results when there is fast at-

tenuation without this logic (its best third gate limit N=3), its average

value is close to zero. The circles in the figure represent the results

when L=2, P=0.005, and N=4, its average deviation is approximately 0.05

beamwidth. From this we can obtain the conclusion that the influence

on angle measurement precision of the digital detection after adding

sequential logic can be overlooked, if we can eliminate its average

deviation, then we can even have improvement.
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KEY: (a) Without logic; (b) With logic

All of the above discussion still is only limited to single

distance element conditions, but when actually operating, generally

all possess numerous distance elements. The operational principles

of the logic at this moment are invariable, but due to the increase

of the distance elements it causes the probability of this logic that

is triggered by noise to increase, if the distance elements number

is J, then the probability increase of this logic that is triggered by

noise is:

m-(1when p 1 l (9.6)

Then it is the original J multiple. Therefore the radar trans-

forms to the probability increase of fixed frequency operations, and

will make the properties of the:system worsen. The results of ana-

logue computations that were conducted when there are multiple dis-

tance elements are shown in Fig. 9.11. The figure only lists results

when M=8 and P =1O"6. From the figure we can see that even if itF
increases to 250 distance elements, its detection properties still must

be better than the stochastic jump frequency radar of this logic.

In brief, to summarize the above discussion, we can obtain this

conclusion: if in jump frequency radar where the antenna does circular

scanning, so long as this radar can agilely volunteer to jump fre-
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quency (generally the majority of fully coherent jump frequency

radar is this way), then so long as it must increase to a comparatively

simple sequential logic, it is caused to carry out self-adapting jump

frequency according to the strength and weakness of the backward-wave

and can possibly be even further improved to be better than the detec-

tion properties of general stochastic jump frequency radar. Further-

more, its degree of improvement increases with the pulse number,

when pulse number is moderate (M=8) its improvement will be near 2.5dB.

Furthermore, the improvement at medium level detection probability

is comparatively marked. The angle measurement precision of the digital

type sliding wave gate detector after using this logic is not influen-

ced, it even can have great improvement.

If the radar antenna scans by electronic control then it can

achieve step by step scanning. Thus this self-adapting jump fre-

quency radar still can interact with sequential detection, causing

it to have even greater improvement in the shortened searching time and

on increased detectability.
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9.2 THE SIGNAL PROCESSING SYSTEM OF GRADIENT JUMP FREQUENCY RADAR

From the conclusions of the fourth chapter regarding frequency

agile radar angle measurement precision we can know that the minimum

angle measurement error is generated when the backward-wave amplitude

is the largest. Therefore we can design this kind of tracking radar,

it transmits a series of frequencies as gradient jump frequency pulses,

this series of different frequency pulses can transmit within a re-

peated cycle, and also can transmit on different repeated cycles (each

repeated cycle only transmits a certain frequency pulse). Exactly

what method to use is determined by the parameters that are required

by video radar: specific distance, data rate, and the transmitter.

Later the backward-wave pulse that is received acheives the "error

selection division and collection method", that is, it selects its back-

ward-wave amplitude as the largest angle error signal. This can

make its tracking error minimal.

This gradient jump frequency radar can be applied to various

different types of tracking radar such as triple dispatch monopulse,

dual dispatch monopulse, or conical scanning. Although its transmit-

ting signal is similar to the gradient jump frequency radar that is

recounted in section 4.6 of chapter 4, the processing method for the

backward-wave signal that it receives is different. It is not simply

averaging various frequency backward-wave signals, but is selecting

the largest one of its amplitudes to go to the angle servo system.

Figure 9.12 draws a block diagram of the "0 error selection

division and collection" system of a triple dispatch monopulse track-

ing radar

This radar transmits four frequencies within one cycle repetition.

The frequencies respectively are f1, f A and f4, and each interval is

pulses (see the wave form in the upper left corner in the figure).

Because the tracking radar only needs to receive the backward-wave

signal of one target, therefore the frequency of the local oscillator
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of the receiver is controlled by the distance tracker, and successively

tunes to f1+fo, f2+fo, f3+fo, and f4+f0 (in which fo is the frequency

of the intermediate frequency of the receiver). Like ordinary triple

dispatch monopulse tracking radar, it also has 3 dispatch channels,

one is used in distance tracking "sum" dispatch, the other two res-

pectively correspond to the "difference" dispatches of bearing error

and angle of elevation error. The video frequency that is put out by

the "sum" dispatch channel goes to gates 22, 24, 26, and 28. These

gates are controlled by the distance tracker, making it successively

open according to the backward-wave deviation interval. The output

signal from these gates is sent to two circuits; after one circuit it

is carried to the video frequency delay time wire to carry out video

frequency phase adding, then the backward-wave that corresponds to car-

rier frequency f1 is carried to delay time wire 34 to be delayed 3 ,

the backward-wave that corresponds to frequency f2 is carried to delay

time wire 32 to be delayed 26; the backward wave that corresponds to

carrier frequency f3 is carried to delay time wire 30 to be delayed 13 ;

the backward-wave that corresponds to carrier frequency f4 does not go

through delay time but goes directly to video frequency phase adding.

This way, the backward-wave signals of four different carrier frequen-

cies that go to the video frequency phase adder coincide in time, then

simultaneously emerge, therefore amplitude can instantaneously phase

add. The video frequency signals after phase adding are carried to the

distance tracker to carry out distance tracking. The other circuit

signal that is put out from gate 22, 24, 26, and 28 goes to a comparator

38 to select the largest signal of its amplitude. The detailed block

diagram of this comparator 38 is as Fig. 9.13 shows (4 ) . The return-

wpve signals that correspond to the four different frequencies that
is sent to wave dectectors an encoders 44,46,48 and bu. This detector
come from gates 22, 24, 2b, and 28 takes the return-waves amplitude
through a storage circuit to be stored, and after going through a

s-3cific delay time changes to four standard pulses that are the same

in time and are in direct ratios with the amplitudes and return-waves.

To avoid mix ups, the forward side of these pulses all have a dual

potential two dimensional coding signal; corresponding to f1 is 11,
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corresponding to f2 is 00, corresponding to f3 is 10, corresponding

to f4 is 01. Later these signals go to comparators and selectors 52,

54, and 56 to carry out comparison and selection. Later the largest

one is selected (in the figure it is the backward-wave signal that

corresponds to f3 that has 10 coding) to be carried to a pulse selec-

tor 58, to select the gated wave gate pulse that comes from distance

tracker 20. Later this gated pulse goes to bearing error selection

gate 40 and angle of elevation error selection gate 42, to select the

angle of elevation signal that corresponds to the largest backward-

wave amplitude. Here it is necessary to point out that because the

pulse delay time that is put out after going through the amplitude

comparator must be greater than 38 , therefore the wave gate pulse

that is selected certainly cannot repeat this cycle, but only can

repeat the next cycle. Therefore, this system actually is based on

the largest backward-wave amplitude in this repeated cycle to select

the error signal that is in the next repeated cycle. Therefore it is

not a real time control system. Because frequency f1 ' f2 P f3 and

f are fixed and invariant, therefore the variations of the backward-
wave undulation and angle flash motion that correspond to these fre-

quencies also are not very fast (then their interrelated time is fairly

long), therefore uE'ng this method we also can select the angle error

as minimum signal.

Another primary weakness of this method is that it only selects

the strongest one in four backward-wave signals, the other three (in-

cluding even if the amplitude is rIso a correspondingly strong back-

ward-wave signal) are all cast aside. In order to overcome this draw-

back, in the following section we explain an iv, -ved selection method.

After using this method, so long s its amplitudt. 9 larger than the

backward-wave of a certain gate limit power level (this gate limit

power level is determined by the average value of all the backward-

wave amplitudes), all used as angle tracking signals , on the one hand

resolves the problem of real time control, and on the other hand

increases available signals, this then can cause tracking error to
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FIG. 9.12 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF "ERROR SELECTION DIVISION AND
ACCUMULATION" SYSTEM OF A GRADIENT JUMP FREQUENCY TRIPLE
DISPATCH MONOPULSE TRACKING RADAR
KEY: (a) Bearing and angle of elevation servo' drive system;
(b) Bearing error ("difference" signal); -(c) Dual processor;

(d)Receiver; (e) Angle of elevations error ("difference"r signal);
(f) Local oscillator control signal; (g) Transmitter; (h) "sum"
signal; (i) Video frequency phase adder; (j) Distance tracker;
(k) Gate; (1) Delay time; (in) Delay time; (n) Delay time; (o)
Gate; (p) Comparator and gated pulse selection circuit; (q)
Gate; (r) Gate

further decrease. The block diagram of this system is as Fig. 9.1.4
shows ( )

The backward-wave signal that is put out by the "sum" dispatch

of the receiver, after going through gates 22, 24, 26, and 28 are

sent to two circuits, one circuit goes to a tap delay wire, four

signals coincide in the output end of the delay wire, that is, the

output end of the delay wire in a repeated cycle interval only has

one puike. Its amplitude is the total sum that goes through the signal

of four gates. The output from this delay wire is divided into two
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KEY: (a) Coming from distance tracker 20; (b) Pulse

selectro; (c) To gate 40 and 42; (d) Time; Ce) From gate
22; (f) Detector and Coder; (g) Comparator and selector;
Ch) From gate 24; Ci) Detector and coder; Cj) Comparator
and selector; (k) From gate 26; Cl) Detector and coder;
(in) Comparator and selector; (n) From gate 28; Co) Detector
and coder

cycles , one is sent to the distance tracker 20 to carry out distance

tracking, the other goes to a sampling maintenence circuit to be stored

and give a continuous flow reference power level that forms a direct

ratio with the total sum of this backward-wave. The other circuit

signal that is output from gates 22, 24, 26, and 28 also is sent to

comparator 34 to carry out amplitude selection. The detailed block
diagram of comparator 34 is as Fig. 9.15 shows (5 ). The backward-wave

signal that mes from gate 2 2
'A26, and 28 first goes to a sampling

storage circuit to carry out storage, and later is compared with the

gate limit power level in comparators 68, 70, 72, and 74. This gate

limit power level is formed by continuous flow reference power level

through gate limit adjustor 76 that comes from sampling storage 32.

This gate limit adjustor actually is a voltage divider. The signal

that exceeds the gate limit power level after comparing is used to

control "AND" gates 78, 80, 82, and 84.
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FIG. 9.14 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF FLUCTUATING GATE LIMIT POWER
LEVEL BACKWARD-WAVE AMPLITUDE SELECTION METHOD

KEY: (a) Angle servo system; Cb) Angle of elevation drive
signal; (c) Bearing drive signal; (d) Transmitter; (e)
Bearing error (difference signal); (f) "sum" signal' (g)
Receiver; (h) Gate; (i) Delay time wire; (j) Sampling storage;
(k) Local oscillator control signal; (l) Angle of elevation
error ("difference" signal); Cm) Sampling storage; (n) Con-
tinuous flow reference power level; (o) Delay time wire;
(p) Sampling storage; (q) Delay time wire; (r) Distance
tracker; Cs) Gate;(Ct) Comparator and wave gate selector

These "AND" gates simultaneously control the signals that are selected

from the distance tracker this way, only that circuit which exceeds

the gate limit power level has selected wave gate output. What is

drawn in the figures are the first circuit signal Cit corresponds to
the backward-wave with frequency as fl),and the fourth circuit signal

C it corresponds to the backward-wave with frequency as f4 ) exceeding

gate limit power level, therefore only these two circuits have selected

wave gate output. The selected wave gates that are put out simultane-

ously go to gates 36, 38, 40, and 42 that control the bearing error

signals and gates 44, 46, 48, and 50 that control angle of elevation

error signal. In the example in the figure, only gates 36, 44, and
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FIG. 9.15 DETAILED BLOCK DIAGRAM OF COMPARATOR AND
WAVE GATE SELECTOR
KEY: (a) Continuous flow reference power level from 33;
(b) to gates 26 and 44; (c) to gates 38 and 46; (d) to
gates 40 and 48; (e) to gates 42 and 50; (f) Gate limit
detector; (g) Gate limit power level(dashed line); (h)
from gate 22; (i) Sampling storage; (j) Comparator;
(k) And; (1) From gate 24; (m) Sampling storage; (n)
comparator; (o) And; (p) From gate 26; (q) Sampling

storage; (r) Comparator; (s) And; (t) From gate 28;
(u) Sampling storage; (v) Comparator; (w) And; (x) From
distance tracker; (y) Selection control signal

42 and 50 open, to select those angle of elevation error signals

that correspond to the backward-wave amplitude exceeding the pre-

determined gate limit power level. The bearing angle e:ror signals

that are put out by gates 36, 38, 40, and 42 go to tap delay wire 52,

to obtain the time gate coinciding bearing error signal, and after

going through sampling storage are sent to the servo system. In the

same way, the angle of elevation error signals that are put out by

gates 44, 46, 48, and 50 go to tap delay time wire 56, after going

through coinciding phase adding, go to sampling storage 58 and alter-

nate to the angle of elevation drive signal to drive the angle of

elevation servo system.
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In this system because after the backward-wave signal that need

not equal the final one frequency again carries out amplitude com-

parison, and is directly Icompared with a gate limit power level, there-

fore causes it to possibly carry out real time control, that is,

the backward-wave signal that exceeds gate limit power level in this

repeated cycle immediately is carried with its corresponding angle

error signal. This reduces delay and also can further reduce angle

error. At the same time, becuae in delay wires 52 and 56 we can

incessantly have angle error signal coinciding phase adding, we also

raise the signal-noise ratio of angle error signal, and also we can

raise its tracking precision. Because the time constant of sampling

storage circuit 32 is fairly long, therefore the gate limit power

level actually is determined by the mean value of the backward-wave

amplitude of several repeated cycles. Its best value is determined

by actual tests.

9.3 MOVING TARGET INDICATION SYSTEM THAT IS COMPATIBLE WITH
FREQUENCY AGILITY

Strictly speaking, frequency agile radar and moving target in-

dication systems are in principle mutually contradictory. In a typical

moving target indication system, we use the "memory recall" of the

coherent oscillator to transmit the phase of the pulse carrier wave,

after highly stable local oscillator causes mixing it still can main-

tain the phase of the backward-wave. This way in the output end of

the intermediate frequency amplifier, the phase of the successive

backward-waves of surface features is invariable, and the phase of

moving target backward-waves generates variations due to the Doppler

effect. When the phase of the backward-wave and the phase of the

coherent oscillator are discriminated in the phase detector, we then

can obtain the phase of each backward-wave and its corresponding trans-

mitting sugnal. The output after discrimination after storing a cycle

in the delay time wire is compared with the backward-wave phase of the

next pulse, we then can eliminate the fixed clutter of the surface

features that possesses the same phase and only keep that of the
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moving target, this way we can achieve the goal of only indicating

moving targets. But in agile radar, because the carrier frequency of

the adjacent pulse is different, and this causes the phase of the

fixed target to also generate variations, therefore there is no way

to use delay time to cancel out the system and eliminate it. There-

fore the frequency agile radar system is mutually contradictory.

In noncoherent frequency agile radar, still another contradiction

exists, the contradiction between agile adaptability of the frequency

agile magnetron and frequency stability. It is very difficult to trans-

mit a pulse that forms very high frequency stability and also can

have high speed agility. Aside from this, in moving target indication

radar, in order to ensure fairly high visibility, the local oscillator

is required to have very high short term frequency stability. But

in agile radar, because the local oscillator must be able to quickly

catch up with the variations of the transmitting pulse carrier fre-

quency, generally they are all voltage tuning and possess very high

voltage tuning sensitivity, this oscillator generally is very difficult

to achieve a very high short term frequency stability.

The earliest method that resolved this problem was causing these

two systems to exist side by side but not be compatible, this is also

to say that the two systems only can be independently used: when used

in moving target indication systems, it only can operate in fixed

frequency (in noncoherent frequency agile radar it can use jump fre-

quency magnetron locking); and when the radar operates on frequency

agility, then it gives up the moving target indication and uses a

common indicator. But in a rotational tuning magnetron, because it

uses a multiple cavity magnetron and rotational type tuning mechanism,

its frequency stability is fairly poor, and even if locked in fixed

frequency is also is very difficult to achieve relatively high visi-

bility.
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The precision tuning frequency agile magnetron thus over-

comes this weakness to a certain degree. Because it is a coaxial

type magnetron therefore it possesses fairly high frequency stability.

At the same time, it also possesses fairly high speed agility,

it generally can jump through the entire agile bandwidth within a

40 millisecond time. This way, it is possible to jump another

frequency within the interval of a fairly short time simultaneously

operating on moving target indication. It generally uses this agile

magnetron moving target indication radar to operate on scanning

to scanning jump frequency, that is, this cycle of antenna rotation

uses a carrier frequency, the next cycle uses another carrier fre-

quency. Therefore, it still cannot achieve high speed agility in

an even shorter time.

In fully coherent frequency agile radar, because its transmitting

signal is produced by a highly stable program-controlled frequency syn-

thesizer, it both can have high speed agile jump frequency and possess

fairly high frequency stability. Moreover, because the local oscil-

lator signal and the transmitting pulse carrier frequency are pro-

duced by the same highly stable signal source (generally a transistor

oscillator), therefore the problem of short term frequency stability

of the local oscillator does not exist. But, the above mentioned
basic contradiction still exists, it cannot achieve moving target

indication simultaneously with jump frequency between the pulses.

9.3.1 MOVING TARGET INDICATION SYSTEM WITH GROUP AGILITY

If the radar does not operate on jump frequency between the

pulses but operates on grouped jump frequency, then this contradiction

can partially be resolved. The so-called group jump frequency is

simply after transmitting a group (from two to several) of pulses

with the same frequency, it jumps to a new frequency and transmits

another group of pulses. Because the carrier frequencies of these

grcups of pulses are completely alike, therefore the backward-wave

phase of the fixed target cannot vary, it can be cancelled out between
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these groups of pulses. But between an adjacent group of pulses

it cannot be cancelled out, thus so long as the output of the can-

celled system goes to a selected circuit, the output when agility is

eliminated can be fine. Obviously, this group agility system can only

be achieved in fully coherent frequnecy agile radar.

Suitable compromise must be carried out to select the number of

pulses in the group of group agility. Because there is no way to can-

cel out two adjacent pulses of frequency agility that have been carried

out, therefore the output of the one that is cancelled out must be

eliminated, this causes the number of pulses that are accumulated to

suffer loss. When there is dual pulse cancellation, the ratio between

the number of pulses that are lost and the accumulated pulses is

1/NB. In it NB is the pulse in the group. When there is triple

pulse cancellation, the ratio between the number of lost pulses and the

number of accumulated pulses is 2/NB. Therefore in order to reduce

loss, the bigger the desired NB the better. But when N B is exceedingly

large, its anti-jamming properties also reduce. Therefore an exceeding-

ly large NB can increase the detected jamming interception and tracking

probability. Therefore the number of pulses in its group is generally

selected as 3-5.

When there is grouped agility, because the carrier frequencies

of each grour of pulses is different, therefore the blind speed that

corresponds to them also is different. This is because blind speed

can be expressed by the following expression:

Va, 150 m/second (9.7)

In which f0 is transmitting carrier frequency, expressed in gigahertz,

T is repeated cycle of the pulse, expressed in milliseconds. ByP
expression (9.7) we can know that the effect of carrier frequency f0
and cycle Tp on blind speed is the same. In order to extend blind

speed to the general method of using repeated cycle irregularities,

this irregularity can use the pulse irregularity, and also can use
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the method of group irregularity. From this we can infer that using

the method of group agility we also can extend it to blind speed.

Its effect should be the same as the group irregularity of the repeated

cycle of the pulse. But in specific achievements there are certain

difficulties, this is because we must extend the blind speed to out-

side the allowed value, requiring the range of its repeated cycle

variations to be large enough, and if using the method of group

agility to represent the group irregularity of the repeated cycle,

its properties will receive the limits of the agile bandwidth. There-

fore the same time as frequency group agility, we often use the group

agility of the repeated cycle.

No matter if it is repeated cycle group agility or repeated cycle

additional frequency group agility, the improvement factors on moving

target indication systems possess obvious enhancement. In order to

quantatively research its performance, some people use an electronic

computer to conduct analogue experimental research (6) The assumed

radar is 15cm phased array radar, its largest distinct distance is 30km

(repeated cycle T p>0.2milliseconds), and it requires detectability

to threefold velocity moving target (v, lkm/second), its moving target

indication system is and I and Q cross channel triple pulse offset

digital moving target system. We carried out research on 10 extended

blind speed techniques. Research results showed that group irregularity

or group irregularity with additional group agility possesses fairly

high improvement factors, approximately 20dB higher than other technique

averages. The group irregularity that is used is three pulses in one

group, and three groups in one cycle, its repeated cycles respectively

are 200, 225, and 250 microseconds. When using group agility, in

each pulse 5% frequency agility is added, that is, carrier frequencies

successively are 5.00, 5,25, and 5.50GHz. After using group agility,

the factor of its improvement only reduces 1dB, but there is a fairly

large influence on its frequency response. This can be seen from Fig.

9.16. The figure gives frequency performance when divided into group

irregularities (expressed by the solid line). From the figure we can

see that although using group agility can eliminate the original
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blind speed, a zero point of 30dB emerges in the pass band. If

we limit the required blind speed to two times the velocity, then

its velocity response is somewhat better than group irregularity.

As the previous section recounts, although this group agility

can be compatible with the moving target indication system, strictly

speaking it is not a frequency agile system, because it does not

carry out agility between the pulses but only agility between the

groups. Therefore its anti-jamming properties must be poor, and also

the number of accumulated pulses that can be supplied is reduced.

, ,-I' ° I

FIG. 9.16 FREQUENCY POPERTIES OF MOVING
TARGET INDICATION S TEM THAT USES GROUP

IRREGULARITY AND GROUP AGILITY
KEY: (a) Moving target indication response;(b) Agility; (c) Agility; (d) Velocity

9.3.2 MOVING TARGET INDICATION SYSTEM WITH DUAL PULSE AGILITY
(7

In order to overcome these drawbacks, what is called a "dual

pulse agility" moving target indication system was developed. This

radar system also has paired agility, what is different lies in that

this paired pulse is transmitted within the repeated cycle. This

is also to say that within the same cycle two pulses of the same

carrier frequency that are separated by a specified interval are

successively transmitted. The interval of these two pulses usually
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is far smaller than its repeated frequency, and is determined by the

longest fixed target extended distance.. Later it again jumps to a

new carrier frequency to again successively transmit two pulses that

have the same interval.

The operational principles of this paired pulse moving target

indication system are also different than those of ordinary moving

target indication systems. Firstly it does not uses a coherent

oscillator but directly uses th-e backward-wave tube difference method,

where the first backward-wave pilse in the paired transmitting pulse

carries out phase comparison with the second backward-wave pulse

after delay time is equal to the interval of the time of the two

pulses. As to the fixed clutter the phase of the two are completely

alike, therefore the output of phase detection is zero; as to

moving targets, althoughthe interval of the two pulses is not large,

the phase of its backward-wave already has differences, therefore

the output of phase detection is not equal to zero. Therefore in this

moving target indication system, we do not need an additional phase

reduction circuit, and the phase detector in itself is also a destruc-

tion system. Moreover, because its fixed target does not separate

the cycle and destruction but destructs in the cycle, therefore we

also do not need to have the delay times equal to the long delay time

wires of the repeated cycle, but only need to have the delay times

equal to the correspondingly short delay time wires that are equal

to the two pulse intervals when phase comparing.

This paired pulse moving target indication system possesses

the following several advantages over the ordinary moving target

indication system:

(1) Resolving the problem of exceedingly low blind speed.

Because the moving target phase carries out comparison after only

going through the time of the phase interval, and the interval of the

two pulses is far smaller than the repeated cycle, therefore its
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blind speed also is far higher than the blind speed that is deter-

mined by the repeating pulse. For example, if the interval of the

two pulses is 150 microseconds, when the target uses a flight speed

of Y nautical miles/hour, then in the time of 150 microseconds, the

distance of the target flight is:

v X 185300 150
3600 xj -in7.71 v X10-8 cm

If the radar operational frequency is 2830MHz (wavelength is

9.43cm), the corresponding speed when phase variation of the backward-

wave is 2'r is blind speed, then it is:

9430 nautical miles/hour
2 x7.71i 610

or 1130 km/hour. This blind speed is far higher than that of ordinary

moving target indication systems. For example, if the repeated

cycle of the pulse is 3000 microseconds then when other corresponding

conditions do not change, the blind speed of the ordinary moving tar-

get indication system is twenty times lower.

Although, when target speed is equal to half of the blind speed,

when its phase difference is-If , the output of the phase also is

equal to zero, this point of half the blind speed can adapt a certain

measure to be eliminated in the circuit (this problem will be dis-

cussed in detail in the following section).

(2) In ordinary moving target indication radar, the clutter-

destruction ratio primarily receives the limits of the signal un-

dulation that is caused by the antenna scanning control. In the

paired pulse moving target indication system, because it carries out

phase comparison in an even shorter time, therefore it can reduce the
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effect of the widening of the antenna scanning frequency spectrum,

that it, its limit-destruction ratio can be even higher.

(3) In paired pulse jump frequency, although it also carries out

comparison after successively transmitting two pulses of the same

frequency, because the interval of the two pulses is very short, and

jump frequency actually still is carried out between the cycle, its

effect corresponds to jump frequency between the pulses. Therefore

its anti-jamming ability still corresponds to the anti-jamming ability

of jump frequency radar between the pulses.

(4) The paired pulse moving target indication system does not

need delay time duration to be equal to the long delay time wire

of the repeated cycle, but only needs delay time duration to be equal

to the short delay time wire of the interval of the two pusles, this

correspondingly short ultrasonic delay time wire is much easier to

manufacture than the long delay time wire.

Some shortcomings also exist in the paired pulse moving

target indication system. The most primary among them is the so-

called "phase contamination" problem. When the stray backward-waves

of the first pulse are directly extended to exceed the interval of the

two pulses, then clutter mixes with the second pulse. At this

time the phase of the signal in the receiver is not significant,

this will be able to cause the clutter of the repeated part have

not way to be eliminated.

There are two methods to resolve this problem: one is approp-

riately increasing the interval between the two pulses(for example

increasing it to 770 microseconds), but this can cause the blind speed

to reduce (reduce to 119 nautical miles/hour), and at the same time

can increase clutter restrained combtooth width. Therefore it is

best if this interval does not increase too large. The general

design is for a selector that uses several scanning interval. After
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the radar is erect on a certain site, it then can seleet a suitable

pulse interval based on the extension of the clutter of its cycle.

Although this can eliminate mixing of clutter, the mixing of raindrop

clutter and surface feature clutter and the mixing between raindrop

clutter can still occur. The other method is improving the distance

identification power, namely reducing the dimensions of the distance

identification element, to make the clutter separate and also reduce

the probability of mixing. The specific method is using pulse com-

pression. If we use a 25:1 pulse compression system, we can take

the original 5 microsecond pulsewidth compression to approximately

0.25 microseconds, that is, we can reduce the distance identification

element 25 times.

When pulse compression combines with paired pulse moving

target indication, it generally first takes the signal that is receiv-

ed and after going through mixing changes into the first intermediate

frequency, and carries out hard limiting in the central release with

its amplitude limited to the mean square root value of the noise to

completely ruin its amplitude signal and only keep its phase signal,

later it takes the signal after this limiting to the compression fil-

ter that is formed by the chromatic dispersion net, when its compres-

sion ratio is 25:1, its amplitude then increases J-3=5 times, or 14dB.

Its signal-noise ratio is 14dB. The signal that is put out by the

compressed filter then goes to two delay time wires, the difference

between their delay time duration is equal to the interval of the

two pulses, the output after this delay time respectively goes to

the amplitude detector and phase detector, after amplitude detection

the output that goes through the "AND" gate is used to select the

output after phase detection eliminates fixed clutter.

We will now discuss how to eliminate the half blind speed

point in the phase detection destruction system. Assume the interval

of the two pulses is 150 microseconds. The intermediate frequency

pulse after going through pulse compression goes to the two delay time

wires that have a delay time difference of 150 microseconds (see Fig.
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9.17). The output after delay time first goes to one phase de-

tector, the output from this phase detector is called "in phase"

output, this output is one that has a half blind speed point (see

curve A in Fig. 9.18). After delay time a circuit goes to a wide-

band phase shifter to shift 90 degrees, this phase shifter can

phase shift 90 degrees within a 5MHz bandwidth (thus input frequency

band). The output that is still not phase shifted after phase shift-

ing again goes to the second phase detector, the output from this

phase detector is simply the so-called cross output (curve B in

Fig. 9.18). Using phase adding after the "in phase" output signal

carries out complete rectification and after the cross output carries

out complete rectification, we then can obtain the speed response

curve of curve C in Fig. 9.18. This speed response curve can elimi-

nate the half blind speed point (still assuming blind speed in the

figure is 610 nautical miles/hour, half blind speed point is 305

nautical miles/hour).

(h )muCo houtput

FIG. 9.17 METHOD TO ELIMINATE HALF BLIND SPEED POINTKEY: (a) Intermediate frequency; (b) Delay time wire;
(c) Phase shift; Wd Phase detector; (e) Phase detec-
tor; (f) Dleay time wire; (g) "In phase" output;
(h) Cross output
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10 Wee-d (knots)

FIG. 9.18 SPEED RESPONSE OF "IN PHASE"
OUTPUT AND "CROSS" OUTPUT AND AFTER THEY
COMBINE

The block diagram of the phase destructor of the entire paired

pulse moving target indication system is as Fig. 9.19 shows.

The intermediate frequency that comes from 80 microsecond

delay time massage channel, after going through pulse compression

is divided into two circuits; one circuit goes to the amplitude

detector, the other circuit goes to the phase detector after going

through a variable phase shifter. The variable phase shifter is

used to compensate the fixed phase difference of the two delay time

message channels. The signal that comes from the 230 microsecond

delay time circuit also respectively goes to the amplitude detector

and the phase detector. The signal carries out comparison on the

two circuits in the phase detector, the backward-wave of the fixed tar-

get with the same phase is eliminated and is not put out. In order

to eliminate the half blind speed point of the speed response of this

phase detector, these two circuits again go to a broadband 90 degree

phase shifter, and after going through phase shifting 90 degrees, car-

ry out phase detection. In order to obtain the single polarity output

they are taken to the display, the output of these two phase detec-

tors respectively go to the complete period rectifier and the half

period rectifier, after their output goes through one "OR" gate mixing,

it changes to one output, its speed response is as curve C in Fig.

9.18 shows. The signal of these two delay time circuits, after going

through the amplitude detector, go to an "AND" gate circuit; only

the coinciding signal can be put out through the "AND" gate. This
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output in addition goes to a variable gate limit detector, only

the power level surpassing the gate limit can form a rectangular

pulse, the rectangular pulse is used to Cate the output of the above

mentioned "OR" gate, in order to compensate the delay time in the amp-

litude detector, after the output of the "OR" gate goes through a

0.2 microsecond delay time, it again goes to an "AND" gate. Although

the gated pulse that is produced by the amplitude circuit can be

formed by the fixed backward-wave, the output of the "OR" gate al-

ready eliminates the fixed backward-waves. Because the pulse that

is formed after going through pulse compression is very narrow (only

0.25 microseconds), it is not easy to observe on the display, there-

fore the other circuit of the "AND" gate output goes through the pulse

extender to make the pulsewidth widen to 6 microseconds, but this pulse

extender will make the signal-noise ratio lose 3dB. The selection

switch on the display can respectively select the unwidened and widened

video frequency signal.

An actual radar system that uses the above paired pulse moving

target indication, when operating in wideband pulse compression in

addition to moving target indication, can obtain a 20dB destruction

ratio. Because its pulsewidth is very narrow after pulse compression

(only a few cycles intermediate frequency signal in the pulsewidth),

therefore it causes the destruction properties of the phase detector

to become poor. The destruction ratio of this system on raindrop

clutter is approximately 10dB when without pulse compression, when

with pulse compression it can make raindrop clutter reduce to the power

level of the noise of the receiver (aside from the phase mixing that

emerges). Visibility that is under clutter when it receives noise

limits (SCV) is limited by the compression ratio that is used when

compression ratio is 25:1, visibility under the best clutter is 14dB

(realistically only 11dB), although raising limiter power level can

raise visibility under clutter, when there is a large area of clutter,

a stagnant appearance can emerge, therefore it still can operate the
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FIG. 9.19 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PHASE DESTRUCTOR OF PAIRED PULSE

MOVING TARGET INDICATION SYSTEM
KEY: (a) Delay time message channel; (b) Variable phase
shifter; (c) Bandwidth 90 phase shifter; (d) Phase detec-
tor; (e) Amplifier; (f)Amplitude detector; (g) Phase detec-
tor; (h) Amplifier; (i) Complete period rectifier; (j)
Half period rectifier; (k) Delay time message channel;
(1) OR gate circuit; (m) Amplitude detector; (n) Ampli-
fier; (o)Delay time circuit; (p) Pulse extender; (q) Display;
(r) AND gate;(s) Variable gate limit detector; (t) AND gate;
(u) Amplifier

noise limiter fairly well. From this we can see that the visibility

under clutter that can be achieved by this paired pulse moving target

indication system is still comparatively low.

9.3.3 MOVING TARGET INDICATION SYSTEM WITH FOUR-PULSE AGILITY
(8)

Although the above-mentioned paired pulse moving target indica-

tion system also can overcome the contradiction of frequency agility

and moving target indication to a large extent, some basic short-

comings still exist in it. Firstly, the paired pulse moving target

indication system must use a fully coherent frequency agile system.
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This causes the degree of complication of the equipment to greatly

increase. Secondly, it has the problem of "phase contamination",

enlarging the interval of the two pulses can cause blind speed to de-

crease, but using pulse compression can also cause the equipment to

be further complicated.

In order to overcome these shortcomings, recently some people

have proposed a four-pulse agility moving target indication system

This system successively transmits a series of four pulses with the

same interval within the repeated cycle of the pulse, and also, the

four pulses can be produced by a noncoherent agile magnetron, be-

cause their intervals are very close (interval is 1.9 microseconds,

pulsewidth 0.63 microseconds), therefore the frequency does not have

time to be agile in the series. But its frequency between each series

of pulses is agile. Because this series of pulses is produced by a

magnetron, therefore its initial phases all are different and also

it can be considered to have phase agility. In order to be able to

carry out coherent processing on its backward-waves, it uses four

coherent oscillators to separately record each initial phase. The

block diagram of the entire system is as Fig. 9.20 shows. The oscil-

lation that is produced by the magnetron in the figure, after going

through -80dB power distribution, goes to the mixer and mixes with

the stable local oscillator signal, on the one hand the intermediate

frequency pulse that is obtained acts as a low automatic frequency

precision tuning signal to revise and correct the local oscillator

frequency; on the other hand it acts as a phase locking signal to

lock the coherent oscillator. Because there are four coherent local

oscillators that need to be locked, therefore it goes through a switch

and respectively controls each corresponding coherent oscillator accord-

ing to its transmitting order, and later after goin through 900 phase

drift obtains the in phase and cross coherent local oscillator sig-

nal.

After the signal of the receiver goes through the mixer and

the central release, it goes to the intermediate frequency power
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distributor, in order to be respectively carried to the phase

sensitive detectors of the four circuits and the coherent oscillators

to carry out phase detection.

If the magnetron that is used is a frequency agile magnetron,

then its local oscillator still should possess corresponding high

speed frequency tracking and frequency precison tuning device.

The characteristics of this four-pulse moving target indication

system lie in:

(1) Increasing the pulse number in the group to four thereby

increasing .the pulses that can be processed, raises visibility under

clutter, and even can possibly carry out Doppler frequency of the

group (4) in the detector.

(2) Because it uses frequency agility between the series of

pulses, not only can it improve the radar's anti-jamming, reduce

loss from undulation of the backward-wave of the target, and increase

angle measurement precsion, but also can cause the clutter between the

series to be interrelated. This especially is even more important

for clutter produced by each pulse in the series to be interrelated.

But mere frequency agility still has no way to resolve the problem

of range secondary fragmentation. This range secondary fragmentation

is caused by simultaneously processing the four pulses.

(3) This four-pulse moving target indication system uses a

coherent magnetron transmitter, this not only simplifies the whole

system, but also the phase agility between each pulse in the series

contributes to eliminating the above-mentioned range secondary frag-

mentation, these all are already proven by computer analogue tests.

This four-oulse moving target indication system also can achieve

Doppler signal processing in the Doppler detector, therefore it can
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be considered as a radar system that possesses Doppler ability.

In the following section we will discuss how to achieve this Dop-

pler processing.

As the above section recounts, the output power from the inter-

mediate frequency power distributor is sent to four phase detectors

(see Fig. 9.21). Its output can obtain four in-phase and cross

passages (the figure only draws one circuit). Later it goes to four

modulation alternators. In order to carry out simultaneous processing

on the four circuit signals, for each circuit signal respective delay

times are 0, T, 2T, and 3T. Iteliminates the initial delay time.

Later it goes to the Doppler filter for formation. The composition

that is formed in this Doppler filter is shown in Fig. 9.22. In it

the first circuit corresponds to the fixed point of zero Doppler

frequency, after the solid line section and the dashed line section

of each circuit meet, the model value of the mean square root is ob-

tained. It later is obtained after each pulse one by one goes through

a 450 phase shift. It later obtains the final filter output according

to the following expressions:

V. - Vol- IV.,I

V1.,- IV lI - IVVLU (9.8)7 V - IVu.I-Iv,I(98)

The final speed response of the four circuit output is as

shown in Fig. 9.23. That is, it can be equivalent to one group of

Doppler filters, the speed response peak of each.
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FIG. 9.20 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF FOUR PULSE MOVING TARGET INDI-
CATION SYSTEM
KEY: (a) Group repeated frequency trigger; (b) 4 Pulse modulator;
(c) Trigger signal; (d) Magnetron; (e) Group repeated frequency
trigger; (f) Time; (g) Next group trigger; (h) Four pulse
fixed time; Ci) Power distribution; Q Dual processor; (k)
Antenna; (1) Mixer; Cm) Stable local oscillator; Cn) Mixer;
(o) Intermediate frequency power distributor; (p) To phase
sensitive detectors 1,2,3, and 4; (q) Intermediate frequency
sampling; (r) Central release; (s) Slow; (t) Coherent oscil-
lator input switch control; Cu) Coherent oscillator input
switch; (v Group repeated frequency trigger; (w) Coherent

.- oscillator; (x) Coherent oscillator; (y) Phase shifter; (z)
Coherent oscillators; Caa) To digital phase sensitive detectors

Because the interval of the pulse is very short, therefore the

blind speed that it corresponds to is very high. We also can say

that basically the blind speed problem does not exist. But the

number of coherent accumulated pulses is very few, therefore it only

can depend on the noncoherent accumulation of the pulses in each series,

this accumulation still can restrain clutter after interrelation,

thereby increasing its signal-clutter ratio.
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But until now this system is only carried out in analogue

experimental research, there still has been no concrete achievement.

sono

aa

4.9aa los

FIG. 9.21 PHASE AGILE RECEIVER
KEY: (a) Coherent oscillator input; (b) Inter-
mediate frequency input; Cc) Power distributor;
(d) Doppler filter group; (e) To accumulator
and gate limit circuit; (f) Digital phase sen-
sitive detector
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FIG. 9.2 COPHOSITIN OFEDOIVER FLE RU
KEY: (a) olrnty vsideaofreunyga inputtr

(I and Q); (b) Delay time wire tap; (c) Fixed point
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FIG. 9.23 SPEED RESONSE OF DOPPLER
FILTER GROUP

9.3.4 MOVING TARGET INDICATION SYSTEM THAT IS COMPATIBLE WITH SELF-
ADAPTING FREQUENCY AGILITY

The method of transmitting several pulses in the repeating cycle

of the pulse to carry out moving target indication invariably is

not as good as processing between the cycles, especially for space

lookout radar where repeating frequency is fairly high and affected

distance is fairly low. Having to transmit relatively many pulses

in the cycle to carry out moving target indication processing is

fairly difficult, furthermore it is very difficult to obtain a rela-

tively high index. The radar with this fairly high repeating frequen-

cy (approximately 1kHz to 5kHz) can use another moving target indica-

tion system with frequency agile compatibility 9 ) . The block

diagram of the principles of this system is shown is Fig. 9.24.

The radar that is suitable to it is fully coherent frequency agile

radar that operates on several points of frequency, the radar can

automatically adapt to the frequency agile type. The jamming pre-

diction that comes from the jamming analysis device goes to a control

logic, the transmitting frequency that controls the radar is located

in the weakest region of the jamming. The signal that is received,

after going through phase detection, goes to a model-number alter-

nator, the output of the latter goes to a storage. This storage

possesses a fairly low storage capacity, it can store the corresponding

basic band video signals of many. cycles, after these signals go through
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a

FIG. 9.24. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PRINCIPLES OF
MOVING TARGET INDICATION SYSTEM THAT IS
COMPATIBLE WITH SELF-ADAPTING FREQUENCY
AGILITY
KEY: (a) From A/D alternator; (b) Storage;
(c) Jamming prediction; (d) Control logic;
(e) Multiple circuit selector; (f) Dual de-
structor; (g) Moving target output; (h) Fre-
quency oscillator chain; (i) To transmitter

multiple circuit selection they go to a dual destructor. Exactly

selecting the signal of that circuit to go to the dual destructor

is determined by the control logic. Figure 9.25 can explain its

selection principle. If the storage altogether atores the signals

of several repeating cycles, in it the signal that is scanned most

recently (the M th time) goes to the input of' the dual destructor

(namely, three-pulse cancellation). If the radar altogether transmits

8 dispersed point frequencies (respectively f1, f 2 ,'''f 8), the n-th

transmission is f2 ' thus the carrier frequencies of the other two

signals that carry out cancellation with it are also f2, and record

in the control logic all the previous A. transmitted frequencies,

therefore we can select the signals that are taken from the storage

to the destructor according to the transmitting pulse histories

that are recorded. The examples in the figure are the /-2 time and

the vi.-8 time, although these three times are not sequentially trans-

mitted, because their carrier frequency is equally precise, therefore

they can go to the destructor and offset the fixed backward-waves.
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Clearly this system only can be suitable to the following two

conditions: firstly, the backward-wave number that scans the target

must be enough (that is the repeated frequency of the radar should be

fairly high), otherwise, backward-waves with the same frequency that

can provide destruction processing are very few, backward-waves

that can have video frequency accumulation also will be very few;

secondly, the number of frequency agile frequency channels cannot be

too many, too many frequency channels also will cause the amount of

backward-waves that have the same frequency to reduce.

+ ..5 uaeqm.u

FIG. 9.25 SIGNAL SELECTION OF
DUAL DESTRUCTOR
KEY: (a) The &th scanning; (b)
Dual destructor; (c) The )Lth scanning

Two questions naturally can be raised on this system: one question

is exactly how large is the improvement factor of moving target in-

dication that can be obtained by it; the other question is whether or

not the method of ordinary moving target indication technology using

repeated frequency reference differences to eliminate blind speed is

efficient under these conditions.
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The improvement factor IF of the dual destructor is defined as:

IF-CA+Gzs (99)

In which GN is noise gain, and CA is clutter attenuation; the latter

can be computed by the following expression:

CA JOS()df (9.10)
,fIQOH(nha S(f)df

In which S(f) is clutter frequency spectrum, and H(f) is delivery

function.

H(l)- 1 - 2expC-j2xfKT)
+expC-j2tf(K, +K,)T) (9.11)

In which K and K2 separately are the cycle numbers between the second
and third pulse and the first and second that transmit the same fre-

quencies.

Assuming the frequency spectrum of Gauss type clutter is

S~)mS.P(~4 (9.12)

In which o is the standard difference of clutter frequency spectrum,

thus substituting expression (9.10) we obtain:

CA

- - 4 exp( 1-K.)- 4expC -Ki) +2exp(- (K,+K.)) (9.13)

In which
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GN=6 on the dual destructor, therefore we obtain:

-"" " ' a , " J

So long as we know KA and KB values we can cQmpute improvement

factor IF, in the expression of KA and KB9 T is the repeating cycle

of the radar, approximately between 200 microseconds to 1 millisecond,

( can be assumed smaller than 1.5 m/second (corresponding to the

forests and hills with wind velocity as 40km/hour) and additionally

the frequency spectrum that is caused by antenna scanning widens.

The problem primarily lies in that K1 and K2 when there is frequency

agility is not fixed and invariant, but is a stochastic variable.

Under this condition, the improvement factor of moving target indi-

cation also is not fixed. Therefore it only can be expressed by a

statistic measure P(IF), it represents the probability that reaches

a certain IF. The value of K1 and K2 obviously are functions of the

frequency channels that are used. Figure 9.26 gives the computed

results of P(IF) and IF when there are 3, 4,and 5 probable frequency.
The more frequency that is used, the poorer its performance.

d# 1 ~... .. . ....~ -,' - - .......... .

Sn

FIG. 9.26 MOVING TARGET IMPROVEMENT FACTOR WHEN
THERE IS STOCHASTIC JUMP FREQUENCY
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However, when there is self-adapting frequency agility, the

probability of each frequency is equal. Under this condition, its

probability is still related to such factors as frequency spectrum

distribution of jamming clutter, multiple channel appearance, and

antenna radiation graph. Therefore it is very difficult to use the

analysis method for resolution, we can only use the analogue method

for research.

If the number of frequency channels is exceedingly many, its

improvement factor will drop; if the number of frequency channels is

exceedingly few, then it is disadvantageous for anti-jamming. Ana-

logue tests show that the best compromise between these two requires

the ratio of the independent channel number that is used and the

backward-wave of the scanned target to be 1/8. When the number of

frequency channels are more than this, its improvement factor can

decrease. The other method to resolve this problem is the method os

additionally forcing operation in a certain frequency simultaneously

with self-adapting frequency agility. For example, the frequency

that is in storage already has two certain frequencies, consequently

it forces the transmitter to again transmit on a certain frequency

to avoid its waiting period being too long.

In summary, after using self-adapting frequency agility, because

the weakest region of jamming cannot be the same with each line

of transmissicn, therefore the probability of operating on the

same frequency is greater than with stochastic agility. For ex-

ample, when randomly selecting three frequencies in the cycle when

the target irradiates, we can obtain the average improvement factor

as 28dB, and when carrying out self-adapting frequency agile radar

on similar noise jamming we can obtain the average improvement fac-

tor of approximately 40dB. From this we can see that no matter if it

is from an anti-jamming point of view or an anti-clutter point of

view, self-adapting frequency agility is a better method of operation.
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In ordinary moving target indication radar, the often-used

variable repeating frequency method extends blind speed. For example,

replaced with using six repeating frequencies can extend blind speed

several fold. Can this method be used under conditions of self-

adapting frequency agility? This also can only be investigated by

using analogue tests. Tests show that when using the same frequency

cycle order, the speed response that is obtained when operating on

self-adapting frequency agility is extremely similar to when there is

fixed frequency. Figure 9.27 draws the speed responses of fixed

frequency and self-adapting frequency agility when there is a certain

repeating cycle order.

From the above we can know that using this moving target in-

dication system that is compatible with self-adapting frequency

agility, it not only can self-adapt to obtain the best anti-jamming

propertie on the jamming frequency spectrum, but also has sufficiently

satisfactory moving target indication improvement factor and speed

response when with reference difference repeating frequency.

a c

°h.i? . -

FIG. 9.27 SPEED RESPONSE WITH FIXED FREQUENCY
AND SELF-ADAPTING FREQUENCY AGILITY
KEY: (a) Corresponding speed response; (b)
Fixed frequency; (c) Self-adapting frequency
agility
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9.4 COHERENT PROCESSING OF FREQUENCY AGILE RADAR

In fixed frequency radar, so long as we maintain the strict

phase relationship between the signal of the local oscillator and the

transmititng frequency, we then can achieve coherent accumulation.

As to the problem of unknown Doppler frequency of the target, it can

be resolved by using the Doppler filter group. Presently this filter

group is equivalent by Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT). But under

conditions of frequency agility it is different. This is because the

carrier frequency of each transmitting pulse is different. The cor-

responding Doppler frequency of the same radial speed also is different.

The phase variations that arise from this also are different. There

have been people attempting to compute the phase variations that are

drawn into it in order to carry out revision and correction(10 , but

because the preiiminary phase of the reflected backward-wave of the

target is unknown, it also is a fixed function of the frequency. There-

fore, this phase variation has no method to estimate and revise and

correct.

In radar where the frequency does gradient jump changing, the

problem can be much simplified. At this time, because here is only

one target that is tracked, there also is only one radial speed. More-

over the time of the irradiated target is comparatively long, the

number of accumulated pulses is comparatively many. At this time,

because the frequency makes patterned gradated jump changes we can

regard it as being formed by the pulse where many different carrier

frequency cycles are gradient cycles, as to each carrier frequency,

they then correspond to fixed frquency radar, only its repeated fre-

quency lowers Atimes (..is number of gradations). As to this frequen-

cy agile radar, it then can use the circuit coherent receiver to

carry out accumulation. In tracking radar, coherent accumulation

is achieved by Doppler frequency tracking; if we use an analogue
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accumulation system we must have.Afrequency tracking loops. When

using digital accumulation, we can use the method of phase compen-

sations and time division, achieved with a digital coherent accumu-

lation system. This digital accumulation system is extremely similar

to a digital accumulation system that is used when there are several

moving targets that possess different Doppler frequencies in the

simultaneous tracking beam that uses monopulse Doppler tracking radar.

But in searching radar, conditions are very complicated. At

this time, because it is possible to have several targets of different

radial speeds at different distances in the same direction, under

these conditions we carry out frequency agility, making the problem

even more complicated. At this time, the same radial speed can pro-

duce different Doppler frequencies, if the carrier frequency can have

an arbitrary frequency in the agile frequency band, the problem is

complicated to where it is difficult to resolve.

As to the fully coherent frequency agile radar that only transmits

a few fixed frequency points, we can use the multiple channel method

to achieve coherenct processing(I1). Because many actual multiple

frequency channel radars do not have coherence between each of its

frequency channels, therefore between each of its frequency channels

we only can use the method of noncoherent accumulation. But in each

frequency channel, we also can use the method of the Doppler filter

group to resolve the problem of the unknown radial speed. The block(12)
diagram of its specific system is shown in Fig. 9.28( . It is

necessary to note that the figure only draws the Doppler filter group

after one distance wave gate. As to the radar that has M distance

wave gates, it must have M systems like this, we can see that this

kind of system is extremely complicated.

As is previously explained, this Doppler filter group generally

uses Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) to be equivalent. Its number
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of filters is equal to the processed count. To obtain enough Dop-

pler frequency identification, the desired number of backward-waves

of the same frequency that are obtained from the target will be more

than enough. Because the total number of backward-waves that can

be obtained when scanning the target is limited, to make the number

of backward-waves of the same frequency enough, there are three

methods that can be used. One is reducing the target of the number

of frequency channels, the next is raising the repeated frequency,

the third is using division and collection in the cycle. The first

method, seen from an anti-jamming point of view, obviously is not

desirable. Moreover too few frequency channels also can influence

collection. Figure 9.29 gives the curve of the relationship between

the number of frequency channels and the gains on the signal-clutter

ratio after frequency division and collection when false alarm pro-

bability is 10-6 and detection probability respectively is 0.7 and

0.9. The reduction of frequency division and collection on loss

from undulation increases with the number of frequency channels, but

noncoherent accumulation loss also increases with the number of fre-

quency channels, therefore, a best number of frequency channels

exists. But, when detection probability is fairly high, the largest

value is not obvious. From the viewpoint of reducing the amount of

equipment the desired number of frequency channels should be as few

as possible. From the figure we can see that using four frequency

channels is fairly suitable. In order to improve its anti-jamming

properties, the specific frequency value of these four frequency chan-

nels should be able to vary within a specified bandwidth.

Using high repeated frequency can increase the number of back-

ward-waves, but can give rise to distance indistinction, we still

must use the method of frequency repetition to eliminate it.

Using the Doppler filter group to carry out coherent processing

can cause a certain loss, this loss is. caused by the unknown Doppler

frequency. Because even if there is a single frequency channel, no
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matter in which filter the emerging output exceeds the gate limit

they all will determine that the target exists. When there is a

fixed gate limit, the false alarm probability will increase with the

number of Doppler filters. But generally it is desirable to be able

to maintain the false alarm probability as the assigned value, there-

fore its gate limit will follow the monotonic increase of the number

of Doppler frequencies. This then brings about the loss on target

detectability. Computations clearly show that when PD=0.
9 and PF=10 - 6,

the loss of 8 filter groups is 0.6dB. In multiple frequency channels,

because the radial speed of the target is unknown, and also the Dop-

pler frequency shift that the same radial speed gives rise to in

each frequency channel is different, additionally the existence of

speed measurement indistinction makes it unable to find the Doppler

filter that corresponds to the same radial speed in each frequency

channel, so it is necessary to phase add the output of all the filters.

This then gives rise to fairly large loss. Computations show that

when there are 4 frequency channels and each channel has 8 filters,

its loss reaches 2.05dB.

A simplified method is finding the largest one that is put out

from the 8 filters, and later carry out noncoherent phase adding on

the largest one that is put out from each frequency channel, and com-

pare the results of the phase adding with the gate limit (see Fig.

9.28). When using this method in the same conditions, its loss

is approximately 1.82dB, that is 1.22dB larger than single frequency

channels. When there is a different number of filters, the compari-

son of the signal-clutter ratio SIR that is needed by the 4 frequency

channels division and collection and when with the single frequency

channel is shown in Fig. 9.30, thecurve in the figure is according

to the Swerling II model target, computed when PD= 0 .9 and PF=1 0- 6 .

One filter in the figure also corresponds to conditions when target

speed is already known, its results are consistent with those in

Fig. 9.28. Following the increase of Doppler filters, the loss of the

four frequency channels increases more than the loss of the single
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frequency channel increases, but when the number of filters is 8, its

loss then increases very slowly.

a-di

FIG. 9.28 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF COHERENT
PROCESSING SYSTEM WITH MULTIPLE FREQUENCY
CHANNEL
KEY: (a) Filter group of.JP multiple Dop-
pler channels; (b) Square pattern detection;
(c) Square pattern detection; (d) Largest
detector; (e) Division and collection fre-
uency channel; (f) Square pattern detection;

(g) ate imitcomarison; (h) Spuare Pat-
tern detection; (i Square pattern detection;
(j) Largest detector; (k) Division and collec-
tion frequency channel; (1) Noncoherent sum;
Cm) Square pattern detection
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FIG. 9.29 CURVE OF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
FREQUENCY DIVISION AND COLLECTION GAIN
AND N.NUMBER OF FREQUENCY CHANNELS
KEY: (a) Gain; (b) Number of frequency
channels

J_ .11 : .. , , : . .

1 , 2 - "

'. 00 , -. ,0d .

fA Ir. ** mg

FIG. 9.30 COMPARISON OF SIGNAL-
CLUTTER RATIO THAT IS NEEDED BY
FOUR FREQUENCY CHANNELS AND SINGLE
FREQUENCY CHANNEL WITH DIFFERENT
NUMBER OF DOPPLER FILTERS
KEY: (a) Frequency channel; (b) Loss
of 8 filters; (c) 4 frequency channels
division and collection; (d) Loss
of 8 filters; (e) Target; (f) Con-
ditions of already-known speed;
(g) Number of Doppler filters in each
frequency channel
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9.5 JUMP FREQUENCY TYPE FREQUENCY SCANNING RADAR

Frequency scanning type tricoordinate radar was a most efficient

electronically-controlled scanning radar system that obtained wide-

spread use before phased array radar, moreover, because its equipment

is simple, it still until today obtains widespread use. The sortcoming

of this radar is that its operational frequency is completely deter-

mined by the beam direction that is required, therefore there is no

way to carry out selection according to other requirements (for ex-

ample anti-jamming).

From a generalized point of view frequency scanning radar is also

a type of frequency agile radar because the carrier frequency of its

adjacent transmitting pulse can have very great differences, even

though usually these frequency differences are not very great.

We will now take a look at the conditions when there are only

two antenna radiating elements (see Fig. 9.31(1)). The distance

between these two antenna elements is d, if the phase difference of the

radio frequency signal of these two antennas is (2s/)d S , its nor-

mal line in front of the wave then points in the direction of 8. In

order to cause its feed-in radio frequency to have a phase difference,

a feed wire with length as s connects between the two radiated ele-

ments (it generally is a wave guide in the radar), then so long as

we input the wavelength of the radio frequency signal it can satis-

fy the following relationship:

2x (9.15)

In which X is a positive whole number. This way we can make the

beam direct towards 6.
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Actually, the wave length of this wave guide is n..w in

which , is the wavelength radio frequency signal in the wave guide

when it makes the transmitting beam direction straight ahead (thus

6=0).I

From expression (9.15) we can obtain:

,,'.:.. A ? j i)(9.16)

From wave guide theory wa can know that wavelength:X in the

wave guide and wave length A in free space have the following

relational expression:

M- , . .(9.17)

In which O-is long side of the wave guide
C. is speed of light in free space
J4 is frequency of radio frequency signal

Replacing this expression with expression (9.16) we can obtain:

7 T~d(9.18)

From this expression we can obtain the relationship of beam directional

angle 6 when there is a certain intervalOL and transmitting frequency.

This relationship when J=0.!N%, is as Fig. 9.32 shows.

Corre ponding frequency deflection in the figure is the frequency

deflection when corresponding to the zero deflection angle, from the

figure we can see that when there is the same corresponding frequency

deflection, the longer the wavelength affecting the delay time wire

(thus the largerk), the bigger the deflection of the beam, and also
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a ROM-

(1) (2)

FIG. 9.31 FREQUENCY SCANNING ANTENNA
1. Phase Relationship When Two Radiating
Elements
2. Diagram of Contact Feed Linkage
KEY: (a) Radio frequency input; (b) Dir-
ectional angle; (c) Front of wave

10 ,ait '/ -" - b-

FIG. 9.32 RELATIONSHIP OF ANTENNA
ARRAY THAT POSSESSES WAVE GUIDE
DELAY TIME WIRE AND CORRESPONDING
FREQUENCY ( =0. 5,\o)
KEY: (a) Directional angle; (b)Be-
inning second wave fragmentation;
c) Negative Af value; d)MAPositive
f value; (e) Corresponding frequency
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the bigger the angle that is limited by the two wave fragmentations.

Therefore, in order to obtain a comparatively high deflection sensi-

tivity (usually expressed by degree/MHz), we select a fairly large 1%

value, at this time we use a wave guide bending into an S shape to

increase its length. The contact feed when there are many antenna' '-

radiating elements is as Fig. 9.31(2) shows.

This way, so long as we change the transmitting frequency of

the radar, we then can change the direction of the antenna beam.

General frequency scanning radar is primarily used in tricoordinate

radar of angle of elevation frequency scanning and bearing mechanical

rotation. A simple block diagram of this radar is shown in Fig. 9.33.

The directional command signal of the beam that is produced by the

beam directional program controller on the one hand conducts a trans-

mitting frequency command to the frequency synthesizer, on the other

hand conducts the beam directional angle signal to the display. The

frequency synthesizer produces a corresponding frequency according to

the frequency command signal, one circuit is carried to the transmitter

to conduct signal transmission; one intermediate frequency of the

phase difference of the other circuit and the transmitting signal con-

duct the local oscillator signal to the receiver, after the trans-

mitting signal goes through the power amplification chain it then

goes to the frequency scanning antenna array. After the backward-

wave signal that is received goes through mixing, central release, and

detection, it goes to the display.

Roughly seen, the block diagram of this frequency scanning radar

is completely the same as the block diagram of a fully coherent fre-

quency agile radar. In that case, can frequency scanning radar be

regarded as a particular type of frequency agile radar? For this

question it is necessary to discuss several different types of actual

frequency scanning radar systems.
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FIG. 9.33 SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM OFFREQUENCY SCANNING RADARKEY: (a) Power amplification Of the trans-mitter; (b) Transmitter signal; (a) Radiofrequency frequency command; (d) Frequencyscanning antenna; (e) Dual processor-(t) Frequency synthesizer; (9g) Beam direc-tt0 n Program controller; (h) Beam direc-tional angle; (i) Receiver; (j) LocalOscillator signal; (k) Radar video fre-quency; (1) Display

Although the carrier frequency of the transmitting pulse of
frequency scanning radar must be determined by the required beam
directional angle (generally the angle of elevation), there are still
many designs of its transmitting wave form. Figure 9.34 draws four
wave forms that can be selected. Assume that it requires transmittingcarrier frequency to change from f1 to fft by the necessary beam scan-
ning range. We then can have the four variation methods as in the
figure (actually there are even more). The first is frequency scanning
between the repeated cycle, variations of the frequency are produced
between the repeating cycles of the pulse (alsi can be invariable,then the second repeating cycle still is f1 ; also can jump change,
then the second repeating cycle changes to fr, but the interval of
its adjacent pulse is then determined by the largest affected distance).
The second wave form is frequency scanning in the repeated cycle,
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transmitting a series of pulses with different frequencies from

fl to f. in one repeating cycle. The third wave form is frequency

scanning in the pulse, cutting off the subpulses of different fre- -

quencies inside of one transmitting pulse. The fourth wave form is

linear frequency scanning in the pulse, its carrier frequency linearly

changes from f1 to ff inside of one transmitting pulse.

FIG. 9.34 FOUR WAVE FORMS OF FRE-
QUENCY SCANNING 'RADAR THAT CAN BE
SELECTED
KEY: (a) Repeating cycle; (b)
Repeating cycle

From the above section we can see that seemingly these four wave

forms are only very simple time coordinate compression. But further

research can discover that the frequency scanning systems of these

four different wave forms have many completely different qualities.

Firstly, the first wave form generally is called single beam

frequency scanning. Its beam is a single brush form beam, its direc-

tion is determined by the frequency of the carrier frequency. The
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block diagram of frequency scanning radar that Fig. 9.33 shows is

the block diagram of this radar. Although this is the most simple

frequency scanning radar, it has many special characteristics, firstly

that it has a very high agility adaptability. The carrier frequency

of its transmitting pulse can have various different alignments, for

example it can have sequential jump frequency, but it can also carry

out jump frequency not according to a specific sequence. Only at this

time the directional of the antenna beam is also not scanning according

to a specific sequence. But, at this time, if we must carry out sto-

chastic jump frequency we have relatively great difficulty because the

direction of the antenna between the pulses has very great variations,

thus on certain directions it actually only transmits one pulse, this

causes accumulation of pulses to become impossible, unless we use a

moving target indication system that is similar to the one that is

discussed above and is compatible with self-adapting frequency agility.

The other important advantage of this frequency scanning system is that

it can be used to achieve high speed searching of dual gate limit se-

quential detection. This sequential detection system possesses two

gate limit power levels (see Fig. 9.35), when the video frequency

voltage that is accumulated is as large as the second gate limit, the

target exists. In single beam frequency scanning radar, the radar

firstly in a certain beam position transmits the frequency that cor-

responds to this beam. After the backward-wave voltage that is received

goes through accumulation, it is still as low as the power level of

the first gate limit (in the figure, after successively transmitting

two frequencies), thus it can be determined that there is no target

in the beam direction, and the radar changes to another beam position

(thus another frequency) to continue transmission. If the video fre-

quency voltage that is accumulated is between the two gate limits, then

it cannot determine whether or not there is a target and still continues

to transmit pulses in this beam direction (thus using the origin.l fre-

quency); when the backward-wave signal voltage that is accumulated
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exceeds the second gate limit, then it can be considered that there

is a target.. When using this method to carry out beam scanning, the

speed of its scanning is not equal, it is fast in regions without

a target, and slow in regions with a target. On the basis of theo-

retical computations, when there is a single distance element, if

the required detection probability PD=0. 9 and PF=O 8 , then the

searching time in a region without a target is 1/10 that of ordinary

radar, and the searching time in a region with a target is 1/2 that

of ordinary radar.

a 00J

410 0

aMR

I . g 4 9 1 U 12 I;

FIG. 9.35 DIAGRAM OF PULSE ALIGNMENTS
OF SEQUENTIAL DETECTOR WITH SINGLE DIS-
TANCE ELEMENT PROBABILITY RATIO
KEY: (a) Accumulated video frequency
voltage; (b) With target; (c) Accumu-
lated video frequencies; (d) Without a
target; (e) Without a target; (f) Target;
(g) Number of pulses (N)

This makes searching time greatly reduce and also corresonds to

the increase of sensitivity. We can calculate when there are diverse

distance elements, if required PD=0.86, P F=3xl0 1 1 , when the number

of distance elements respectively are 30, 100, and 300, the sensitivity

of the sequential at.tector with this probability ratio increases res-

pectively 4.4dB, 3.6dB, and 3.2dB higher than the ordinary detector.

Secondly, this single beam frequency scanning system also can be

not equal to the repeating cycle transmission, according to the height

of the angle of elevation. Because the greatest altitude of the
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target is specified, therefore, the higher the angle of elevation

of the target, the shorter its slope, and the shorter the repeating

cycle of the corresponding indistinct range finding. Therefore,

single beam frequency scanning radar can follow the increase of the

angle of elevation of the beam and the repeating cycle becomes shorter

and shorter, this in turn can further reduce searching time and raise

the data rate of the radar.

Secondly, the second transmitted wave form is seemingly only

putting the time of the first wave form in axial compression, but

it does bring out a new property, this is that the original single

beam frequency scaning becomes a multiple beam scanning. Because

it transmits a pulse that corresponds to V% beam positions from 9I-n
in a repeating cycle (its carrier frequency is fl-f.), so long as it

is divided into multiple dispatch channels in the receiver it then

becomes a multiple beam radar. Figure 9.36 is the block diagram

of this frequency scanning radar.

The multiple beam scanning radar, although the complication

level of the equipment of the receiver and data processing system

increases, its data rate of the backward-wave tubes also greatly im-

proves. However, the transmitter of this radar requires a relatively

high average power. Although the narrow band amplifier in the figure

is drawn according to the frequency of f1 f2 1
' ' ' fn sequence, the

transmission sequence of this multiple beam frequency scanning radar

is not specifically according to this sequence. But at this time

the backward-wave repeating cycle that is obtained by each beam

message channel are not uniform.

The third wave form is basically the same as the second wave

form. It orly transmits fl to fM rLfrequencies in a long pulse.

This system requires the end stage high-powered transmission tube

of the transmitter to possess the ability to transmit a long pulse.
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FIG. 9.36 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF MULTIPLE BEAM
SCANNING RADAR
KEY: (a) Receiver power amplifier; (b) Trans-
mitting signal; (c) Dual processor; (d) Fre-
quency synthesizer; (e) Local oscillator
signal; (f) Narrow band amplifier; (g) Wide-
band receiver; (h), (i), (j) Narrow band
amplifier

We can say that the paired pulse system is a special case of this

system. Only the two subpulses where the frequencies have slight

differences are contained in a pulse that is transmitted by this

radar, on the one hand this can increase the amount of impact in the

pulse and increase angle measurement precision; on the other hand it

can cause two beams to stagger, forming criss-cross scanning, used to

catch the target.

The fourth wave form has intrinsic differences from the previous

few forms. It forms a long pulse thar makes linear frequency modu-

lstion in a pulse. Actually, this system combines frequency scanning

and pulse compression, causing the scanning radar to possibly use

,ulse compression to improve its identification ability. Figure

9.37 draws the signal wave form of this frequency scanning radar. In

the figure (a) is the linear frequency modulation signal that is

transmitted, the relationship of its frequency and time is expressed
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by the dashed line, and the relationship between the corresponding

beam directional angle and time is expressed by the solid line. If

a target exists in a certain angle position, then the backward-wave

signal that it transmits also is a linear frequency modulation

signal, only the frequency bandwidth of its scanning frequency

must be very narrow, to correspond to the frequency range that the

beam width corresponds to, the width of this signal in the time is

thus determined by its scanning speed and antenna bandwidth, there-

fore amplitude A of the backward-wave is modulated by wave fragmen-

tation graph of the antenna ( as Fig. 37(b) shows). Unusually for-

tunate, this amplitude modulation is precisely what is needed by

the pulse compression filter in order to restrain the weighted amp-

litude of distance lateral fragmentation. This backward-wave signal

goes to a pulse compression filter to carry out compression that

forms a linear relationship between a delay time period and frequency

(see Fig. 9.37(c)). The signal after compression is as Fig. 9.37(d)

shows. This way, so long as the scanning frequency speed of the ear-

liest transmitted signal is high enough (thus total frequency band

is narrow enough and transmitted pulsewidth is narrow enough), it

can compress to the corresponding narrow degree. This scanning fre-

quency speed thus is determined by the instantaneous bandwidth of the

antenna. In this frequency scanning radar the determination of the

target angle coordinates is obtained by using a frequency detector to

carry out measurement on the average frequency of the backward-wave,

therefore its angle measurement precision is not only related to the

frequency angle measurement properties of the antenna but also is re-

lated to the frequency detection properties of the detector.

After understanding the basic operational properties of the

above several types of frequency scanning radar, we can answer the

question that was originally raised: exactly what are the common

points and what are the differences between frequency scanning radar

and frequency agile radar?
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Looking at the transmitted wave forms, we at least can con-

sider that the first and second frequency scanning radar systems

coincide with the definition.af frequency agile radar, the carrier

frequencies of the adjacent pulses that they transmit are different.

But in frequency scanning radar, because the carrier frequencies of

the pulses that they transmit are completely determined by required

beam directional angle, it not like that kind that can be arbitrarily

chosen in ordinary frequency agile radar. Although the sequence of

the beam directional angle can vary, to obtain continuity of infor-

mation to increase angle measurement precision, the carrier frequency

of the pulse in ordinary frequency scanning radar is transmitted

according to the sequence, therefore its carrier frequency variations

have specific patterns, this makes it fairly easy for the enemy de-

tection receiver to obtain and analyze the operational properties

of the whole frequency scanning radar that uses sequetial detection,

the variation of its transmitting carrier frequency must be even more

patterned. Seen from the viewpoint of anti-jamming it is relatively

advantageous.

Aside from this, in ord-,r to increase the anti-jamming properties

of the radar, the wider the required jump frequency bandwidth of the

radar the better. But in frequency scanning radar, in order to avoid

receiving the limits of quadratic wave fragmentation, generally we

select a fairly largeP, value (see Fig. 9.32), at this time the fre-

quency bandwidth that is required is comparatively narrow, its anti-

jamming properties receive influence. In frequency scanning radar of

linear frequency modulation, its frequency bandwidth even more receives

the limit of the scanning frequency speed that is allowed by the

antenna.

Even more important, although the transmitting wave forms of

frequency scanning radar are unusually similar to general frequency

agile radar, because there is a strict relationship between the beam
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FIG. 9.37 DIAGRAM OF WAVE FORMS

OF PULSE COMPRESSION FREQUENCY
SCANNING RADAR
(a) Transmitting signal; (b) Re-
ceived signal; (c) Compression
filter delay time; (d) Pulse
after compression
KEY: (1) Frequency; (2) Angle meas-
urement; (3) Beam directional
angle; (4) Amplitude

directional angle and the transmitting frequency, therefore the target

that is located in a certain angle of elevation only can be radiated

by the signal with a frequency that this angle of elevation cor-

responds to, this completely loses the frequency division and collec-

tion characteristics of the backward-waves of the target of frequency

agile radar, this is also to say, it cannot make the adjacent backward-

waves related. This way, frequency scanning radar completely loses

the improvements in the areas of range detection, angle measurement
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precision, and amplitude identification that are made by frequency

agile radar. This problem must be resolved. If we add an electroni-

cally tunable phase shifter in each s-shaped feed line to change the

relationship of its frequency and directional angle in the pulse,

this greatly increases the complexity of the equipment, causing it

to change to a phased array radar.

In spite of this, frequency scanning radar (especially single

beam frequency scanning radar) and frequency agile radar still have

many similarities. Not on-ly is much of the equipment extremely simi-

lar (for example the program-controlled frequency synthesizer and

the power amplification transmitter), but also they fully have the

possibility to further combine into an even newer radar system.
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